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Abstract of Dissertation

‘Gasps of Violet Ink:’ Female Adolescence, Personal Archives, and Movie Fandom 

in the United States during the 1910s 

By 

Diana Anselmo Sequeira

Doctor of Philosophy in Visual Studies, 

University of California, Irvine, 2014 

Professor Kristen Hatch, Chair

! My dissertation argues that, during the second decade of the twentieth century, adolescent 

girls helped shape America’s film fan culture. Though many film histories address the 

contributions of female audiences during the silent era, seldom are girls recognized as an 

independent and vital target demographic. In my dissertation, I propose that seminal conceptions 

of affective movie fandom and film consumption are interlaced with the emergence of a new life-

stage: that of female adolescence. In 1909, American psychologist G. Stanley Hall defined 

adolescent girls as highly susceptible, romantic, and rabid consumers. By 1914, popular 

newspapers and fan magazines represented the typical “movie-mad” fan as a white female 

consumer in her teens. Surveying early-twentieth-century psychology and educational literature 

in tandem with press depictions of screen-struck girlhood, I propose that the birth of a 

commercial film fan culture is intrinsically linked with the rise of female adolescence. 

 However, I also suggest that the relationship established between the first generation of 

adolescent girls and a burgeoning film industry was rather complex and symbiotic. Exploring the 
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letters girls sent to the press in tandem with their unpublished fan archives—private movie 

scrapbooks, journals, and correspondence—my work sets out to document the voices of the first 

movie girl fans. To reclaim a marginalized history of girl agency and authorship, I privilege 

previously unexamined autobiographical materials—such as personal diaries, published collages, 

and suicide notes—authored both by individual girl fans and girls-only film collectives during 

the 1910s. By examining girls’ first-person fan testimonies side by side press representations of 

movie-loving girlhood, my research seeks to challenge a long-standing, albeit constructed notion, 

that early Hollywood was built fundamentally on male agency and mature labor. Compromised 

by material loss, much of our contemporary understanding of American silent cinema has been 

biased by surviving accounts relayed by renowned filmmakers and film critics, most of them 

adult males. However, as my archival research evinces, during this transitional decade adolescent 

girls’ fan practices, their affect, and their craft labor importantly impacted the ways American 

film was produced, promoted, and consumed.
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Introduction

A Brave New Decade:

The American Film Industry & The Rise of Female Adolescence in the 1910s

“The awkward age with girls is a baffling and confounding mystery. 
It is still more tumultuous and also more subterranean than boys.”

G. Stanley Hall, “The Awkward Age,” 19081

“To become a movie actress I could undergo all the tortures of the Inquisition of Spain.”

Fannie, a  self-defined “movie-struck” girl, to Vitagraph’s manager Frank Loomis, 19182

 In 1916 Photoplay, one of the leading film publications in the United States, addressed its 

young female readers, asking them to explain why they loved the movies. Of the thousands of 

letters that reached the magazine, a handful were printed. One of these first-person notes was 

authored by an unidentified girl in her teens who linked her passionate investment in film to a 

favorite male player: “ ‘I have a romantic reason! [...] There is a man in the movies I simply must 

know. No, it isn’t Bushman!’” “Well, we will hope for you, Juliet!,” the magazine retorted 

condescendingly, readily dismissing the contents of the letter as the product of a schoolgirl’s 

exaggerated romanticism.3 

 This exchange between fan magazine and young female fan captures the contradictory 

dynamics undergirding the formation of commercial film fandom as it was first established in the 

1

1 G. Stanley Hall, “The Awkward Age,” Appleton’s Magazine 12, August 1908, 155.

2 Motion Picture Magazine, January 1918, 161.

3 Photoplay, February 1916, 48, italics mine.



United States at the dawn of the twentieth century. In the 1910s, the figure of the movie fan 

became indivisible from young femininity. Throughout that decade, movie magazines, trade 

newspapers, and popular publications singled out unmarried, childless girls in their teens and 

early twenties from other audience members. Pressmen, advertisers, and exhibitors sought out 

girls’ patronage by constantly launching girls-only competitions; writing exposés on how 

inexperienced girls achieved stardom; and employing renowned actresses to counsel starstruck 

girls. Girls were addressed consistently because, as the decade wore on, they increasingly 

signified profit. By 1918, a film impresario confessed that “because of the millions of movie-

struck girls in America, the moving picture theatre flourish.[...] A very large percentage of our 

business unquestionably comes from these young women, who eagerly flock to see every new 

film.” 4

 My dissertation explores the complex relationship forged between young female fans and 

the film press in the 1910s, a relationship that, I argue, placed adolescent girls at the center of 

America's flourishing film industry. Again and again, the American press represented adolescent 

girls as the personification of film fandom and prompted girls to contribute to the shaping of 

Movieland by submitting autobiographical narratives such as fan letters, film reviews, opinion 

pieces, and paper crafts. Yet when girls complied and sent personal fan materials to the press, 

their written production was often discredited as “gasps of violent ink”—“panting” expressions 

of juvenile romanticism, irrational consumerism, and unchecked emotionality. 

  The marriage of girlhood and movie fandom did more than serve the profit-driven film 

industry. Girl fans recurrently dodged the disempowering message telegraphed by the press. 

2

4 William A. Page, “The Movie-Struck Girl,” Woman’s Home Companion, June 1918, 18.



Eager to be recognized as relevant cultural agents and valuable movie consumers, adolescent 

girls actively responded to the press’ invitations to submit confessional epistles, creative 

manuscripts, movie-themed handcrafts, and self portraits. They did so proudly, hoping to see 

their first-person testimonies disseminated nationwide. Further, in the privacy of their own 

homes, girl fans crafted fan documents, producing numerous movie scrapbooks, poems, diaries, 

and letters to stars. These unpublished documents articulate girls’ complex engagement with an 

expanding commodified film culture that, by the mid 1910s, had begun to address young females 

directly. Concurrently, they also prove that—as fans, spectators, consumers, and participants— 

adolescent girls played a fundamental role in the shaping of an American film industry.

 I also argue that girls’ unpublished movie scrapbooks, correspondence, and diaries 

capture a cultural valorization of childhood and youth that occurred during a period when a great 

number of middle-class young people delayed entering the labor force and attended high school 

and college in unprecedented numbers.5 New mandatory education laws demanded that working-

class youth under the age of fourteen be in school instead of employed. These legal changes 

resulted from progressive educators and reformers placing greater currency on a child’s 

developmental work than in their economic labor. The word “useful” in relation to childhood 

thus shifted from “remunerated” to “engaged in didactic occupations.” This ideological shift 

importantly affected how the first generation of movie girl fans was reared, particularly those of 

middle-class origins. Not only did their education moved away from the home and the company 

of adults to the communal setting of the peer-oriented institutional schools, but their leisure time 

3

5 Sociologist Viviana A. Zelizer has seminally described this change as the gradual shift from a “nineteenth-century 
utilitarian criteria of labor and wages appropriate for the useful child” to a twentieth-century “noneconomic, 
educational concept” of childhood. See, Viviana A. Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value 
of Children (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1994), 74.



became valued as a crucial aspect of healthy peer-bonding socialization. Psychologists suggested 

that white girls under eighteen, should spend their teen years not engaged in gainful employment, 

but being groomed into their primary roles of mothers and wives. This grooming was achieved 

through compulsory schooling and disciplining pastimes such as scrapbooking, letter-writing, 

and journaling. When exhorting girls to write to the stars, frame actors’ headshots, and assemble 

movie scrapbooks in their spare time, movie magazines were thus putting into action the new 

concept of “noneconomic” and “educational” youth, whose value was manifested not through 

remunerated labor, but by engaging in other “useful”—i.e unpaid, pleasurable, and pedagogical

—occupations. However it bears notice that, although most theorists and magazines encouraged 

girls from all walks of life to embrace noneconomic didactic occupations, in actuality, most girls 

practicing them in everyday life heralded from middle-to-upper-class backgrounds.

 Notwithstanding, if film fandom gave girls an audible “voice,” the association of film 

fandom with female adolescence was also used as a means of disavowing the cultural power of 

the medium and undermining girlhood’s growing autonomy and agency. From the late 1890s to 

the early 1920s, several institutions struggled to define female adolescence and consequently 

regulate the rights and responsibilities of female subjects who were already sexually mature but 

still financially and emotionally dependent. During the 1910s, social reformers, psychologists, 

and legislators categorized adolescent girls as vulnerable minors, childish minds enshrined in 

procreative bodies. Legal amendments were drafted to protect girls under sixteen from labor 

exploitation, as well as to assure that the schoolroom took the place of the factory, the farm, the 

mill, the store, and any other place of premature employment. In short, in the eyes of the law 

4



adolescent girls were left with little personal power and in need of constant supervision and 

guidance. 

 Yet within the realm of movie fandom, girls had the opportunity to challenge this script 

and show that, during their teen years, females did not slumber passively between dependent 

childhood and wifely adulthood. Through their prolific fan production—their letters, their 

poems, their scrapbooks—movie-loving girls forged a sense of authority and authorship that was 

far more powerful than is generally attributed to women in the early twentieth century. In fact, by 

1914, upper, middle, and working class girls living in North America realized that knowing the 

movies inside out lent them a certain amount of cultural significance and social clout: by 

collecting film ephemera, reading exhibitors’ journals, corresponding with fan publications, and 

writing to the stars, girl fans found a way to be regarded—privately and publicly—as 

sophisticated film connoisseurs, useful crafters, and relevant movie participants. 

 To achieve this empowering transformation, early-twentieth-century girl fans turned to 

manual practices historically linked with the disciplining of female development. In fact, 

longstanding female-oriented occupations such as letter writing, scrapbook-making, paper-doll 

playing, needlework, and hand-painting proliferated in the 1910s—both in fan magazines and in 

girls’ everyday routines—packaged as the correct tools girls should use to convey their 

passionate attachment to the pictures. A study of girls’ autobiographic fan materials suggests that, 

though movie-loving girls often followed the press’ heed and employed traditional craft practices 

as a way to discipline their effusive film fandom, they also recurrently reworked and rewrote the 

conservative scripts inherent to female-oriented pastimes, ultimately using scrapbooks, paper 

5



collages, and fan letters as alternative venues to articulate less conventional aspirations, desires, 

and anxieties.

 My dissertation aims to exhume these unheard voices: the voices of the first generation of 

American girls to come of age with the movies. I examine girls’ first-person narratives in tandem 

with published representations of girl fandom — poems, images, and features manufactured by 

commissioned artists, press agents, and journalists—in order to examine the tensions between 

girls’ self-engendered fandom and the mass-produced depictions disseminated by the American 

press. To achieve this goal, I have examined material produced by girls and by the mass media. 

Part I considers material disseminated by the press, including letters, poems, opinion pieces, and 

photographs girls sent to film fan magazines and popular newspapers between 1910 and 1920. I 

found most of these published testimonies either transferred to microfiche and held at university 

libraries, or digitized and made available online through non-profit media preservation websites 

such as archive.org and hathitrust.org. I have also perused best-selling fan magazines Photoplay, 

Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic, and The Photo-Play Journal, and trade 

journals Motography and Moving Picture World; as well as wide-circulating newspapers and 

local dailies, namely The Day Book, The Chicago Tribune, The Los Angeles Times, The Evening 

Star, The Tacoma Times, The San Francisco Chronicle, among many others. 

 My second archive is entirely composed of autobiographic materials that have never been 

published: personal scrapbooks, diaries, and correspondence authored by movie-loving girls 

from 1913 to 1922, housed in private collections, academic libraries, research facilities, and 

municipal institutions. These documents amount to over 80% of all the handcrafted fan materials 

that I encountered. The remaining 20% were either themed around theatrical players (mostly 

6



actresses) or produced by anonymous assemblers. I only found one case of a movie ephemera 

collection compiled by an adolescent boy, and another by an adult woman that worked as a film 

journalist during the early 1910s. For this reason, I consider my sample representative of movie-

loving girls’ private fan practices. 

 When exploring these personal fan archives in Part 2, I pay close attention to the movie 

scrapbooks and journals assembled by seven adolescent girls growing up in North America 

during the 1910s: Theresa Reinhart (b.1898), the daughter of a wealthy Oklahoma City 

contractor; Edna Garland Vercoe, (b.1899) a high school student from Chicago’s affluent 

Highland Park suburb; Margaret Harroun (b. 1901) the third of five siblings coming of age in a 

middle-class household in St. Joseph, Missouri; Mary Florence Stott, (b.1901) the only child of 

two store-keepers who lived in Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Constance Margaret Topping (b.

1901) the single offspring of a diplomat stationed in Berkeley, California; Thelma Laird Lauer 

Majors (b.1902) a girl born in Seattle, Washington; and Medora Espy (b.1899-1916), the 

daughter of a Washington State senator, boarding at the Portland Academy in Oregon for most of 

her teenage years. 

 Scrapbooking was a popular activity for girls in the 1910s, as I discuss in chapter 6. 

However, few of these scrapbooks are available to researchers. The remaining examples either 

make occasional appearances in online auctions or are archived in academic libraries or. It is 

probably no accident that the majority of extant documents archived in research facilities are 

those of well-to-do girl fans, whose families had important ties to their communities, and it may 

explain why very little working-class artifacts survived. Of the six scrapbooks I explore here, 

two are part of research universities’ donated collections (Topping & Harroun at UC Berkeley’s 

7



Bancroft Library); two are held in film library’s special collections (Vercoe at the Margaret 

Herrick in Los Angeles & Majors at New York City Public Library, Billy Rose Collection); one 

is owned by a private collector (Reinhart); and another I purchased from a bidding website 

(Stott). Espy’s diary and school papers are held at the Washington State Historical Society. I 

selected these artifacts as a representative sample of girls’ personal investment in the movies 

because their provenance was traceable: letters and scrapbooks all possess a clearly identified 

marker, with the author’s age, address, and date of assemblage inscribed on the book’s cover. 

Furthermore, though the practices of movie-scrapbooking and ephemera-gathering emerged from 

the urban leisure, economic affluence, and schoolyard friendships associated with white, middle-

class girlhood in the 1910s, these scrapbooks and their makers hailed from vastly different parts 

of the United States, if not from various socio-economic backgrounds. 

   In the end, by privileging autobiographical fan materials, my project aims to unearth—

and take seriously—the “gasps of violet ink” authored by the first generation of movie-loving 

girls, a cohort of cultural agents who came of age in the United States during the second decade 

of the twentieth century. Although the American press characterized adolescent female audiences 

as an up-to-date incarnation of Shakespeare’s Juliet—a lovesick girl in her teens, whose 

overactive imagination and romantic nature conjured up impossible dreams and exaggerated 

attachments, sometimes with tragic consequences— a careful study of girls’ fan documents 

shows that, in fact, female adolescents frequented picture shows, formed movie clubs, 

participated in film contests, assembled movie scrapbooks, adored photoplayers, and wrote to fan 

magazines in a conscious effort to be publicly recognized as active participants and valuable 

members of an heterogeneous and ever-expanding global community of devoted movie lovers. 

8



The Rise of Female Adolescence

 When girlhood became associated with movie fandom, debates about human 

development, child labor, and female sexuality permeated America’s cultural ether. During the 

first two decades of the twentieth century, a new category of personhood (that of the adolescent) 

was beginning to emerge within medical, legal, and social discourse. In the United States, 

adolescence became visible to two central audiences: to social reformers and psychologists who 

saw the new expanding group of adolescents flooding the streets, schoolyards, and factories as 

liminal dependents in need of civil protection; and to the parents who, for the first time in 

history, consistently lived to witness—and thus to be confronted with and baffled by—their 

children’s coming of age.6 

 Thus, as adolescent girls became visible as movie fans, they were also becoming central 

to medical and legal discussions. In the early 1900s, medical and legal discourse increasingly 

portrayed adolescence girls as vulnerable sexual subjects, endangered child workers, and 

moldable pupils. The depiction of adolescent girls as the personification of emotional film 

fandom, and the way girl fan labor came to be construed as both disciplining and pleasurable—if 

manual and unremunerated—thus cannot be separated from the socio-cultural changes taking 

place in early-twentieth-century America. To understand how affective movie fandom came to be 

construed as typically young and female, one must understand the sudden valorization and 

visibility social activists, lawmakers, and psychologists bestowed on adolescent girlhood at the 

dawn of the twentieth century. 

9

6 Historian Joseph F. Kett observes that, between 1890 and 1910, changes in American birth patterns created a new 
“type of family which had little precedent—the family in which all children were adolescents,” while the steady 
increase of life expectancy now enabled middle-aged parents to see their children grow past childhood. See: Joseph 
F. Kett, Rites of Passage: Adolescence in America from 1790 to the Present (New York: Basic Books, 1977), 216.



 The turn-of-the-century sacralization of childhood played a vital role in making 

adolescent girls a legible sign for emotionality, immaturity, and vulnerability, the main 

characteristics later associated with film fandom. New interest in the social value of children 

brought public awareness to issues of human development, child labor, and youth regulation. By 

interrogating what differentiated a child from an adult, turn-of-the-century social reformers and 

psychologists began defining adolescence, a new life-stage that foremost privileged individual 

growth, leisure, and self-discovery, characteristics largely absent from most working-class (and 

some middle-class) children’s lives before the twentieth century. According to Vivian Zelizer, the 

sacralization of childhood emerged in the early twentieth century, a time when American culture 

shifted from seeing pubescent children as “useful wage-earning [...] little work people,” to 

regarding them as “economically useless but emotionally priceless.”7 The placement of 

sentimental value on the growing child impacted not only the way girlhood was usually 

conceived, but more importantly, it propelled a slew of laws that sought to protect the newfound 

fragility and affective value of the defenseless child. 

  Though the widespread sentimentalization of childhood encompassed both genders, the 

adolescent girl became the primary symbol of a nationwide crusade against unregulated child 

labor, insufficient schooling, and underage sexual victimization. For instance, surveying the 

ways childhood and dependency came together in nineteenth-century America, historian Karen 

Sanchez-Eppler points out that the transformative girl-child became a recurrent motif in a type of 

temperance fiction Sanchez-Eppler dubs “salvation in the bed of a child.”8 The sensational tales 

10

7 Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child, 57.

8 Karen Sanchez-Eppler, Dependent States: The Child's Part in Nineteenth-Century American Culture (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2005), 71.



generally climaxed when an intoxicated father crawled into his young daughter’s bed, and found 

himself reformed by the maiden’s natural innocence and abnegation. Temperance literature, 

however, was one of the many genres that, at the turn of the century, utilized young girls as an 

evocative figure, redolent with powerful cultural resonance. In fact, not only was the adolescent 

girl at the center of new legislation regulating sexual maturation, but she also figured in most 

images and journalistic exposés on exploitative child work, sex trafficking, and white slavery 

published by the American popular press in the 1910s.9 These changes enhanced the public 

visibility of young femininity, and greatly contributed to the emergence of the new category of 

adolescent girlhood.

 A liminal figure, the adolescent girl embodied both sides of sentimentalized childhood: 

dependency, fragility, and subservience, but also adaptability, resilience, and regeneration. 

Examples of activists and authors that used girlhood to symbolize the plea of the abused minor 

include Sue A. Clark and Edith Wyatt’s series of articles sponsored by the National Consumers’ 

League investigating “individual stories of self-supporting girls,” published in McClure’s 

Magazine in 1910 and illustrated by numerous photographs of urban girls at work in department 

stores; and Jane Addams’s multiple features on the challenges wage-earning girls faced in 

American cities, titled “A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil,” published in the same 
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magazine between 1911 and 1912.10 In 1913, journalist Burton J. Hendrick calculated the 

success of America’s public school system by surveying a New York City high school for girls; 

while that same year civic leader George Kibbe Turner cited the number of of girls under 

eighteen engaged in prostitution as a measure of social decay in Chicago and New York City .11 

Fictional narratives, “The Wolf” (1911), and the running series “My Little Sister” (1912-1913), 

also portrayed the girl in her teens as the principal victim of corrupt employers, lewd 

“transgressors,” and sex traffickers roaming the city streets.12 These tales depicting the dangers 

of girlhood ran the class gamut, though most endangered heroines invariably heralded from 

working-class or poverty-ridden backgrounds.

 Adolescence thus resulted from a conscious social extending of childhood and, 

simultaneously, from a cultural desire to protect the borders separating the children’s world from 

adulthood’s vicissitudes. This change in perspective mostly affected working-class girls’ growing 

up experience. In tandem with labor amendments that, by 1916 had cordoned off the years after 

fourteen and sixteen for paid work, legislation proposing free, public, and compulsory education 

for all children between five and sixteen also prolonged puberty for working-class girls. 

Mandatory school attendance not only kept many working-class girls under fourteen away from 

factories, stores, and mills, but more importantly, it limited the amount of unsalaried domestic 

work families could demand of their underage daughters. 
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 New compulsory education and child labor laws not only helped to dilate the years 

between the stages of childhood and adulthood, but they also contributed to defining girlhood as 

a dependent life-stage. Though the majority of laws created in the 1900s aimed to protect boys, 

as much as girls, from precocious employment, labor exploitation, delinquency, and truancy, 

adolescent girls became the central foci of most amendments policing sexual maturity, property 

rights, and economic independence. For instance, Age of Consent laws, which social reformers 

actively pursued in the early 1900s, only applied to females. They were instrumental in 

delineating seventeen as the accepted age “when a girl has reached maturity [...and thus] may she 

[...] be mistress of her person [and] legally part with that priceless jewell of her soul, her 

chastity.”13 In 1905, sharp-tongued journalist William Cowper Brann described the age of sexual 

consent as “the age at which a girl may legally consent to carnal intercourses,” emphasizing that 

only girls needed to be protected from unwanted sexual advances. At the time that civic leaders 

struggled to raise the Age of Consent from twelve to at least sixteen years old in most American 

states, Brann objected that he did “not to know of a single reason why the age of consent should 

not be at least 17 years in every state of the Union.”14 

 The cultural urgency to identify and regulate a girl’s maturation from vulnerable 

childhood into sexual adulthood propelled many other laws: one Texas law, for instance, 

proclaimed that girls under seventeen could not be legally married without written permission 

from their parents; another that “unmarried girl[s] of 20 cannot purchase a bottle of beer or sell a 

foot of land.” 15 When championing amendments that would curb excessive work schedules, 
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14 Ibid, 41
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social reformers also identified underage girls as the most affected victims of industrial 

exploitation, and thus those in direst need of federal protection. Census reports compiled by 

Clark and Wyatt show that, at the dawn of the twentieth century, females under eighteen staffed 

America’s primary industries—garment and shoe factories; steam laundries; millineries; 

departmental stores; paper, cotton, and woolen mills— in greater numbers than underage boys.16 

Consequently, working-class girls, more than any other demographic, ran the risk of ripening 

prematurely. Reformers repeatedly alerted to the dangers of using unrestricted industrial labor to 

“speed up” adolescent girls’ natural maturation. The long hours standing up; the foul vapors and 

lack of fresh air; the heavy-lifting of levers and pulleys; the nerve-wrecking competition amongst 

female workers; and the inability to take leave during her menstrual cycle, conspired to sterilize a 

girl’s body, preventing her from fulfilling woman’s primary social function: to healthily 

perpetuate the human race.

 As a result of this heightened awareness, countless reports condemning wage-earning 

girls’ brutal working conditions began surfacing in the 1910s, often focusing on the devastating 

toll industrial work took on the development of young female immigrants. A 1912 poem by 

Margaret Widdemer exemplifies the swelling sentimentalization of working-class girlhood in the 

American imagination. In the poem, Widdemer describes her sister as a sexually mature, though 

childishly vulnerable “maiden,” whose entrance into industrial work resulted in a violation of 

natural female growth: “I have robbed my sister of her of maidenhood/ [...] I have put my sister 

in her mating-time away [...]/ How can she know motherhood, whose strength is gone?/ I who 

took no heed of her, starved and labor-worn.”17 In short, to be an adolescent girl meant to be in 
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training for the adult roles of mother and wife. Anything that endangered such completion—

being sexual defilement or excessive work—contradicted the definition of white girlhood upheld 

in American culture during the 1900s. 

  In addition to a growing presence in legal discourse, perhaps one of the main revolutions 

granting young femininity nationwide visibility was the “invention” of adolescence within 

medical discourse. Psychoanalyst Louise J. Kaplan has perceptively remarked that although 

adolescence was not exactly “invented” at the dawn of the twentieth century—according to 

Kaplan such credit is owed to Jean-Jacques Rousseau and his treaty on child education, Émile 

(1762)— the life-stage did gain undeniable cultural significance in the first decades of the 

twentieth century.18 Between the late 1890s and the early 1910s, the renowned child 

psychologist, pedagogue, and president of Clark University, G. Stanley Hall, developed his 

seminal theory on adolescence. In 1904, Hall published the magnum opus Adolescence: Its 

Psychology and Its Relations to Physiology, Anthropology, Sex, Crime, Religion, and Education. 

In this two-volume monograph, Hall identified adolescence as a developmental stage clearly 

distinguished from childhood and adult life.19 According to Hall, the intellectual, physical, 

sexual, and social transformations occurring between fourteen and twenty-four years of age were 

unique to adolescence, and should be regarded by parents and educators as key to the formation 

of an individual’s personality. Delineating adolescence as an independent and foundational life-

stage was one of Hall’s main contributions to the study of human growth. !
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 However, as historian Gail Bederman points out, Hall’s take on adolescence suffered 

from the shortcomings inherent to his time period, a cultural moment marked by heightened 

interest in segregating non-white citizens; differentiating between native-born Americans and 

foreign-born immigrants; and creating social hierarchies based on genetic heritage.20 Despite its 

astute critique of industrial life and visionary understanding of the cultural significance of 

adolescence, Bederman notes, Adolescence is ultimately the product of a previous generation: its 

theoretical scaffolding weaves together discourses celebrated in the last half of the nineteenth 

century, particularly Lamarckism and recapitulation theory. The former suggested that organisms 

could pass characteristics acquired in their lifetime to their offspring through soma. In 1895, 

sociologist Gustave Le Bon offered an apt encapsulation of the then popular Lamarckian doctrine 

when he stated that “a person is an organism created by the past, and, like every other organism, 

it can only be modified by slow hereditary accumulations.”21 Recapitulation theory similarly 

married human evolution with genetic inheritance and biological determinism. It postulated that 

genetic improvement was achieved by reliving the evolution of the human race from 

prehistorical atavism to modern civilization in the condensed years between birth and adulthood. 

 Borrowing from both theories, Hall proposed that an individual’s transformation from 

childhood into adulthood literally replicated, in a concentrated form, the successive evolutionary 

stages lived by one’s forefathers. Hall read children’s psychology—their innate instincts, their 

love for wooden toys, and their aggressive play—as reliving the behaviors of pre-civilized 

ancestors. Successful human maturation thus depended on the complete transformation from 
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savage child into civilized adult, a metamorphosis that took place during adolescence—the 

complex “period of storm and stress” when “the higher and more completely human traits are 

born, the qualities of body and soul emerge, [...and] the functions of every sense undergo 

reconstruction.”22 In sum, according to Hall, adolescence was a radically transformative process 

when individuals in their teens and early twenties relived their primitive ancestry and 

remembered their genetic heritage as preparation for civilized adulthood.  

However, not all individuals were equally equipped to undergo such revolutionary 

metamorphosis. A man of his time, Hall positioned the white, privileged male at the center of his 

theory of adolescence. Reiterating eugenic beliefs that dominated at the turn of the century, Hall 

proposed that effective biological development was intrinsically linked with civilized 

masculinity and white supremacy. Historian Kenneth B. Kidd observes that white boys growing 

up at the turn of the twentieth century were actually encouraged to explore their barbaric 

instincts in preparation for a healthy entrance into the competitive world of civilized adulthood.23 

Girls, on the other hand, should be confined to the domestic realm, sheltered from the “too 

stimulating [...] society of boys” and “the excessive intellectualism [that] inculcates wrong ideals 

about life, and leads the girl away from the simple plain life of home, and the ideals of 

motherhood and wifehood without which she is certain neither morally nor physically a complete 

woman.”24 Only white males of sterling ancestral stock were “candidate[s] for a highly 

developed humanity.”25 Biologically inferior, females and males of other racial backgrounds 
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were condemned to remain stunted at the threshold of adulthood, eternally suspended in a state 

of childlike adolescence. In other words, while white boys of privileged lineages were expected 

to grow out of their wild childhood and bloom into self-determined, civilized adults, girls—

regardless of their upbringing, class, or race—always remained arrested in what historian Crista 

DeLuzio dubs “a quintessential and perpetual adolescence.”26

 The view that “the female somewhat resembles her young offspring throughout life” was 

hardly new in the early 1900s.27 It harkened back to Charles Darwin’s The Descent of Man 

(1871), and had been shared by other influential nineteenth-century scientists. Hall, however, 

added to Darwin’s idea of women’s biological incompleteness by locating the exact moment 

when female development was arrested: during a girl’s teen years. “At the most crucial stage of 

her development,” Hall asserted in 1909, the girl “suffers, unbeknown to herself [...], some subtle 

form of arrest.”28 As a consequence, “woman at her best never outgrows adolescence as man 

does [...] but lingers in, magnifies and glorifies this culminating stage of life with its all-sided 

interests, its convertibility of emotions, its enthusiasm.”29 Though articulated as a favorable 

stasis, women’s “perennial youth” romanticized a painful truth: that the architect of adolescence 

imagined female subjects as intellectually unable to mature past girlhood.30 This developmental 

disability perpetually trapped women in the tumultuous and unfinished phase that preceded one’s 

final evolution into civilized adulthood. In other words, by pinpointing the teen years as the locus 
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of female arrest, Hall not only legitimized the idea that women were inferior to men but, more 

importantly, he linked unruly behavior on the part of women to the “neo-atavistic” stage of 

adolescence.31  

 Clearly, from the moment of its emergence, adolescent girlhood was a multivalent and 

contradictory construct. On one hand it symbolized the admired vulnerability and sentimentality 

of growing youth, while on the other, it embodied the dreaded hazards of unsupervised sexual 

blooming. The cultural movement to protect children and underage youth from social ills pushed 

girlhood into the popular limelight, making the adolescent girl stand in for a set of conflicting 

ideals: the much revered disempowerment, dependence, and vulnerability of childhood, but also 

the much feared unruliness, unpredictability, and sensuality of adolescence. Formative discourses 

on movie fandom were not only fueled, but also played upon, this new notion of female 

adolescence. Movie magazines used the middle-class schoolgirl to characterize the paradigmatic 

movie consumer: fun-loving, spendthrift, and emotional, but also immature, easily influenced, 

and dangerously ungovernable.

Female Adolescence & Movie Fandom

 Hall’s conjecture that adolescent girls resembled a Russian Doll—a child’s mind tucked 

inside a woman’s body—echoed throughout early-twentieth-century American culture, 

particularly influencing the depictions of young femininity disseminated by film magazines. For 

instance, in Her New York (1917)—a novelization of a Thanhouser movie published in Photoplay

—author Constance Severance portrayed childhood as embedded in inchoate womanhood: the 
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heroine, Phoebe Lester, (played by Gladys Hullette in the film) was described as “nearing 

seventeen, a pretty miniature woman still redolent of the charm of childhood.”32 The novelization 

of another Thanhouser production, The Speed King (1915), also a painted its female protagonist, 

Muriel Randall (Muriel Ostriche), as an eighteen year old whose womanly body showed signs of 

“the angularity of girlhood,” but whose mind lingered in the childlike “stage of a tomboy.”33 

Finally, Dorothy Donnel’s novelization of Vitagraph’s drama Her Right to Live (1917) introduced 

sixteen-year-old Polly Biggs (Peggy Hyland) “dabbling one shoeless, stockingless foot” into the 

water “with all the delight of a child, but [her] small eager face [...exuding] a superior wisdom 

[...] curiously older than its years.”34 

 These literary representations of screen heroines are important because they illustrate the 

profound impact theories of female development had on the film industry’s conception of young 

femininity. Presented as half-child, half-woman, adolescent characters like Phoebe, Muriel, and 

Polly rehearse psychologists’ original description of girlhood as an unresolved evolution. As Hall 

puts it, “the budding girl [...] is now the most intricate and baffling problem [...] that science has 

ever tackled [because] she is no longer a little girl, but by no means yet a young woman.”35 An 

influential voice of his generation, Hall created a paradigm of young female identity that 

presented the “budding girl” as divergent in every way from the rational and self-aware 

adolescent boy. In fact, although the psychologist conceded that both boys and girls went through 

the growing pains of adolescence, he asserted that “the awkward age” “lasts longer [and] is more 
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unsettling [...] in the life of the girl than the boy. [...] A boy has some self-knowledge; a girl 

understands very little of herself or of the motives of her conduct, for her life is more ruled by 

deep unconscious instincts. [...] She is a more generic being [...who] loves to have her feelings 

stirred because emotionality is her life.” 36 In addition to being profoundly emotional, unstable, 

and ignorant of herself, the adolescent girl, according to Hall, was a model consumer: “How 

voracious is [the girl’s] appetite [...]! How her heart hunger is appeased [only] by [...] flowers, 

ices, confectionery, incense, ornament, dress, [...] theatre, parties, hops, weddings, yachts, 

automobiles, and Paris!”37 

 With “her consciousness a mere shadow playing over deep tides”38 and “vulnerable to 

scores of fads,”39 the adolescent girl outlined by Hall closely resembled the “screen-struck Juliet” 

publicized by the popular press: intellectually unaware and rabidly consumeristic. Such likeness 

is hardly a coincidence. Hall’s theories of female adolescence shaped Americans’ understanding 

of adolescent girlhood at a time when the film industry was implementing a star-driven 

production system and stimulating the formation of a consumerist fan culture. The scientific 

taxonomization of female adolescence created an accepted model of immaturity, affect, and 

susceptibility which the American press then utilized as the blueprint for a feminized and 

juvenated paradigm of pathologized movie consumption.
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  Throughout this dissertation, I use the term “juvenated” interchangeably with 

“adolescent” and “young,” but always in relation to femininity.40 My project is centered around 

girlhood and therefore wrestles with the difficulties inherent in taxonomizing such a 

transformative life-stage. As a rule, when referring to a “girl” or an “adolescent girl,” I am using 

Hall’s original definition of female adolescents as unmarried individuals in their teens and early 

twenties. Hall identified female adolescence as the developmental phase taking place between 

fourteen and twenty four, the years between the average age at which white American girls 

reported having their first period, 41 and the age they by which they were expected to be 

married.42 In other words, Hall imagined female adolescence as a decade-long metamorphosis 

inaugurated by a girl’s menarche and finalized on her wedding day, the occasion when she traded 

her parents’ home (and supposedly her virginity) for wifely and motherly adulthood. In this way, 
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female adolescence was typically conceived as a liminal period when the girl sexually matured 

while still socially and legally defined as a child. 

 Age is a significant factor in defining female adolescence insofar as it was used by early-

twentieth-century legislators, educators, and psychologists as an essential tool to differentiate 

children from adults, abuse from consent, and exploitation from remunerated work. For that 

reason, throughout my dissertation I mainly focus on girl fans whose biological age is known. I 

am able to identify most girl fans’ biological age because they often stated it in letters to the 

press or jotted down birthdays in private letters and scrapbooks. The few times that ages are not 

declared, I attribute “adolescence” to the girls who signed their names with the prefix “miss” and 

made clear references to their adolescent status, either by mentioning their school, their young 

peers, or their dependence on parents.  

 Depictions of female adolescence published in the trade and popular press are less 

transparent than those supplied by the girls themselves. Above-the-ankle hems, fallen ringlets, 

hair bows, ruffled pinafores, school uniforms, Mary Jane flat shoes, and peter-pan-collared 

dresses are some of the visual cues conveying girlhood in mass-marketed illustrations, articles, 

and films.43 But often female adolescence was not made legible through dress code or 

chronological age. In fact, in popular reports on “screen-struck” girlhood, a female movie fan 

was deemed adolescent not only due to her youthful appearance, but also due to her distinct 

demeanor and subjectivity. For instance, a typical “screen-struck girl” was said to act foolishly 

and histrionically in public venues; was dominated by romantic fantasies of film stardom; 
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socialized in groups of equally young-looking females; and, more importantly, was single and 

childless. All these behaviors externalized a pivotal characteristic of female adolescence: 

immaturity. In fact, immaturity became key to define female adolescence in the public eye: not 

only was the “budding girl” understood as physically and intellectually immature—i.e. 

developmentally unfinished—but, due to her lack of maternal and wifely responsibilities, she 

was also seen as socially immature. 

 Lastly, though I address girls from working, middle-class, and upper-class origins, both 

native-born and immigrants, the bulk of my research focuses on well-off white girls, or girls who 

identified as white. In fact, in my survey of popular publications and personal artifacts, I seldom 

came across fans who identified as anything but white, of European birth, or of European 

descent. That bias likely results from ingrained cultural segregation active in early-twentieth-

century American society, signified by the rise of neo-Darwinist doctrines such as eugenics and 

recapitulation theory. The pervasive valorization of whiteness affected the content printed in 

America’s best-selling film magazines, and addressed only consumers who were assumed to be 

white and economically privileged. Though the topic of girl fans of color demands attention, 

their absence from screen magazine’s open forums, as from movie fans’ archival collections, 

delineated the scope of this project.

 In conclusion, by defining the movie fan in feminized and juvenated terms, the film press 

divested fandom of its potential power by associating it with a disempowered group. 

However, the emergent film fan culture gave adolescent girls an opportunity to participate in 

public discourse as subjects rather than merely as objects. Through their handcrafted scrapbooks, 
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letters, and journals, girls entered the fledgling discourse on film fandom, shaping it with their 

questioning letters and creative contributions.

A Changing Film Industry & A New Girl Audience

 The film industry became aware of girls’ potential significance as profitable movie 

audiences in the early 1910s, a decade when the idea of adolescence had began to be absorbed 

into the fabric of American life, slowly altering the social and cultural roles ascribed to girls in 

their teens. During the first decades of the twentieth century, middle-class girls began attending 

co-ed schools unchaperoned and receiving family allowances more regularly.44 On average, 

working-class girls left school at the age of fourteen, and were employed in urban centers, often 

away from their families. Released from parental supervision, unburdened by wifely and 

motherly obligations, and furnished with some pin money and leisure time, girls in their teens 

caught the attention of a newly institutionalized film industry intent on expanding its revenues. 

 The emergence of adolescence in American culture coincided with key modifications in 

the moviemaking industry. Around 1910, the American film industry labored to move away from 

its image of cheap amusement, defined by short, one-reel films screened in ill-vented, crowded, 

and crudely furnished nickel theaters. Lauren Rabinovitz observes that these communal 

exhibition spaces—notorious for their heterogeneous audiences, rowdy atmosphere, and easy 

accessibility—were regarded by social reformers and civic leaders as hotbeds for vice and 

debauchery. In the late 1900s, nickelodeons gained a reputation for being particularly dangerous 
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for young, single, and impressionable women.45 Sensational newspaper reports alerted that once 

placed inside the dark, peopled room, unchaperoned girls could easily fall prey to lascivious 

strangers, white slavers, and ill-intentioned beaus.46 

 Several film scholars, including Richard DeCordova and Miriam Hansen, have 

investigated the film industry’s passage from one-reel movies, anonymous players, and nickel 

theaters to feature-length narratives, a star-focused system, and plush picture houses.47  Shelley 

Stamp, Lauren Rabinovitz, Kathy Peiss, and Nan Enstad, however, have argued that these crucial 

alterations in movie production, promotion, and exhibition were part of a concerted attempt to 

secure the patronage of working and middle-class women. For instance, Rabinovitz claims that 

Carl Laemmle’s “supply of free films to Jane Addams’ Hull House nickelodeon in the summer of 

1907” aimed to capitalize on Addams’ international reputation as a well-respected social leader, 

and thus legitimize his films as high quality, socially-conscious productions, clearly distinct from 

the bawdy entertainment distributed by his competitors.48 By boasting that he had attained the 

stamp of approval of a known defender of women’s virtue, the film impresario also hoped to 

reach a Chicago demographic—middle-class women and children—that, in 1907, still had 

reservations about attending urban nickel theaters. As women-oriented promotional efforts like 

Laemmle’s became more prevalent, Rabinovitz claims, moviegoing grew central to middle-class 
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women’s leisure practices, developing into a site of female pleasure, identification, and 

socialization.

 Examining the clientele that frequented nickelodeons in New York City during the late 

1900s, Peiss likewise notes that the increase of working-class female patrons once the “pictures 

moved from the arcade's kinetoscopes to nickelodeon screens,” stemmed from exhibitors 

offering free child care services and free admission to women. Peiss argues that these marketing 

ploys benefited working female patrons as much as they did showmen, since “for many women, 

movies might become a ‘woman’s space’ experienced within the heterosexual context of 

commercial recreation. Being a fan and adulating stars mediated heterosocial relations that were 

more direct, and often problematic, in the dance halls and amusement parks.”49

 Looking at a similar demographic in the early 1910s, Enstad suggests that serials 

featuring female leads specifically targeted working-class city girls. Not only did the chaptered 

movies invite working girls to identify with athletic, self-reliant heroines, but they also 

encouraged female patrons to purchase dress patterns, hats, and shoes that resembled the leading 

lady’s screen costumes. According to Enstad, serial narratives helped bring wage-earning women 

to the picture house by playing out everyday conflicts familiar to working-class female viewers, 

while simultaneously playing into fantasies of heterosexual romance and social advancement.50 

In her research on female moviegoing, Stamp adds to these histories by concluding that, as the 

1910s wore on, film exhibitors and advertisers attempted to expand their female constituency to 

include middle-class women—a demographic traditionally associated with the “legitimate” 
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theatre. To lure well-to-do women into their picture houses, exhibitors courted ladies “with 

matinee screenings, commodious service, prize giveaways, and theater redecorating schemes 

encouraging them to integrate cinemagoing into their daily routines of shopping, socializing, and 

child rearing.”51

 I build upon these pioneering works on early-twentieth-century female audiences by 

suggesting that, though many of the marketing ploys described above targeted mothers and 

wives, most of the audience members who “talked back” were adolescent girls. To gain insight 

into how girl fans used the movies to give voice to their young pleasures and desires, I shift my 

research focus from accounts of female spectatorship featured in trade and fan magazines, the 

main objects studied in the above-mentioned reception histories. Instead, I prioritize 

unpublished, first-person testaments of film fandom found in girls’ movie scrapbooks, fan 

correspondence, and everyday diaries. By positioning both adolescent girls and their private fan 

archives at the center of my investigation, I aim to shed light on the ways adolescent girls 

participated in the formation of a national film industry from the privacy of their homes and in 

the company of their peers. 

 Further, my research adds to these important histories of female fan reception by 

demonstrating that the paradigmatic film fan invented during this time period was not only 

female but also adolescent. It is crucial to differentiate fan practices and moviegoing behaviors 

specific to adolescent girls from those practiced by adult women because girls were the original 

“movie fans”—resultantly, their fan practices shaped what would become a million-dollar, fan-

oriented American film industry. Thus, to study the fan practices and the press representations of 
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the first generation of culturally defined “movie fans” offers precious insight into the history of 

one of today’s main target market: the “fourteen to twenty four” demographic. 

   Girls in their teens and early twenties became recognized as a profitable audience in the 

mid 1910s. By 1914, the press clearly distinguished between adult women and adolescent girls, 

increasingly addressing the young, unmarried and childless female when it came to capitalize on 

emotional fan attachment, promote beauty competitions, sell star-sponsored cosmetics, and 

market the fantasy of instant movie stardom, all characterized by independence, romance, and 

social mobility. My work explores the unique ways girls recognized these targeted efforts and 

spoke back, employing their particularly adolescent resources to do so: their leisure time and 

pocket money; their newly formed, school-based peer culture; and their daily pastimes and 

manual occupations, namely scrapbooking, journaling, and letter-writing. 

 A variety of phenomena contributed to adolescent girls’ growing involvement in film  

consumption. By the 1910s, white, middle-class and working girls who lived in America’s urban 

and suburban spaces enjoyed unprecedented freedom and geographic mobility, as Sarah E. Chinn 

demonstrates.52 Unhampered by marital and maternal responsibilities, yet empowered by pocket 

money and free time, white girls in their teens—unlike most adult housewives and mothers— 

possessed the leisure and spending power required to engage in many of the practices described 

by Enstad, Rabinovitz, and Peiss, such as the freedom to assiduously frequent the movies, to 

adulate the stars, to collect their images, to copy their clothes, to go out on dates, to socialize 

with friends, and to daydream about favorite players. In fact, I argue that as girls found more 

avenues to express themselves—in classrooms, in co-ed schoolyards, in public amusements, and 
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in mixed-gender employment sites— their joyful independence quickly translated into a feeling 

of entitlement to fun and pleasure. Movie fandom allowed girls to achieve both not only in the 

company of their peers, but also in the privacy of their homes. This pursuit of entertainment and 

leisure was intrinsic to a generation of youngsters who grew up under the auspices of the recently 

defined category of adolescence. The new life stage allowed more individuals in their teens—

particularly those of well-off households—to enjoy life without the responsibilities associated 

with adulthood, while granting them an economic freedom and geographic mobility denied to 

most prepubescent children. 

 As a result of adolescents’ newfound independence and cultural visibility, by the mid 

1910s moviegoing in general—and picture-worshipping in particular—were advertised as an 

affair of the young. Recurrently, magazines and newspapers compared male adolescence to the 

film industry, arguing that both were defined by youth, vitality, energy, and transformability. 

However, when the press depicted the typical film fan, this did not take the shape of Hall’s 

muscular boy, nor of the angelic wife and mother popularized a generation before: rather the 

movie fan was imagined as an adolescent girl, a figure defined by burgeoning appetites and 

developmental in-betweenness. 

 In sum, girls’ engagement with the movies took forms unique to their life-stage. I propose 

that to better understand early-twentieth-century film reception, we must distinguish between 

girls’ and women’s fan practices, and appreciate that movie fandom was construed not only as 

female, but moreover as adolescent. For instance, though essential, Stamp’s study on female 

audiences often conflates anxieties relating to girl spectators under the umbrella figure of the 

“woman.” Stamp identifies the “movie-struck girl” as a disparaging representation of female 
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spectatorship, purposefully fabricated by the American press as a way to “suggest that women 

were unsuitable patrons of the cinema and unlikely participants in its visual delights.” Intractable 

and self-absorbed, the “ ‘movie-struck’ caricature infantilized women’s filmgoing, attributing to 

women an immature, narcissistic—even mad—relation to the screen. ”53 The “movie-struck girl” 

figure may have indirectly “infantilized” adult female audiences, but its principal goal was to 

discourage the alarmingly large number of unmarried girls in their teens who ran away from 

home and flooded the studio lots seeking employment in the pictures. By ridiculing their 

attachment to the movies, film magazines hoped to dampen girls‘ affective fandom and curtail 

their flamboyant demonstrations of movie love (such as fainting at the sight of a beloved male 

actor; hounding exhibitors for movie posters, press agents for players’ home addresses, 

filmmakers for auditions, and so on).

 In addition, feminist film scholars often focus on how class distinctions influenced the 

various representations of female heroines and patrons during the 1910s. Class, however, played 

a less determinant role when the American press distinguished between a fervent movie fan and a 

casual moviegoer. When figuring female fan investment, central distinctions were made 

according to age. Foremost, it was the immaturity associated with her biological youth, not her 

origins or occupation, that rendered the “screen-struck” girl a suitable symbol of insatiable movie 

devotion. Case in point, when describing the screen-struck fan, newspapers and magazines 

specifically referred to white, unmarried girls in their teens and early twenties, either gainfully 

employed or still attending high school. Both working and middle class girls fitted the bill of the 

“screen-struck girl” then, as long as they were perceived as adolescent. 
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 Although invaluable to the study of female film reception, most histories tracing movie 

girl fandom do not offer an in-depth study of girls’ movie fan practices produced during the 

decade both the film industry and adolescence were taking shape in American culture: the years 

between 1910 and 1920. By going back to that seminal historical moment, this dissertation offers 

possible answers to how and why female youth and affective fan investment came to be so 

deeply interwoven in the American imagination that, to this day, when ungovernable emotional 

attachment is tackled in popular culture it is still described as “fan girl” behavior.54 

 In short, by the second decade of the twentieth century, American movie fandom became 

conceptualized as a cultural practice predominantly performed by white adolescent girls of 

working and middle-class backgrounds. Other scholars have noted the link between female 

adolescence and film fandom. In her article on negative representations of female fandom found 

in late-twentieth-century American film, Lisa A. Lewis observes that “fandom is overwhelmingly  

associated with adolescence or childhood, that is, with a state of arrested development or youth-

oriented nostalgia, not mature adulthood. Furthermore, the fan impulse is presented as 

feminine.”55  In her examination of how British female viewers related to Hollywood cinema in 

the post-WWII era, Jackie Stacey also pinpoints adolescence as the formative life-stage when 

female viewers form an affective relation of pleasure and identification with movie stars. Stacey 

remarks that, “many respondents’ memories are of a transitional period: their ‘teenage’ years, [a 
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time] in which change and self-transformation were central to their desires and aspirations.”56 

Looking at American and British fans who followed actress Deanna Durbin during World War II, 

Georganne Scheiner has further suggested that “exploring the link between the adolescent female 

spectators in the audience and fandom is essential, not only in analyzing a representation’s 

appeal but in exploring the cultural agency of girls.”57

 Though significant, these reception histories focus on the mid to late twentieth century, a 

time when notions of fandom, adolescence, and a commercial teen culture were well established. 

Instead, my research focuses on a crucial moment in American culture when the association 

between fandom, commerce, and girlhood was only beginning to be articulated. I build upon 

Stacey’s and Scheiner’s work in this effort to show that film fandom presented adolescent girls 

with a forum for self-expression and that, resultantly, girls should be looked at not only as 

objects of discourse about film fandom, but as active participants and creators of that discourse. 

 

Private Film Archives: A Method to Fill in the Blanks

 Existing histories of early-twentieth-century female audiences are thus incomplete. By 

lumping together married women, females over twenty four, and girls in their teens, as well as by 

privileging female fan reception after the emergence of sound cinema, most reception studies do 

not account for the specific and unique ways adolescent girls engaged with film culture at the 

time of its cultural inception. By going back to the 1910s and considering this period of reception 

history in relation to female adolescence, I shed light on the seminal moment when an incipient 
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film industry first recognized young females as a significant target demographic and, as a result, 

girls first realized their potential power as cultural agents and mass consumers. 

 Further, by studying the fan practices employed by movie-loving girls during the 1910s, I 

offer insight into how moviegoing and fandom helped girls make sense of socio-cultural changes 

taking place around them, particularly young women’s growing presence in a white-collar 

workforce; the loosening of social regulations policing heterosexual courtship; the increase in 

alternative expressions of young female sexuality; and the swelling commercial value attributed 

to girl’s leisure, cultural participation, and mass consumption. In addition to individual 

satisfaction, I claim that fandom—manifested in the ability to know much and care even more 

about the pictures and their players—granted girls’ superior social clout. Personal and published 

letters show that the more film ephemera girls collected, and the more information they gathered 

about the movies, the more respect and authority they earned within local movie-loving 

collectives and public arenas such as film magazines. Consequently, movie fandom empowered 

girls, making them feel like valuable cultural agents. By contributing their passion, their 

knowledge, their money, and their time, American girls believed to actively participate in the 

shaping of a national film industry.  

 Cultural theorists have long examined the complex relationship between audiences and 

industry. For instance, while Frankfurt School theorists Theodor Adorno and Siegfried Krakauer 

propose that popular industries manipulates audiences, members of the Birmingham School—

including cultural theorist Stuart Hall and feminist scholar Angela McRobbie—argue that 
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audiences make meaning of mass-produced texts.58 Since the 1980s that American scholars have 

contributed to this discussion on fan agency, attempting to shed light on the conundrum of 

audience participation in an age of mass media. Historians Henry Jenkins and Janice Radway, 

among others, have analyzed fan participation as a cultural phenomenon, pivotal to our 

understanding of twentieth-century media production. Their formative work has shed light on the 

complicated network of cooperation, labor, agency, and pleasure underlining distinct mass-

produced fandoms. For instance, in his analysis of Star Trek aficionados, Jenkins argues that fans 

of the famous television show come together as a community, collectively appropriating 

characters, tropes, events, and even dialects inherent to the sci-fi franchise. 59 Inserting their own 

spectatorial desires into the manufactured televisual narratives, fans crafted palimpsestic texts—

new and personal, but still undergirded by an original, mass-produced script—and circulated 

them in alternative forums (snail mail, fan conventions) and often handcrafted formats, such as 

fanzines or handwritten fan fiction. Jenkins dubbed this creative repurposing of mass-produced 

narratives “textual poaching.” 
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 Interviewing a group of New England female readers in the late 1970s, Radway produced 

a similar study of the ways the disparaged romance novel could bring a sense of pleasure, 

empowerment, and kinship to a community of white, middle-class female fans.60 According to 

Radway, the followers of romance novels appropriated the lowbrow literary form as a creative 

device that allowed them to escape everyday struggles. Simultaneously, the novels’ inspirational 

happy-ends also stimulated female readers’ imagination and enhanced their self-esteem. By 

partaking in the fabricated world of love and adventure, Radway concludes, these women not 

only became authors (and heroines) of their own parallel narratives, but ultimately came together 

in their shared appreciation for the solitary act of reading. Finally, focusing only on adolescent 

girls who collectively worshipped The Beatles, historians Barbara Ehrenrich, Elizabeth Hess, and 

Gloria Jacobs have shown that music fandom empowered a generation of girls coming of age 

during the mid 1960s, a turbulent time of social upheaval, sexual revolution, and generational 

conflict.61  

 In sum, scholars have long recognized the role that fans play in shaping the meanings of 

mass media. My study builds on their work by demonstrating that girls helped to mold the 

direction of American cinema. At the dawn of the twentieth century, movie-loving girls 

constituted a well-structured and seemingly cooperative fan community. On a microcosmic level, 

schoolgirls attended the pictures in groups; formed municipal movie clubs for girls; scavenged 

for film ephemera; exchanged stars’ photos amongst themselves; shared letters received from 

screen players; and collaborated in the assemblage of movie scrapbooks. On a macrocosmic 
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level, long before the internet made such interactions common, girls crafted a widely legible 

language of movie fandom that did not necessarily include face-to-face interaction, or specific 

locales, but was known and adopted by self-defined girl fans all across North America. 

 In fact, within the affective congress of girls-only movie-loving cliques, early-twentieth-

century girls “poached” from star texts and mass-marketed ephemera, freely crafting their own 

shared narratives of stardom, fandom, and aspiration. Fandom thus fostered in American girls a 

renewed sense of self-worth, agency, and social value. Similar to the cohort of teenage female 

fans who, in the 1960s, used The Beatles as means to explore nascent sexual desire, alternative 

female identities, and peer bonding, early-twentieth-century girls came together to worship the 

pictures as a way to retrieve pleasure, identification, camaraderie, and inspiration from a new, 

exciting, and promising mass medium.  

 To trace the worshipping practices established by this early-twentieth-century community 

of movie-loving girls, I focus on the private movie archives produced collectively by self-defined 

girl collectives, and individually by middle-class girls. By “private movie archives,” I mean 

signed, autobiographical documents like letters, poems, and scrapbooks, personal film-related 

artifacts that may have been meant for limited exchange between girl friends, or for a single 

recipient (such as a star), but that were never intended to be widely published and 

commercialized. In her work on silent film actresses’ memoirs, cookbooks, dollhouses, and 

confessional marginalia, Amelie Hastie names these ephemeral documents “cupboards of 

curiosity,” describing them as rich first-person testimonies that have been “produced and 

accumulated [on] the margins of  film history and film culture.”62
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 Moving towards a reclaiming of girl fan agency, I place at the heart of my research 

archival press materials and fan artifacts that are rarely examined in histories of female film 

reception. Like Hastie, I argue that autobiographical documents should be brought in from the 

fringes of film history and used as primary tools in mapping an unknown history of female fan 

engagement. By focusing on girls’ unpublished movie scrapbooks, diaries, and correspondence, I 

aim not only to flesh out our knowledge of lived audiences, but also to illuminate girl fans’ role 

as “cultural archivists” — i.e. resourceful and well-informed film connoisseurs whose collections 

of movie ephemera and commentaries on films and film stars grant us insight into individual 

spectatorial tastes, as well as industrial modes of promotion and production employed during the 

1910s. 63 In this endeavor, I follow Giuliana Bruno’s methodology. Addressing the lost oeuvre of 

Italian filmmaker Elvira Notari, Bruno suggests that a history of early film reception can be 

rescued from material obsolesce—symbolized by the loss of actual film prints, as of actual living 

spectators—by filling those lacunae with “textual remanence,” i.e. surviving press clippings, 

production materials, personal images, and autobiographical testimonies dated from the time film 

works were originally produced.64 

 Jackie Stacey has pioneered a similar type of archeological methodology, though she 

emphasizes first-person accounts.65 In the 1980s, Stacey asked British female fans alive during 

Hollywood’s Golden Era to answer a questionnaire about their spectatorial investment in famous 

female stars. Stacey then compiled the individual responses in Star Gazing, an exhaustive 

reception study that offers a psychoanalytical reading of the relationships female fans formed 
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with post-WWII icons of American femininity, renowned divas such as Rita Hayworth, Judy 

Garland, and Elizabeth Taylor. Although groundbreaking, Stacey’s research method limited her 

response sample. By crafting and distributing a uniform questionnaire, Stacey not only bracketed 

the answers it was possible for her to harvest, but also guided her interviewees to address 

specific issues of identification, pleasure, and imitation—themes that serviced Stacey’s own 

academic interests but narrowed her responses. In addition, Stacey relied on living subjects’ 

moviegoing memories, prompting her interviewees to draw upon a period of their lives—

adolescence and early adulthood—already colored by nostalgia and the passage of time. 

Recollections are per se malleable constructions, easily modified and revised, but they risk 

becoming even more plastic when directed by a set of questions. 

 Responses crafted without coaching from an academic interviewer provide a different 

account of individual film reception. By privileging girls’ unpublished fan materials, my 

methodology follows that rehearsed by Kelly Schrum and Georgeanne Scheiner.66 Both turned to 

girls’ yearbooks and scrapbooks in an attempt to trace a history of twentieth-century movie fan 

practices as they were enacted by American schoolgirls. In her analysis of diaries and letters 

penned by middle-class girls during the late 1920s, Schrum paints a stunning picture of how 

much cinemagoing and film ephemera shaped schoolgirls’ everyday lives. Players’ publicity 

shots and images published in film magazines were used to “personalize rooms, decorate 

belongings, [and] construct scrapbooks,” while movies functioned “as a medium of 

communication” between high school girls, ultimately offering them “a pleasurable way to 
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interact with stars, dreams, and with each other.”67 In short, according to Schrum, handcrafted 

fan materials—such as scrapbooks, drawings, and letters —are sites of agency, aspiration, and 

pleasure that helped girls forge affective relationships with their peers and their adored, distant 

stars. Following a similar methodological approach, I read signed diary entries, poems, 

unpublished scrapbooks and correspondence produced in the 1910s as meaningful cultural 

artifacts. The practices of scrapbook-making and letter-writing were as much etched in the fabric 

of middle-class girls’ day-to-day routines, as in the historical discourses linking young femininity 

with decorative handicrafts and sentimental epistles. 

 Further, in the 1910s, girl fans and the press alike shaped existing female-oriented 

practices into avenues through which girls could express their pleasure in film and film stars. For 

instance, competitions published in monthly fan magazines encouraged girls to use their sewing, 

collaging, and hand-painting skills to display their knowledge of the movies. The best craft 

projects had to include clipped images of favorite stars, and should offer correct answers to a set 

of published questions regarding film trivia. Throughout the 1910s, a majority of adolescent girls 

won these contests and were rewarded with cash prizes and public mention in the magazine’s 

pages. Such outcome demonstrates that these competitions spoke more directly to a generation of 

middle-class girls who, since childhood, had been taught to fill their spare time with such 

“useful,” manual occupations. For that reason, I survey girls’ unpublished fan archives as the 

fruits of girl-oriented “scriptive” practices, namely instructional paper-play, craftwork, 

journaling, and letter writing, occupations that early-twentieth-century advice manuals 

specifically ascribed to middle-class adolescent girls. 
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 Cultural theorist Robin Bernstein describes “scripts” as “the set of prompts that a thing 

issues [...]; an evocative primary substance from which [people] build complex, variable 

performances that occupy real time and space.”68  Bernstein notes that scripts are often linked 

with a tangible task—such as doll-playing or scrapbooking—and a tactile object—namely a toy, 

a magazine, or a handkerchief. I argue that, by the turn of the century, scrapbook-making and 

confessional letter-writing had become “scriptive” practices, popularly associated with the 

disciplining of middle-class girls. Simply put, growing girls of good families were meant to 

internalize lessons about home decoration, useful craftsmanship, and frugal housekeeping 

through the assemblage of mixed-media albums; while social etiquette and budding romance 

were practiced through girl-to-girl correspondence. Girl fans expressed their affective investment 

in movie stars—particularly women—through such scriptive practices as paper-cutting, 

scrapbooking, letter-writing, journaling, and so on. However, movie-loving girls often subverted, 

revised, and transformed the conventional scripts embedded in these didactic occupations. It is 

this individual appropriation of established female-oriented scripts that guides my research on 

girl fans’ private movie archives. 

   Film fan artifacts that have an identifiable author are thus central to my work because 

they allow me to examine how individual girls used the movies to negotiate and articulate key 

aspects of their coming of age experience. The identity of authors, as well as their provenance, is 

usually handwritten on the last page of the letter or the front cover of the notebook, taking the 

shape of a full name, a home address, and often an age and occupation (if we are lucky photos 

and measurements are enclosed too). Though still indelibly tied to a mass-produced film 
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industry, girls’ private fan materials offer alternative insight to the stock depictions of girl 

fandom publicized by the movie press. Concurrently, girls’ unpublished archives reveal that 

existing female-oriented, manual occupations helped to shape notions of fandom concurrently 

disseminated by the press and perpetrated by girls. When the film press appropriated traditional 

craft practices—including scrapbooking, journaling, and letter writing—as methods to discipline 

girls‘ affective fandom, it consequently provided girls with a new venue in which to share their 

unique responses to the pictures. 

 Movie scrapbooks, in particular, are exceptional testimonies of girls’ craftsmanship,  

creativity, diligence, and devotion. They show that the first generation of adolescent female 

movie fans already behaved like “subcultural bricoleurs.” Drawing on the work of theorist John 

Clarke, sociologist Dick Hebdige describes the bricoleur as a cultural agent who adapts 

established tenets or iconography to his or her particular subculture.69 Such conscious 

appropriation of mass-produced artifacts (a shirt, a safety-pin, a celebrity’s image) essentially 

transforms the object’s original message. Thus, for movie-loving girls, a ticket stub ceases to 

signify commercial exchange of capital and becomes a priceless memento of spectatorial 

pleasure; a headshot shifts from promotional ploy to beloved possession when re-contextualized 

within girls’ personal movie scrapbooks. My research on girls’ movie scrapbooks examines these 

processes of creative reapropriation to demonstrate that, by combining different types of mass-

marketed film ephemera through various craft techniques—photomontage, collage, decoupage, 
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paper-fraying, postcard-making, picture-mounting, hand-coloring, penmanship, drawing, and 

stamping— early-twentieth-century girls acted as subcultural bricoleurs.

 Much of the ephemera produced by girl fans might be described as paper shrines. 70  

Although movie scrapbooks are secular objects, paper-based movie shrines are redolent with 

religious practices, namely the cult of individual icons’ reproduced images. Further, many of the 

clipped pictures pasted on girls’ scrapbooks resemble laminated prayer cards, homemade altars, 

or votive candles, fixtures of numerous Christian doctrines. Since all the girl scrapbookers 

analyzed here make reference to their religious upbringing (which ranged from Catholic, to 

Methodist, and Scientologist), I gesture towards the possibility that, in girls’ scrapbooks, mass 

consumption of commercial film ephemera subtly coexisted with a religious ethos of adoration. 

Simply put, I propose that in these girls’ movie scrapbooks, we find manifested the cultural 

intersection of secularity and religiosity, the meeting of a deep-seated Christian ethos with a 

rising image-based consumer culture.71

Chapter Breakdown

 To better map the points of contact, overlap, and breakage between how girls were 

represented in the press and how they chose to represent themselves in everyday life, I divide 
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collages stored in private, handmade movie books.
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particularly in Germany, to the widespread availability of mass-produced literature in vernacular languages.  What I 
argue, though, is a marriage between Protestant ethics and industrial mass consumption only became actualized in 
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this dissertation in two parts. Part I examines depictions of girl fandom published in trade, 

popular and fan publications, including illustrations, exposés, and letters, some of which are 

purportedly authored by adolescent female fans. Part 2 probes movie-loving girls’ unpublished 

movie scrapbooks and correspondence to movie actresses and fellow girl fans. By studying girls’ 

letters to the press in tandem with their unpublished fan materials, I aim not only to shed light on 

prototypical representations of female fandom, but moreover offer insight into how a first 

generation of self-denominated adolescent girl fans negotiated their coming-of-age years through 

a newly commodified and youth-oriented movie culture.

 Part I is composed of four chapters, each analyzing a key aspect of the press discourse on 

girl fandom. Chapter 1 traces the development of a feminized and juvenated movie fan culture, 

focusing particularly on how film magazines re-conceptualized the ideal mass consumer from a 

homebound married woman to a movie-loving fashion aficionada in her teens. Chapter 2 looks at  

the published dialogue exchanged between journalists and girl fans as a way to investigate how 

much agency girls had in the creation of the image of “the screen-struck girl,” a popular 

paradigm of affective movie investment that pathologized girls’ dreams of screen stardom and 

assiduous film consumption. I propose that girls willingly identified as “screen-struck” in a quest  

to be understood as active members and valuable participants of a booming film culture. 

  Focused on drawings, articles, and self-portraits published in newspapers and film 

magazines, Chapter 3 investigates the connection between girl fans’ publicized imitation of 

movie actresses and the psychological literature stigmatizing female development as replicative 

and derivative. The aim of this chapter is to present girl fans as cultural agents who used 

imitation as a tool to fashion their social identities and gain a sense of peer value and cultural 
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legibility. Lastly, Chapter 4 surveys the ambivalent press discourse about “movie-mad” girlhood, 

ascribing both utopian and dystopian outcomes to aspiring girl stars. I pay close attention to 

suicide letters penned by young immigrant girls who blamed their self-inflicted deaths on 

disappointment with America’s biased film industry. Published side-by-side with reports of 

movie actresses’ rags-to-riches metamorphoses, these testimonies reveal a foundational 

ambivalence underlining the ethos of girl fandom and girl stardom: that though the motion 

pictures increasingly depended on the patronage of young female audiences, to encourage girls to 

dream of stardom had become a dangerous game to play—especially since, by the late 1910s, 

throngs of unsupervised girls had begun descending upon Hollywood, flooding the studios in 

search of a contract, an audition, or a bit part. This chapter thus surveys the ambivalent publicity 

tactics the film industry employed to deal with the rising number of aspiring actresses, and the 

alternative responses girls found to exert agency when they were disappointed by the star system. 

 Part II shifts focus to girls’ private fan archives. In Chapter 5, I argue that borrowing from 

nineteenth-century pedagogical lessons on paper-play and drawing from the romantic language 

of women’s letter writing, girl fans dedicated scrapbooks, poems, and letters to selected female 

stars as a way to articulate unconventional affinities and desires, including a strong identification 

with cross-dressed actresses; a homoerotic investment in popular girl players; and a longing for 

professional independence, sexual experimentation, and social mobility. I map the cultural shift 

from a nineteenth-century pedagogical approach to feminized paper-play to an early-twentieth-

century consumer-oriented and girl-centered take on arts and crafts. I propose that by delineating 

this ideological shift, we gain better insight into which kind of scripts shaped girl fans growing 
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up in the 1910s. I examine craft competitions launched by film magazines as a way to unearth 

industrial strategies aiming to transform unruly girl fans into useful homemakers. 

 Chapter 6 tackles the unpublished movie scrapbooks and diaries produced by seven white 

adolescent girls of middle-class and well-to-do backgrounds. Here I argue that girls employed 

“useful” arts-and-crafts occupations to express their affective responses to the movies, as well as 

to converse with new promotional film techniques, such as hand-colored lantern slides, collaged 

covers of movie magazines, seemingly hand-painted actors’ lithographs, and so on. I also suggest 

that girls drew upon the established iconography of religious adoration. Chapter 7 explores 

confessional letters sent to actress Florence Lawrence and homoerotic poems dedicated to young 

female actresses. Here I propose that movie-loving girls used the sentimental language of 

women’s epistolarity to articulate their unconventionally fervent attachment to young female 

stars. Handmade and heartfelt, these self-engendered manifestations of movie love shed 

important light on the sexual and gender complexities lived by the first generation of American 

girls to come of age with the movies. Additionally, these last two chapters demonstrate that a 

study of girls’ autobiographical fan archives crucially fleshes out the homogenized 

representations of movie girl fandom disseminated by the popular press during the 1910s. In this 

way, Chapters 6 and 7 function as companion pieces to Chapters 2 and 3.

   In sum, my project sets out to reclaim a marginalized history of girl agency and 

authorship. The press may have dismissively called movie-loving girls’ first-person narratives 

“gasps of violet ink,” but girls’ letters, journals, and scrapbooks were much more than unruly 

spasms of girlish romanticism. When read together, those streams of consciousness, loquacious 

confessions of devotion, and handcrafted testimonies of love render visible an intelligible 
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language of affective media fandom: the language of one of the first youth subcultures to be 

drafted in early-twentieth-century America. 
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Part I

Movie Mad: 

Representations of Young Female Audiences 

in American Popular Press of the 1910s

“Dear Editor: My longing to be an actress for the camera is at its height.  

[...] I am going to enter your ‘Doubles’ and ‘Beauty and Brains’ contests. 

Perhaps you will laugh, but I am determined to succeed.”

Zoa E. Parr, in a fan letter to Photoplay, November 1915

“Miss A.G.C. [...] You are about one of about a million or more young girls who would like to be 

moving picture stars and who have each about one-millionth of one per cent of a chance to become. [...] 

We are not meaning to be unkind; we are trying to be kind [so] you will be helped 

in dismissing from your thoughts a futile dream.”

Editor’s answer to a girl fan’s letter, Photoplay, March 1917

“I desire the things that will destroy me in the end.” 

Sylvia Plath, in her journal, c.1955



Chapter 1

 A New Audience:

Targeting Adolescent Girls and Feminizing Movie Consumption 

 As many film scholars have importantly noted,1 the institutionalization of the star system 

in the early 1910s fundamentally altered the modes of American film production and exhibition, 

while equally affecting modes of consumption.With the emergence of a star-focused system, 

singular players now determined the box-office draw of a production. Resultantly, to generate 

profit, it became necessary to catalogue audiences according with their level of spectatorial 

engagement. By 1914, film fan magazines—acting as an arm of the star system—began 

distinguishing between “the casual public” 2 who attended the pictures regularly (a movie-goer) 

and the “ardent”3 patrons who invested great emotional capital in film consumption (a “movie 

fan”). The key difference between these two modes of spectatorship was affective engagement: 

while movie attendance needed not be motivated by emotional attachment, fandom was 

understood as contingent on a potent, personal investment into a particular film actor or director.

 This differentiation between casual movie-goers and fervent movie fans grew central to 

the implementation of a successful business model which heavily depended on the mass 
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following of individual players. 4 As a result of the mass production of larger-than-life picture 

personalities, the film industry fostered the growth of a special kind of movie-loving spectator: 

the ardent “fan,” whose devotion to a particular movie player stayed anchored in an ambiguous 

promise of intimacy and proximity which remained continuously undercut by physical, 

professional, and social distance. The unflagging desire to bridge that distance, by love as by 

labor, defined the core of what would be known in common parlance as the “real movie fan.”

 Self-declared ardency became thus a prerequisite to fandom. Trade magazines and film 

promoters associated the movie fan with primitive impulses, high-strung humors, and frenetic 

appetites. “The Movie Dictionary” toyed with the polysemic nature of the abridged sobriquet, 

suggestively describing  “fan,” as “a red-hot movie enthusiastic [and] an instrument designed to 

prevent one’s getting hot.” If once “fan” had been popularly construed as a dampener of heat, 

now “red-hot” ardency was required to be deemed a true movie “fan.”5 Reviews and ads often 

referred to movie fans as “ravenous,”6 “satiated,”7 and “anxious”8 creatures, thrill-seekers only 

appeased with “the breath-taking action in an exciting drama, or highly amused at the swift-

moving comedy.”9 
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6 “Patria,” Motography, December 16 1916, 1346.

7 “A Bird of Prey,” Motography, March 25 1916, 712.

8 “The Crucible Life,” Motography, February 23, 1918, 375.

9 Ad “Triangle Audiences Pay Two Admissions,” Motography, January 29, 1916, 19.



 Another key characteristic of movie fandom was a self-imposed hierarchization of 

personal attachment: while average movie-goers may have enjoyed watching any waifish heroine 

swoon onscreen, “the real film fan”10 focused their spectatorial affection not on an amorphous 

stock type, but on a individual star. Like a film magazine noted, “every fan has his own idol. The 

Wall street broker swears by Mary Pickford; [...] the office boy has a ‘crush’ on Theda Bara and 

the stenographer collects photographs of Douglas Fairbanks.”11  Thus for a self-identified 

Pickford’s fan, Little Mary became the paramount reason to attend a film screening, while for a 

Fairbanks’s enthusiast, the athletic leading man might have encouraged dreams of joining the 

movie-acting ranks.

 In the following chapter I argue that, by mid 1915, the figure of the “fan” had not only 

grown associated with affective movie following, but it had moreover become linked with youth 

and femininity. In her analysis of early-twentieth-century fan press, Kathryn Fuller-Seeley 

remarks that film magazines played a crucial role in effecting the transition from a male, sports-

centric fandom to a women-oriented consumer culture. I suggest that movie magazines, hand in 

hand with trade and popular newspapers, did more than shift the gender of the fan figure. They 

created a legible taxonomy of what being an ardent movie fan should entail: from age to gender, 

but also from public demonstrations to private behaviors. In other words, movie magazines 

defined film fandom as an affective discipline and cast young females in her teens and early 

twenties as its representatives, defining adolescent girls as a specific audience whose love for the 

pictures permeated every aspect of their lives. 
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 It is important to remark that, as pointed out by Shelley Stamp and Kathy Peiss, the 

feminization of movie fandom was often represented as a negative phenomenon. In the 1910s, 

the film industry began recognizing women’s significance as patrons and consumers. In fact, as 

Stamp mentions, exhibitors, advertisers, and press agents showered female moviegoers with 

ladies-only promotions, ticket giveaways, household souvenirs, and decorative memorabilia. 

Simultaneously though, the press often addressed women’s increased visibility within motion-

picture audiences negatively, disseminating pejorative representations of female spectatorial 

behavior. Cartoons, poems, and features found in newspapers and fan magazines recurrently 

portrayed female moviegoers as unruly patrons, perturbing film screenings with their garrulous 

chatter, their obtrusive headgear, their disrespectful belatedness, and their unrestrained sexuality. 

 I propose that when the American popular press juvenated the figure of the movie-loving 

female fan, it not only built upon this established discourse disparaging female spectatorial 

behavior, but enhanced it with cultural anxieties regarding females’ growing agency and 

autonomy in the public sphere. Unmarried girls, being of working or middle-class backgrounds, 

enjoyed a new freedom and independence by the second decade of the twentieth century. Society 

viewed adolescent girls as transitional beings, lingering somewhere between childhood and 

womanhood, and that liminality granted them a latitude adult women, particularly wives and 

mothers, did not have. Unencumbered by wifely and motherly responsibilities, working and 

middle-class girls not only had more time and energy to spend in the pictures; they also had more 

economic means. 

 Yet, female adolescence’s developmental liminality also rendered girl fans unsettling and 

unpredictable. At the eyes of audiences and press agents, the youth of adolescent girls made them 
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as attractive as the personification of passionate moviegoing, as believable as the cypher for 

dangerous film investment. Thus, the American press represented the quintessential film fan as 

an unattached, adolescent girl—and not an adult, male, or child— as a way to capitalize on 

girlhood’s ambiguity. However, as a result of this inherent ambivalence, the press generated a 

contradictory portrayal of movie fandom that was concurrently celebratory and cautionary.

 The “film fan” became a well-defined characterization by the mid 1910s. It bears notice 

that, although the designation of “movie enthusiast” and “picture lover” regularly appeared in 

regional and national newspapers as early as 1910,12 a stable definition of “movie fan” only 

entered the film fan magazines’ vernacular by mid decade.13 Fuller-Seeley has observed that 

before motion pictures appropriated the term, the popular sobriquet had been almost exclusively 

applied to baseball “fanatics.” A look at a standard issue of Motion Picture Story Magazine pre 

1914 will make this point abundantly clear, with most usages of the word “fan” referring to a 

baseball enthusiast, a lady’s accessory, or an industrial appliance. In fact, the term was so foreign 

to popular parlance by 1912, that the then incipient Answer Man addressed a self-denominated 

“Moving Picture Fan” with the following quip: “Glad to be informed that you are not an electric 

fan.”14

  As a matter of fact, the development of film fan magazines in the mid-1910s 

significantly helped shaping the way movie patrons related to film players. Working as an arm of 

the star system, by 1914, fan magazines had become the primary mediator between the everyday 
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movie-goer and the unattainable constellation of movie stars. By individualizing and humanizing 

film players through first-person interviews, at-home photographs, and (often manufactured) 

biographies, these magazines not only fostered an imagined rapport between actors and patrons, 

but also stimulated the self-policing of audiences’ affects. In other words, by portraying actors as 

godly picture personalities, fan magazines began encouraging movie-goers to pick a star, self-

identify as “worshipers” of that particular heavenly deity, and publicly share such fiery adulation 

in the communal purview of magazines’ interactive questions-and-answers departments. 

 Passionate movie-goers responded to this many-to-one dynamic by the thousands, self-

identifying in their letters to film magazines as “The Official Fan,”  “An Ardent Movie  Fan,” 

“Bushman Admirer,” “Mabel Normand Lover,” “Pearl White Admirer,” “Mary, The Movie 

Lover,” “Edith Storey Fan,” “Cunard-Ford Fan,” “Warren Kerrigan’s Friend,”  “Miss Movie 

Fan,” “Alice Joyce Friend,” and “Blanche Sweet Lover.” 15 More than making public their 

extreme affective investment in isolated motion picture players— rendered through the use of 

colloquial terms of endearment such as “lover,” “friend” or “admirer,”— these self-proclaimed 

“fans” communicated their fan status through attachment to the collective cult of an individual 

star. 

 By the mid-1910s, the figure of the obsessive movie fan had permanently taken root in 

the American collective imagination. In 1916 Motion Picture Magazine listed “Fan” as a 

principal entry in “The Movie Dictionary” and defined it as “a person who calls all the players 

by their first name, criticizes the pictures and is, in general, quite superior to ordinary mortals.”16 

By the end of 1917, the same magazine confirmed that, not only “‘ fan’ is [indeed] short for 
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fanatic,”  but that such affective identity had national and populist roots: the term “fan” was 

characterized as “just a little American slang.”17  

 It was within the highly mediated and closely surveilled pages of leading film fan 

magazines that adolescent girls emerged as the most legible and circulated personification of 

extreme movie fandom. Although during this transitional era film audiences were remarkably 

heterogenous—composed of males and females, youngsters and adults, a motley crew of 

spectators who heralded from all kinds of economic and educational backgrounds—the 

unformed nature of adolescent girlhood seemed representative of the psychological volubility 

and tenacious emotionality that, in popular imagination, would become associated with the 

canonical figure of the over-invested “movie fan.” In fact, when interviewing males about their 

devotion to the movies, fan magazines often found them reticent to embrace such an emotion-

drenched category. A typical male response can be found in Burton, the husband of popular girl 

star Wanda Hawley. Asked if he was “a picture fan,” the young man “shook his head 

emphatically. ‘I am —not! [...] I’m strong for Wanda’s success, you bet, but that kind of a life—

not for mine! I sleep thru every picture I go to.’”18  Stage actor and Lubin’s leading man Earle 

Metcalfe employed the same kind of distancing and blasé response. When inquired about his 

preferences, “Met” simply replied: “I am not a fan.[...] When the lurid ‘melos’ and slap-stick 

comedies are cut out, the Motion Picture screen is going to be a rival to the stage.”19

 Girls in their teens and early twenties became culturally understood as an overly 

susceptible class of spectators, a unique audience that too vehemently worshipped and too 
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irrationally identified with the players flickering on the screen. Attesting to the exaggerative 

attention girls dedicated to picture-watching, actor Creighton Hale told the story of how directors 

used to quipped about repeating costumes in different movies: “O never mind that, it’s a mere 

detail and nobody will ever notice. [Well,] I’m here to remark that I got a letter from some girl 

away out West saying she had spotted me as The Laughing Mask in ‘The Iron Claw’ because I 

wore a Norfolk jacket I had worn previously in ‘The Mysteries of Myra.’ Best that if you can.”20   

 In 1916, Motion Picture Magazine described the prototypical “faithful movie fan” as an 

emotional and volatile girl: “Faithful movie fans were they/ Loyal friends indeed./ Till Cupid in a 

photoplay,/ Refused to share the ‘lead.’”21 A pen-and-ink drawing of a smartly clad adolescent 

girl illustrates the sardonic limerick, making clear the connection between “movie fans” and 

girlhood. Two years later, the same magazine claimed that film “managers suffered from 

dyspepsia” from being accosted by the most tenacious of film followers: the “‘movie-mad’ 

young girls. There is no end to them—pickle-factory workers from Pittsburgh, shirtwaist strikers 

from Woonsocket [to] Gladys Joyous from the pie-counter.”22 The following year, a journalist for 

The Houston Press confirmed that movie worshipping was specifically infecting young female 

audiences. Unlike the Motion Picture Magazine, the newspaper’s description did not 

circumscribe movie-loving girlhood to working class, but instead painted a picture of film 

fandom’s ubiquitousness, infecting “GIRLS” of all shapes and sizes: “blonde, brunette, and red-

headed girls. Girls with freshly twisted braids; girls with ribbons and without. Girls with fresh 

white ruffly dresses and blue gingham; girls with curls and girls with bobbed hair. Big girls and 
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little ones; thin and fat ones. [...] Girls with silk sox, girls with cotton stockings,” they all flocked 

to the movies! 23  

 The feminization and consequent juvenilization of affective film fandom— crystalized in 

the figure of the “screen-struck” girl and discussed in more detail in Chapter 2—resulted from 

the confluence of two cultural shifts taking place at the turn of the century: school-age youth 

emerging as a significant movie demographic; and the feminization of mass culture spreading to 

a foundational understanding of film fandom. Although we have come to imagine the Roaring 

Twenties as the decade when popular culture celebrated a youth-obsessed sensibility—

symbolized by baby-faced flappers; forever-young sculptured bodies; the heyday of physical 

cultural and the rise of an age-defying cosmetic industry— the 1910s fostered important 

demographic shifts which propitiated the birth of such visible youth-oriented culture. 

 The most significative of those demographic changes consisted on the emergence of an 

adolescent working class specifically staffed by young females who migrated from rural areas to 

urban centers; and an increase in the number of middle-class, underage youth enrolled in high-

schools and colleges.24 The first group was employed at department stores, garment factories, 

movie theaters, and business offices as sellers, cashiers, models, milliners, seamstresses, ushers, 

ticket sellers, clerks, stenographers, secretaries and so on. Due to the opening of new women-

oriented jobs, higher number of single girls in their teens and early twenties could now enjoy 
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economic independence and personal leisure time without being prematurely impaired by the 

constraints of housekeeping, wifehood, and maternity. Some of these girls even found rewarding 

employment as chorus girls, theatre performers, vaudevillians, illustrators’ models, and movie 

players. Such freedom enabled many working girls to attend the pictures more frequently, to 

purchase film magazines and star-endorsed goods more liberally, and ultimately to follow movie 

stars more intently. 

 Simultaneously, the creation of compulsory education laws aiming to keep prepubescent 

and teen youth in schools instead of precociously employed in factories and stores also enabled 

many middle-class youngsters to frequent movie houses during their unsupervised time between 

classes or after school. In fact, historian Jon Savage observes that, by the second decade of the 

twentieth century, the number of students aged fourteen to seventeen had doubled in America, a 

similar conclusion to the findings published by the National Assessment of Adult Literacy: 

between 1890 and 1920, the percentage of illiterate youths aged fourteen and older had dropped 

from 13% to 6%.25  Thus, capitalizing on children and adolescents’ newfound mobility, leisure 

time and pocket money, motion picture fan magazines, advertisers, and exhibitors began 

promoting moviegoing and film consumption as a pleasurable, energizing, and educational 

activity best suited for working and middle-class youth. 

 One of the ways the press married youth with cinema was by promoting a rhetoric of 

similarity. In fact, since the beginning of the decade that movie magazines claimed that the film 

industry shared many of adolescence’s key characteristics. Press features often noted that cinema 

had the same malleability, potentiality, and vitality psychologists recently attributed to the life-
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stage of adolescence. Indeed, by the mid 1910s, the movie industry had barely entered its teens, 

and yet it was already undergoing major core changes— technologically, promotionally, 

narratively, geographically, and managerially—that revolutionized its identity as that of an 

“infant” innovation. By 1915, trade and fan publications announced that the American film 

industry had grown out childhood. Trade critics described “movies [as] too adolescent to be left 

to their own device,”26 and fan magazines ran features interpreting the development of the 

motion pictures as that of an adolescent human being. In 1917, Photoplay described the growth 

of film impresario R. A. Rowland mirroring that of the film industry: Rowland “was the doctor’s 

errand-boy when the film business was born, he held its small inflammable hands when they 

were too weak to grasp anything bigger than a little finger, and he was its playmate and 

schoolfellow on its road to adolescence. Now” that both men and industry had bloomed into full-

fledged adolescence, “they rather serve each other.”27 That same year, the editor of Photoplay 

likewise anthropomorphized the motion picture industry. Suffering from growing pains, the 

institution saw itself like a boastful adolescent “redolent of chewing gum and poisonous candy,” 

restlessly arousing from infancy, and defined by limitless potentiality: “I am the profoundest 

possibility of modern times. [...] My eyes are so strong that I see over the rim of the world [...] 

My future is bounded by infinity. My feet flounder in the clay, and my head is in the clouds, but 

my eyes are with the stars. I am the Motion Picture.”28 By 1919, scenario writer Frederick 

Palmer remarked that “film has all of the fascinating charm of youth,”29 legendary filmmaker D. 
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W. Griffith crowned “Youth, The Spirit of the Movies,”30 and celebrated screenwriter Elinor 

Glyn observed that “the motion pictures call for youth and beauty; I am a champion of youth.”31

 If popular culture imagined the rapid development of an organized movie industry in 

terms of developing youth, then employment in such a spurting business privileged the young  

and energetic. In 1915, The Theater remarked that “One of the most interesting things in motion 

picture is the sudden [...] far-spreading fame of the young picture player.”32 The following year, 

commenting on the increase of pubescent actresses, Film Fun noted that  “Youth is having its day  

on the screen.”33 In 1917, actor Robert Williams advised all the starstruck “beginners, [that] if 

you did not feel the call before you were out of your teens, you are, most emphatically, not a 

born actor or actress. So do not deceive yourselves;”34 while “a reputable motion picture 

company” located in Santa Monica, CA asked for the services of “a young woman to play parts,” 

yet alerted that “no one over nineteen years of age is desired.”35 By 1919, Motion Picture 

Magazine proposed that the moving pictures were not only the province of the young, but an 

extension of America’s own adolescent history and nascent status as a world power:36 

 one might truthfully call the movies the art of perpetual motion. [...] In it, youngsters 

 have become great overnight, which is one of the greatest glories, for there is perhaps 
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 nothing quite so wonderfully as to be successful while still young. To experience the 

 emotion of having arrived before you are too old to feel, that is the splendid thing about 

 America, and the vital element about the people who make the shadows that move.37 

 Perhaps because cinema was so pervasively understood as a fast-growing, adolescent-like 

endeavor, fandom became closely associated with heated passion, dynamic excitement, and all-

consuming dedication, characteristics that defined American youth and thus yoked ardent movie 

fandom with a younger demographic. In fact, since 1908 that social researchers recognized the 

importance of school-age audiences, describing “the nickelodeon [a]s almost the creation of the 

child.”38 Cross-country studies conducted in the following decade reported similar findings: from 

New York to Cleveland and Portland, over 90% of the students poled attended movies weekly 

and 30% went twice a week.39 In 1917, Motion Picture Magazine claimed that, of New York’s 

600,000 movie theaters, “50 per cent of the afternoon attendances are children.”40 By the end of 

the year, a journalist reported “that five million children go to the Motion Picture theaters of the 

United States every day.”41

 Furthermore, we can see film magazines strengthening the ties between school-age youth 

and movie fandom through images, poems, and written content featured from 1916 onwards. In 

that year, Photoplay published a poem by Charles Elkin Jr. musing that the pictures’ chief 
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mission was “To charm the younger hearts and show/ Them dreams to dream without pain.”42 By 

the mid-1910s most trade and fan magazines also featured cartoon series depicting the movie-

loving adventures of screenstruck fans. Represented as adolescent figures, “Opie, the Operator,” 

“Flim Flam, The Movie Fan,” “Pete ‘Props,” “The Motion Picture Boy,” and “Mollie of the 

Movies” visualized devoted movie fandom as youthfully carefree, cheerfully inquisitive, and 

harmlessly playful.43 When read together, these various images of adolescent fandom functioned 

as a visual synecdoche to a new young audience.

 In fact, as early as 1915, Motion Picture Magazine touted underage youth as a significant 

slice of movie spectatorship. Joseph F. Poland’s poem “The Grand Little Army” identified a 

“sweet, winning” crowd made up “of the swift-marching feet [of] each small lad and gay lassie 

[who...] march[ed], willing captives, to some Picture Show.”44  Framing the poem is a pen-and-

ink drawing of a swarm of children (Fig. 1). Hundreds of tiny bodies trickle down the page and 

rush towards a diminutive ticket booth. In the center of the pack, a boy holds a sign that reads 

“Give Us Motion Pictures,” while on the bottom of the page, a group of agitated girls flocks 

around the crowded box office, leading the riotous parade inside the movie theatre. Visualized as 

a happy mob, this eager herd of nubile patrons conceptualized film fandom as a youthful and 

energetic endeavor that actively educated the new generation, while simultaneously it fed off of 

their juvenile devotion, eagerness, susceptibility, and cheerfulness. 

 By directly addressing young patrons as valuable movie participants, the film press 

drafted an early youth subculture that invited underage spectators to actively contribute, and thus 
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implicitly shape, a fledgling notion of movie fandom. For instance, in 1915, Motion Picture 

Magazine also created “For the Young Folks,” an interactive column inviting school-age 

audiences to submit letters, photographs, and arts-and-crafts projects, as well as to play games 

and enter cash-prize competitions. Throughout 1915, the majority of participants were girls in 

their early teens. By the Spring of 1916, Rose Tapley, Motion Picture Magazine’s Answer Lady, 

similarly targeted school-age youth as a primary consumer-demographic. In May, she penned a 

collective letter to her “Dear Girls and Boys” encouraging the magazine’s younger readership to 

watch “Hearst-Vitagraph News” under the pretext that “they will be a great help to you in your 

school work.” “Big-sister-like,” she also urged the youngsters to purchase Motion Picture 

Magazine’s sister publication, Motion Picture Classic.45 

 Months later, Photoplay columnist Jack Lait noted the growing pervasiveness of movie-

fandom among the younger generation as he remarked that: “when I was a little boy I wanted to 

be a fireman; now my little boys want to be movie stars.”46  Following in line with reports found 

in popular press of the time, trade periodical Motography also commented that “Unique ‘Fan’ 

Clubs” popping up all over California were ubiquitously run by “a number of young people who 

had made a study of pictures [and] decided to organize a club.”47 Accompanying the article came 

a photograph of ten smiling youngsters (seven female and three male) standing in a large room 

wallpapered with movie posters, magazine clippings, photos of film actors, and festively 

decorated with paper banners and flags. Under the image, a caption described this congregation 

of young, dynamic, and movie-loving individuals as “a new kind of ‘fan’ organization.” 
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 Even Motion Picture Magazine’s popular Answer Man named adolescent youth a cardinal 

condition for entering his exclusive group of regular correspondents. When in 1915, a movie-

goer named “Abe, 99” asked the journalist to include him in “a contest among [his] ‘public’ for 

the best communication,” the Answer Man immediately rebuffed Abe on the grounds that the fan 

was “too old (99) to compete with the fair Olga 17, the erudite Vyrgynya, the witty Gertie, the 

profound Grace, all of whom are young and handsome.”48 More than “young and handsome,” 

however, this list of unseen correspondents—and thus possibly fabricated fan writers—were 

presented as females, as evinced by their aliases: Olga, Vyrgynya, Gertie, and Grace, who were 

joined in 1916 by “Miss A.E. Hilton” from Massachusetts and “Betty of Melrose.”

 Further, in the case of “Olga 17” and Vyrgynya—two of the most prolific and long-lasting 

participants in the Answer’s Man “Answers Department”— the fans were specifically identified 

as adolescent girls: Olga’s age is listed as “17,” and in one of her first communications, she 

describes herself as “a young [...] innocent, unsophisticated, dear mama’s girl,” who has just 

began dating. 49 Vyrgynya’s alias is constantly associated with Bernardin de St. Pierre’s fictional 

Virginie, the maidenly heroine from the children’s classic Paul and Virginie (1787). Additionally, 

the pervasive tenor of the two girls’ letters—often melancholic, lovelorn, urgent, and soul-

searching—was generally dismissed by the septuagenarian Answer Man as symptomatic of the 

“follies of youth.”  Years later, Photoplay’s editor James Quirk reinforced the idea that, although 

audiences of all ages attended and enjoyed the pictures, affective stargazing and unrestrained 

movie consumption were found more pervasively among the young—so much so that, in 1923, 
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Quirk proudly proclaimed that, in all movie-related issues, “Youth is the Dictator of Style and 

Fashion”.50

 If by the dawn of the Jazz Age, youth’s grip on a burgeoning movie industry paralleled —

and perhaps even ushered — cinema’s edging of its own maturity, that decade also witnessed the 

definitive feminization of “youth” in relation to the film industry. Case in pint, in his 1924 

introduction to the Talmadge Sisters’ memoirs, a popular New York author described the motion 

pictures as a budding, restless flapper, “doing some foolish things and some crazy things, like a 

child.”51 

 Ultimately, the 1920s may have visibly embraced the feminization and juvenilization of 

movie fans and stars, bringing the flapper’s baby-faced frame and jovial image full-fledge into 

the forefront of public awareness. However, such transformation had deep roots in the 1910s, the 

decade when film fandom became defined as young and feminine. The 1910s are thus key to an 

understanding of the origins of film fandom since this is the historical period when a new school-

age audience and a cadre of movie-loving girls emerged in the pages of newspapers and film 

magazines as the primary personification of an increasingly commodified film culture. 

Fashion, Mass Consumption, and the New Girl Audience

 By the mid 1910s, youth and motion pictures had grown closely associated in the 

American popular culture. However, newspapers and magazines suggested that, amongst a 

growing number of young, self-identified movie fans, unmarried girls in their teens and early 

twenties stood out as the most innately predisposed to immerse themselves in a demanding, 
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consumeristic film culture—especially when endowed with some pocket money and free time. 

The recent increase in urban jobs and educational programs open to adolescent girls 

exponentially improved young female movie fans’ access to both.

 As a matter of fact, single girls were a visible part of film audiences since the dawn of the 

century, earning write-ups on dailies such as the Chicago Tribune as early as 1907. That year, the 

newspaper observed that young females dominated local nickelodeon showings: “After 4 o’clock 

the audiences were largely composed of schoolgirls, who came in with books or music rolls 

under their arms. [...] Around 6 o’clock [...] the character of the audience [...] shifted again. This 

time they were largely composed of girls [employed at] the big department stores, who came in 

with bundles under their arms.”52

 Social distinction clearly marked incipient reports on young female moviegoers. The first 

wave of spectators is identified as middle-class “schoolgirls,” their class signaled by the leisurely  

way they carried their “books or music rolls” and cheerfully strolled into an after-school 

screening. As the business day drew to an end though, this relaxed group was replaced by 

homebound wage-earners, a young female audience that, though similarly unhindered by wifely 

and housekeeping responsibilities, wearily rushed to the movies in order to find respite after a 

long day’s work. 

 Thus, what changed in 1910s press discourses on young female audiences was not a 

sudden awareness that girls from all walks of life attended the movies, or that different social 

groups had different spectatorial needs. What the development of fan magazines spurred in the 

1910s was the beginning of cinema’s gendered narrowcasting. Simply put, by the second decade 
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of the twentieth century, the American film press ceased regarding females as undifferentiated 

audience members and began targeting unmarried, young girls as a significant and specific 

consumer demographic. More than casual patrons, adolescent girls with money to spend were 

now heralded in trade and fan publications as a special league of movie consumers, a 

constituency showmen, editors, and admen spared no efforts to address and secure. 

 Several film scholars have traced their efforts. Shelley Stamp, for instance, described at 

length the numerous tie-in promotions and giveaways pressmen and exhibitors utilized to lure 

the patronage of working and middle class women.53 Kathryn Fuller-Seeley examined the 

meaningful increase of women-oriented features and beauty ads in leading fan magazines 

beginning in 1912.54 Richard Abel has looked at the ways newspapers specifically targeted 

young female readers in the early 1910s.55 Michelle Finamore and Nan Enstad have insightfully 

shown that, by mid decade, American movie studios toiled alongside the expanding cosmetic and 

fashion industries in a quest for seducing a distinctively female constituency.56 However, most 

film historians have not analyzed these marketing efforts within the context of female 

adolescence. It is important to do so because, in the 1910s, American mass culture was defined in 

relation to girlhood as opposed to womanhood. This is a crucial shift, symptomatic of how much 

the invention of adolescence affected the film industry’s modes of promotion. I propose that, 

once movie promoters and admen began targeting unmarried girls of working and middle-class 
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origins, they created a different promotional discourse which moved away from exclusively 

linking femininity with housekeeping and motherhood. Now pleasure, self-grooming, and peer 

accolades dominated the commercial discourse aimed at female consumers, a change that 

reflected adolescent girls had come to replace married women as the addressed target 

demographic. When not imagined as the ideal consumer, girlhood was also marketed as the ideal 

characteristic desired by a general female audience. Tellingly, the good number of female players 

who had a successful movie career in the 1910s impersonated adolescent heroines, defined by 

their fallen curls, dimpled cheeks, childish mannerisms, and short-hemmed dresses. Capitalizing 

on their girlish picture personalities, these stars also appeared in cosmetic and fashion ads, 

further reinforcing girlhood as the defining quality of a mass-marketed film culture. 

 In short, I enter the discourse on early female audiences by arguing that, during the 

1910s,  adolescent girls were not only recognized as an independent film demographic, but were 

moreover addressed in the press in a significantly different way than their adult, married 

counterparts. Fashion, historically deemed a fixture of female identity, became a principal tool 

early-twentieth-century film publications used to stimulate girls’ expenditure, as well as to 

encourage their consumerist identification with equally young-looking female stars. 

  I also argue that, as a consequence of their increased public visibility and market 

relevance, young female audiences came to be negatively represented as the epitome of film 

consumerism. Throughout the 1910s, the American press presented girl fans as overly emotional 

beings, whose volatile natures matched their moviegoing appetites: materialistic, irrational, and 

never-stopping. In illustrations and features published in fan magazines, the movie-loving girl 

ultimately came to personify mass consumption of film-related goods. An illuminating example 
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can be found in a drawing published by Motion Picture Magazine in September 1914.57 A young 

girl coyly sits in a meadow, her curls flowing in the wind, her lacy dress evidencing a budding 

bosom. Elatedly, she stares into the distance, a movie magazine opened on her lap. On the right 

side of the image, we see that her reading material has conjured a daydream: framed by a hazy 

thought-bubble, the country girl fan metamorphosed into a richly dressed lady, her improved 

social position signified by a dainty feathered hat, a chic mink-trimmed coat, and a large fur 

hand-warmer. Standing in front of a box-office, the smartly clad patron holds money out and is 

about to buy an admission ticket to her place of worship: the motion picture house (Fig. 2).

 Tellingly titled “A Midsummer’s Day’s Dream,” Dorothy Hughes’s drawing conveys the 

standard discourse on girl fandom disseminated by the American popular press during the 1910s. 

A model consumer, the movie-loving girl infuses all aspects of her life with film consumption: 

her leisure time is filled with reading movie publications, her days occupied with fantasies of 

picture-going. A natural-born fashionista, she can only imagine class ascension via a wardrobe 

makeover: in her dream, moviegoing is but the conduit to a rags-to-riches metamorphosis that 

crystalizes around new luxurious clothes. In short, playing upon girls’ newfound visibility and 

economic independence, trade and fan press proposed that, unlike any other film demographic, 

girls’ hunger for photoplays and players was only satiated by constant, all-consuming movie 

investment.

 These notions of feminized mass consumption and compulsive fan behavior were hardly 

new by the early twentieth century. However, I suggest that their comeback in the mid 1910s 

related to the birth of a new star-oriented film industry—eager to capitalize on the 
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commodification of actors’ image—as well as to the industry’s sudden awareness that girlhood 

was a multivalent trope. It was able to generate prolific revenues when treated as an idealized 

trait performed on screen; as a willing and paying movie constituency; and as a desired quality 

that could be readily mass-produced and sold to female moviegoers. In this chapter, I investigate 

how baby-faced girl stars and starstruck girl fans both participated (if in different degrees) in the 

commodification of screen girlhood and the aggregated feminization and juvenilization of mass 

consumption, two dominant cultural discourses underpinning the development of the American 

film industry, and pivotally championed by American fan magazines and commercial advertisers 

during the second half of the 1910s.

 In a quest to increase merchandise revenue and box-office profit, early-twentieth-century 

film magazines yoked young female fans with self-indulgent escapism and intemperate movie 

fandom. In this effort they joined novelists, psychologists, and journalists who, since the turn of 

the century cast girls in their teens as the embodiment of rabid mass consumption. 

 American authors mapped Flaubert’s heroine onto their prototypical depictions of female 

adolescence. The well-known writer E. Phillips Oppenheim, for example, successfully captured 

the deep-seated understanding of adolescent girls as natural-born consumers of mass-marketed 

goods. His best-selling novel, A Sleeping Memory—which in 1918 Fox turned into a seven-reel 

film starring Emily Stevens— follows nineteen-year-old Eleanor Marsterson as she contemplates 

suicide after losing all her wealth and prestige. Wandering through squalid city streets, Eleanor is 

first drawn to the windows of a department store, “a feminine Paradise” where “everything was 

marvelously cheap” and explicitly geared to a female audience.58 Inspired by the store’s endless 
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repository, Eleanor feverishly daydreams how her last day on earth would be ideally spent:  “I 

would go into Bond Street and I would buy clothes—just for one day—everything. I would know 

the feel of cambric and lace, and I would buy perfumes and flowers. Then just a simple walking 

dress and a pretty hat—and oh! fancy for one day being able to wear gloves and boots like those 

other women wear.”  This fantasy of Babylonian gratification continues to unfold in the shape of 

a crazed shopping-spree, a bucket list of material and romantic excess: “I would go out to lunch 

then to one of the best restaurants—Prince’s, I think—and would buy myself a great bunch of 

fragrant Neapolitan violets, and imagine that someone had sent them to me. ”59 In short, 

Oppenheim’s Eleanor is presented as a model consumer, whose surface personality and 

consumptive cravings find fodder in readymade department stores and crowded shop windows.

 Half a dozen years later, G. Stanley Hall—the American psychologist responsible for first 

theorizing adolescence—published two essential texts on the psychology of girlhood: “The 

Awkward Age” and “The Budding Girl.” In these articles, the pioneering scientist reiterated 

Oppenheim’s description of young femininity as a fanatical mass-culture consumer. According to 

the scientist, during her teen years the average girl became dominated by an obliterating and 

“insubstantial feminine appetite,” a compulsion manifested in the ways “she sips and samples, is 

voracious for pickles, bonbons, ices, dotes on new flavors in soda water, and if she has access to 

perfumes loads the air with it.”60 Hall concluded that, “the girl’s awkward soul years [so much] 
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to know if she is good-looking, attractive, engaging [...that] her heart hunger is appeased [only...] 

by flowers, ices, confectionery, incense, ornament, dress, [...] and Paris!””61 

 In short, like their literary predecessors, Hall’s female subjects also negotiated their 

inchoate self-perception through the shop windows’ commercial surfaces, projecting their 

feminine yearnings onto the store’s idyllically composed, if flat and artificially manufactured, 

mise-en-scenes. For philosopher Otto Weininger, such consumerist thrall plainly announced the 

most quintessential truth about early-twentieth-century femininity: that “the self of Woman is her 

external appearance.”62 

 By the mid 1910s, leading fan magazines followed the trail left by turn-of-the-century 

scientists and portrayed movie-loving girls as the direct descendants of these fictional mass 

consumers. In 1916, Motion Picture Magazine released a poem describing the typical movie fan 

girl. This “Milady” was portrayed as such a self-involved consumer of mass-produced goods, the 

only way her beau could catch her attention was by imagining himself taking the shape of her 

most beloved possessions: “lip-stick,” “rouge,” “power puffs,” and ultimately “her favorite 

magazine” (The Motion Picture Magazine), “for very often she neglects her rouge and power 

puff,/ of her favorite magazine she never has enough.”63 Thus, according to the press, movie fan 

girls filled their free time with popular literature and with extravagant retail goods. The pen-and-

ink rendition accompanying the text clearly reinforced girl fandom’s frivolity and materialism 

(Fig. 3). This imaginary figure is depicted sitting in a luxurious boudoir, clad in a voluminous 

gown and ornate headpiece, movie magazine, feathered fan, and perfume case within her reach. 
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Her essential feminine narcissism is rendered all the more clear as the girl stares straight into a 

vanity mirror, appreciatively gazing at her own reflexion. 

 In 1917, Photoplay followed suit, enumerating the main accusations waged against the 

average female patron: “she has been scolded for her vanity and for her extravagance. She has 

been ridiculed for her adherence to fashions.”64 That same year, Motion Picture Magazine 

introduced adolescent “Mary Baker of Ruralton, New Jersey” as a synecdoche for “precisely 

nine-tenths of the other young things of her whole delectable age and sex.” Representing the 

thousands of young female movie fans scattered across America, “girl-child” Mary was 

described as “very romantic, very foolish; and very, very pretty— pretty in a luscious, peach-

boomy sort of way.” Plagued by an overactive imagination that “always and ever sought for 

visions, dreamed and moaned over extravagant lovers [and] top-loftical plans,” daydreamer 

Mary found solace from her rural isolation in two related industries: “the sensational best-sellers 

and the cheaper magazines;” and in the movies adapted from such mass-produced materials, a 

“tinsel world” made up of “people of gilt [...and other] unrealities that are sweetmeats to untried 

youth.” 65 In this piece, movie-loving Mary Baker appears as the quintessential motion picture 

girl fan: a young, sentimental, and unrestrained mass consumer. 

 At the same time such biased understanding of girlhood took root in American 

imagination, film magazines began portraying successful female stars—especially young-

looking ones—as fashion hoarders, splurging fashionistas voraciously collecting valuable 

garments by the hundreds. Seventeen-year-old June Caprice once bragged that movie triumph 

had brought her “beautiful clothes, the result of sudden shopping raids, [which laid] unopened in 
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their boxes” for weeks.66 Screen veteran Mary Fuller boasted about “a wardrobe which grows 

and overflows into racks of hangers, boxes, shelves, drawers, trunks, etcetera [...brimming with] 

multitudinous hats and gowns, peignoirs, and cloaks.”67 A peak into Lillian Walker’s dressing-

room confirmed that the dimpled star’s success could be measured by her extensive wardrobe: 

“gowns upon gowns. There seems to be no end to them!,” journalist Adele Fletcher gushed in 

1916. “Evening wraps, negligees, walking-suits, evening dresses and every other garment this 

eyer heard of, hung in neat array upon its respective hook.”68 Presented as a veritable land of 

textile plenty, Walker’s closet unfolded in front of the female reporter’s eyes— and thus 

vicariously in front of her female readers’ imagination— as a department store’s ideal inventory. 

 By June 1917, nineteen-year-old Marguerite Courtot literally took Motion Picture 

Magazine Edna Wright “window-wishing” down New York’s Fifth Avenue. Lusting over a 

bonanza of “handsome costly furs [...] lovely, inviting hats [...] stunning models in a smart 

modiste’s window, and next tripping around in the fancy shoes another shop displayed,” girl star 

and female reporter communed together in dreams of massive retail purchasing that resembled 

those rehearsed by Oppenheim’s and Hall’s reported girls.69 As a result of such exuberant write-

ups, fashion abundance became part and parcel of female stardom, etching conspicuous 

consumption in the fabric of girl celebrity.

 This feminization of fashion amassment stemmed from a larger cultural shift encouraging 

the mass production and consumption of women-oriented goods. As Richard DeCordova 
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observes, by the middle of the decade, the American film industry conspired to increase 

merchandise revenue and box-office profit through the promotion of individual players; the myth 

of the overly emotional and consumptive female patron became thus an image to preserved and 

even fostered.70 Such marketing strategy makes much sense when we think that, according to the 

calculations of legendary filmmaker D. W. Griffith, by 1920 “nearer two-thirds of all movie 

audiences were women.”71 Those women, Griffith alerted, longed for romance, aspired to beauty, 

and moreover dreamt of being forever young. All the film industry had to do to secure their 

abundant patronage was therefore to keep female spectators’ happily longing, aspiring, and 

dreaming.

 For these reasons, at the same time adolescent girls became visible as valuable movie 

consumers, baby-faced and ringleted actresses grew popular as screen players. Capitalizing on 

the interest in female adolescence, the film industry worked to make girlhood a precious 

commodity—a commodity that could be rendered readily legible, widely desired, and easily 

commercialized. Working to fulfill this goal, by the mid-1910s, the contents of movie fan 

magazines alternated between first-hand interviews exposing stars’ fabulous worldly possessions 

(cars, properties, jewelry, clothes); young actresses posing for fashion spreads in luxuriant 

designer creations; and girl stars endorsing multiple cosmetic, fashion, and home goods. 

 Fuller-Seeley has noted that the shift from prioritizing the publication of novelized 

photoplays to prioritizing women-oriented ads and female stars’ exposés reveals fan magazines’ 

new economic goals. She argues that, on one hand, to strengthen the intimacy between movie 
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actresses and young female patrons, while capitalizing on the longstanding preconception that 

girl fans related to film culture through relentless mass consumption. I propose that, on the other 

hand, to present “girlhood,” “girlishness,” and “female youth”—characteristics that defined the 

most celebrated screen actresses of the time—as a consumer good, accessible to any paying 

female fan.72 

 One of the the most pervasive methods employed to commodify girlhood was to have 

beloved film stars, well-known for their girlish screen personas, endorse many of the female-

oriented products advertised in movie magazines. Starting in 1916, little Mary Pickford endorsed 

Pompeian beauty lotions; dimpled Lillian Walker the International Corset Company’s “La 

Camille” model (1916); graceful Anita Stewart the Sanitax Hair Brush (1917); Mabel Normand, 

Mary MacLaren, Louise Lovely, and many other young actresses vouched for Ingram’s 

Milkweed Cream (1917); spirited Olive Thomas for Burson Knitting Company’s new “Fashioned 

Hose” (1918); and teenaged Shirley Mason represented X-Bazin Depilatory Powder (1918). 

Invariably, these ads promised that the use of their branded products would enhance consumers’ 

“sweet, sheer, girlish”73 figure; create “a soft, smooth, youthful skin that can stand the critical 

eye of the camera;”74 and ultimately boost their resemblance to the endorsing female star. 

Ingram’s Milkweed Cream reportedly quoted “Miss Mabel Normand” when it promised that 

“there is beauty in every jar. [...] Sarah Bernhardt began its use twenty years ago—today [...] 

another movie star says: ‘A woman can be young but once, but she can be youthful always.’” 
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Positioned as a generational secret passed on from theatrical to screen actresses, “faithful use of 

Ingram’s Milkweed Cream” promised, not only to “keep” a maturing skin “fresh and youthful,” 

but also to let the female consumer into an intimate secret long shared by world-renowned 

celebrities.75 

 Attesting to the growing institutionalization (and capitalism) of American filmmaking, 

young female stars now marketed themselves as commodity products, commercializing the 

physical traits that had granted them movie fame and that legibly epitomized screen girlhood. In 

1917, journalist Carol Lee succinctly listed all of those attributes, using adolescent players Mary 

Miles Minter, Mabel Normand, Lois Wilson, and June Caprice as models: “a lovely smile,” 

“perfect teeth,” “lots of curls,” “elfin” stature, “big eyes,” “rose-and-white-and-gold” 

complexion, and “pink taffeta and lace frocks” composed the effigy of screen girlhood.76 Such 

fragmentary characteristics not only made screen girlhood readily identifiable to millions of 

moviegoers but, moreover, they made female adolescence easily commodifiable for dozens of 

women-oriented consumer industries. 

 Although we have no way of knowing if the above-mentioned beauty products were 

directly aimed at or actually purchased by a majority of adolescent girls, the promise 

underscoring these girl stars’ endorsements was, nonetheless, of universal girlhood—of eternal, 

girlish beauty readymade and accessible to any paying female costumer. In other words, what 

was being marketed in these star-sponsored ads was a manufactured illusion of commodified 

girlhood. Being formed at the same time that adolescence entered American consciousness, the 

star system repackaged the rising cultural capital of female adolescence—its unspoiled 
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appearance, its limitless potential, its romanticized transitoriness and virginal innocence—as the 

ultimate consumer good. Further, by participating in the film industry’s newfound 

commodification of girlhood, these ads suggest, the universal female consumer would be finally 

able to resemble, and thus in an indirect way approach, her favorite film actresses.

 The notion that a shared desire to remain forever young, beautiful, and fashionable 

brought female stars and fans together strongly underlined the development of a feminized and 

juvenated consumer-oriented film culture during the mid-to-late 1910s. Since the turn of the 

century that commercial advertisers promoted “consumption as a positive force.” 77 The film 

industry, however, gave a new spin to that well-worn marketing ploy. To female movie patrons, 

“the ritual of purchase” offered something more significative, something already stitched in the 

texts of renowned movie actresses: “the promise of magical self-transformation.” 78 Thus, 

following the heed of nineteenth-century psychologists and novelists, the early-twentieth-century  

movie industry continued to link mass consumption with young femininity, only now film 

publications advertised fashion consumption as a positive activity, a miraculous panacea that 

brought female fans closer to their beloved actresses. 

 Between 1915 and 1917, movie magazines ran countless fashion features specifically 

aimed at female readers and supposedly ventriloquizing their beloved screen actresses’ personal 

tastes.79 Similar to the cosmetic ads and articles advertising actresses’ opulent wardrobes, the 

majority of actresses endorsing fashion finery were barely of age or still in their teens. The stars’ 
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youth aimed to forge a sense of sororal cohort with their girl followers, thus inviting young 

female consumers’ identification, propinquity, and trust. 

 For example, during that three-year window, Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture 

Classic and Photoplay published dozens of those expositional features, veritable shopping 

catalogues masquerading as style tell-alls. “Feminine Fads and Fancies,” “The Latest Fashions in 

Moving Pictures,” “My Lady’s Wardrobe,” “Individuality in Dress,”  “Clothes,” and “Size 14—

Misses’ Department”80 are only some of the staple multi-page photo-spreads showcasing  “the 

best-dressed,” “fresh and girlish” actresses of Filmland—such as Gladys Hullette, Violet 

Mersereau, Shirley Mason, and Mary Pickford—posing in expensive-looking gowns81 (Fig. 4). 

Exposing stars’ “ways, means, viewpoints” on fashion and movie life, these articles fulfilled a 

dual function: they appeased female fans’ purportedly innate vanity, sating their vital “necessity 

[to at] every moment [be] in the front trench of Fashion;”82 while simultaneously stimulated a 

sense of sisterly camaraderie between actresses and female fans by positioning the star as a 

“clever” confidante who throughly understood “the drama of the Drape, the comedy of Clothes, 

the masterpiece of the Modiste,” and freely “g[a]ve some sound advice to her American 

Sisters.”83 

 In short, film magazines labored to humanized the deified picture personalities, arguing 

that a shared appreciation for fashion consumption brought female stars and girl fans closer 
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together. Case in point, when describing stage and screen sensation, Billie Burke, a critic 

remarked that the wealthy diva had “a hobby that will instantly appeal to every feminine heart—

shopping and pretty clothes. What woman’s heart wouldn’t melt towards Billie, after such a 

humanizing statement?”84 In addition to using fashion to make movie actresses more relatable, 

these articles also whetted female fans’ appetite for retail purchase. They did so by obliquely 

suggesting that mimicking a girl star’s fine wardrobe could elevate any average fan to the stellar 

heights of beauty, youth, sophistication, and social esteem representative of girl stardom. 

 For instance, in 1917, The Ladies’ World—a women’s magazine primarily geared towards 

a working class audience—further reiterated this view of movie fans (and actresses) as 

quintessential mass consumers, easily dazed by material excess and implicitly by its “magical 

promise” of self-improvement. The magazine directly invited its female readers to “take a peep 

into the dressing-room of Shirley Mason, the sixteen-year-old-McClure star, who has captured 

the hearts of all motion-picture lovers.”85 The ad for McClure Picture’s new serialized drama, 

Seven Deadly Sins, ultimately aimed to convince female viewers to “ask the manager of your 

favorite theatre” to book the film series. However, McClure’s press agents and the magazine’s 

editors clearly believed that to achieve this goal, they had to encourage female moviegoers to 

identify with the adolescent star—and which better way to do it but link female stardom with 

mass consumption of the retail variety? Thus, under the image of a closet chockfull with gowns, 

shoes, and finery, the captions muses: “Wouldn’t you like to be in winsome Shirley Mason’s 
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shoes? The next best thing to wearing her gowns and boots is to see her wearing them in the 

Seven Deadly Sins” 86 (Fig. 5).

 Showing an ingrained understanding of both female movie fans and players as innate 

mass consumers, such affective identification was made contingent on the actress’ and the 

readers’ shared love for an overstock of readymade garments: “gowns, suits, waits, cloaks, hats 

and stockings [and all] that her directors thought she out to have.” A detailed “inventory” of 

Shirley’s expansive wardrobe continues, quantities carefully itemized, its profusion minutely laid 

out for female consumers to feast upon: “seven evening gown, six street gown, fifteen afternoon 

gowns, twenty-three hats, twelve waits, twenty pairs of shoes, seven negligees, three evening 

wraps and five street coats; also scores of accessories, such as parasols, gloves, furs, etc. Now go 

to see this beautiful young star with her lovely costumes in Seven Deadly Sins.”87 Detailed and 

bountiful, Mason’s closet resembles the overcrowded shop windows and department stores 

described by Oppenheim and Hall. 

 Introduced to Ladies World’s readers as a Cinderella of textile opulence, in sum, Mason 

emerged as a fashionable role-model journalists and press agents believed that any girl “in real 

life would envy,” and thus implicitly would want to “see” and imitate. From this perspective, 

Mason and her predominantly female fan base were used to reiterate deep-seated views on young 

femininity, derisive views that already underscored Oppenheim’s and Hall’s imagined portraits of 

adolescent girls as chronic mass consumers, always favoring sheer volume and quantity over 

refinement, uniqueness, and quality.
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 In 1916, trade critic Genevieve Harris further reinforced the notion that female fans 

looked up to film actresses as trendy role-models, and that fashion consumption played a key 

part in female spectators’ moviegoing practices. When reviewing Clara Kimball Young’s The 

Rise of Susan, Harris noted that, “The writer once remarked to a woman friend, who is a picture 

fan, ‘I have just seen a new Clara Kimball Young play.’ ‘Oh,’ said the friend, with interest, ‘What 

kind of gowns did she wear?’ To that fan and to any theatre manager whose clientele consists 

largely of women, this latest picture can be recommended with absolute confidence.”88  Although 

the review directly acknowledges and solicits the participation of female audience members, it 

simultaneously grounds female spectatorship in an ubiquitous and blinding attachment to the 

fashionably superficial. According to Harris, typical female “picture fans” like her friend 

generally experienced movies on a surface level, focusing not on dialogue and plot— which 

would presuppose a deeper intellectual engagement— but on the actresses’ plentiful garments, 

parading across the screen as if they moved across an enlarged shop window. 

 That same year, a local daily also promoted this flattened characterization of female 

patrons as universal fashion oglers. Titled “Important to Women,” a special disclaimer inserted in 

a review of Billie Burke’s Peggy alerted that “all lovers of photo play, especially women, should 

see the wonderful costumes Miss Burke wears—a glorious variety—everything from a pair of 

pyjamas to a charming creation of lace and taffeta, [...] to the most striking productions of New 

York and Paris modistes.”89 

 As if reviews in the trade and popular press were not enough to convince female 

moviegoers to become avid fashionistas, production companies started releasing “fashion films.”  
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“Fashion films” prioritized style over content, dressing their leading ladies in sumptuous 

wardrobes and providing written descriptions of the outfits worn onscreen. According to 

Motography, by the mid 1910s local exhibitors and national producers perceived the genre not 

only as well-defined, but as a sure way to attract a female clientele. In Chicago, for instance, the 

Bismarck Gardens attempted to boost their Fall revenues by showing “the Florence Rose fashion 

films.”90 From 1916 to 1917, Fox produced “fashion-plat pictures”91 starring Valeska Surratt, the 

“famed Empress of Fashion.”92 Motography stated that girls went to see Miss Surratt “all 

prepared to get enough ideas for gowns to last a lifetime.”93 

 By late 1916, William Hearst’s film company, International Film Service, released The 

Adventures of Dorothy Dale, a chaptered serial revolving around women’s fashion—so much so 

that “the gowns shown [onscreen were] described in sub-titles.” Dubbed “The International 

Fashion Series,” the story focused on the action-packed adventures of a young and single cloak 

model, Dorothy. Yet, according to trade reviews, narrative was secondary, since “the fashion 

portion of the pictures means to be the main attraction [...]. It is probable that the latest in 

women’s clothes will even go so far as to keep picturegoers interested in the stories depicted.”94  

 Leading in the efforts to capitalize on female audiences’ purported love of clothing, 

Hearst International News Pictorial even employed a cast of designated “International fashion 

stars.” 95 Broadway starlets Olive Thomas, Mineta Timayo, and Marion Davies, among others, 
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were filmed posing “in the latest creations from Paris, London and New York in women’s 

apparel.”96 These women-oriented reels were then distributed as part of Hearst usual News 

Pictorials, much like a fashion plate supplement was once distributed inside local dailies. In 

addition to screening self-described “fashion films,” in 1916 “progressive exhibitors” started 

staging “fashion shows” in their picture houses. The Paramount-Empress Theatre in Salt Lake 

City and the Hurtt Theatre in Caldwell, Idaho, for example, reported great success with the 

evening event, mentioning that “the theatre building was too small to hold the crowds” and that 

their patrons were delighted with “how lovely the living models were.”97 Finally, a trade critic 

suggested that to increase profit, the local exhibitor should exploit women’s universal penchant 

for “the fashions.” 

 Why not, then, take advantage of this interest, which you know is paramount at present, 

 and have a fashion show at your theatre. I do not mean by this to show the fashion films, 

 although these could be utilized also if you desire, but have a real fashion show with live 

 models displaying their latest gowns, wraps, suits and men’s apparel. At each 

 performance have the regular run of pictures and the add about half an hour of this 

 show.98

 The reporter concluded that, to guarantee “greater interest” and long-lasting attendance,  

the exhibitor should “offer a prize to the young lady receiving the largest number of votes as the 
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most beautiful model.”99 In this way, the picture house “fashion show” was clearly designed as a 

young women’s affair: girls were envisioned as main costumers and laborers, as well as 

contestants in an impromptu beauty pageant.   

 Film magazines further intimated that female audiences not only utilized screen actresses 

as fashion muses but, moreover, that such mediated consumption benefited rural women’s social 

prestige and taste level. In 1917, Photoplay quoted Albert E. Smith commenting that,

 

 the moving picture has succeeded because it has taken the big city to the hamlet. Before 

 its time, the farmers’ wives were consistently going insane through loneliness and lack of 

 communication with the world. Then came a combination of two inventions [...]: the 

 pictures, and the mail order business, [and] the wives of many farmers are now often 

 garbed as fashionably—and certainly in as good taste—as women of Fifth Avenue. They 

 learnt the art of dress and home decoration from the pictures,” concluded the founder of 

 Vitagraph studios.100 

 According to Smith, the widespread success of the film medium remained hinged on 

female audiences’ patronage, though fashion consumption grounded fans’ transformation from 

drab “farmer’s wives” into cosmopolitan fashionistas. 

 Proof of female audiences’ willing consumption of screen fashion, however, came often 

by the hand of girl fans themselves. In these published letters, we often see girl fans treating the 

screen as a marvelous emporium and a revolving shop-window, while the female star functions 
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as both a revered style icon and a mere catalogue model.  In 1917, an adolescent fan who 

reiterated the belief that movie fan girls primarily wished to reach out and bond with their 

favorite female stars via fashion consumption and dress-code mimicry. In the Spring, Motion 

Picture Magazine published a “young girl’s” anonymous letter addressed to its famous Answer 

Man. Bedridden with tuberculosis, the nineteen-year-old orphan wrote from a “sanatorium” in 

New Jersey, begging the influential critic to help her solve what she deemed was her most urgent 

problem: fallen in hard times, the sick girl was “very badly in need of clothing.”101 Although she 

quickly added that those clothes need not be stylish but “plain, ordinary necessities,” she still 

produced a list of items: “a few corset-covers, petticoats (2), shirt-waits and skirt and sweater or 

old coat.” Throughout her letter, the girl further implied that the Answer Man, a self-described 

“75 years old and bald” man, was in a privileged position to solve her predicament mainly 

because he “has a number of good friends”— i.e. access to several female stars—but also to 

moneyed, everyday adolescent girls, such as “Olga 17 [who] seems to be a dear friend of 

yours.”102 A letter from the superintendent of the New Jersey Sanatorium for Tuberculous 

Diseases was printed next to the sick girl’s plea, functioning as a validating affidavit. 

 Regardless of its authenticity, the nineteen year old’s letter attests that, by the mid-1910s, 

many movie fan girls often conceived of clothes as a bridge to the exclusive world of girl 

stardom. In fact, when given the opportunity, scores of girl fans would write to famous young 
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actresses—namely Mary Pickford, Viola Dana, Mae Marsh, and Florence Lawrence—asking for 

used personal garments and discarded studio costumes.103

 It is possible that, in their imagination, these prime hand-me-downs carried a trace of the 

Cooper-Hewitt lights, a glimmer of Hollywood glamor still woven in their worn-out fabrics. 

However, there might be a more prosaic explanation for girls’ brazen requests for clothes. It is 

likely that many girls, in particular working-class fans, were used to swap clothes with female 

friends and co-workers, or even to receive cast-offs from employers and family members. 

Personal letters show that girl fans perceived the stars as members of a nationwide movie 

community, often casting them as successful role models and distant friends. From this 

perspective, it is likely that their letters asking for used garments were but an extension of pre-

existing peer-bonding practices, enacted daily amidst girls of similar age or amongst females of 

different social rank. The stars functioned then as an upgraded benefactor, a fashionista Fairy 

Godmothers who bestowed upon the would-be Cinderellas marvelous second-hand clothes, 

custom-made articles already advertised in the greatest shop window of all: the motion pictures.

 In 1917, fading actress Mary Fuller further volunteered that American girl fans’ obsession 

with consuming screen costumes was so ubiquitous it transversed all social and geographical 

origins. In an interview, Fuller confessed that “so many, many letters come in my voluminous 

daily mail—letters from East and West, from high school fan, from factory girl, asking the same 

questions, ‘What do you do with your movie clothes? Will you send something to me?’—as a 

souvenir, as a present, or because of necessity.”104  In a letter dated from 1918, a East Coast girl 
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asks Mae Marsh if she has “an old dress to spare.” The reason for such intimate request carries a 

similar mixture of emotions as those evinced by Fuller’s fans. The girl confesses that “I’d love to 

have it because you wore it,” but also because “I am trying to look like you.”105 Thus, in addition 

to be a dear memento, the donated dress is also imagined as a tangible vehicle that will allow the 

young fan to become as sophisticated, desired, and beautiful as the adored star.

 As a matter of fact, adolescent girl fans’ fashion requests to female stars became so 

pervasive by the mid 1910s, that Film Fun once joked:

 if Maude George gets tired of acting for motion pictures, she can go into the secondhand 

 clothes business. She received a letter from a Chicago schoolgirl, who says that she is 

 ‘crazy about’ pretty clothes and asks Miss George to sell her a blue velvet suit that she 

 wore in one of her releases. ‘It is the loveliest thing I ever say,’ writes the girl, ‘and I 

 think it would be great sport to wear a suit of the stars wore in a picture.’106 

 

 Once more, the screen is treated as a high-end department store, inhabited by female 

actresses who simultaneously functioned as revered role models and mere mannequins. 

 In fact, like a discerning shopper, girl fans often presented actresses with demanding and 

exact requests, their correspondence expressing precise body measurements, skin tones, and even 

appropriate color schemes. “Please send me that striped red-and-white blazer that you wore in 

the tandem scene of the——picture, one observant devotee” solicited. A more practical working 

girl asked if Fuller could “send me some serge dresses for office wear and a pair of evening 
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slippers;” while a fan from Montana requested for “the black riding-suit, and velvet afternoon 

gown, and a hat or two is really all I need.”107 That same year,  Mrs. Van—Viola Dana’s 

secretary—experienced first-hand girl fans’ increased desire to commune with screen stars by 

wearing their used clothes. At a loss for words, Mrs. Van shared with a Texas newspaper one of 

the most brazen fashion requests sent by a female fan: “Dear Miss Dana—Will you please send 

me a complete outfit of clothing? I especially need a new evening dress. Don’t send cheap things 

because I move in a very good circle and my social position would not permit me to wear 

inferior clothes. I shall enjoy opening the box very much.”108 

 Such demanding correspondence demonstrates that, by 1916, film magazines had 

successfully instilled a sense of colloquial proximity between young female stars and girl fans, a 

fabricated camaraderie negotiated through the consumption and exchange of high-end screen 

fashion. These fan requests also suggest that, regardless of their economic standing, female fans 

seemed to define their self-worth through consumer goods such as clothes, and that this 

consumerist aspect of motion picture fandom importantly underpinned girl fans’ rapport with 

film actresses and with moviegoing itself. 

 Simultaneously, these letters show that young female fans believed that ideal girlhood— 

as portrayed on screens and in commercials— could be easily captured and commodified in the 

shape of finery worn by movie goddesses. In other words, if cosmetic ads, women’s magazines, 

and department stores had long implied that fashion enhanced a girl’s beauty, by the mid 1910s 

that commercial platform had been largely magnified by the invention of film stardom. Now 

movie magazines suggested that stars’ hand-me-downs—soaked in Hollywood’s electric lights 
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and actresses’ magnetic personalities—were the ideal commodified accessory that could 

galvanize any female fan’s everyday beauty and social capital. 

 Press agents, however, were not alone in their glorified commodification of screen 

girlhood. Female stars often encouraged the rhetoric that player/fan intimacy was anchored in 

garment-swapping, consequently stimulating the film industry’s sales-pitch that screen girlhood 

could be readily packaged and acquired, industrially encapsulated in a perfume bottle or stitched 

in a custom-made stage outfit. Again and again, the popular press announced that girl stars 

donated their screen gowns and used attire as a noble way to reward female fans for their loyal 

favoritism and patronage.109 Ironically, actresses used charity—in the shape of fashion donations

—as a way to stimulate girl audiences’ consumption of motion pictures. 

 Further, many female thespians trumpeted that exchanging clothes with a Hollywood 

actress could bring average girls closer to the stars. In 1917, for instance, Mary Fuller proclaimed 

that she held biannual “rummage sales” in her Universal dressing room as a way to help “factory 

girls” and “studio girls who cant afford to pay Fifth Avenue prices.” Now due to the star’s 

clothes-swapping bazaar, these girls could achieve the expensive looks showcased by screen 

actresses for less than “the price of a song.” 110 In 1915, Motion Picture Magazine reported that 

Vitagraph’s leading lady, Edith Storey, was walking around the studio when she crossed paths 

with a girl who looked exactly like her double. Amused by the uncanny physical resemblance, 

Storey decided to momentarily transform the unknown fan into a movie star. The actress 

operated this incredible metamorphosis by “dress[ing] the young lady in some of her clothes and 
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sen[ind] her thru the studio yards.” The story concluded in a sour note, as if warning against such 

transformative experiences: “since then Miss Storey has discovered that a double is not all that is 

cracked up to be.” 111 Storey’s disquieted reaction to many of her employers and friends 

mistaking the dolled-up fan for the star ultimately reinforced the widely propagated idea that girl 

stardom somehow hinged on the magical properties of mass-produced finery and studio-

commissioned fashion. 

 Published anecdotes such as these also evince the movie industry’s growing awareness 

that, by the mid-1910s, girlhood functioned as an important box-office draw— either as a quality  

performed by its main actresses; as a characteristic defining a specific film demographic; or as a 

commodity desired by an ever-expanding female movie audience. However, tales of literal rags-

to-riches transformation abetted by the film industry’s god-motherly intervention participated in 

a larger discourse: that of medium democratization. The popular press, in particular film 

publications, insisted that moviegoing was an universal pastime, malleable to social distinctions 

and taste level. Promotional techniques may have varied according to the demographic being 

targeted, but most ads and illustrations featured in newspapers and fan magazines suggested that 

everyone—from children to adults, women and men, rich and poor—found pleasure in the 

pictures. 

 If we revisit the Chicago Tribune article published in 1907, we find an apt illustration of 

cinema’s purported democratizing effect: in spite of their class differences, leisured schoolgirls 

and working shop-girls all came together in the same nickelodeon, amused and entertained by 

the same projected images. In fact, the rhetoric proposing that moviegoing united spectators from 
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all wakes of life was particularly heightened in press depictions of girl fandom. One of the many 

drawings published in Motion Picture Magazine conveys that, under the skin, all movie-loving 

girls behaved the same regardless of their social origins. Visualizing the end of a typical date 

night, the illustration is divided in two: on the left side, an elegant “Milady, dressed in silk and 

lace” is being dropped by her flower-decked brownstone. With “a smile upon her lovely face,” 

the nubile socialite “murmurs, in accents of delight,/ ‘The movies were superb—good night!”” 

Juxtaposed on the right side of the page, a girl in a shorter, gingham dress stands on a humbler 

staircase and “throws her beau a parting kiss.” Identified as “Evelyn, a working girl,” this 

archetype of salaried girl fandom “says, with smiles and glances bright;/ ‘The movies were just 

fine—good-night!’ ”112 (Fig. 6). Although their individual demeanor, language, and attire 

communicated a difference in social status, the poem suggests that the blue-blooded debutante 

and the everyday wage-earner were ultimately united by moviegoing.  

 In the case of girls-only local film clubs, medium democratization dovetailed with 

intergroup solidarity. Throughout the 1910s, newspapers and magazines reported that all over 

America, young, unmarried girls—from both privileged and working backgrounds, suburban and 

metropolitan settings—banded together and formed municipal movie clubs during their spare 

time. In 1916, The Photoplayers Weekly documented that “a prominent San Francisco society girl 

has began a club of Anne Schaefer’s admirers in her immediate circle,”113 a girls-only association 

focused on welcoming the film actress to their hometown. A year later, Miss Valerie Young, a fan 

heralding from a small Wisconsin town, reached out to the “pretty little star” Gladys Hulette, 

asking her for “a large autographed photograph” to grace the walls of her new all-girls fan 
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organization, “The Gladys Hulette Club.”114  By 1917, “Grace T.,” a representative of the “girls 

of the Dallas Douglas Fairbanks Club,” wrote to Photoplay after an unanimous vote demanded 

that the magazine “do something about the way leading men wear their hair. That is, we mean, 

how long they wear it. [...] We hope you have the nerve to say something, or else we’ll have to 

organize a society for the prevention of cruelty to barbers, and organize it right away!”115 

 If organized movie fandom seemed to foster peer bonding and blur the lines of class 

division, the consumption of girl stars’ fashion and cosmetic products promised to elide the 

social gap between movie-loving girls from their screen idols. Clothes, Cinderella’s story teach 

us, can make the girl. Promoting such positive ethos of class transformation, movie magazines 

suggested that buying readymade outfits similar to those worn by screen stars enhanced not only 

a fan’s cachet, but moreover bridged the social divide separating everyday Plain Janes from 

elegant Miss Movies. The democratizing power of star-endorsed goods is rendered clearer when 

in 1916, Photoplay promised point-blank that “Beauty is no longer Heaven-sent. Following a 

regular routine in personal care and use of rightly selected beautifying agents, puts [beauty]

democratically within the reach alike of [...] moving picture star and telephone operator.”116 

 Yet, the anecdotes reported by actresses Mary Fuller and Edith Storey tell us a different 

tale. In their respective condescension and unease, Fuller and Storey reveal not only an 

entrenched attachment to the distinction between moneyed, established players and starstruck, 

vying fans, but moreover they expose the underlying problematic of portraying girl movie 

fandom as an unvaried group. For the press rhetoric on the democratization of girl audiences 
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really hides a discourse promoting the erasure of female subjectivity. Much like the concurrent 

feminization and juvenilization of mass consumption flattened young females by assuming that 

all actual girls shared a vapid, materialistic personality, depictions of universal, class-amorphous 

girl movie fandom elided any form of individual agency and personal experience, ultimately 

presenting girl fans as an homogenous herd, all equally starry-eyed and movie-mad. Naturally, 

for a profit-driven mass enterprise such as the film industry, homogeneity signified consistence, 

as well as enabled low production and promotion costs. Simply put, if all girl spectators were the 

same, then one-size could fit all. 

 Examples of movie promotion homogenizing girl spectators’ subjectivity can be found 

predominantly in poems, illustrations, ads, and film series released during the late 1910s. For 

instance, Goldwyn Productions addressed young female wage-workers directly, imagining them 

as an undifferentiated cluster of frustrated dreamers who, drained by long days of menial work, 

clamored for escapist respite. One of the ads published in Photoplay mused that, 

 whenever you are tired of yourself and your work-a-day life—when you wish to be 

 whisked away to other words—go to a Goldwyn picture. Gone are your troubles. You are 

 the heroine—you can lead a thousand lives. [...] Presto—you are in Normandy. You wear 

 a velvet gown and flirt with dukes. [...] You are a young girl blushing at her first 

 sweetheart [...] next a princess—a pampered New York Wife. [...] Tonight the daughter of 

 an earl—tomorrow you marry a cowboy.117 
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 Although female audiences came in every age, class, and shape, the ingenue, the princess, 

the flirt, the bride, or the daughter are all presented here as conservative coming-of-age fantasies 

female spectators should yearn for and identify with the most.

 Running a series of one-reel comedies under the theme “Girls You Know,” in 1918 the 

Edison company also used typical adolescent figures to render girlhood readable and appealing 

to mass audiences. Meaningfully, the stand-alone episodes penned by James Montgomery Flagg 

were titled after universalized girl-types: “The Bride,” “The Screen Fan,” “The Matinee Girl,” 

“The Stenog[grapher],” and so on.118 Edison’s series, read in tandem with Goldwyn’s ad, evince 

that young female spectators had become a significant target demographic to exhibitors and 

producers by the late 1910s. However, these promotional materials also imply that, regardless of 

their biological age and social origins, the film industry imagined female audiences across 

America as collectively desiring for, and identifying with, fictional stereotypes of adolescent 

girlhood—one-dimensional heroines that explicitly (and uniformly) teetered on the brink of 

heterosexual romance, material prosperity, and marital fulfillment. In fact, these promotional 

materials unanimously insinuated that immersive film engagement and diligent movie 

consumption allowed female spectators to vicariously achieve a long-waited and idyllic wifely 

completion, a homebound future endangered by a modern life that seduced growing girls with 

dreams of bachelor independence and professional advancement. 

 It is hardly a surprise that in spite of having achieved enhanced public visibility, 

economic freedom, and an education, young, single girls consuming movies in America during 

the 1910s were still being advised to aspire to traditional models of proper womanhood. Joining 
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the mounting voices of reformers, psychologists, and politicians who criticized the New 

Woman’s penchant for a childless and unmarried lifestyle, industry ads sponsored an 

understanding of female aspirations that remained rooted in conservative mores: optimal female 

coming-of-age culminated in virginal daughterhood, giving way to dutiful wifeliness and docile 

domesticity. By signaling that a majority of young female moviegoers should homogeneously 

identify with such conservative types—damsels in distress, inexperienced brides, starry-eyed 

“matinee girls”— these materials demonstrate that, regardless of how much film exhibitors and 

producers appreciated single girls’ newfound patronage, they still preferred to promote them all

— wage-earners and high-schoolers, working and middle class—as old-fashioned fantasies, 

intrinsically sentimental, simple-minded, and homebound. 

 The romanticization of independent girls’ imagined conservatism, nonetheless, makes 

sense at a time when many young, single females entered the urban workforce and academic 

institutions unchaperoned, compromising the nineteenth-century ideal division between the 

feminized private space and the masculinized public sphere, characterized by female domesticity 

and male breadwinning, as well as by feminine sexual passivity and masculine active sexuality. 

Historian Frederick Lewis Allen aptly captured this well-defined gender structure in his 

reconstruction of early-twentieth-century American society: 

[Before the 1920s] Women were the guardians of morality; they were made of finer stuff than 

men and were expected to act accordingly. Young girls must look forward in innocence [...] to a 

romantic match which would lead them to the altar and to loving-happily-ever-after. [...] It was 
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expected that some men would succumb to the temptation of sex, but only with a special class of 

outlawed women; girls of respectable families were supposed to have no such temptations.119

 In other words, according to the social mores regulating early-twentieth-century 

American culture, girls should affect disinterest for all sexual matters and show an innate 

propensity for housekeeping and motherhood, while boys performed their manhood by treating 

unwed girls as untouchable angels; marrying a “respectable” girl once they could provide for a 

family; fathering healthy offspring; and confining their primitive sexual urges to the sacred bond 

of marriage.

 As salaried and educated girls grew economically independent and geographically 

mobile, they came to challenge those rigid social codes regulating proper behavior between the 

sexes. As noted by numerous historians, the New Working Girl increasingly defied traditional 

gendered expectations, interacting freely with the opposite sex in her place of employment, as in 

spaces of amusement and transportation; by smoking, driving, or drinking in public; and by 

creating her own curfews, managing her own finances, selecting her own romantic partners, and 

sometimes indulging in premarital sex.120 Without parents, husbands, or a close-knit community 
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to surveil her every action, the self-reliant, single girl emerged as a hazardous harbinger of 

gender equality, relaxed sexuality, and moral revolution. 121 

 Movies advertising moviegoing girls as aspiring princesses, law-abiding cowboy wives, 

and Dickensian waifs thus attempted to counteract such wave of unsupervised, unwed, and 

autonomous “women adrift” in American cities.122 In her book, Joanne J. Meyerowitz examines 

the socio-cultural discourses shaping the emergence of “women adrift” in turn-of-the-century 

Chicago. “Women adrift” was the moniker given to unmarried, young working women, whose 

urban jobs granted them greater economic independence and geographic mobility, and resultantly  

a much feared sexual freedom. Meyerowitz argues that the figure of the “woman adrift” offers 

insight into cultural anxieties informing the rise of a new class of working, single, and sexually 

active girls that did not conform to conservative models of daughterhood and wifeliness. 

 I suggest that movies ripe with nostalgia for conservative gender roles primarily aimed to 

appease adult male consumers’ fears of a new generation of deviant, autonomous girls. At the 

same time though, these pictures also addressed maiden female audiences, implicitly intimating 

that the ideal girl fan should wish to fulfill antebellum ideals of nubile purity and wifely 

dependance recurrently embodied onscreen by ringleted female stars such as Lillian Gish, Mary 

Pickford, Gladys Hulette,Violet Mersereau, Beverly Bayne, and many others. Even the active 

serial queens described at length by Shelley Stamp and Ben Singer found completion in a lawful, 

heterosexual union. Such matrimony put a stop to the protagonists’ girlhood days of bachelor 
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self-reliance and crime-solving adventure and proved that, ultimately, all screen heroines yearned 

for a traditional adult life, marked by wifeliness, domesticity, and dependence on a male 

provider.123

 In sum, self-reflexive identification and imitative duplication came to undergird the 

consumer rapport that the film industry wished to establish between girl audiences and their 

adored female idols. As a consequence of its publicized pervasiveness, those two imaginary 

responses—imitation and identification—came to underpin promotional strategies marketing 

non-filmic goods to girl fans, such as cosmetic companies’ choice to employ famous girl stars as 

the endorsers of their women-oriented consumer products.

 The emergence of adolescent girlhood as a cypher for consumptive movie fandom 

resulted both from the definition of adolescence and the recrudescence of feminized mass 

consumption in early-twentieth-century American thought. Recently empowered with spending 

power and free time, yet still culturally defined by materialistic cravings, romantic longings, and 

ungovernable impulses, adolescent movie-loving girls emerged in the American film press as 

ideally susceptible and homogenous mass consumers, whose youth and fandom film producers, 

exhibitors, and advertisers quickly set to explore. 

 Nonetheless, being recognized as a profitable target audience also granted adolescent 

girls’ unparalleled nationwide exposure and a measure of public agency. Suddenly visible, young 

female audiences appropriated the film industry’s new public platforms—including fan 

magazines’ questions-and-answers forums, opinion columns, letters to the editor, and beauty 

contests— as a way to express their burgeoning subjectivity and individual voice. In the next 
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chapter, I examine girls’ published fan correspondence in order to trace the breakages and 

continuities found between the press depictions of movie-loving girlhood and the 

autobiographical representations supplied by the girl fans themselves.
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Chapter 2

Talking to the Press:

Representation, Identification, and Authorship

 In a 1915 edition of Motion Picture Magazine, illustrator Dorothy Hughes pencilled the 

image of a well-dressed girl seating at home, dreaming of becoming a movie star (Fig. 1). The 

composition is neatly broken in two spaces: while the right side of the drawing is occupied by 

the girl’s domestic reality—a lavish boudoir busy with tall windows, an opulent flower vase, and 

an embroidered fainting couch peppered with magazines—the left side is empty but for an 

anthropomorphized star. Hovering in mid-air, the five-point asteroid encases the girl’s head now 

transformed by long, fallen curls and a shiny aura. In her daydream, the movie-loving girl has 

metamorphosed from anonymous fan into the epitome of screen girlhood: the ringleted ingénue. 

 A short anonymous poem accompanies this image: “Mary’s thoughts are far away;/ She is 

dreaming all day/ She would like to be a star/ Of the picture show, and far/ Outshine every other 

queen/ On the Moving Picture screen./ She thinks that this would be great/ And she is not the 

only one: /For every girl that’s near or far/ Would like to be a movie star.”1 The ten lines of text 

adjacent to Hughes’s 1915 drawing rendered visible a popular understanding of movie girl fans 

here personified by the dapper and dreamy “Mary”— a starstruck individual who spends her 

spare time consuming movie culture and fantasizing about movie stardom. Such juxtaposition 

further captures the standard discourse on female fandom produced by the popular press 

throughout the 1910s. 
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 Mary represents a new type of film spectator that gained visibility in the United States 

during the second decade of the twentieth century. Known as “the Screen-Struck Girl,” this 

representation of movie fandom was always gendered female and defined by biological youth, 

unbridled film consumption, and obsessive longing for stardom. According to the popular press, 

the “screen-struck girl” embodied a set of negative spectatorial behaviors that resulted from  

girlhood’s faulty, if defining, innate characteristics: narcissism, fancifulness, and foolishness. In 

1918, Motography offered a succinct, if apt, description of “the Screen-Struck Girl” figure: “she 

believes she is a great screen actress, indulges in various temperamental whims, [... and her] rude 

awakening is funny.”2 

 In this chapter, I trace the emergence of the “screen-struck girl” archetype in leading fan 

publications—particularly Motion Picture Magazine and Photoplay—as well as in local and 

national newspapers. I survey unexamined illustrations, articles, and opinion columns released 

between 1913 and 1919, the screen-struck girl’s halcyon days in the American press. I focus 

specifically on features that represent, address, or are attributed to so-called “girl fans,” such as 

the first-person testimonies published in Photoplay during its girls-only “Beauty and Brains” 

competition (1915-1916). By reading mass-produced portrayals of movie girl fandom in tandem 

with published letters purportedly authored by young female fans, I set out to investigate the 

cultural conditions fostering the creation of a deprecatory prototype of young female 

spectatorship, while simultaneously excavating the variety of meanings both the press and the 

fans ascribed to such seminal representation of film fandom. 
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 In order to promote young females as the personification of emotion-driven fandom, film 

magazines recurrently depicted girl fans in three crucial ways: 1) as voracious consumers who 

abundantly watched, read, discussed, and collected anything that had to do with the movies; 2) as 

passionate spectators who so excessively identified with the picture personalities on the screen—

especially the young female stars—that they modeled their behavior and appearance to mimic 

that of a favorite actress; and 3) as members of a nationwide community of working and middle-

class fans who obsessively longed for the economic perks, romantic adventures, and social 

prestige associated with a career in the pictures. 

 Tellingly, these three key characteristics permeate the image and poem described above: 

the discarded movie magazines suggest that Mary is an assiduous press consumer; her curled 

locks and frilly attire imply that she imitates the trademark look popularized by young screen 

ingénues; and her absorbing dreams of “be[coming] a star of the picture show” align Mary with 

an imaginary peer culture of delirious female stargazers and movie-struck daydreamers, a 

widespread girl fandom made up of “every girl that’s near or far/ [who] Would like to be a movie 

star.”3  Further, the juxtaposed text and image do more than visualize girl fans as unruly 

consumers of film-related objects. Read together, drawing and poem root girls’ intent movie-

loving in a crucial fantasy of transformation: of being magically metamorphosed from 

homebound Jane Doe into mobile “Miss Movie” via film stardom. Such transformative fantasy 

underpinned most discourses and depictions of girl fandom produced in the 1910s: those publicly  

voiced by stars in popular press; those attributed to girl fans by movie critics, newspapers 

journalists, advice columnists, concerned parents, and even renowned psychologists;  and those 
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volunteered by the girl fans themselves, usually made public in movie magazines’ opinion 

columns. 

 I suggest that a majority of girls publicly identified as “screen-struck” fans in order to be 

culturally recognized as engaged, knowledgeable, and thus valuable audience members. Despite 

its negative connotation, the “screen-struck” figure still provided girls with an unusually visible 

representation of young female fandom, a representation whose passionate devotion to the 

pictures, the press touted, often paved the way to prosperity and social recognition. 

 A handful of historians have looked at the “movie-struck girl” archetype, including 

Richard Abel, Nan Enstad, and Shelley Stamp. Yet none of these scholars reads the creation of a 

feminized movie-mad fan through the lens of female adolescence. When distinguishing between 

a fervent movie fan and a casual moviegoer, the American press made key distinctions according 

to age. For instance, when describing the screen-struck fan, newspapers and magazines 

specifically referred to a white, unmarried female in her teens and early twenties, either gainfully  

employed or still attending high school. Both working and middle class white girls fitted the bill 

of the “screen-struck girl,” as long as they were perceived as adolescent. In other words, 

according to press depictions, it was the immaturity associated with her biological youth that 

rendered the screen-struck girl a suitable cypher for particularly unreasonable movie 

devotion. 

 Questions from fans, letters to the editor, and entry-ballots to a beauty pageant compose 

the first-person materials used in this chapter. Throughout these following pages, I propose that 

the ubiquitousness of published fan mail attributed to adolescent girls indicates that, by the 

mid-1910s, ungovernable investment in the pictures and young femininity had become fastened 
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together in the American collective imagination. Reading mass-marketed representations of 

fandom in tandem with published first-person testimonies, this chapter ultimately seeks to offer 

possible readings that complicate—and ultimately rehabilitate—early girl spectators’ affective 

engagement with the pictures.

 The Press Intervenes: Manufacturing the Screen-Struck Girl

 By the second half of the 1910s, girls in their teens and early twenties—of both middle 

and working classes, of rural and urban origins—became increasingly visible as engaged movie 

consumers. Such nationwide visibility was only possible due to the development of film fan  

magazines and the inception of designated movie content within local dailies. Reporting from the 

communal space of the picture house, movie-goers across the country were now able to write to 

fan publications and document their constant encounters with moviegoing girls. Those new 

interactive forums catapulted girl spectators into the limelight of popular consciousness. For 

instance, in an issue of Photoplay, Mrs. J. J. O’Connel from Washington D.C. overheard a “first 

girl” confessing to a “second girl” that she had dodged her daughterly duties, and instead of 

visiting her father in the hospital that night, she “had to come down to the movies to see ‘The 

Perils of Pauline’ or [she’d] lose the run of it.”4  “A small girl of thirteen” from Altoona, 

Pennsylvania, made her inchoate understanding of romance known to a full movie theatre when, 

in the middle of “earnestly watching the film [The Children’s Conspiracy...], she eagerly 

exclaimed: ‘Aw, he must be a committeeman! He kissed the teacher!”5  Lastly, in New York City, 

Frances Keil witnessed the catty outbursts of ferocious girl fandom as “two girls [began] having 
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a violent quarrel about the identity of the leading man” onscreen; “while one of them insisted he 

was Maurice Costello,” the other, “in exasperation,” spat back: “Good heavens! If ignorance was 

a bliss, you’d be covered in blisters!”6 

 Though often positioned as humorous anecdotes, these very public displays of fervent 

movie-loving were bound to attract less favorable attention from fellow spectators. In 1914, 

disgruntled movie patron Elmer Johnson dubbed the “maiden just turned seventeen/ [who] Will 

sob right out loud in the show/ When the heroic actor displayed on screen/ Saves the girl from 

the villain,” the worst type of “Picture Show Pest.”7 A year later, Photoplay published a parodical 

“thank you” card to “Miss Chewgum Openface, [...] a young lady of sixteen years [...who] read 

aloud all the announcements as they were thrown on the screen and described all the scenes in a 

loud, clear voice.” Attesting to the widespread popularity of this derisive portrayal of girl 

fandom, the magazine published “Uncle Ira’s” note under the telling title “Sentiments of the 

Majority.”8 

 These reports, pervasive and constant, created a legible image of typical girl moviegoing 

behavior: obnoxiously self-involved and foolishly romantic. Such characteristics would provide 

the press with a blueprint for the fabricated stereotype of the “screen-struck girl.” In 1917, 

“second year high school girls” were featured predominantly on The New York Tribune’s series 

of drawings illustrating the typical movie constituency. Three girls appeared next to screen 

staples (“the villain,” “the waif,” “the hero”), but were clearly differentiated from other fan types 

(the know-it-all man, the unsatisfiable “lady movie fan”).  The girls clad in sailor-style uniforms 
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represented “high school”-age female audiences.Their heads are clustered together, conspiring in 

mischievous laughter and whispers, and according to the caption “very much entertained by the 

sex photoplay with a moral”9 (Fig. 2). The following year, Photoplay caricatured young female 

audiences in the shape of Lill and Vashti, “Two Young Things who [belatedly] enter down the 

center aisle” of a movie theatre, “making various dives into those rows where there is only one 

seat,” and disturbing viewers with their loud banter and inane studio gossip.10 In their 

universalizing depiction of girl spectators, fan press thus replicated patterns already noted by 

everyday spectators across the country: that adolescent girls were generally imagined as 

boisterous, self-involved, and over-invested viewers who socialized in packs and utilized the 

movie theatre as prime space for conversing, daydreaming, and bonding with their female peers.

 At first, it may seem that the legible stereotype of the frivolous, overly emotional, and 

self-absorbed girl fan became entrenched in the popular imagination due to such pervasive 

spectatorial reportage, originating from both urban and rural audiences, male and female 

spectators. However, the figure of the movie-struck adolescent girl became so widely 

disseminated and readily identifiable as the face of 1910s excessive film fandom because best-

selling movie fan magazines and daily newspapers promoted this view.  

 The fan press played a key part in forging a sense of intimacy between stars and fans 

(through answer-and-questions sections and players’ first-person interviews), as well as in 

disseminating a legible lexicon of film technology through detailed reviews and industry 

exposés. Monthly fan publications, such as Motion Picture Classic, Photoplay, and Motion 
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Picture Magazine, did grant movie-loving girls nationwide visibility, but at the cost of making 

ditzy, starstruck behavior synonymous with young femininity.

 In fact, the successful manufacture of the movie-loving girl prototype depended on three 

key innovations: first, these magazines created interactive departments, namely “Rocks & 

Roses,” “Seen and Heard at The Movies,” “Why-Do-They-Do-It,” and “The Answer 

Department,” opinion columns soliciting readers for questions, concerns, and criticism.  Instead 

of asking movie-goers for mere personal assessment of “what was stupid, unlifelike, ridiculous, 

or merely incongruous” 11 in photoplays, however, these sections encouraged spectators to takes 

notes on the audiences surrounding them and report back in the shape of biting limericks or 

facetious yarns.  By 1915, Photoplay even rewarded the best overheard anecdote reported by a 

movie-going reader with a five-dollar cash-prize. Yet, as shown above, many of the anecdotes 

making it to the page hinged on caricatural descriptions of prepubescent and adolescent girls’ 

unrestrained spectatorship. Tellingly, the majority of impressions were submitted by self-

identified male patrons and married women, which suggests girls did not perceive themselves 

and their peers as unruly spectators. The editorial choice to publish letters reporting on girls’ 

ungovernable viewing behavior ultimately bolstered their visibility as preeminent film 

consumers, but simultaneously encoded young female spectatorship in foolishness, unruliness, 

and gullibility. 

 Second, in almost every number published between 1914 and 1918, fan magazines  

commissioned illustrations and poems portraying adolescent girls as personifications of 

solipsistic and compulsive movie consumption. Unlike the opinion pieces mentioned above, 
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these documents were not submitted by fans free of charge, but were crafted by paid authors. 

That fan magazines contracted illustrators and writers to produce such work instead of simply 

relying on fans’ reports shows how committed fan magazines were to depicting adolescent girl 

fans as quintessential film consumers. Published in 1915, “The Age of Discretion” is one of 

those commissioned images and texts. In this poem by Peter Wade, “Susie’s” biological growth 

from “toddle-toes” infancy to budding pubescence is imagined as a natural progression from 

dependent daughterhood—a protean time when “she always ran to mother”—into enslaving 

movie fandom. As “she grew up” into puberty, the poem notes, Susie first “ran into/ The fond 

arms of another.” However, she quickly substituted such common human embrace for the more 

satisfying love affair offered by the motion picture stars. Wade concludes that, a full-fledged 

adolescent, Susie still “runs, but not to arms at all—/ [Now] She hurries to the Pictures.”12 

Reinforcing the idea that sexual awakening in females propelled their self-centered and 

delusional romance with the movies, Wade’s composition is illustrated by an exuberant drawing 

of a Marie Antoinette lookalike lavishly powdering her face in front of an overblown vanity 

mirror. 

 In September 1914, Motion Picture Magazine ran a poem and illustration that similarly 

visualized young female fans as vain and superficial patrons, completely enamored of motion 

pictures (Fig. 3). The anonymous poem enumerated cinema’s most recognizable adorers: “Polly 

dearly loves to dip in ocean blue;/ Fanny rather flirt upon the shore;/ on the tennis court each day 

you’ll find pretty Sue;/ While Phyllis tangoes on the ballroom floor./ But tho each maiden spends 

her time/ Each different from the rest/ They all agree that for a dime/ The ‘Movies’ please them 
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best.”13  In spite of their individual professions, proclivities, or social standing, this image/ text 

juxtaposition proposes that adolescent girls were ubiquitously attracted to the cheapness and 

excitement of the movies. Further, when read as an ensemble, these four imaginary girl fans also 

reinforce homogenizing prototypes of girlhood active in the 1910s: the natural girl-child; the city  

flirt; the athletic tomboy; and the sensual baby vamp. Under different frocks, screen-struck girls 

all shared the same frivolous and consumerist personality. 

 Third, and more importantly, movie magazines began publishing letters purportedly 

written by female fans in their teens. These epistles expressed an all-consuming relation with in 

the pictures and helped disseminate a somewhat biased and sensationalized prototype of movie-

loving girlhood. For instance, fan letters published by Motion Picture Magazine under the title 

“No Wonder Managers Suffer From Dyspepsia” represents the typical affective “outpourings 

from ‘movie-mad’ young girls” that fan publications insisted on pathologizing. In one 

“emotionative” letter, a young girl named Mary confessed that “ever since a child my ambition 

was centered on becoming an actress. [...] The desire to become an actress is driving me 

insane.”14 In another correspondence, a self-denominated “country girl” candidly expressed her 

absorbing fixation with screen stardom when she admitted that “I think always that I am acting 

everywhere I go and I just place my ambition on a pedestal where everything else in the 

universal fades to a mist of phantasy.”15 Both letters conveyed girls’ affective engagement with 

cinema as irrational and unruly, and ultimately reinforced the film press’ portrayal of girl fandom 

as foolish, emotional, and ill-advised.
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 Fan magazines, however, were not alone in creating a feminine prototype of inordinate 

film investment. In fact, by 1915, articles cropping up in local newspapers, women's’ periodicals, 

and general magazines insistently alerted to a new type of female fan in her teens. Originating 

from both urban and rural, privileged and working-class backgrounds, this figure was recurrently 

described as a “silly young girl,”16 the “small village would-be Juliet”17 who could not resist the 

“unaccountable attraction”18 of the screen and its glamorous stars; as a recklessly mobile movie 

patron who “doesn’t just go to the theaters. Far be it from such! [Instead] she just hops on the 

car, or the train, or the boat, [...], and goes right to the fountain head” (i.e. the studios);19 and as a 

wildly tenacious and delusional fan who believed she was destined to be transformed from 

anonymous Jane Doe into powerful Miss Movie if only given the chance to audition for a famous 

director or rub shoulders with an illustrious star. By the late 1910s, such legible prototype of girl 

fandom had become crystalized in American imagination as the intemperate “screen-struck girl.” 

Tracing a Lineage: “The Stage-Struck Girl” Archetype, and its Contribution to the 

Taxonomization of Screen-Struck Girlhood

 Although an original byproduct of early-twentieth-century urbanization and technological 

mechanization, the roots of the screen-struck girl prototype harken back to a period before 

adolescence had been properly defined by psychologists: the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century, a time when another young and female figure took over America’s cultural imagination. 
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That figure was known as “the stage-struck girl.” Like her descendant, the stage-struck girl—

sometimes also refereed to as “the matinee girl”—attended theatrical sessions religiously, 

swooning over male leads and obsessively longing for the footlights. Devoted to the theatre’s 

medium specificity, the girl fan’s idyllic platform was the itinerant life of the legitimate stage, 

and her role-models were world-renowned dramatic actresses, such as Sarah Bernhardt, Lillian 

Russell, and Maude Adams. 

 By the turn of the century, newspapers across the country reported that, due to the 

nationwide expansion of vaudeville shows and the entertainment press, an epidemic of girls in 

their teens recklessly abandoned their homes, ran from their parents, cavorted with unsavory 

companies, and even became malnourished, unkempt, and depressed while chasing delirious 

dreams of stage success. Apparently, young actresses’s highly publicized careers dazed their 

youngest—and thus most impressionable—female admirers, luring the girls away from home, 

school, and menial employment with enticing possibilities of class ascension, increased luxury, 

and exciting love affairs. 20 Female performers’ flesh-and blood, larger-than-life presence on 

stage also seemed to propitiate an immediate intimacy, as well as an all-consuming 

identification, between the girl in the audience and the actress on the stage. In other words, girls 

believed that they too could become stars if only they had the opportunity to step on the same 

stage as their heroines.21 By 1913, journalist Harry C. Warnack estimated that over 22,000 girls 
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roamed the backstage of American theaters as chorus girls, extras, and other kinds of underpaid 

workers, pining for an hour in the sun that would never come.22 

 In a similar vein, several articles repeatedly shared discouraging statistics and tragic sob 

stories about girls failing to achieve stardom in the footlights.23 These stories predominantly 

sought to dissuade stage-struck girls from pursuing a carrier on the legitimate stage. By the early 

1900s, advice columns had been created to counsel everyday girls to stay at home, fulfill their  

duty as mothers and wives, and forget about histrionic fantasies of wayward flirtation, easy 

money, and ostentatious public recognition. 

 A decade later, the stage-struck girl had become the most visible face of female fandom. 

Her presence in American culture was ubiquitous, unbound by class and audience. She appeared 

in women’s magazines geared towards working girls such as The Ladies’ World and The 

Woman’s Home Companion; in wide-distribution newspapers like the Los Angeles Times and The 

New York Tribune; but also and in local dailies like the Medford Mail Tribune and The Tacoma 

Times. She emerged in one-reeler fictions, such as Selig’s She Would Be an Actress (1909), a film 

dramatizing a young wife’s abandonment of marital domesticity for a life in the footlights, which 

culminated in her sorrowful repentance and return to the home; and in Thanhouser’s Stage Struck 

(1911), a two reeler portraying a country girl’s infatuation with the stage and her resultant bitter 

disappointment which only a rural marriage could cure. In 1914, even Mary Pickford embodied 

the stage-struck prototype in a Famous Player’s production of Margaret Mayo’s Behind the 

Scenes. This multi-reeler rehearsed the dilemma of a successful stage performer torn between 
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maintaining a professional career or relinquishing her traditional husband. In short, movies 

depicting the “stage-truck” girl suggested that a stage career was an unfulfilling alternative to 

heterosexual marriage and domesticity. 

 In sum, articles, advice columns, and narrative film, all struggled to classify, chastise, and 

moreover hinder the “the stage-struck girl” from walking out on what was socially perceived as 

her primary roles of housekeeper, wife, and bearer of the race. However, what made this fan 

figuration so dangerous was that, in fact, she represented a prototype of burgeoning female 

agency and professional drive tinted with erotic self-awareness and conscious self-worth.24 

Attempting to curb the development of any female figure that deviated from traditional feminine 

roles, popular culture thus tended to flatten and demonize the stage-struck girl, imagining it only 

as “a creature of tears, emotions and wild schemes for eluding watchful parents,”25 and rarely as 

an entrepreneurial and genuinely talented, young individual.  

 Further, while the popular press interpreted the adolescent stage-struck girl as a social 

menace, a pioneering generation of men of science—led by neurologists Jean-Martin Charcot, 

Horatio Bryan Donkin, and Thomas Smith Clouston; as well as psychologists Pierre Janet, Henry 

Maudsley, Sigmund Freud, and G. Stanley Hal—warned audiences about the plethora of mental 

hazards lurking at the onset of female puberty: hallucinations, anorexia, violent mood swings, 

undue emotional attachment, impulsive lewd behavior, and in extreme cases, hysteria, 
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delinquency, suicidal thoughts, and even perceived supernatural possession.26 Famously, Hall 

would claim that young girls’ erratic behavior stemmed from females’ psychological 

incompleteness, manifested in “a vacuity of mind that leaves [girls] at a loss,” as well as a 

frivolous instinct “to have her feelings stirred because emotionality is her life.”27 When 

stimulated too intensely or raised without a strong moral compass, the girl’s impetuous passions 

and wild imagination simply possessed her, transforming her in a marionette bereft of any good 

judgement, taken over by outlandish dreams and euphoric illusions. In other words, 

psychologically unformed and emotionally unstable, sexually awakened girls were not only 

particularly susceptible to the promises of luxury and romance undergirding most plays’ and 

players’ narratives. Moreover, young female spectators were deemed biologically unable to 

distinguish between scripted fiction and everyday life, ultimately becoming convinced that 

stardom lingered just within their small-town reach. 

 Working together with the popular press, movie magazines infused so-called extreme 

manifestations of girl fandom with these medical interpretations of female adolescence. In fact, 

scientific and film discourses on girlhood developed hand in hand, symptomatic of a time in 

American history when feminine youth had become part of the cultural zeitgeist. Until the dawn 

of the twentieth century, psychologists had not treated girlhood as a separate life-stage. After 

Hall published his magnum opus on adolescence in 1904, that changed: female adolescence 

became regarded as a pivotal developmental phase demanding medical attention. This scientific 
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shift took place as the film industry recognized adolescent girls as important movie patrons and 

film players. 

 The symbiotic relationship between psychology literature on girlhood and cinema is well 

documented. Throughout the 1910s, movie publications—in tandem with newspapers and 

ladies’ magazines—requested the expert opinions of psychologists and educators regarding 

female development, in particular the excessive behavior of girls. Hall, for instance, was 

interviewed by the San Francisco Chronicle and The Ladies’ Home Journal during the 1910s,28 

while Stanford professor Victor O. Freeburg spoke to Motion Picture Magazine in 1917.29 At the 

same time, social reformers and sociologists examined girls’ moviegoing habits in search for 

clues into their developing psyches. Activist Jane Addams called attention to the dangers motion 

picture houses posed for unmarried working girls in 1909,30 and so did Sue A. Clark and Edith 

Wyatt in their ethnographic study of New York working-class girls.31 Simultaneously, an 

“eminent alienist of Chicago” purportedly stated that the pictures had corrupted many “neurotic 

children whose emotional natures have been so over-wrought by the crude appeal [of the five-

cent] theaters, that they have become victims of hallucination and mental disorder.”32 Years later, 
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sociologist and University of Chicago professor Herbert Blumer surveyed the spectatorial 

behaviors of middle-class girls growing up in America, suggesting that spectatorial identification 

influenced young audiences’ self-perception and self-presentation.33 In sum, it is clear that the 

medical discourse on girlhood emerged at the same time the film press drafted its own seminal 

discourse on female adolescence.

 It is within this cultural context that, by mid decade, the screen-struck girl became 

imagined as a metastasized variant of its notorious ancestor, the nineteenth-century stage-struck 

girl. The popular press updated this figure and presented her as an exacerbated version of 

ordinary female movie-loving, her overblown devotion to the film medium pathologically 

blurring the borders between reality and fantasy, spectator and screen, fan and star. Writing for 

McClure’s Magazine, Anna Steese Richardson described this evolution from stage-struck to 

movie-struck girlhood as a sign of changing times, but also as a pathological condition— akin to 

acute infections and childhood ailments—that invariably infected most girls growing in the 

1910s, regardless of their professional occupation or social origin: 

 Only a generation back, the bugaboo in the family was the lure of the stage. [...] The 

 stage-struck girl bloomed each fall [...] in the factory, the shop, the school-room, and the 

 drawing room. [...] It amounted only to a disease which every girl had in the course of 

 evolution, like croup or measles. Today we have the movie-struck girl. There are no 

 family conferences [...] to counteract the filmitis germs. Rather, its victims are urged to 

 secure an engagement [in] the moving picture studio. 34
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 The metamorphosis from stage-struck to movie-struck girlhood also resulted from the 

steady institutionalization of American cinema. As the 1910s wore on, the thrall of the legitimate 

stage faded, challenged by the development of a West Coast film industry and the advancement 

of a Hollywood’s press machine.35 Cheaper and more readily available, movies began drawing 

audiences away from the theaters. A Utah fan once commented that living “‘off the main line,’ 

our opportunities for hearing concerts, grand opera and legitimate drama are as rare as blackbirds 

in December. [...] Consequently many of us confess to an acquired taste for the silent drama,” 

much more conveniently located at “the Lyric, just down on Main Street ”36 By 1913, the figure 

of the stage-struck girl dissipated from the once incessant crackle of newspaper gossip. Two 

years later, the popular press depicted starstruck girls as trading in their dreams of triumph in the 

limited scope of the legitimate stage for a more far-reaching plateau: that of mass-marketed 

American cinema. 

 Although her medium of devotion had changed, her undaunted dreams of fame continued 

to define her young identity. If the stage-struck had once dreamt of theatrical celebrity and 

romance, now the screen-struck girl yearned for film success. So much so that, in 1915, The Day 

Book announced that “The ‘Matinee Girl’ has found a rival— Miss ‘Screen Girl’! [...] She is the 

1915 edition of the matinee girl who used to go ‘daffy’ over the handsome idols of the speaking 

stage.”37 The “screen-girl” might have substituted her predecessor and original starstruck type, 
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but they both remained imagined as young, “daffy” females that insistently yearned for public 

visibility and romantic completion.

  Newspapers and movie magazines were instrumental in delineating and disseminating 

this shorthand topography of the “screen-struck” figure. Through recurrent monthly features, 

three characteristics became evident as typifying movie-mad fandom. First, like her stage-struck 

ancestor, the screen-struck figure was exclusively female and often in her teens. Second, what 

separated the “screen-struck girl” from her everyday movie-going sisters was that watching 

simply did not suffice for her. As journalist Gertrude M. Price noted, “ ‘Miss Screen Girl’ doesn’t  

[merely] go to the theaters—she wants to get in them via the film route.[...So] she comes all the 

way from New York and Tennessee and Illinois and Florida [...and] goes out to one of the biggest 

and best known ‘movie’ production and asks for a job.”38  Interspersed with fan letters, the 

following year Motion Picture Magazine even visualized the screen-struck girl’s foundational 

yearning to be transformed from anonymous fan into a glorified film actress. A pen-and-ink 

drawing shows a young, well-dressed girl walking into the “O.K Film CO Studio” lot (Fig. 4). 

Six older men in suits rush towards the impassive lady, pens in hand, movie contracts dangling 

from outreached arms. Underneath the image, a caption sardonically reveals that this drawing 

functions as a visual rendition of screen-struck girls’ defining, if foolishly delusional, inner 

fantasy: “The impression that most girls think they would make if they could only visit a 

studio.”39 That same magazine would further rebuff girl fans’ projects of transitioning into 
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stardom when their Answer Man warned “Claribel” that “the fact that you are a movie fan cannot 

enable you to become an actress.”40 

 Third, by constantly running pieces that addressed the fantasies of transformation from 

girl fan to movie actress, film fan magazines perpetuated the myth of the screen struck girl’s 

fragmented and diffuse identity. In 1915, Photoplay released a comical series of cartoons and 

fictional letters depicting the adventures of “Mollie of the Movies,” an imaginary “screen-struck” 

girl described as a fragmented and borrowed identity: “a combination of Mary Pickford and 

Kathlyn Williams [...]. She’s sixty percent humor, thirty percent, and ten percent pathos.” The 

editors further suggested that Mollie’s misguided journey from a rural hometown to Hollywood 

and her inability to “get a job heroining” accurately, if humorously, represented the experiences 

of “lots of [everyday] girls who” moved West in search of a career in the movies.41 In short, 

according to Photoplay, pitching delusional Mollie as a legible personification of screen-struck 

girlhood would not only struck a cord with a broad film audience, but also provoke an 

instantaneous identification between girl-readers who aspired to be actresses and the struggles 

experienced by the fictional cartoon. 

 Fan magazines also actively participated in this nationwide movement warning that girls’ 

ardent infatuation with the movies could easily get out of control. More serious features 

contributed to the fabrication of a hazardous “screen-struck girl” figure.42 Positioned as exposés 

and insider pieces, these articles were explicitly dedicated “to the many girl readers all over the 
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United States whose one ambition is life in California and the movies.”43 Some—like “The 

Letters of Lucy” (1917) and “Breaking Into The Movies in California: A Diary” (1916) —were 

presented as personal diaries supposedly authored by actual everyday girl fans:  the first was 

penned by a young tourist named Lucy, who wrote missives to her Floridian friend Nan 

describing an idyllic vacation in Los Angeles hobnobbing with screen stars. The second was 

written by Suzette Booth, allegedly an inexperienced, starstruck nineteen year old who moved 

from St. Louis to Hollywood in search of fame and fortune. Similar to Booth’s serialized diary, 

all other first-person interviews and tell-all stories offered screen-struck girls sober advice 

regarding the slim chances of a “pretty girl without influence break[ing] into the movies.”44  

 In such endeavors, these features followed the lead of local and nationwide newspapers 

which, by 1916, began implementing advice columns ostensibly dedicated to counseling screen-

struck girls.45 Many of these weekly columns were actually authored by young and established 

female stars, namely Mary Pickford, Ruth Roland, Anita Stewart, and Beatriz Michelena. In 

January that year, The Seattle Star even ran a “series of stories” explicitly promoted as being 

authored by “a high school girl [Juanita Hansen] who made good in the movies. She has some 

excellent advice for girls anxious to enter the alluring field.”46 At the same time, The Omaha Bee 

ran “Anita Stewart’s Talks to Girls,” a girls-only column focused on offering movie-going 

females first-hand advice regarding love, marriage, and film stardom. 
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 Stage and movie star Beatriz Michelena was perhaps the most popular columnist, her 

“Talks With Screen Struck Girls” reportedly appearing in more than five hundred newspapers 

throughout 1916, including The San Francisco Chronicle, The Corpus Christi Caller and Daily 

Herald, and the Honolulu Star-Bulletin. Mary Pickford’s diverse “Daily Talks” also often 

addressed the “screen-struck” girls who read newspapers issued by McClure. By 1917, Pickford 

confessed to “have a heartache over you girls, all of you, girls scattered the whole world over, 

who write me and tell me of what you long to be and do. I wish I were some kind of a fairy 

godmother [so I could touch] you with my magic wand” and make her fans’ movie-struck dreams 

come true.47

 Although these features seemed to earnestly engage with girls’ desire to work in the 

pictures, the majority explicitly dismissed the screen-struck girl’s professional ambitions, 

imagining her thirst for success as the product of a misguided sense of self-importance and 

overblown romantic chimeras. According to New York’s Medford Mail Tribune, girls’ starstruck 

behavior stemmed from pure vanity, bolstered by easy flattery: “nearly every sweet young thing, 

[having been] flattered by relatives and friends, [resultantly] conceives the idea that she has 

talent.”48 Psychologists supported this popular understanding of girlhood as fundamentally 

lacking any leveling self-awareness or empirical discernment: “just blossoming into beauty, 

enjoying for the first time that most exhilarating [...]whiff of [...] adulation and admiration,” the 

adolescent girl fell back into a world of fairytale make-believe, an inner realm cut off from social 

mores and rational plausibility, Hall remarked. Consequently, the girl began believing that 
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“perhaps she is really destined to become a superior being, queening it through the world; [...] 

maybe a star upon the stage or enter the world of art.”49 

 By 1917, when Motion Picture Classic questioned actor Conway Tearle “why girls are 

screen-struck,” the Edison player “threw up his hands with a gesture of despair” and echoed 

Stanley Hall’s belief that young females were naturally shallow and narcissistic: “ ‘It’s vanity—

that’s all.[...] The flattery that is accorded to picture-stars today appeals to the vanity of women, 

because their chief desire is to flattered.  Vanity and the desire for admiration” Tearle concluded, 

“are the motives that make girls persist in attempting to get on the screen. It’s feminine nature 

and you cannot change it.”50 

 A pleasure-seeking quest for “adventure and romance” quickly became understood as the 

ulterior motive spurring most screen-struck girls to leave their homes and try their hand at film 

acting. “Miss Laura Oakley, chief of the police of Universal City” claimed that star-struck girls 

only trekked to Hollywood because they grew enamored with the world of excitement depicted 

on the screen and wished to enter that world permanently. Oakley concluded that most aspiring 

girls were therefore “seeking a little adventure and romance” and not serious employment.51 

 In the same-vein, newspapers reported on yet another trivial reason girls attempted to 

enter the moviemaking business: “to get a peep at their screen idol in real life.” Instead of 

desiring the actress’ career, these girls longed to woo the male leads. “The object of these 

romance-loving girls’ attention” included all types of Hollywood’s paragons of accomplished 

masculinity: the dapper “J. Warren Kerrigan of the curly hair;” the respected “Francis Dillon, of 
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speaking stage fame;” the entrepreneurial “Bob Leonard, director and leading man; and Herbert 

Rawlinson, the athletic young hero of many entertaining film stories.”52 Photoplay similarly 

presented screen-struck girls not as genuine acting aspirants, but as prowling inamoratas. In 

1915, the movie magazine noted that “lots of girls” only visited the studios because they felt 

“sure that Bushman or the Moore brothers—instead of the tamed motorman or a light-running 

domestic fireman—was constructed to receive their caresses.”53 By 1917, Edison’s casting 

director Alan Crosland, guaranteed that after talking “with just about one million stage-struck 

girls,” he could safely vouch that “their chief desire to get in the ‘movies’ is based on the fact 

that they want to become acquainted with some of our noble and handsome actors.”54 Crosland 

shared an anecdote that fully illustrated his point: 

 The first question that most of them ask relates to the personnel of the company. If they 

 find out that some particular actor has left the studios, they want to know where he is 

 located. When they find out, they decide immediately that they don’t care to work for 

 Edison. They want to go to Flim Flan Films, Inc. or whatever other concern the idol of 

 their dreams may happen to be with.55

 Led by the most basic attraction to nationwide exposure and dominated by their innate 

desire for romantic fulfillment, screen-struck girls supposedly suffered not only from a severe 
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case of hero-worshipping but, moreover, from a disconcerting case of psychological voidness.  

Crosland concluded that no matter how “dainty and alluring” those screen-struck girls were, in 

the end, they all shared a common, impairing characteristic: they were “impressionistic and light-

minded girls, who have all the physical qualifications that would make them Motion Picture 

Stars, but who haven’t got enough intelligence to pose for a tintype.”56 Such “light-minded” 

volubility foremost announced their lack of a fixed core identity, as well as the dearth of any 

intellectual acumen. In short, the screen-struck girl of the late 1910s continued to miss what had 

once limited her turn-of-the-century stage-struck sister: brains, i.e. a good measure of self-

knowledge, a stable subjectivity, and business know-how. 

 As a result, the popular press generally ascribed little validity to screen-struck girls’ so-

called professional goals. These flighty, lovestruck girls, magazines and newspapers claimed, did 

not want to be film laborers, encumbered like any other wage-earner by difficult schedules, 

demanding physical work, grueling memorization, and dull repetition. They wanted to be a “star” 

and pursue a chimera of glamour, excitement, and prosperity promised in every fan magazine’s 

photo-spread, every flickering silver screen. That fairytale fantasy of being transformed from 

spinsterly rags to wifely riches via rewarding matchmaking with one’s princely idol not only 

permeated most star texts and young adult novels of the time,57 but it also reinforced the popular 

preconception that adolescent girls were non-autonomous subjects, ruled only by the primitive 

call of their burgeoning sexual impulses. In a jocular poem titled “It’s Cruel to Let Actors 
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Marry!,” Motion Picture Magazine captured this pervading misconception that girl fans yearned 

to marry their screen heroes: “A pretty brunette named Sue/ Went nightly to see Sidney Drew;/ 

We despair for her life/ Since she learnt of his wife—/And we dare not hope she’ll pull 

through.”58

 However, if in the American popular press excessive film fandom came to be personified 

by the liminal figure of the adolescent girl fan, in autobiographical letters sent to the press, 

females in their teens and early twenties—from both working and middle-class backgrounds— 

proudly embraced these stereotypical representation of movie-loving fandom. Publicly, they self-

identified as the most ardent movie followers and the most determined aspiring actresses. Due to 

this willing self-identification on the part of young female film consumers, the feminization of 

excessive movie fandom was much more complex than meets the eye. After all, mass-marketed 

depictions of screen-struck girlhood were not being unilaterally fabricated by a masculinized 

profit-hungry film industry, but seemed symbiotically promulgated by the movie girl fans 

themselves. 

In Their Own Voice: I Am a Fan / I Will Be a Star

  Although a far-reaching film press may have been partially responsible for 

manufacturing and circulating the well-known stereotypes of the movie girl fan and the screen-

struck girl, I argue that everyday girls also embraced these identity labels, often defining 

themselves as “true Movie fans,”59 and publicly disclosing their absorbing aspiration for film 

stardom. We find most of these declarations in fan letters written to movie magazines’ questions-
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and-answers departments, more specifically to Motion Picture Magazine, the first fan publication 

to implement an interactive “Answer Department.”60 Although impossible to determine these 

letters’ authentic authorship with absolute accuracy, it is fair to suggest that, manufactured or not, 

these first-person missives testified to popular culture’s prevalent understanding of “ardent” 

fandom as a feminized behavior. 

 Foremost, it must be noted that, although adult males and boys actively engaged in 

cinemagoing practices, no demographic self-identified as “one of the movie fans” as recurrently 

and publicly as young female spectators. For example, in March 1915, Miss Grace Falvey of 

Massachusetts presented herself to be “an ardent Motion Picture fan,” and a fiery critic of Mary 

Pickford’s “childish roles.”61 The following month, Miss Hazel Seneca, a fellow Bay Stater, 

responded to Miss Falvey by heatedly self-described as “an ardent admirer of Mary Pickford” 

and a “real reel fan.”62 By the end of 1915, an anonymous girl confessed writing to Photoplay 

“just [...] so she could feel she had identified herself with ‘the movie fans’.”63 The next year, 

Miss Mamie Lahrssan from Texas further reinforced the popular perception that single, female 

spectators’ particularly over-invested in motion pictures: not only did she describe herself as “the 

most enthusiastic picture fan,” but she also imagined “all stars, from the leading man and lady to 

the one with the smallest part (camera man included)” as part of her “large family.”64 
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 In 1916, Miss Ethel Hilton and her younger sister, Miss Alma Elizabeth Hilton, both from 

Melrose, Massachusetts, wholeheartedly endorsed pathological associations between girls’ 

fanatical admiration for movie stars and acute infectious diseases. According to the sisters, they  

respectively suffered from maladies named “Bushmanite” and “Wilburite.”65 These neologisms, 

often created by the press and co-opted by fans, denominated the virulent worshipers of dandy 

Francis X. Bushman and the rabid followers of young Crane Wilbur, two leading men adored by 

female fans during the 1910s. Miss Grace Trotter from Dallas diagnosed herself with a similar 

affliction: “Wilburitis of the Cranium.” According to Trotter, “women [...] and young girls are 

usually the victims of this disease,” whose symptoms were “caused by a bite from that well-

known insect, the Movie Bug.” If left untreated, “the patient [turned into] a full-fledged movie 

fan, subject to relapse if not careful. I know,” the Texan girl concluded, “ because I’m having a 

relapse now or I wouldn’t have written this.”66

  In the eyes of the Motion Picture Magazine’s editor, however, Miss Mary Curtin from 

Columbus, Ohio won “the prize and the championship” of the most overly devoted film 

enthusiast. The eighteen year old’s tittle of “the truest and most faithful movie fan” was achieved 

by engaging in unparalleled and inordinate movie-loving behavior. First, “by almost living in the 

movies;” second, by watching “no less than thirty movies a week;” third, by spending only 

fifteen minutes of her ninety-minute lunch-break eating, while “one hour and fifteen minutes 

[was guarded] for the movies;” and finally by driving herself, unchaperoned, all the way from 

Columbus to Chicago, only to see The Birth of the Nation when the film was banned in her home 

state. Yet, more significantly, Mary’s love of pictures dangerously subverted social expectations 
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on young femininity, which dictated that adolescent girls should behave like coy and passive 

ladies in order to secure proper marital completion. When invited to a “frat dance,” Mary’s all-

consuming movie devotion not only undermined her expected role as a demure date—she forced 

“her escort [to] take her to see Mae Marsh in ‘A Child of the Paris Streets’” instead of the 

planned dance— but moreover, Mary’s obsession with the movies took precedence over any 

groom-to-be.67 Defiantly, she exclaimed: “ ‘The man I marry must be twice the movie fan I 

am!’” Not surprisingly, this letter concluded with an implicit criticism of such un-ladylike 

demeanor, as well as with a poignant warning directly targeted at all maiden girls who, like 

Mary, took pride in identifying as such devoted movie fans: “you will be single all your life if 

you stick to that rate you’re going.” 68 By the late-1910s, spinsterhood seemed as much a dreaded 

side-effect of undue movie fandom as waywardness had once been imagined as the undesired 

fate of stage-struck girls.

 As discussed in Chapter 1, by the 1910s young femininity had grown derisively 

associated with mass consumerism. Curiously, over-valuing of volume and consumption 

underscored movie-loving girls’ publicized engagement with film culture. In letters published by 

the motion picture press, it is suggested that girl fans were not only hellbent on hoarding fashion 

and finery, but also measured the intensity of their film fandom quantitatively. As a result, greater 

emphasis was placed on the number of titles seen and film magazines read; the amount of 

autographs collected; or the extensiveness of detail known about movie players and directors. 

Since the dawn of the decade that young female movie-goers contacted newspapers and 

magazines to establish their superior fandom via excess—either of frequency, consumption, or 
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enthusiasm. In 1914, Miss Hattie Lee Mayer argued that “no one will dispute my claim to being 

a veteran picture ‘Fan’ when I assert that for fours years those evenings when I have not 

witnessed two or three shows have been the exception not the rule. I have also been an interested 

reader of your magazine.”69 The following year, Miss Gertrude Smith from Cleveland wrote a 

three-page letter listing her grievances over the National Board of Censorship, her dislike of 

Maurice Costello, and her love for Florence LaBadie. The girl validated the exorbitant length of 

her missive by claiming she was “an enthusiastic photoplay fan [who] attend[ed] on an average 

of one a day and sometimes more, and so [...] I know a little of what I am speaking.”70 In 1916, 

eighteen-year-old Mary Curtin crowned herself “the most faithful movie fan [she] have ever 

heard about [...because she] had never been to witness less than thirty movies a week, and on the 

wall of [her] room has in the vicinity of 450 or 500 pictures, all of the picture world.”71 In 1916, 

an unnamed girl fan from South Carolina claimed to “have several girl friends who are movie 

fans of the first water,” a title earned by being able “to recite the names and love-affairs, the 

salaries and favorite sports of nine-tenths of the actresses and actors!”72 Miss Ethel P. Rodriguez 

from New Jersey similarly argued that by “having attended movie theaters every week for four 

years, besides buying two photoplays a months, I now consider myself a full-fledged movie 

fan.”73 If taken as authentic confessions, these statements suggest that young female fans 

believed such accrued consumption transformed them into “real reel fan experts,” a well-read 

and well-endowed type of movie-goer that could accurately discern between “merely acting” and 
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a “real, life-like portrayal.”74 In other words, whereas the press and psychology literature defined 

girls’ engagement with the pictures as pathologic and excessive, girls saw their fan behavior as 

manifestations of intelligent devotion and specialized knowledge.

 If many girls seemed to mold their adolescent identities after the publicized figure of the 

consumptive movie fan, others negotiated their undefined subjectivity and uncertain adulthood 

via plans for screen success. These young female fans openly defined themselves as “screen-

struck girls,” making their longing for film stardom visible across the opinion columns of 

multiple fan magazines. With characteristic doggedness, self-defined girl fans relentlessly sought 

out advice on how to be magically transformed into Miss Movie. For example, in December 

1916, Katie K. wrote to Motion Picture Magazine asking if the critic could “Please send details 

as to how I may become a movie actress.”75 The following year, A.G.C from Indiana reached out 

to Photoplay similarly pleading with the editors if they could, “Please send me full particulars as 

how to become a moving picture star. I am a young girl of sixteen years of age and am greatly 

interested in being a star. Do you think there is any chance for me?”76  A fellow Indianian also 

inquired: “Do you have to do anything before you become a star?,” to which a Photoplay critic 

sardonically replied:  “Yes, girlie: a lotta things, but if we printed them here there would be such 

a crop of stars that the government would have to adopt some means of eliminating the 

overproduction—drowning, or something like that.”77 
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 In fact, girl fans’ consuming desire to be transformed into movie stars grew so restless 

that it overspilled into newspapers’ advice columns, spaces generally dedicated to divulging 

exceptional rhubarb wine recipes, care tips for Parisian ivory sets, and proper courtship etiquette. 

For example, in 1915, a young female reader reached out to The Tacoma Times very own 

“answer column,” and asked advice guru Cynthia Grey, “if it is possible for a girl who has not 

had experience in that line to get in the movies. I am a very anxious to become an actress.” 

Probably aware of the misplaced nature of her request, the author bashfully added, “I know it is 

queer, probably to you, but I am in earnest for it has been my one desire [to be a movie actress] 

from a little tot till now.” The note was signed, “Would-Be-Movie-Girl.”78

 In letters to the film press, girls’ letters also often fulfilled the stereotype of the screen-

struck fan: irrationally lovelorn, unable to distinguish between reality and fantasy, and lacking a 

defined personality. In 1916, a Southern girl wrote to Film Fun announcing that she and her 

sister “want[ed] to join the motion pictures.” The “darling young thing” proceeded to ask the 

editor to “Write me right away how much I can get a room for, and I will let you know when I 

am coming, and you can meet me at the train.” Further evincing her misguided sense of self-

importance, the girl added that “if we have to rehearse on Sunday, we cannot come [because] we 

sing in the choir, so please do not rehearse on Sunday.”79 The following year, Mabel from 

Baltimore wrote inquiring if Earle Williams was single because “the man [I am] to marry must 

be an exact duplicate” of the famous Vitagraph player. The Photoplay journalist mocked the 
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adolescent girl’s request, retorting that “afraid you have a long, long wait [since] the crop of 

[Williams's] duplicates is very meager this year.”80 

 Lastly, a poem attributed to “Lotta Nerve,” New Jersey, asked “the Dear Answer Man of 

Photoplay” to point her into the road to stardom by ascribing her an ideal screen identity. 

Showing a crucial dearth of self-knowledge, the girl not only delegated such foundational task to 

a stranger, but moreover only listed flattened stereotypes of young femininity as her possible 

undiscovered personality: “Perhaps I am a horrid ‘vamp’[...]/ Or might I be a sweet young thing/

Aglow with girlhood’s charms/ Just waiting for the hero grand/ To fold me in his arms?”81  

Addressing this outpouring of girls’s letters constantly requesting fan magazines to “please tell 

the tricks that were and are/ For sailing ‘cross the raging bar/ to fame and kale,” 82 the Motion 

Picture Magazine’s Answer Man issued a facetious poem titled “Owed to the Ambitious.” 

Exasperatedly, the limerick instructed all starstruck “girls and dearies” “for the lovva Mike, [to] 

quit askin [sic] me how to be a movie star. If I knew how, I’d go and be one myself. [...So] 

Forget it girls—that is your course—And let me be!”83

 Vitriolic snubs such as this illustrate a curious paradox: although inviting girl fans to 

contribute to its open forums, the press often rebuffed their enthusiastic requests for information 

and their revealing calls for help. When not rebuked, their queries made it to the page only to be 

used as proof that girl fans indeed fulfilled the disparaging archetype of “Miss Chewgum 

Openface,” the much lampooned movie-loving chatterbox. However, what came to be perceived 
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as girl fans’ tendency to disclose too much in public venues actually fell in line with the 

standardization of advice columns in most nationwide magazines and local dailies.84 By the turn 

of the century, readers of all classes and both genders began to turn to the public arena to seek 

enlightenment or company. Once intimate problems, questions, and fears now were aired in the 

open, mass circulated, and used as model counsel for other readers to follow. The topics 

addressed in these advice sections were almost endless and incredibly heterogenous: from 

cooking recipes to etiquette tips; from romantic confessions to professional inquiries; from 

family troubles to fashion tricks, advice columns discussed everything and anything that might 

be of interest to the individual inquirer and to the publication’s general audience. 

 One of the first magazines to integrate such reader-generated, question-and-answer space 

was The Ladies’ Home Journal, a nineteenth-century monthly originally intended to help young 

women navigate the typical housekeeping and self-grooming dilemmas, as well as the formative 

phases of romantic courtship, wifehood, and motherhood. The fact that this formative 

institutionalization of advice columns was foremost geared towards homebound women and girls

— insomuch that they were dubbed the “woman’s page”—may shed some light on why movie-

girl fans growing up in the mid-1910s felt particularly comfortable with publicly reaching out for 

expert advise, as well as with sharing their innermost dreams of stardom in highly mediated 

platforms such as film magazines’ answer departments. In fact, in 1917, a female reader from 

Logan, Utah wrote to Motion Picture Magazine comparing the “women’s magazines’” advice 

column to the fan publication’s “letters to the editor,” and wishing the latter could more closely 

resemble the former:
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 Since their first inception, women’s magazines have been pleased to formulate rules 

 of conduct governing all occasions, from the kind of shirt studs one should wear to how 

 to deport oneself upon being presented to a distinguished person. [...Then] why since the 

 movies have become so vital a part of the national scheme of things, [...] do not the 

 Motion Picture magazines devote an occasional page to prescribe a few guides of conduct 

 for movie fans?85

 In addition to deeming fan publications’ query departments as kissing cousins of ladies’s 

magazines’ advice features, young female fans were used to seeing eminent stars, like Pickford 

and Michelena, weekly counseling screen-struck girls in their successful newspaper columns. 

Thus, for girls coming of age in the 1910s, it must have seemed only natural to vent one’s 

personal hankerings and concerns in the communal page of a well-known publication.

 Furthermore, although at first glance such vocal self-identifying as a “screen-struck girl” 

may be interpreted as a passive, careless absorption of widely available and readymade 

identities, I propose that, in fact, everyday girls’ willing adherence to these legible prototypes of 

feminized movie fandom can be interpreted as stemming from a rather levelheaded desire to 

actively participate in a new film culture, a flourishing milieu that, by 1915, was portrayed as 

socially enhancing, economically compensating, and emotionally satisfying all the young 

females who—as fans, consumers, and actors—partook in its fledgling bounty. A humorous 

drawing published in Motion Picture Magazine aptly captured this deep-seated preconception 

that, in a fast-changing modernized society, film employment offered young girls the most 
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lucrative opportunities (Fig. 5). Attired in bow-tie, pinstripes, and monocle, a dapper male 

“Artist” approaches a “pretty maid” and proposes to “give [her] a dollar an hour if you will pose 

for me.” The posh “maid” flirts and smiles, dismissively retorting: “Cant do it; I’m making a 

thousand a week for the movies, sir.”86 

 Material prosperity became thus crucial to the ethos of fan-to-star transformation and, 

resultantly, of female stardom. By 1915, Mary Pickford’s astronomic weekly wages were 

heralded as the most ever paid to a star, let alone a girl barely out of her teens. In 1916, Mary 

Miles Minter was introduced as “the fairy of filmdom [...] a star [who at] fourteen [was] drawing 

a salary more than that of a United States senator.”87 That same year, Marguerite Clark, the Snow 

White of the screen, confessed that, after the untimely death of her parents, acting allowed her to 

amass “a little capital.” The diminutive actress also advised her bachelor girl fans to be practical 

and prioritize finding rewarding employment over romantic completion: “money means so much 

to a girl! [...] Money for a woman means a thousand luxuries that are more vital to her comfort 

and enjoyment of life than [...] love.”88 If major players such as Clark and Pickford sponsored a 

working-class view of female stardom based on hard work and frugality, starlets such as Jewel 

Carmen encouraged middle-class “schoolgirls” like herself to earn their “pin money at the 

studios.” The money was easy and the job was fun, Miss Carmen gleefully declared, and 

metamorphosing from “extra girl” to “a finished actress” took only a few years and many 

arousing adventures.89 
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 This marketing ploy particularly targeted girl fans who dreamed of exchanging the 

dullness of schoolrooms and store counters for the exciting adventures of studio lots and location 

filming. By 1917, sixteen-year-old Shirley Mason, then the youngest of Edison’s stars, best 

encapsulated the highly circulated notion that movie acting presented young girls with a unique 

opportunity for economic bounty, increased self-worth, and enhanced social status. When asked 

what attracted her to motion picture work, the adolescent breezily replied, “Oh, it’s nice to think 

that you are known all over the country and that you really amount to something.” Then Mason 

paused, and cheerfully added: “And the money comes handy when you want to take a vacation 

or when you puncture a nice new tire!”90  

 In short, although popular culture pejoratively associated the desire to be transformed 

from fan to film star with the flighty romanticism of underage girlhood, in fact, many young 

females likely self-identified as starstruck movie fans and would-be actresses in a serious quest 

for personal improvement, professional fulfillment, and economic enhancement—life-changing 

achievements usually found underlining young actresses’ circulated biographies. In fact, after 

being caught loitering in New York City, a fifteen-year-old Boston runway confirmed that many 

girl fans soberly envisioned acting as guaranteed means to secure a lucrative and edifying 

lifestyle. While in custody of the Children’s Court, Miss Gertrude Quimby told The Evening 

World that “I didn’t leave Boston because I particularly wanted to go on stage but because I 

wanted to earn my own living. I wasn’t happy at home,” the girl added with clear level-

headedness. “ I wasn’t treated well.”91  In other words, there was a pivotal discrepancy between 
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the testimonies submitted by girls and those published by the press: instead of vying for easy 

flattery and romance, girls yearned for autonomy.

 Lastly, the publicized star texts of popular female actresses implicitly encouraged girl 

fans to believe passionate fandom could lead to such rags-to-riches transformation. In interviews 

with the press many young and well-known actresses identified the movie business, as well as 

their love for the pictures, as responsible for their prosperous careers and joyful lifestyles. To be 

an ardent movie fan, these female players claimed, made them into stars. When questioned about 

“her experiences in becoming a screen actress,” Rosemary Theby identified screen-struck 

ambitions as the motor that propelled her leave St. Louis at eighteen and trek “to New York as 

many other Western girls have done and are doing, for that matter, to seek fame and—mayhap—

fortune.”92 In March 1915, Bessie Learn confessed that, as an adolescent, she also escaped into 

picture-watching and movie dreaming as a way to brighten long theatrical tours and dull stock 

engagements: “While on tour I was always very fond of pictures and went to see them in nearly 

every place we played, [...] dreaming that I would be one of the players myself some day.”93 At 

seventeen, Beverly Bayne admitted that her career choice stemmed from a foundational 

attachment to the movies: “I had always liked pictures ever since I first saw them, and had a 

longing to be an actress as so many girls do.”94  Similarly, “Harold Lloyd’s petite leading 

woman,” Mildred Davis, confessed that she first “began as a movie fan when I was twelve,”95 a 
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germane involvement with movie culture that grew with the girl fan’s adolescence and climaxed 

when Mildred became a comedic star at age seventeen. 

 Likewise, slightly older or more experienced leading ladies, whose career began before 

the installation of a star system, commented on the importance of collapsing both identities: that 

of screen actor and movie fan.  In an interview for Motography, Pathe’s Emmy Wehlen identified 

herself as “an ardent ‘picture fan.’ Night after night she goes to the picture house to see ‘what 

other people are doing.’”96 Speaking to Motion Picture Magazine in 1916, Blanche Sweet 

confessed to be “an inveterate photoplay fan. I think every player who has any ambition at all, 

any desire to get ahead in his work, should spend as much or more time seeing other people’s 

pictures as in his own. I think that only by comparison and good hard work can we hope to 

succeed.”97 In the same vein,  seventeen-year-old Dorothy Gish disclosed to Motion Picture 

Magazine that, “I love to go to Motion Picture show [because...] I enjoy seeing some of my own 

pictures, and criticize myself. Whenever I see myself on the screen, I always think if I could do it 

over again I would make some little change. [...] This is one advantage of being in pictures,” the 

adolescent player concluded. “You can see yourself as others see you, and if you are a 

conscientious critic you can always see room for improvement.” 98 

  A will to self-improve then, coupled with critical acumen and productive self-awareness, 

underlined young actresses’ self-admitted elision between movie fan and picture star. Fandom, 

filtered through this “conscientious” lens, somewhat shifts the derogative discourses on girls’ 

movie-loving behaviors and film acting pursuits, for it reroutes them all back to female self-
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awareness and agency. Additionally, by openly admitting that dedicated film consumption and 

dreams of screen stardom enabled them to achieve personal and professional success, these 

female stars further legitimized everyday girls’ obstinate love of movies and their targeted quest 

for acting careers. Lastly, the majority of actresses touted as worldwide celebrities in the 1910s 

were either biological adolescent or marketed as such. As Georganne Scheiner insightfully 

observes in her study of Deanna Durbin’s fans, adolescent girls flocked to the teenaged star 

because she represented more than an identifiable role model: by sharing an adolescence with her 

fans, Durbin appeared as a peer, thus making her stardom relatable and attainable. A similar 

phenomenon may explain early girl fans’ resolute pursuits of screen fame. After continuously 

reading stories of how easily anonymous girls became acclaimed film players, girl fans may have 

imagined themselves part of a lucky cohort—the first generation of adolescent girls who had the 

opportunity to undergo the fabled, rags-to-riches transformation by entering a new motion 

picture business.

Girls Only: Photoplay’s “Beauty and Brains” Competition (1915-1916)

 To better understand the self-empowered and collaborative aspects of girl fandom, I 

propose to examine the personal testimonies young female fans submitted to Photoplay’s 

“Beauty and Brains” competition. In her recent book on early-twentieth-century film culture, 

historian Moya Luckett argues that star-search competitions, such as Photoplay’s “Beauty and 

Brains” pageant, articulated the rise of a celebrity culture which, on its turn, magnified the 

significance of individual accomplishment, public exposure, and material wealth. Adolescent 
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girls, I propose, were the primary audience responding to this new widespread discourse valuing 

individualism, self-improvement, and publicized fame. 

 In her analysis of “Beauty and Brains,” Luckett suggests that the Photoplay contest 

articulated “a complex and ambiguous stance of stardom.”99 Following Luckett’s insight, in this 

section I read “Beauty and Brains” as a site of cultural ambivalence, a corporate channel through 

which the film industry encouraged the social diversity behind girl fans’ dreams of stardom while 

concurrently aiming to reform all white, aspiring actresses into the future mothers of the 

American race. In addition to functioning as an interactive venue where would-be stars could 

converse with anonymous girl fans, I argue that this popular, girls-only, star-search competition 

works as an illuminating sample of the discourse on ideal girlhood and white supremacy which 

the film press directed at its young female readers.  

 It all began in the Fall of 1915. In October of that year, Photoplay partnered with the 

recently developed “photoplay maker” World Film Corporation, and together launched the 

“‘Beauty and Brains’ Contest,” a nationwide competition that promised to send “half a score of 

American Girls to become moving picture stars.”100 The ultimate prize consisted of a one-year 

movie contract with World Film, the home of French-born director Maurice Tourneur, female 

stars Vivian Martin and Clara Kimball Young, and the world-renowned columnist, stage 

sensation, and beauty queen Lillian Russell. 

 For ten months (November 1915 to August 1916), Photoplay invited girl fans from all 

over the country (and eventually Canada) to describe their screen aspirations and craft their 
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picture personality via 150-word statements and self-portraits. Narratives and headshots were 

then published side by side readers’ comments. In this way, the competition’s selection process 

strove to be perceived as a participatory endeavor, bringing together a community of aspiring 

screen actresses, girl film connoisseurs, and established female stars who all offered their two 

cents regarding the participants’ odds of failing or succeeding. Due to its unique format, the 

“Beauty and Brains” contest allows us to see how girl fans articulated their dreams of stardom 

and negotiated their desire to be active film participants when placed in a public venue and in the 

company of other movie-loving girls.

 Open only to inexperienced females who yearned for film stardom, the initial call for 

submissions did not specify age-limits, but a preference for adolescent girlhood clearly 

underlined the contest’s rhetoric. In the original call, the entrants were dubbed “the Girls Who 

Might Be,”101 “a torrent of pulchritude,”102 and imagined as “beautiful, talented girls awaiting the 

Great Opportunity.”103 In addition, a chaperon described the future ten finalists as “a whole 

wonderful family of Cinderellas,”104 reasserting the contestants’ adolescence by comparing them 

to the fairytale princess. Further, the need for a chaperon figure noticeably gestured towards the 

female participants' youth and vulnerability. Lastly, as the magazine released the entrants’ 

average age, the preponderance of female adolescence became statistically confirmed: of the 

alleged ten thousands female contestants, “the greatest numbers said they were eighteen. Twenty-

year-olds came second, nineteen-year-olds third, and sixteen-year-olds fourth.”105 
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 Promising instant fame and fortune to a handful of lucky winners, the competition only 

required the aspiring stars to submit two documents: one that attested to the girls’ photogenic 

“beauty” and one that proved the sharpness of their “brains.” By asking its female readers to mail 

“a profile picture and a full face study,” as well as a “letter of not more than 150 words stat[ing] 

‘Why I would like to be a photoplay actress,’”106 Photoplay spurred girl fans to take control over 

their imagined screen persona. 

 By the New Year, the magazine announced that submissions poured in by the hundreds. 

Although addressing girls from all walks of life, the transformative tenor of this competition 

particularly tapped upon fantasies of social mobility and economic improvement underlining the 

rise of a class of young female workers. As Enstad insightfully suggests, “the movie-struck 

fantasy was a dream of lavish recognition [...that] imaginatively combined women’s workplace 

struggles with [...] fantasies of romance, adventure, and sudden changes in fortune that 

characterized working ladyhood.” 107  In other words, through sudden stardom, working girls 

imaged they could be released from the drudgery of menial work and be magically transformed 

from proletarian Jane Doe into independently wealthy Miss Movie. In December, an ad 

compared the movie-struck fans to the “unknown and unskilled young women leaping into 

stellar roles [such as...] Mae Marsh, Anita Stewart, Mabel Normand, Beverly Bayne, [...] and 

many other film stars” who were also “untried,” employed in low-paying jobs, and in their teens 

when they found glory in the movies. Such comparative rhetoric implicitly promised that, by 
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simply entering the contest, any anonymous girl fan could suddenly become “a notable actress of 

extraordinary individuality and powers.”108 

 The 150-word autobiographical narratives submitted by the female participants further 

strengthened the competition’s suggestion that girls’ longing for an acting career was 

foregrounded in a quest for self-betterment and social improvement. In fact, in these narratives, 

girl fans’ rooted their aspirations for stardom not in lovestruck fantasies or farfetched chimeras— 

as suggested by most press pieces on starstruck girlhood—but in lucrative and satisfying work:

 ‘I want to love my work at the end of the day.’109

 ‘To be able to enjoy the luxuries that actress who makes good can have.’ 110

 [I am]‘a girl of 22 and started to work for my living almost as soon as I left the cradle, 

 my work being everything from dishwasher to stenographer and private secretary. [...] I 

 would like to become a moving picture actress because I regard the men and women of 

 the screen the cleverest, keenest, and most wholesome of any class, and with whom it 

 would be a great pleasure and good fortune to be associated.’ 111

  ‘I want to be the first deaf movie actress in the wide world.’ 112
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 These testimonies demonstrate that girls envisioned movie employment as a practical 

panacea that brought personal dreams and latent talents to fruition, regardless of one’s social 

origins, professional occupation, or physical abilities. The common denominator bringing these 

American girl fans together was thus, less their tender age and infatuation with movies, and more  

their professional drive and active search for self-improvement.  The competition played into this 

fable of self-betterment and class equality, spotlighting letters such as those sent by “a demure 

little girl of sixteen confess[ing] that she hasn’t the money to buy photographs, but her yearning 

ambition is as big as anybody’s on earth!;”113 side-by-side statements by celebrated actresses, 

namely Clara Kimball Young, who told girls that “socially, financially, and artistically 

[moviemaking] gratifies my very highest aspirations. What more could a girl— could the girl 

competitors in the ‘Beauty and Brains Contest—desire than this?”114

  Once the eleven winners were announced in August 1916, Photoplay deliberately 

emphasized the diversity of their professional and personal backgrounds. Mildred Lee, for 

instance, is introduced as working girl, who is “a model in a millinery house, and has been an 

entry clerk and a saleswoman;” middle-class Lucille Satterthwait “was schooled at Elizabeth 

College in Charlotte N.C.;” and affluent Phyllis E. Curl from Boston “is a real Down-Easter. She 

is the daughter of artistic parents. Her mother was an actress, her father was a world-traveler [...] 

She’s seen the world.”115 
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              Although the contest sponsored an apparent policy of all-inclusivity, it clearly privileged 

girls of European ancestry, highlighting their heritage in the short biographies that accompanied 

the photos of the eleven winners. Thus Lee is presented as being “of German and American 

descent;” Satterthwait’s “forebears were English and American;” Alatia Marton “is of American-

Irish-Scottish descent;” Peggy Bloom, is “of Irish descent;” Helen Arnold’s “ancestors were 

French and English in blood;” and Vivian Suckling is heralded as “a descendant of Sir John 

Suckling, the English poet of some considerable notoriety” (Fig. 6). In addition to emphasizing 

the ancestry of more than half of the chosen ones, these biographies also drew attention to the 

girls’ typically caucasian features: Florence Gray has “ grey-blue eyes;” Suckling is described as 

“a modern Evangeline, as beautiful as Longfellow’s pen-dream of his tenderest heroine;” Bloom 

“being of Irish descent, has reddish-brown hair, blue eyes, and perfect teeth;” Curl is presented 

as a “blue-eyed blonde;” and Lee as “a tiny, graceful beauty.”116 

 This deliberate stress on the winners’ ethnical heritage and caucasian physicality not only 

reveals the pervasive presence of eugenic theory—which argued that only white individuals of 

European descendency carried the appropriate genetic material to perpetuate a successful 

American civilization—but it also gestured towards what political scientist Michael Rogin has 

identified as an early-twentieth-century attempt to assimilate white, European immigrants as part 

of America’s mainstream population.117 By emphasizing that the beautiful and intelligent victors 

were of European ancestry, the competition linked their winning attributes—particularly their 

physical traits of fairness, diminutiveness, and healthiness—to their Western heritage. In this 
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way, the “Beauty and Brains” contest performed what Rogin calls a “whitening” of the foreign 

other, a cultural process that aimed to include white immigrants of Western descendency as 

members of America’s national identity, while readily segregating those who could not “pass” as 

being of caucasian ancestry. The biased tenor of Photoplay’s competition thus belies its claims of 

all-inclusivity and equality: the opportunity of being transformed from anonymous fan into 

renowned star was, in other words, only open to girls who could be presented as the epitome of 

whiteness, a whiteness that was genetically encoded in their bodies and family lineages, and that 

could ultimately be traced back to the Old World and to the United States’s Founding Fathers.

 While the competition’s underlying political agenda was inherently biased, the aspirants’ 

testimonies appear collaborative and positive. Far from the spiteful and egotistical behavior the 

popular press attributed to the typical screen-struck girl, the contestants’ testimonies demonstrate 

that a sense of sisterly empathy united movie girl fans across the country. By publishing the 

girls’ photographs and letters, Photoplay created a public forum where every girl could write in 

and comment on the photos making it to the page. Although the contestants were judged by a 

group of appointed experts (including Photoplay editor Julian Johnson and World Film star 

Lillian Russell), the fan magazine still encouraged dialogue between would-be girl stars and 

movie fan readers who had decided not to enter the race. “Wouldn’t you enjoy seeing these New 

York girls on the screen?” and “Will They Become Photoplay Stars?” inquired two of the 

captions placed between aspirants’ headshots, encouraging fans to submit their opinions and cast 

their votes for the winning contenders118 (Fig. 7). 
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 This prompting of private opinions simulated a type of public confession and fan 

participation already practiced in letters to fan magazines and newspapers. For example, one girl 

wrote to Photoplay admitting “to have neither beauty nor brains and [so] would not enter the 

contest, but just wanted to write so she could feel she had identified herself with ‘the movie 

fans’.”119 In her urgency to publicly self-identify as one of “the movie fans,” this anonymous girl 

reader demonstrated that film fandom was predominantly understood as young and female, not 

just by the press, but by the fans themselves. By choosing to describe herself as member of the 

movie-struck audience, the girl evinced her understanding of film fandom as an inclusive, 

sisterly community where she “felt” she belonged.120 

 Other competitors, receiving the news that they had not been chosen, also fell back on 

that notion of complicit sisterhood, a good-natured tenor that always underpinned the 

participatory nature of the contest. For example, Evelyn Jones from Washington D.C. claimed to 

“rejoice at the good fortune of my fellow competitors;” Minor B. Metcalfe from Princeton, 

Kentucky admitted to “be one of the many disappointed girls who failed at the Contest, but [...] I 

think the winners are beautiful and wish for each all success;” while Clara M. Krocekel from 

Indianapolis stated not to “begrudge my eleven lucky sister winners, because I know that they 

are experiencing the happiest and greatest moments of their lives.”121 Even letters contesting the 
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outcome of the pageant directed most of their bitterness towards an industry that shortchanged its 

most loyal fans. For instance, in her indignant letter Olive M. Norton from Long Island defended 

her fellow “sweet, pretty girl” friends from the judges’ myopia: “I am very sorry to say that the 

winners of the ‘Beauty and Brain’ [sic] contest were not so very pretty, to my way of thinking. 

[...] I know some very sweet, pretty girls who entered and not one of the ‘Movie Fans’ in this 

town think the selections were good to look at. 122 Instead of attacking the winners, Olivia writes 

in solidarity with her local community of movie girl friends.

 In sum, once given the rare opportunity to craft their own star texts and to see them 

published in a venue as preeminent as Photoplay, girl fans did not ventriloquize readymade 

narratives of histrionic lovesickness, self-deluded grandeur, and fated stardom. Instead, they 

grounded their screen aspirations in self-betterment, pleasure, camaraderie, and respectful 

competitiveness. Even if we contest the authorship of these fan letters, the “Beauty and Brains’” 

testimonies remain important documents. They show that, although most published depictions of 

girl fandom tended to homogenize and often pathologize this young constituency’s screen 

aspirations, when promoting a fan-to-star competition sponsored by the movie industry, fan 

magazines changed their tune a bit. Although still presented as invested movie lovers, 

Photoplay’s girl contestants appeared to be unique individuals with distinct personalities, 

backgrounds, and goals, buoyed instead of impaired by their profound film devotion. On paper 

then, the “Beauty and Brains” aspirants formed a community of capable, fun-loving, and self-

driven movie aficionados. Yet one has to wonder if these testaments of social and personal 

diversity were not published by the magazine as a way to perpetuate the movie industry’s 
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magical (and illusory) all-inclusive policy. The pointed emphasis on the winners’ Western 

ancestry and typically white-European features (fair hair, light eyes, delicate structure) already 

reveals that, in part, the contest’s political agenda was biased by reigning eugenic theories which 

lionized whiteness as the acme of American civilization.

 In conclusion, by the mid-1910s, excessive stargazing and screen-struck spectatorship 

had become associated with the unstable subjectivity of the growing girl. Influenced by the 

recent definition of female adolescence, American fan magazines and newspapers depicted girls 

in their teens as the embodiment of obsessive movie fandom. However, as Richard deCordova 

and Mark Lynn Anderson have pointed out, hero-worshipping and affective self-identification 

were two behaviors encouraged by a star system increasingly dependent on the consistent 

patronage of its devoted audience.123 Further, the public disclosing of intimate aspirations—

which so seminally (and negatively) distinguished girls’ fan notes from other movie 

enthusiasts’—was far from an isolated pathology. Instead, such confessional tenor participated in 

the larger publicization of personal matters sponsored by the widespread implementation of 

advice columns in American magazines and newspapers. 

 The pathologization of girls’ affective movie investment was thus a fabrication of the 

early-twentieth-century American press, carried out in particular by fan magazines. Depicting 

adolescent girls as the legible personification of unruly film fandom allowed other patrons to feel 

comfortable with their level of attachment to the pictures; in fact, any typical patron’s expression 

of movie fandom must have seemed disciplined once measured against the screen-struck girl’s 

ungovernable displays of spectatorial pleasure and identification featured in the press.
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 It bears notice then that, although during the second decade of the twentieth century 

school-age girls came to culturally represent intemperate movie fandom, in fact systematic and 

emotionally-charged spectatorship was being marketed to, and asked of, all American movie-

goers, regardless of their class, gender, or age. Girl fans were simply given more opportunities to 

showcase their affection, given more visibility in fan magazines’ and newspapers’ interactive 

forums. That excessive visibility served two concurrent cultural objectives: 1) to bolster a 

fledgling star system by giving tangible shape to what unrivaled movie devotion should look 

like; 2) and to render legible the undefined, and thus unmooring, phase of female adolescent—a 

liminal life-stage which had only recently entered popular awareness but that, according to 

leading scientists, already harbored potential dangers of racial enfeeblement and social 

disturbance. 

 Key to an understanding of early film promotion and reception, the figure of the screen-

struck girl fan resulted from a fledgling industry’s struggle for widening profits while negotiating 

cultural anxieties attached to changing representations of young femininity. To achieve this dual 

goal, movie fan magazines had to perennially tip the thin line between intimacy and 

unreachability; encouragement and dissuasion; passion and pathology, characteristics that so 

pivotally came to underline the construction of a fan-based, and female-reliant, star system.

 For better or worse, girl fans took advantage of their newfound public visibility. They 

utilized the cultural limelight that was given to them— by the movie industry in particular and by 

the popular press in general—as a way to try on new public identities that only then were made 

available to their gender and their age-group. It is undeniable that Hollywood’s promise of 

sudden wealth, global exposure, and unrestricted pleasure underlined many of everyday girls’ 
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longing for screen success. However, girl fans’ motivations for pursuing a career in the movies 

were complex and varied, often exceeding pure vanity or self-indulgent consumerism. In fact, 

first-person letters published in the American press suggest that girls coming of age in the 1910s 

attempted to exert authorship over the formulation of their budding sense of self by playing into, 

as well as upon, fabricated stereotypes of feminine excess. In the end, a careful reading of these 

published, first-person documents reveals that a transformative drive to experiment and improve

—not a stagnant wish to conform and self-destruct—propelled girl fans to self-identify as the 

most well-versed movie fans, as to insistently publicize their strong-willed dreams of screen 

glory.
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Chapter 3

Made in Movieland:

The Role of Imitation in the Identity Formation of Movie Girl Fans

 In 1916, Motion Picture Magazine published a black-and-white photograph of an 

attractive girl (Fig. 1). She was dressed in a dark tailored coat, the high collar rimmed with white 

fur. Her hands were completely wrapped in a large fur stole, and on her head, a dainty pillbox hat 

adorned her well-coiffed, blonde hair. The girl stood erect, rigidly posing for a snapshot that 

cropped her at the thighs, but a defiant look vaguely fluttered in her otherwise stoic face. In the 

background, large suburban houses commingled with bare, spidery trees. It is Autumn in 

Columbus, Ohio and the year is 1916. Under the photograph, an identificatory caption read: 

“Miss Mary Curtin, Fan.”  This small image accompanied a letter sent to the editor of Motion 

Picture Magazine in November, the letter that crowned the eighteen-year-old girl “the most 

faithful movie fan” the publication had “ever known.”1 

 More than representing the zenith of  “screen-struck” female fandom, Mary’s photograph 

illustrated another crucial aspect of the publicized discourse on girl fandom: that of imitation. 

When placed next to Dorothy Hughes’s drawings of movie girl fans, Mary Curtin’s photograph 

emerges as a carbon-copy of the imaginary moviegoer about to purchase an admission ticket, or 

of the dandy “American Beauty” sitting daintily in a movie audience (Figs. 2 & 3). Both actual 

and fictional girls wear the same dark two-piece ensemble with white mink trim; the same fur 

hand-warmer dangling from folded arms; even the same diminutive, black hat poised on the 
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nicely curled hair. Moreover, like Hughes’s imaginary girl fans, Mary also defined her adolescent 

identity through an all-consuming love for the movies. These similarities gesture towards a 

symbiotic relation between mass-marketed and self-made presentations of girl fandom. Further, 

if analyzed chronologically, Curtin’s photograph suggests that the girl fan fashioned herself after 

the manufactured representation of movie-loving girlhood had been published. 

 The duplicative relation found between Curtin’s self-portrait and Hughes’s drawings is 

not accidental. By 1915, fan magazines openly linked the practice of imitation with the figure of 

the movie-loving girl. The presentation of girl fans as an imitative class of spectators dialogued 

with emergent scientific theories that argued imitation played a key part in the formation of 

human behavior. These theories, however, tended to cast women in a negative light. Men learnt 

from imitative behavior in early childhood, quickly becoming autonomous during adolescence. 

Female subjects had a natural propensity for mimicry—the mechanical, thoughtless behavior 

attributed to underdeveloped life forms, such as parrots, apes, and children— and thus lacked the 

ability to form independent personalities, a fault that crystalized during their teen years. 

Psychologists claimed that, dependent and derivative, girls resorted to copying mass-marketed 

personalities, particularly those of stage thespians, popular debutantes, and film stars. 

 I argue that the relationship woven between movie-loving girlhood and imitation 

provides us with precious insight into how American girls related to screen actresses, but also 

how the film industry ambiguously addressed their young female followers. The film press often 

depicted girls’ imitation of film players in a negative light, as symptomatic of girlhood’s 

frivolous and depthless essence. Yet, I propose that girls utilized public imitation of stars in two 

important and self-aware ways: first, to render legible their affective investment in the movies. If 
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spotted wearing Pickford trademark curls or Bara’s famous dark-rimmed eyes in a public space, 

girls knew they would be readily intelligible to any film patron as a follower of that player. In 

this way, girls communicated their discriminatory spectatorial tastes and their affective alliances. 

Second, girl fans used the aesthetic markers popularized by celebrated thespians (hairstyle, dress 

code, make-up, mannerisms) to express their aspired identities. In other words, by taking up 

Pickford’s famous fallen ringlets, girls wanted to be legible as virginal and kind-hearted ingénues 

(Pickford’s typical screen characterization), and/or as autonomous businesswomen (Pickford’s 

offscreen identity). Similarly, by copying Bara’s dark slicked hair and sensual slithering 

movements, girl fans expressed sexual agency and power, the key tropes encoded in the vamp’s 

picture personality. 

 In this way I build upon Jackie Stacey’s work on female spectators’ “extra-cinematic 

identificatory practices.” Stacey argues that, when female fans replicated a star’s trademark look 

in their everyday life, they signaled a key desire to “tak[e] on of some aspect of a star’s 

identity.”2 I too propose that duplicating famous actresses’ appearance lent a sense of agency and 

legibility to young female fans. Unlike Stacey, though, I do not distinguish between “imitating 

behavior and activities and copying appearances.”3 Nothing in my research suggests that girl fans 

performed such a distinction, but instead derived equal amounts of power and pleasure from 

“copying” a star’s physical appearance and “imitating” her screen behavior. 

  However, I do argue that the film press linked girl fans to imitation as a way to 

undermine young females’ swelling agency and film authority. If adolescent girls were broadcast 

as automated copy-cats, evacuated of any original individuality and subjectivity, then they would 
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pose no threat to a patriarchal society increasingly destabilized by the rise of the Women’s 

Movement and their ongoing crusades for women’s vote, contraception rights, equal pay, and 

amendments to child labor laws. By the mid 1910s, these social struggles had started to affect the 

film industry’s relationship with young women and underage girls. Behind the scenes, the 

Children Protective Services combed through the work schedules of pubescent stars Mary Miles 

Minter and Shirley Mason seeking for excessive labor hours and school absences; while 

interviewers accosted leading ladies Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark with questions 

regarding universal suffrage and equal salaries. On the streets, girl fans grew rowdier and more 

outspoken, demanding more from their stars, writing opinionated notes to the press, and using 

the motion picture house as a site for romantic trysts and social rendezvouses. For an industry 

whose profit increasingly relied on women's and girls’ patronage and labor, it was beneficial if 

girls in their teens and early twenties were popularly perceived as dependent beings—beings 

who lacked the ability to form independent personalities but excelled in imitation, and that thus 

should be praised for placing their natural abilities under the protection of a rewarding, if rather 

paternalistic and patriarchal enterprise: that of the film industry.

 Although this demeaning tenor transversed most reports of girl fans’ imitative behavior 

publicized in the 1910s, I bring attention to the inherent ambiguities underpinning fan 

magazines’ fastening of girl fandom with imitation. For if fan magazines utilized prevalent 

scientific discourses on imitation to pathologize girls’ investment in the pictures, they also used 

imitation to buttress tales of rags-to-riches transformation abetted by the movie industry. As a 

result of this dual goal, the popular depiction of girl fandom quickly became paradoxical: on one 

hand, as we have seen in Chapter 2, the motion picture industry promoted girl fans as individual 
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members of a fun-loving community of starstruck sisters, and invited girls to express their 

unique life-stories in the pages of their interactive columns and entry-form of their beauty 

competitions. On the other hand though, the industry’s press machine portrayed young female 

fans as amorphous, homogenous identities, flattened by their universal availability to willingly 

surrogate a readymade screen personality. 

 In the following chapter, I examine these fundamental tensions formed between the girls’ 

agency and a movie industry that demanded girl fans to conform to intelligible, if oversimplified, 

prototypes of young femininity: vamps and ingénues, would-be starlets and movie-mad fans. 

Looking at press reports on girls’ copy of stars in tandem with girls’ reported testimonies, I trace 

the many roles “imitation” played in the film industry’s representation of girlhood— as fans and 

stars, as successful mimickers and failed suicides. Ultimately, I argue that the concept of 

“imitation” as it was applied by the popular press to movie-loving girlhood encapsulates the 

ambivalent response the film industry had to its growing reliance on girls in their teens and early 

twenties—not only as paid laborers (i.e. screenwriters and actresses), but moreover as paying 

patrons.

although reportage on movie fan-girls’ copy-cat outbreak peaked between 1916 and 1917, it must 

be noted that such cultural focus on mimetic behavior resulted from a larger revaluing of the 

conditionings shaping the formation of individual personalities. By the turn of the twentieth 

century, American culture paid close attention to the topic of imitation. At that same time, 

heredity, eugenics, and racial miscegenation became discursive touchstones in the negotiation of 

a sudden increase in urban migration and immigration rates; the fast development of mimetic 

technologies, such as the wireless telegraph, the telephone, radio transmitters, motion pictures, 
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phonographs, and dictaphones; and the unmooring shifting of gender roles within the public 

sphere. All these socio-technological changes and heightened ethnic differences fostered cultural 

anxieties about the formation of a cohesive American identity– a collective identity that could be 

made legible, structured, and moreover unique and inimitable. 

Theories of Imitation in the Early Twentieth Century: A Brief History

 By the early 1900s, two opposite schools of thought emerged within the fields of 

psychology, sociology, and anthropology, both trying to account for the role imitation played in 

shaping individual personalities and social structures. In his seminal text, “A Theory of Imitation 

in Social Psychology” (1901), Charles A. Ellwood championed Darwinistic views that linked 

imitation with natural selection: “the important thing is to recognize that [...] the process of 

imitation is at every turn limited, controlled, and modified by a series of instinctive impulses 

which have become relatively fixed in the individual through a process of evolution by natural 

selection.”4 The impulse to imitate, Ellwood argued, was genetically encoded in individuals 

through inherited transmission. Habits and behaviors that proved to enhance a subject’s life 

would be biologically passed on to the next generation and continuously imitated by one’s kin, 

while enfeebling patterns would be naturally discarded. Through this generational self-

regulation, betterment of the communal ancestral stock was lastly achieved. Reiterating leading 

eugenic theories which advocated for racial differentiation, social discrimination, and biological 

determinism, in short, the psychologist claimed that imitation functioned as an innate learning-

tool that guaranteed the survival of a superior Western race.
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 Experimental psychologist James M. Baldwin and pioneering French sociologist Gabriel 

Tarde diverged from the determinist theories forwarded by eugenic scientists such as Ellwood, 

anthropologist Francis Galton, biologist Charles B. Davenport, and psychologist Henry H. 

Goddard, among others. In Imitation: A Chapter in the Natural History of Consciousness (1894), 

Baldwin suggested that imitation was a “conscious and voluntary” process, contingent on 

environmental and social factors and not simply on heredity.5 Further, Baldwin placed the 

individual, not the collective race, at the centre of his imitation-model. According to his thesis, 

self-recognition explained children’s mimesis of parents, as well as the imitative behavior 

generated amongst adults who inhabited the same social circles. This model created a more 

equalizing relation between individuals and societies than that furthered by Darwinists since each 

subject held the empowering potential to function both as producer and replicator of widely co-

opted behaviors and mores. In his influential book, The Laws of Imitation (1890), Tarde argued 

for a similar inclusive take on imitation, defending cross-pollination between different cultures, 

social classes, and ethnic backgrounds. Releasing imitation from the shackles of genetic 

determinism, the French sociologist proposed that, 

 far from smothering their true originality, [resemblance and imitation] foster and favour 

 it. [...] Instead of patterning one’s self after one person or after a few, we borrow from a 

 hundred, a thousand [..] each of whom is considered under a particular aspect, the 

 elements of thought or action which we subsequently combine, the very nature and 

 choice of these elementary copies, as well as their combination, expresses and 
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 accentuates our original personality. And this is, perhaps, the chief benefit that results 

 from prolonged action of imitation.6

 Adding to the heated debates on imitation, in Democracy and Empire (1900), sociologist 

F. Henry Giddings further observed that “the real basis of our discrimination in selecting models 

for imitation is the consciousness of similarity or of ‘kind’.”7 In other words, although 

individuals could be exposed to a variety of potential imitation-models, those bearing 

resemblance to the subject’s natural traits tended to be more readily mimicked. Likeness 

beckoned imitation, social psychologists suggested, and imitation of widely available models 

translated into an impulse towards self-betterment and social enhancement. 

 Voicing deep-seated fears that the homogenization of the population would mirror that of 

mechanical standardization, eugenicists discarded Baldwin’s and Tarde’s imitation theories as 

“mechanical; [as if] men might be copying machines and still reproduce the social 

process.”Ellwood, in particular, criticized this standardized way of construing social 

organizations as divorced from the “life-process.”8 Without accounting for the inborn 

characteristics amassed through hereditary transmission, determinists believed that the individual 

would be transformed in a senseless machine that merely copied one’s environment.

  Contemporary feminist historians Ruth Leys and Susan A. Glenn have importantly 

demonstrated that turn-of-the-century debates on imitation and personality-formation always 

addressed female subjectivity as a separate chapter, clearly deviating from the male-centric 
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standard of stability and cohesion.9 Scientists imagined men as paradigms of psychological 

autonomy and self-awareness, which led to their early dismissal of imitative behavior. Hall, for 

instance, remarked that “a boy has some self-knowledge; a girl understands very little of herself 

or of the motives of her conduct, for her life is more ruled by deep unconscious instincts.”10 

Weininger similarly argued that “women lack[ed] an intelligible self, [...] or any intrinsic value. 

As women have no intrinsic value in their own eyes, they strive to become objects of evaluation 

by others, to acquire a value in the eyes of others. [...] For a man on the other hand, the greatest 

disgrace, above all in his eyes, is to rely on anything alien to him.”11 Both thinkers also proposed 

that men forged a cogent sense of self in their teen years. Mimicry played a fugitive and essential 

part of their recapitulative childhoods, abandoned as soon as white, adolescent boys grew into 

self-reliant, civilized adults. 

 Women though, early-twentieth-century psychologists observed, lingered in those earlier 

stages of development dictated by mimetic behavior. These arguments unfortunately did not 

diverge much from those proposed earlier by Gustave Le Bon, Jean-Martin Charcot, Charles 

Darwin, and other nineteenth-century male scientists who, as we have seen, alerted to women’s 

psychological derivativeness and perennial childlike subjectivity. Charcot would famously link 

femininity and mimicry in the figure of the hysteric, who he claimed epitomized “the lower, less 

volitional type of mind.” Other examples of natural-born mimickers included “the 

underdeveloped child, the parrot, [and] the idiot.” 12
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 In short, the two schools of thought may have diverged on their views of imitation but 

clearly agreed on their understanding of female psychology: perpetually arrested in a state of 

childish mimicry and self-ignorance, females in their teens could only formed a fledgling 

identity, always derived from external models—namely popular opinions, mass-marketed 

images, and institutionalized icons such as the maternal Virgin, the transgressive Magdalene, the 

transformative Cinderella and, by the 1910s, the glamorous Movie Star. In the early 1910s, Hall 

described the adolescent girl very much in this vein: as a plastic and impressionable being, so 

“vulnerable to scores of fads, and so imitative that everything in her environment affects her and 

is registered in her body and soul. Imitation and suggestibility in girls [further climaxed] for 

following copy set by older adult women as maturity comes to have interest and meaning.”13 In 

other words, according to Hall, adolescent girls were biologically incapable of drafting an 

independent identity: only through imitation of implemented models, and by fusion with a 

communal counsel, could girls form an understanding of their selfhood, as well as of the world 

around them. 

 Constant and foundational, girls’ imitation of elected female role-models further tended 

to focus on superficial aspects of one’s everyday presentation of the self rather than on 

intellectual models. In their imitative behavior, girls always privileged affectations and “modes 

of personal adornment, accents, [...an] inflection, smile [...] automatisms [...] the poise of head, 

[and] mode of using handkerchief, fan or parasol;”14 or even “a more tasteful dress and hair style, 

a striking posture, down to the shops they frequent and the recipes they use for cooking.”15
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 Weininger concurred that girlhood’s imitative behavior originated from an essential 

psychic emptiness. In his pivotal work Sex and Character (1903), the German philosopher 

bemoaned “how very easily” nubile females fell prey to automatic imitation, copy, and 

appropriation:

 Girls borrow their beliefs and their ideas not only from their ‘own’ man [...] but also 

 from their fathers and mothers, their uncles and aunts, their brothers and sisters, their near 

 relatives and distant acquaintances, and they are glad if an opinion is created for them.[...] 

 Nor do they feel that by copying each other in this way they are demeaning themselves, 

 as they would be bound to feel if they had an individuality.16 

 Even Baldwin, whose theories proposed that imitation of external traits attested to a 

complex psychological engagement, made a caveat for young American females:

 Thoughts and opinions are copied because they are most important; and as the copier 

 thinks with another he acts with him, since like thought produces like conduct. But in fact 

 is there such a general truth? American ladies take their styles in dress from the French, 

 but they have little respect for the sentiments of French social circles: they rather imitate 

 in literature and higher things the opinions of the English, whose dress they consider 

 inferior.17 
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 In this passage, Baldwin implies that “American ladies” lack the necessary psychological 

depth that otherwise would make his thesis a “general truth.” Existing completely on the surface, 

females’ identity-formation resembled mechanical modes of reproduction devoid of intellectual 

engagement: automatic copy and readymade duplication. Their identity also resulted from a 

series of appropriations that focused solely on the superficial, such as fashion. Thus American 

girls’ social self resulted from borrowing “styles of dress from the French;” and their inner self 

from “imitating the opinions of the English, whose dress they consider inferior.”

 Imagined as “diffuse, changeable, lacking any core of individuality and permanent 

identity,”18 by the early twentieth century, young females became popularly identified by its love 

for the frivolous and the ornamental, as well as by its unstable and inauthentic—and hence 

readily reproducible and erasable— personhood. By the second decade of the twentieth century, 

such a formative (if biased) understanding of female subjectivity came to be mapped onto girl 

fans’ prevalent imitation of successful movie actresses.

Reportage and Self-Representation: Imitation in Girl Fans’ Everyday Life

 By 1916, film magazines and popular newspapers reported that Mary Curtin was not 

alone in her imitation of an established movie archetype (in her case that of the privileged and 

consumptive girl fan). According to extensive features, fan letters, cartoons and anecdotes 

published in various press outlets, several girl fans expressed their boundless love for the 

pictures by incorporating in their everyday identities an actress’ trademark hairstyle, attire, or 

mannerism. In a serial story, Photoplay explained “a schoolgirl’s ‘crush’ on the star,” Marcia 
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Trent,  as “a delirium that found expression in constant [...] imitation of her clothes, voice, and 

mannerisms.”19 Two years later, Motion Picture Magazine even published some of the “love 

letters” school-age girls sent to Universal’s leading lad, Mae Marsh. The desire to mimic the star 

transversed many of these epistles: Irma Green recounted that “the girls at our school pretend we 

are movie stars. Three of the girls in my class dont [sic] speak because all of them wanted yo be 

you, Mae Murray. Send me a picture and a letter saying I have your permission to play like I am 

you.” Stella G., a high-schooler from New England, candidly confessed to “have blonde hair like 

yours, and [to be] trying to look like you.”20  

 According to the press, girl fans across the nation elected preeminent young-looking 

actresses as their role models. Mary Pickford, in particular, elicited fervent admiration from 

female audiences, specially prepubescent and adolescent girls. For instance, in 1916, a movie 

goer described his encounter with “a maiden fair and sweet /with beauteous eyes and figure neat/ 

[who] gracefully moved along.” When the lovestruck man inquired: “Where did you learn the 

art? I cried/ That queenly grace, that royal pride?,” the girl confessed that such charms resulted 

from faithfully mimicking her “model.” “In manner quaint and solemn,” she replied: “ ‘I am 

reading Mary Pickford’s column.’”21 In 1919, a Houston journalist further trumpeted Pickford’s 

exceeding popularity amongst girl fans when he described the youthful enthusiasm surrounding a 

kids’ matinee of Daddy Long Legs. Although Pickford counted boys amongst her Texas 
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followers, the most abundant devotees were school-age “girls—blonde, brunette, and red-headed 

girls. [...]; girls with curls and girls with bobbed hair.”22 

  According to Pickford’s own admission, “these charming girls” not only avidly consumed 

her screen work, but also frequently wrote to the actress “hold[ing] me strictly accountable for 

everything I do. If I do or say something in a picture which does not come up to their ideals of 

what I should be, they promptly write to tell me of their disappointment.” Hinging her screen 

fame on girls’ fandom, Pickford welcomed the opinions of girl fans, expertly stimulating the 

necessary familiarity that encouraged their reverent imitation: “You haven’t any idea how much I 

enjoy the confidence of these girls. [...] Indeed, I am very particular to act only in such pictures 

and play such parts as will enable me to retain the high opinion that is held of me by my great 

family of friends, the girls who attend motion picture theaters. [...] I really owe a great deal to all 

of them.”23 

 Pickford’s curls, specifically, seemed to elicit exemplary fascination— and copy— from 

her young female fans. As Film Fun observes, “curls and girls have been pals for ages but it 

remained for Mary Pickford to give the curl strictly modern publicity. [...] Imitation is the 

sincerest flattery, and the number of curls worn in imitation of Mary Pickford’s, if placed in a 

curly line, would reach from Hollywood to Fort Lee.”24  In 1916, journalist Marjorie McCoy 

Enos spotted one of the many Pickford imitators amidst the bustle of a movie exposition. The 

imitator, “Daisy,” is described as “very pale and frightfully slender; clay-colored hair, done a la 

Mary Pickford, and all ‘dolled-up;’ [...with], hands that outrivaled in ‘jewels’ even the most 
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prosperously endowed star.”25 That same year, Miss. Clare D. Robeson, a moviegoer from New 

Jersey, penned a humorous limerick titled “The Curl Cant Make the Gurl,” commenting on 

recurrent sightings of Pickford’s look-a-likes: “This is a very curious world/ So many things are 

happ’nin;/ For all the girls/ Wear Mary Pickford curls.”26 

 By 1917, poet and film critic Nicholas Vachel Lindsay found more of Pickford’s eager 

copy-cats at a film screening of Poor Little Rich Girl. Sympathetically, Lindsay marveled at the 

pervasiveness of “the Mary Pickford curls [...] that mix up eight and sixteen”-year-old girls. 

Regardless of their childish connotations, the fallen curls were worn by “girls to the age of 

twenty-two” in what the author deemed was an attempt to affect perennial youth and pay homage 

to the beloved star. In fact, imitation of Pickford’s trademark “look” was so prevalent amidst girl 

fans that they transversed social classes: “shop-girls” wore the “curls” on the street and at work, 

while middle-class girls “w[ore] them to university classes, unless spoken to by the dean of 

women.” In awe of the actress’s emulative power, the critic concluded that, in America during 

the late 1910s, “Mary Pickford [was as] imitated as was Queen Victoria in her youth.”27

 With such insistent reportage, it did not take long for imitative behavior to be inscribed in 

the discursive underpinnings of “the screen-struck girl” stereotype. Similar to Enos’s first-person 

assessment, reports on aspiring actresses mimicking the looks of famous film divas often carried 

undertones of criticism, satire, and jocularity. In 1917, Photoplay published a pen-and-ink 

drawing of an older woman and a young girl (Fig. 4). The matronly lady approached a booth 

labeled “Information;” next to her, the diminutive girl with fallen curls and a demure calf-length 
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dress wrangled her purse and gazed anxiously at the empty booth. On top of the image, a caption 

read, “Ever present: mother and her 1917 model lilliangish,” dismissively referring to the endless 

flow of Gish’s look-a-likes who everyday went by the movie studios seeking an audition or a 

contract.28 

 That same year, The New York Tribune also identified “the girl who has been told she 

resembles Theda Bara and makes you guess who it is she looks like” as a highly pervasive and 

thus readily recognizable type of female spectator.29 The accompanying drawing shows an 

inexpressive girl whose vague resemblance to Bara is skewed by the blank artificiality of her 

made-up face and hair (Fig. 5). Likewise, in 1918, columnist Nixola Greeley-Smith commented 

on the widespread imitation of illustrious movie actresses by devoted wage-earning fans:

 

 Whenever I meet a girl in New York, I am apt to have the impression that I have seen 

 her before. And nearly always it turns out that she seems to me a familiar friend because 

 of a laboriously cultivated resemblance to some heroine of the films. Mary Pickford 

 has sold me hairpins, often calling out ‘Cash!” to June Caprice or Marguerite Clark. 

 Theda Bara has condescended to sell me hats sometimes. Olga Petrova has assured me 

 languidly that ‘this really is a decent little gown for such a small price.’30

 

 If Mary Curtin likely impersonated a familiar representation of fervent girl fandom in 

order to make her movie devotion intelligible to Motion Picture Magazine’s readers, these New 
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York City girls “laboriously cultivated resemblance to some heroine of the films” in order to 

externalize what they perceived as their inner “star” self. Consequently, a cashier fancied herself 

a childlike waif and fashioned herself in Pickford’s likeness; a hat-seller perceived herself a 

sensual vamp and mimicked Bara’s sensual style. Through their trademark look, these celebrities 

had come to embody two distinct models of young femininity: Pickford’s unfettered blonde 

curls, dimpled smiles, and above-the-ankle dresses signified conservative values of pastoral 

innocence and girlish virginity; while Bara’s dark sleek hair, aquiline features, heavily Kohl-

lidded eyes, and tight gowns evoked modern anxieties regarding toxic foreignness and female 

sexuality. I suggest that, by imitating such well-known film types, these wage-earning girl fans 

enacted a complex process of spectatorial identification outlined by Stacey: “on one hand they 

[fans] value[d] the difference [between themselves and the stars] for taking them into a world in 

which their desires could be potentially fulfilled; on the other, they value[d] similarity for 

enabling them to recognise qualities they already ha[d].”31 

  Far from solipsistic and irrational, girls’ imitation of actresses’ famous appearance 

stemmed from a self-aware willingness to “enjoy the differences between self and idealised self,” 

as well as to capitalize on the perceived physical similarities between self and star. In order 

words, girls who imitated Pickford’s curls likely believed that their facial features already 

resembled the dainty actress’, so by copying her hairstyle, they amplified an innate quality as 

means to grow closer to an idealized self: a self that was as respected, well-liked, and 

prosperously employed as Pickford. Though built on imitative behavior, this process of “self-

transformation to become more like the star” did not necessarily spell disempowerment or self-
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erasure, as I will show later in this chapter.32 Often replicating a star’s mannerisms or hairdo 

filled girl fans with a sense of self-worth and transformative possibility. In fact, girls adopted 

such legible physical tropes as a shorthand language that could make their imaginary self, as well 

as their fandom, immediately readable to a distracted clientele, a group of fellow movie lovers, 

or a passing film executive. 

 When confronted with “doubles” of female stars, however, most journalists did not feel 

amusing appreciation or recognition, but were troubled by an uncomfortable sensation of déjà-

vu. Not only uncanny, that sensation was somewhat saddening, for the girl fans’ blatant imitation 

of accomplished picture personalities seemed to denounce their own inability to form an 

independent identity. Journalists argued that movie mimickers, such as these New York wage-

earning girls, wore their dreams for stardom and public recognition on their replicative faces; 

through their derivative doubling, however, the girls also render bare their psychological 

emptiness, or at least their intrinsic inauthenticity. 

 Enos’s description of Daisy similarly conveyed a negative understanding of girl fans’ 

imitative behavior. “Chewing her gum like ‘a lady’,” poking the crowd with her “bony elbows,” 

and loudly expressing her admiration for Harold Lockwood, “a la Pickford” Daisy appeared as a 

flattened caricature, crude, tasteless, and tragically evacuated of any self-awareness and 

originality. The markers of Daisy’s mimicry—her borrowed hairdo and knock-off “jewels”— 

ultimately reinforced pejorative stereotypes of feminized movie-loving, as much as did Daisy’s 

delusional movie crush and her oblivious boisterousness. 
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 Perhaps not coincidentally, before Enos’s reported girl fan, there had been another 

famous Daisy: Henry James’s fictional Daisy Miller (1879), an archetype of late-nineteenth-

century American girlhood. This literary forerunner was also characterized by innate 

derivativeness and psychological incoherence. According to James, adolescent Daisy “was 

composed of charming little parts [but] that didn’t match and that made no ensemble.”33 That 

was the lasting impression a reporter visiting Los Angeles had of the would-be actresses littering 

the city of broken dreams: a collection of second-rate imitators, a depthless and replicative crowd 

of  “stunning stenographers and dazzling desk polishers [...] eager to crowd Pickford and Theda 

off the screen. [...So such so that] even the waitress who throws one’s hot cakes [...looks like] the 

living image of Clara Kimball Young.”34 

 These examples show that imitation of stars by fans became embedded in popular 

discourse as an exclusively female characteristic, found only within the realm of screen-struck 

girl fandom and delirious feminine stargazing. A fan letter sent to Motion Picture Magazine in 

1917 makes this gender distinction all the more evident. Analyzing the tell-tale “symptoms” of 

the so-called “Theda Bara Fever,” Miss Grace Trotter from Dallas remarks that “if the victim is a 

man the case is hopeless. If the victim is a young girl [however] she expresses a desire for black 

hair. Attempts to make eyes larger and darker. Is sometimes discovered practicing vampirish 

actions before mirror.”35 In short, while male followers’ sexual attraction to the exotic actress 

rendered them “hopeless” inamoratos, girls’ fandom transformed them in parroting puppets. Such 

a derogatory take on girls’ psychological susceptibility mirrored that influentially proposed by 
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male scientists such as Otto Weininger who, in 1903, argued that “a duplication or multiplication 

of self have been observed only in woman,” because only female subjects possessed the required 

pliable blankness and osmotic aptitude to exist as fractured/incomplete identities.36

 This popular belief in girls’ psychological fragmentation and mimetic proclivity also 

coincided with a moment in film history when audiences grew fascinated by actors 

impersonating “dual roles” in one single production. Duplicated by trick cinematography, 

thespians could now play against their own image. Tellingly, the overwhelming majority of these 

double-exposed roles were performed by female actresses, many of them young ingénues like 

Mary Pickford, Anita Stewart, Violet Mersereau, and Ella Hall. Similarly, the only pairs of 

biological doubles gracing American screens during the 1910s were two acts composed by girls 

in their teens—the Thanhouser Twins and the Vitagraph Twins, respectively formed by 

Madeleine and Marion Fairbanks, and Edna and Alice Nash. Such pervasive representations of 

split female selfhood and replicative physiognomy ultimately reinforced deep-seated notions that  

women harbored a naturally fragmented and incoherent psyche, as well as an inborn instinct for 

copy, reproduction, and self-erasure. 

 In fact, historian Susan A. Glenn observes that, between 1900 and 1920, imitation was “a 

highly charged and widely discussed concept,”37 that not only permeated social theory and film 

production but that also took over the American stage. Glenn argues that American audiences’s 

fascination with seeing celebrities mimicked on stage came hand-in-hand with a national disquiet 

and pervasive curiosity regarding “mass production, the role of the artist as critical observer, and 
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[...] the significance of imitation for the constitution of the self.”38 It is interesting then that 

female performers in their teens “personified the mimetic moment in American comedy.”39 

According to Glenn, girls and young women dominated the trade because they were already 

culturally perceived as “fluid selves,” unfixed subjectivies that, “lacking a core identity of [their] 

own,” could be easily molded into the appearance of another—could, moreover, convincingly 

erase oneself and surrogate a well-defined and well-known personality. 40 As a result, ads and 

acts that compared the mimetic actresses to technological reproduction proliferated in the early 

twentieth century, a period when mass culture teemed with gramophones, dictaphones, 

phonographs, photographic cameras, motion pictures, and many other mechanical reproduction 

devices. 

 However, demonstrating a great measure of self-awareness, female thespians and girl 

fans utilized the derisive understanding of women’s innate mimetic proclivities to their 

advantage, often promoting themselves as skilled impersonators whose resemblance to a copying 

machine had been achieved via a very human talent and a very cunning personality. In the press 

discourse on female acting, imitation became thus repackaged as a positive practice. In motion 

picture “double” competitions—particularly popular between 1915 and 1916— we can see how 

girl fans responded to this call for imitative behavior, often using it to express dreams of stardom 

or showcase their favorite physical attributes. 
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Encouraging Imitation: Fan Competitions and Successful Mimickers

 Tracing the development of early-twentieth century discussions on the process of 

imitation instrumentally clarifies how the star system—interacting with audiences through the 

mediation of film fan magazines—came to construe adolescent girls as natural-born imitators, 

young subjectivities bereft of a defined identity, and thus perennially seeking for a readymade 

personality that they could easily adopt as their own. If at the turn of the century psychologists 

and novelists described girls as ideal consumers, mindlessly prowling department stores and city 

streets in a quest for distracted entertainment and self-indulgent consumption, in the mid-1910, 

film fan magazines depicted young girls as empty subjectivities, highly pliable and highly 

imitative, perusing movie screens and printed pages in search of the right model to copy. As 

suggested by Giddings, that model should be both familiar and appealing to the imitator— and 

what was more familiar and ubiquitously appealing to American movie fan girls than their 

consecrated idols, the beautiful and prosperous female film stars?

 By 1915, the popular press and movie fan magazines responded with ambiguity to 

screen-struck girls’ imitation of well-established picture personalities. On one hand, as we have 

seen, journalists and movie-goers criticized girl fans’ over-identification with famous actresses, 

finding their eagerness to adopt a star’s trademark look either pathological, foolish, infantile, or 

simply annoying. Even a bona-fide girl star such as Marguerite Clark eventually came forward to 

rebuff the senselessness of screen-struck girls who “d[id] not realize that because they happen to 

have curls like Mary Pickford, or eyes like Pauline Frederick, these offer no absolute assurance 

that they can act.”41 
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 On the other hand though, such osmotic adaptability was encouraged by movie 

magazines and exploited in their fan competitions. For instance, in November 1915, Photoplay 

urged a girl from Detroit to “certainly, if you think you are ‘a double’ sends us your picture at 

once.”42 That same year, eleven-year-old Helen Friday from Missouri won first prize at Motion 

Picture Magazine’s “Movie Games” contest. She achieved such an honor by publicizing her 

favorite pastime: “playing picture shows.” The game hinged on Helen and her younger sister, 

Elsa Lou, imitating famous actresses: “I play the part of Mary Pickford,” the girl explained, “for 

I have long curls like Mary. [...My] sister is Ruth Stonehouse.”43  Included in her letter was a 

family photograph that showed Helen standing amongst her siblings, her hair twirled in curls, her 

fallen locks adorned with a flapping bow, her smile docile just “like Mary” (Fig. 6).  By publicly 

rewarding Helen’s mimetic behavior, the movie magazine clearly encouraged prepubescent girl 

fans’ visible imitation of popular girl stars 

 In a similar vein, Photoplay’s “Beauty and Brains” contest (1915-1916) asked aspiring 

actresses to submit their studio headshots so a panel of movie experts could diagnose their screen 

potential. Although the magazine did not regulate girls’ photographs—ultimately offering them a 

rare freedom to author their own imaginary movie persona—the call for entries textually hinted 

that the contest searched for a legible “type” of American girlhood: rosy cheeks, fallen hair, 

dimpled smiles, and jovial disposition defined a model of femininity the magazine romantically 

dubbed “Pulchritude and Perspicacity,” “morning loveliness and consecrated ambition,” “the 

pluck of American womanhood.”44 Photoplay then linked such attributes with famous young 
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actresses—”Mabel Normand, Anita Stewart, Mae Marsh, Marguerite Courtot” and so on—being 

fully aware that, in the American audience’s collective imagination, these feminine qualities were 

best personified by the original girl-child, Mary Pickford, and her long line of lookalikes, the 

many ringleted ingénues who governed the American screens in the 1910s.45  

 In fact, the large majority of female competitors submitted self-portraits that replicated 

the general conventions found in these young actresses’ publicity images: long, curly hair; 

wistful looks into the distance; a body bejeweled with pearls, wrapped in light gauze and frills; 

or demurely holding flowers. It is impossible to determine if girl fans’ imitation resulted from 

what sociologist Erving Goffman called “a throughly calculating performative act”46 or if, 

unconsciously, they recreated a familiar and yet very accomplished paradigm of girlhood. What 

can be examined, though, is how Photoplay indirectly reinforced the importance of girls’ 

imitative behavior by, for example, praising one of the winners—Florence Gray from 

Washington— for having “Clara Kimball Young eyes.”47 Since Young was one of the 

competition’s appointed judges, duplicating established stars’ physical traits seemed implicitly 

recommended in order to win the “Beauty and Brains” contest. Similarly, when reporting that 

one of Tacoma’s high-school girls had made it to the last round of the pageant, The Tacoma 

Times attributed Caroline Moore’s phenomenal success to the fact that she “strangely resembles 
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the Pickford and Anita Stewart type, who happen to be her favorite. She is a small, winsome 

girl.”48 

 More emphatically, Photoplay stimulated girl fans’ duplicative behavior in another girls-

only competition launched in 1915. Dubbed “Doubles,” the nationwide contest invited female 

readers who resembled a young movie actress to publicize their natural resemblance in the 

magazine’s pages. The pageant was clearly geared only to young females: “your friend, or your 

sister, or your daughter,” the October call for entries beckoned, “YOU [...] the girl who looks like 

Mary Pickford, [...] Marguerite Courtot [...] or Ella Hall.”49 Exclusively encouraging girl fans to 

imitate young actresses’ manufactured looks, Photoplay’s bombastic exhortations subliminally 

reinstated the prevalent perception that duplication of self was part and parcel of female fan 

identity. 

 In the following number, associations between young femininity and mechanically 

reproduced mass culture, as well as between girl fandom and self-evacuating derivativeness, 

became more overtly manifested as “the procession of doubles” unfolded. A well-stocked 

repository of picture personalities were imitated: wifely Alice Joyce-Moore; childlike Ella Hall; 

aristocratic Anita Stewart; homely Mabel Truenelle; athletic Lillian Walker; and vampish Theda 

Bara (Figs. 7 & 8) . Positioned in the center of the page, the fans’ “resemblance photographs” 

were given preponderance over the actresses’ diminutive headshots.50 Similar to their “Beauty 

and Brains” sisters, the “Doubles” participants found their imitative behavior rewarded: arranged 

and adorned in a way that highlighted their likeness to the chosen stars, the fans’ faces were 
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enlarged and framed by an oval trim that resembled the aesthetics of a movie close-up. 

Construing the printed page as a magnified limelight, that moment of successful mimicry became 

the girl fan’s coveted fifteen minutes of fame. Ironically, such individualizing celebrity could 

only be achieved by shedding one’s unique personality and surrogating a manufactured picture 

personality.

 Although the competition seemed to merit and compensate female fans’ mimetic abilities, 

the captions below these images further undermined an empowering public display of girl 

fandom; they also ultimately reasserted negative views on female fan identity. Aligning young 

femininity with a perniciously inauthentic mechanical culture, the girl fans were insistently 

described as “duplicate,” “make-believe,” “fake,” or “fabricated.” The stars, on the other hand, 

were presented as “the real Lilian Walker,” “the veritable  Joyce-Moore,”  or “the veritable 

Trunnelle.”51 

 The irony of such biased distinctions— inherently linking female fame and celebrity with 

authenticity and anonymous girl fans with derivativeness and massification— is that popular 

press imagined film actresses as equally manufactured composites. Motion Picture Classics 

journalist Harry J. Smalley, for instance, delineated “The Movie Girl whom you all adore” as “a 

composite picture. [...] Her name is Mary, or Bess, or Nell, Marguerite, Norma, Mabel, or Belle

—or any one of a hundred more. [...] Her eyes may be brown, or gray, or blue; raven her hair or 

of golden hue.”52 In 1917,  the Kansas City Star incited “movie bug” readers to think of “the 

most popular movie actress” as an assembled “composite:” “fashion Marguerite Clark’s hair, a 

face shaped like Elsie Ferguson’s, Elaine Hammerstein’s eyes, Bessie Love’s mouth and Mary 
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Pickford’s nose [and] a figure like Irene Castle’s.”53 That same year, a novelization of Famous 

Players’ Snow White (1916) similarly characterized the ideal film heroine as “a sort of composite 

of Marguerite Clark and a Harrison Fisher magazine cover.”54 By 1919, The Service Paper 

described Mary Pickford as “a composite personality, a person of many selves.”55 

 In short, resulting from the amalgamation of mass-marketed media—of illustrated 

women’s magazine covers, lithographies, and cut-and-paste movie types— female picture 

personalities emerged as the embodiment of a highly industrialized and multimediated new 

visual culture. When implying that girl fans’s imitation of stars rendered them unoriginal or 

inauthentic, thus movie magazines attempted to lend humanity and genuineness to profitable 

screen personalities, while diluting the fact that these female stars were, essentially, well-dressed 

illusions manufactured by a proficient press machine.

 Additionally, “Doubles” juxtaposition of the two framed photographs— that of “the real” 

star echoing the image of her “make-believe twin”— referenced a historically prevalent and 

popularly legible representation of female subjectivity: that of the attractive girl and her mirrored 

reflection. Early-twentieth-century art production and movie promotion crystalized women’s 

reputedly self-referential obsession and duplicitous nature in the mass-circulated image of the 

young girl narcissistically gazing into a looking-glass. So much so that when in December 1913 

Harper's Monthly Magazine had to pick an image to convey “The Eternal Feminine,” they 

selected an illustration by Anna Whelan Betts. The drawing portrayed a pubescent girl in a calf-
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length white dress, standing on a stoop and trying to reach a vanity mirror to better dress her hair 

(Fig. 9).

  In his comprehensive analysis of female depictions in nineteenth-century art, historian 

Bram Dijkstra notes that the prevalence of “the woman-and-her-mirror” motif reflected a broader 

cultural understanding of girls’ flattened  and circular “moonlike existence.” Resultantly, in 

popular imagination the motif of the girl and her mirror became a synonym of girlhood’s 

definitional “vanity, self-absorption,[...] her passivity, her imitativeness.”56 More recently, 

cultural historian Mark Pendergrast has linked the early-twentieth-century proliferation of the 

feminized “mirror motif” with America’s changing mores. According to Pendergrast, the multiple 

images of girls facing full-length mirrors found in early-twentieth-century mass-marketed ads, 

magazine illustrations, postcards, movies, and actresses’ photographs reflected “a modern 

sensibility” that above all “valued consumption, leisure, entertainment, thrills, upward mobility, 

youth, image, and sex, [...] a society glittering with reflective surfaces [where] superficial values 

triumphed.”57

 In his portrayal of suicidal Eleanor, Oppenheim exemplarily captured this accepted belief 

that young femininity symbolized a vapid and solipsist “modern sensibility.” Even as she 

contemplated taking her own life, the adolescent protagonist was unable to see pass her innate 

shallowness and “girlhood vanity:” 
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 She drew back from the window, and looked thoughtfully into the glass. By the 

 flickering of the light of a candle she studied herself [...]. It was true, she decided 

 thoughtfully, that she was good to look upon [...]. She passed her long white fingers 

 though the waving clusters of red-brown hair, and laughed softly to herself. She 

 wondered what manner of death would leave her beauty most undisturbed.58

 Studio-photographs of young actresses issued throughout the 1910s continued the 

tradition established by nineteenth-century art. Promotional shots of young actresses looking at 

mirrors and dreamily admiring their reflection grew abundant in the early years of the star 

system. For instance, in 1913 seventeen-year-old Muriel Ostriche appeared in Motion Picture 

Story Magazine dressed in a white, frilly nightgown, her reflected image demurely pressing a 

bouquet of flowers against her bosom. Twelve-year-old Edna May Hammel held her shin with 

clutched fists and adored her reflection mirrored in a triptych looking-glass 59 (Fig. 10). In 1915, 

serial heroine Helen Holmes placed an oval mirror by her eyes and offered readers of Photoplay 

a double view of her intense gaze.60 Ethel Clayton appeared surrounded by mirrors— in one 

image posing coyly by a vanity in the intimacy of her boudoir, and in a “double likeness,” 

surrounded by furs, holding a single rose in full bloom and leaning against her reflection. 

Juxtaposed, the two images express a doubling within Clayton’s own star text: on the screen, the 

actress impersonated both the homebound ingénue  and the exotic vixen.61 That year, the New 
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York Dramatic Mirror depicted another Lubin leading lady, Florence Hackett, facing a full-body 

mirror and romantically caressing her reflected image (Fig. 11).62 By January 1919, an 

illustration of Dorothy Gish wearing a dark wig and gazing into her mirrored twin made the 

cover of Motion Picture Magazine .

 The images described here are but a reduced sample of a plethora of promotional 

photographs depicting girl stars reflected in glassy surfaces. However, this sample clearly 

illustrates the deep-seated preconception that females’ psychological superficiality—particularly 

actresses’— was best represented by their close-circuited kinship with mirrors and self-

reflections. Significantly, to my knowledge, similar photos of male actors were rare or even 

non-existent.

 By the mid-1910s, however, promotional images of female stars gazing into their mirrors 

became more ambiguous as the images increasingly invited audiences to engage in a consensual 

act of peeping-tom-foolery. Apparently candid snapshots offered readers the illusion of peeking 

behind the scenes and catch the player at her most vulnerable—that private instant of preparation 

before being on camera when the actress’ screen mask was still not completely painted on. In 

1915 Photoplay showed Seena Owens, “Fine Art’s wonderful child” in her nightgown and 

bonnet, applying lipstick in a small compact mirror while shyly smiling at the camera.63 Grace 

Cunard appeared in costume, sitting by her four-mirrored vanity, combs and brushes spread on 

the dresser.64 Lillian Gish’s dimpled face was captured in a backstage mirror as she applied 
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makeup before stepping in front of the camera.65 In 1917, Mary Pickford seemed “caught in the 

act” while sitting in her dressing-room. A hairdresser handled Pickford’s long curls while the 

actress concentrated on holding up a mirror to her face and smearing powder on her cheeks 66 

(Fig. 12). That same year, Anita Stewart posed for Motion Picture Classic in her sleepwear, 

congenially inviting audiences to witness her morning routine unfold in front of a tall, bedroom 

mirror.67 Stewart smiled and tugged at her white satin blouse, the studied gesture affecting that 

the actress was indeed about to switch from her domestic to her screen persona (Fig. 13). 

 Although they reinforced negative stereotypes of feminine self-absorption and narcissism, 

these “backstage” photographs also revealed broader ambivalences influencing how the star 

system constructed its female picture personalities. On one hand, the movie press marketed 

young actresses as empowered laborers, serious artists, and hardworking businesswomen 

committed to their craft. However, in popular imagination, these girl stars were still referred to as 

“painted women,” untethered performers caked in suggestive makeup and displayed on a big 

screen for all the world to see. Throughout the early 1910s, screen actresses inherited much of 

the prejudices linked with stage acting.68 According to nineteenth-century codes of social 

conduct, for a single girl to desire success under the revealing footlights—instead of a cloistered 

life of maternal and marital bliss—she had to harbor a poorly defined personality, exhibitionist 

tendencies, and lewd desires. As several newspaper articles of the 1910s show, film actresses 

were constantly interrogated about their individual morals and work ethics, as well as the general 
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wholesomeness of a business that thrived on a workforce made up of unmarried, unchaperoned, 

and often underaged girls. Backstage photographs depicting screen actresses and their mirrors 

did not completely resolve this tension, but they attempted to legitimize the movie acting 

profession by depicting makeup and mirrors not as self-indulgent accessories, but as practical 

tools in girl stars’ serious trade. For instance, Pickford’s curlers and combs were presented as 

precious instruments that molded the actress's trademark asset: her long, well-defined, blonde 

curls; while Dorothy Gish’s black wig, make-up, and mirrors were advertised as fundamental 

props to successfully create the comedienne's slapstick antics. 

 Movie magazines addressed screen-struck girls’ longing for stardom with similar 

ambivalence. On one hand, fan publications recurrently discouraged girls from pursuing an 

acting career in the movies, couching such nefarious ambition in typical nineteenth-century 

discourses on feminine foolishness and vanity. Different mouthpieces spread such dissuasion: for 

instance, successful leading ladies warned about the many difficult hurdles and slim chances of 

penetrating the film ranks. In 1915 alone, Ruth Stonehouse declared: “The world is movie mad. I 

feel like telling every girl to stay at home!”69Anita Stewart shared with “her girls” the 

undiscussed hard work underpinning motion picture acting: ”How would you like on a bitter cold 

winter day, with icicles hanging from every twig, to go forth clad only in diaphanous garments 

[...] and spend six hours at a stretch riding on a slow-moving donkey? Yes, that's what I had to do 

when the famous film ‘The Goddess’ was being made.”70 Even kind-hearted Little Mary 

discouraged the “dozens of appeals for aid and advice com[ing] from young girls. Most of them, 
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with no attempt to stifle egotism, tell her [that...] to star in motion pictures is the dream of their 

young lives. To such queries Mary Pickford repl[ied] that opportunities open to her a few years 

ago [...] are not open to the beginner of today.”71  

 Movie critics and newspapermen also bluntly dismissed girls’ ambitions of stardom. In 

1915, a columnist warned a wannabe actress that “the prospect” for achieving film celebrity was 

“extremely discouraging [...]. Several millions of girls in the United States are at present 

dreaming of how charming they would look upon the glass screen, if only they could ‘get the 

chance.’ But really, the chance is so rare that a girl of good judgment would better revise her 

ambition to accord with the possibilities of life.”72 In 1916, Photoplay rebuffed an inquiring fan-

girl, warning her that the chances of succeeding in the movie business were practically null: 

“You are one of about a million or more young girls who would like to be moving picture stars 

and who have each about one-millionth of one percent of a chance to become a star. [...] Don’t 

you see? We are not meaning to be unkind, but so kind that you will be helped in dismissing 

from your thoughts a futile dream.”73  By 1917, movie writer Elizabeth Peltret investigated if 

“the pretty girl without experience [...], the girl on the outside, [could] break into the movies. 

This has become the question [for...] hundreds of thousands of girls throughout the country.” The 

unanimous answer voiced by “most of the experts,” Peltret alerted, was a resounding “‘No!’ [...] 

Experts say emphatically that the girl without experience hasn’t the slightest chance [...] to get by  

the gate to screen success.”74 
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 However, at the same time that film magazines and popular dailies collaborated in 

dashing girls’ acting plans, they also continuously spurred them to pursue those movie goals. 

Articles such as Peltret’s daunting “factual story” took precautions “not to discourage those who 

have real ability and photographic possibilities, and who may [...] get that hoped chance. The 

stage cannot always provide stars for the increasing needs of the screen and our stars of today 

will not always be youthful and beautiful.”75  In 1916, The New York Tribune ran a rose-tinted 

column teaching “How Any Girl Can Be a Great Movie Actress.”76 That same year, Photoplay 

published “Vignette of a Blonde,” a short story penned by moviegoer Kay Carewe. The vignette 

narrated how an insipid and unproductive eighteen-year-old stenographer metamorphosed into a 

merrier individual and a better worker due to her unfulfilled dreams of stardom. Animated by the 

“ambition” of having “people know her name [and] watch for it in electric lights”—an 

“ambition” she did not know “was vain”— “little Smith” grew “happier than she had ever been, 

and in the morning her machine was rattling like mad—and accurately too.” The piece concluded 

with a positive lesson on the transformative influence screen-struck fantasies had on young and 

impressionable female wage-earners. In the end, the oblivious maiden “wasn’t on the way to be a 

great actress,” Carewe condescended, but “she was on her way to be a good stenographer. 

(Which is rarer. ) And she was happy” at last.77  Even without offering stardom, film engagement 

was thus presented as a beneficial influence that inspired dissatisfied girls to maximize their 

special skill set, and consequently encouraged them to excel at menial jobs. 
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 At the same time that movie magazines joyfully encouraged girls’ dreams of filmdom, 

star texts presented starstruck imitation in a positive light. In 1916, Motography praised 

seventeen-year-old June Caprice for being “young, beautiful [and having] the beauty and 

loveliness of the Mary Pickford who first attracted screen attention throughout the world.” 

Caprice’s secret to overnight movie stardom, however, went beyond merely duplicating 

Pickford’s famous physical attributes. The trade magazine implied that it was Caprice’s 

deliberate imitation of Pickford and her ability to “be mistaken for Miss Pickford wherever she 

went in her native Bostonian habitat” that “presented the seventeen year old” with movie fame.78 

 By 1919, a Boston newspaper partnered with Gordon-Mayer studios to launch a “Mary 

Pickford” imitation competition. The contest invited “all girls between the ages of 12 and 16 

years of age who care to try for the movies” to be filmed impersonating Pickford. The most 

accomplished screen tests would be exhibited at Boston’s Tremont Theater, “proceeding the 

showing of the great Mary Pickford film, ‘Daddy Long Legs.’ Quite an honor having your 

picture on the same screen with ‘Beloved Mary!’”79 Similar to Photoplay’s contest “Doubles,” 

The Boston Travelers explicitly emphasized that imitation of an established girl star remained the 

best route to achieve a taste of movie glory. A call to the likeness competition conveyed imitation 

in a positive light, musing: “How many folks have said from time to time, ‘Doris or Barbara or 

Jennie should go into the movies. They are just as good as Mary Pickford.’ [...] Come on, 

youngsters! Possibly fame and fortune are awaiting you just as once upon the time they awaited 

Mary Pickford.”80
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 The public lionization of female imitation was propagated not only by press outlets but 

by film stars themselves. Accomplished movie actress Mae Marsh, and up-and-coming teen 

starlets Marjorie Daw, Mildred Davis, and Gladys Leslie publicly confessed that practicing 

mimicry at a tender age paved their road to stardom. “Did you ever hear how I got into 

pictures?,” nineteen-year-old Marsh asked a journalist in 1914. “I was an awful gawk, I suppose, 

like most growing girls [...] but I wanted to be like Lovey [her acting sister], [so] I used to go 

home and mimic the [movie] people I had seen before a mirror.”81 Fourteen-year-old Daw also 

admitted to “always[...] imitate Lillian Gish and Marguerite Clark and others before my 

mirror.”82 In 1918, eighteen-year-old Gladys Leslie traced the origins of her screen success to a 

childish impulse to imitate, quoting her mother’s motto that “Gladys has been a genius of 

mimicry ever since she was a baby.”83 Two years later, nineteen-year-old Mildred Davis similarly  

disclosed that “the move bug” bit her in early girlhood, at a time when the twelve-year-old girl 

“wore curls and ruffly dresses—like Mary Pickford and Viola Dana,” the film idols she 

attempted to resemble.84 Still sporting “two piquant dimples,” “baby-pink skin,” and “curly gold 

hair” falling over frilly gowns, Mildred’s pubescent imitation seemed to have served her well, 

since it prepared the girl fan to mature into a full-fledged movie ingénue.85 It must be noted 

though that, at the time, scientists differentiated between “mimicry” and “imitation.”“Mimicry” 

was understood to be naturally prevalent in animals and children, while imitation required a 

certain artistry and talent, usually being linked with stage and screen acting. By admitting to a 
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propensity for mimicry at an early age, these female players played into this well-known 

distinction. Thus, in their interviews, the actresses suggest that an inborn proclivity for imitative 

behavior only bloomed into a full-fledged art form when they took up careers in the pictures.

 In fact, as the decade drew to an end, some scientists steered away from condemning 

girls’ imitation of film players. G. Stanley Hall, for instance, concluded, rather matter-of-

factually, that in attire, mannerisms, and hairstyle, the typical “girl imitates, consciously or 

unconsciously, her favorite movie actresses.”86 University professor Victor O. Freeburg took a 

step forward towards rehabilitating female imitation when he claimed that girls’ copy of exotic 

star Theda Bara allowed for a productive escape out of the drudgeries of menial work. According 

Freeburg, most of the fans impersonating Bara were actually “good girls,” bored or limited by 

their daily existences. Seeing Bara’s onscreen vamping presented them with “something vastly 

different from the life they know.” Bara’s fabricated life throbbed with exuberant sexuality, 

power, and agency. Although “few fans [we]re either daring enough or desirous enough” to 

consummate such a “vampire existence,” its lustful appeal still haunted many girl fans, slowly 

poisoning their mind and leisure hours. For this reason, the researcher concluded that “Theda 

Bara is a potent influence for good.” In other words, by inspiring legions of copycat fans, the 

actress enabled many screen-struck girls to, “thru the medium of Theda Bara, do her deeds and 

live her life” of ruin vicariously, without having to actually cross the line between decency and 

impropriety in everyday life.87 In short, to dress up like Bara, to emulate her sensuous screen 

mannerisms and trademark hairstyle was the safest way a girl fan could find to exorcize 
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unbecoming longings that, otherwise, could easily escalate into real-life promiscuity and full-

blown waywardness. 

 A similar attempt to classify the effects of movie-watching in younger audiences was 

conducted by sociologist Herbert Blumer. In 1927, Blumer began conducting a survey of almost 

two thousand high-school and college-level students across the country. This ambitious research, 

supported by the Payne Fund and commissioned by the Motion Picture Research Council, 

resulted in a pioneering study on film reception titled Movies and Conduct (1933). 

 Importantly, Blumer’s research challenged preceding theories that linked mimetic 

behavior with young femininity’s psychological vapidity and helpless self-evacuation. Within the 

pages of Movies and Conduct, we find a rich inventory of adolescent girls’ first-person accounts 

of engagement with motion pictures accompanied by their age, ethnicity, and educational 

standing. Positioned as confessional reminiscences, the autobiographical reports shed some light 

on how middle-class schoolgirls, unencumbered by working pressures, internalized the myth of 

female stardom. Consistently, the girls went back to the late 1910s and early 1920s, the formative 

time in their lives when movies impacted them the most. A majority of girls confessed to have 

been drawn to young actresses, and that such admiration often took the form of imitation. A 

“white, high-school senior,” for example, volunteered that:

 after each movie, I think there is a great tendency to try to act like the girl you have just 

 seen. Clara Bow has been my ideal girl, and I have tried to imitate some of her 

 mannerisms. The way she wears her hair [...] how she rolls her eyes, [...] and all her little 
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 actions. I have learnt from the movies how to be a flirt, and I have found out that at 

 parties and elsewhere the coquette is the one who enjoys herself the most.88  

 In the same vein, a “Female, 17, white, high-school junior” linked her imitative fan 

behavior to the “girls in the movies.”  The high-schooler confessed that she only copied the 

female stars because they “were always beautiful and lady-like and so I tried to be too.”89  A 

twenty-year-old “college sophomore” concurred, claiming that “one learns from the movies 

something in the best ways of portraying one’s charms,” the reason why she constantly “wanted 

to copy” actresses’ “graceful” posture and “good appearance.”90  A nineteen-year-old added that 

she so intently rehearsed “Vilma Banky’s sweet, but coquettish attitude [... that] that wistful 

smile has [now] become a part of me.”91 

 Curiously, by the late 1920s schoolgirls still elected the girlish Pickford of the 1910s as 

their favorite star and role model. A “Female, 19, Jewish, white, college sophomore” spoke of 

watching The Poor Little Rich Girl (1918) “three times, and as a result let my hair grow and put 

it up in rags every night [...]. I became an ardent Mary Pickford fan and hardly a picture of hers 

escaped me— ‘Pollyanna,’ ‘Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,’ and the rest.”92 Another nineteen-

year-old Jewish girl explained that she had learned “the difference clothes may make in 

appearance” by seeing Mary Pickford in Daddy Long-Legs (1919) “parade for five scenes, bare-
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legged, in dark brown cast-offs, pig-tailed, and freckle-faced.”93 Lastly, a “Female, 20, white, 

college sophomore” selected fairytales starring Pickford and Clark as her preferred genre, 

remarking that after seeing “ ‘Pollyanna,’ ‘Mrs Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,’ and others [...she]  

acted just as they [the film heroines] had done. I wanted mom to cut my hair and curl it as 

Pollyanna's was. I even wanted to be struck by an automobile so that I could enjoy the 

experiences of being a heroine like Pollyanna.”94 Grounding their imitative relation with girlish 

actresses in a desire for social refinement, self-betterment, and public recognition, in short, 

Blumer’s schoolgirls articulated a productive rapport with female stars that prioritized 

amusement, peer accolades, personal grooming, and refined taste.

  In addition, their pubescent imitation of female stars often did not signify a permanent 

replication of these famous mannerisms, the ultimate revealer of a girl fan’s intrinsic lack of 

agency and personality. Instead, the emulation of a movie actress helped the girl fan form an 

autonomous sense of self. As a fifteen year old recognized, in her preteen phase she used to curl 

her hair and stand by the mirror, “posing with my hands about my face, and moving my arms as 

gracefully as I could. In the movies, it always seem[ed] that the innocent, wide-eyed girls have 

the most suitors  [...so] I tried to be a meek little maid.” However, as the girl grew into 

adolescence, she noted that her attempts to duplicate film ingénues “never brought any pleasing 

results, so I abandoned my imitations and became original.”95  Ultimately, these testimonies 

corroborate Stacey’s claim that “copying the hairstyles of famous film stars can be seen as a form 
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of cultural production and consumption. It involves the production of a new self-image through 

the pleasure taken in a star image.”96 

 In conclusion, imitation of film actresses became one of the lighting rods for cultural 

discourses examining the unpredictability of adolescent girls’ development. When linking young 

femininity with mimetic behavior, the popular press dialogued with emerging scientific 

discourses which examined the ways imitation informed the delineation of human personalities 

and individual nations. Influenced by the works of leading psychologists and sociologists such as 

G. Stanley Hall and James Baldwin, the American film press often portrayed movie girl fans’ 

imitative acts as symptomatic of womanhood’s natural affinity with lower life forms, as well as 

proof of women’s inability to grow out of childhood’s mimetic behavior. In other words, the 

popular press suggested that girl fans imitated popular female stars because they biologically 

lacked the ability to form their own original sense of self. 

 At the same time psychologists and sociologists outlined female adolescence as an 

uniquely malleable life-stage, fan and popular publications broadcast the dangers and the 

rewards of girls embracing that innate plasticity. Both narratives, positive and negative, remained 

rooted in the idea that girls, unlike boys, were defined by their innate need to mimic and 

surrogate established personalities. 

 Yet these press reports also articulated the natural liminality of adolescent girlhood, 

caught between childhood and womanhood, daughterly subservience and adult independence.  It 

must be noted that girls coming of age in the 1910s were, for the first time, growing up in a 

world that presented women with expanding possibilities, particularly in the professional sphere. 
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Not only higher education had become more available to women, but so had training schools and 

jobs with advancement opportunities. Spinsterhood and childlessness were more prevalent, and 

slightly less feared, as Hollywood stars publicly delayed procreation and often denied romantic 

entanglements. Simultaneously, eugenicists warned that the American civilization would be meet 

its end if young, fertile women stopped birthing white, strong, preferably male offspring. Ladies’ 

magazines praised modesty, motherhood, and domesticity as being American girlhood’s best 

qualities. Young movie actresses, from Pearl White to Shirley Mason and Lillian Gish, rode 

around in fast cars, attended luxurious parties, wore expensive gowns, traveled to exotic 

locations, and spoke of the pleasures of a life lived in the limelight, childless and often single. 

Conservative journalists spoke of movie-loving girls driven mad by dreams of screen fame, and 

prescribed heterosexual unions as the remedy curing most young, unmarried female fans from 

screen-struck waywardness.

 In short, early-twentieth-century features on girl fandom were clearly caught between 

competing discourses, struggling to make sense of a new female life-stage and to address a new 

girl generation whose demands, desires, and dreams began to significantly diverge from those 

upheld only a generation before. The ambivalence found in these press reports attests to a 

moment of socio-cultural transition that in many ways mirrored the impermanence, confusion, 

and transformability of girlhood itself. 

 Further, the suggestion that juvenile imitation of female stars enabled girls to self-

improve, hone their craft, and enhance their chances of succeeding in the movie business 

ultimately participated in the film industry’s efforts to reinforce spectatorial identification and 

increase box-office revenues. By 1915, females from all walks of life significantly supported a 
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budding film culture, consistently attending movie screenings and loyally purchasing monthly 

fan magazines and star-endorsed goods. The industry, nonetheless, did not want to encourage 

swarms of adolescent girls to abandon their homes and move to Hollywood, arousing fears about 

the collapse of many young family units, of American girlhood’s sexual purity, and in particular, 

of the city of Los Angeles.

 Nonetheless, if imitation of film actresses was completely discouraged, turn-of-the-

century suspicions about the wholesomeness of motion pictures and the respectability of 

“painted” actresses could return to the public fore, threatening to undermine a business model 

contingent on audiences worshipping a handful of imitable picture personalities. As a result of 

this balancing act between encouragement and dissuasion, the film industry’s message regarding 

girls’ emulation of movie stars had to forcefully rest on an ambivalent conflict between 

productive adoration and pathological self-erasure, a conflict which went mostly unresolved 

throughout the 1910s. 

 In part this conflict resulted from different press outlets having divergent goals: 

newspapers drew profit from publishing alarming accounts of girl fandom, while fan magazines 

attempted to lure female readers by offering them an attainable fantasy of Hollywood glamour 

and self-realization. Target audiences were crucial to the disparities of these addresses: 

newspaper tales of imitative and self-destructive daughters addressed an older audience often 

composed of conservative parents, while fan magazines extolling mimetic abilities spoke to a 

younger female demographic who longed for alternatives to the traditional roles assigned to 

women. Such a tenuous balancing act ultimately engineered a blueprint of contradictions that 

came to underwrite seminal discourses on girl fans’ imitative identification with female movie 
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stars. In essence, these publicized discourses struggled to keep up with the times and offer 

coming-of-age girls exciting fantasies and new employment ventures, while continuing to uphold 

deep-seated conservative mores which fastened girlhood together with dutiful wifehood and 

homebound motherhood. 

 By the late 1920s, when Herbert Blumer began collecting first-hand reports of American 

girls’ spectatorial reactions, it would become clear that imitation of film actresses often 

enhanced, instead of damaging, adolescent girls’ personal development. But in the 1910s, 

imitation remained a charged and ambivalent term that encapsulated both a widespread cultural 

uncertainty regarding adolescent girls’ power and agency, and a growing commercial awareness 

that girls in their teens and early twenties could become profitable assets, especially if enamored 

with box-office giants Mary Pickford and Theda Bara. And so the contradictory messages 

inscribed in narratives of girl fans’ imitative behavior proliferated, a testimony to a transitional 

historical moment when the film industry already needed young ladies’ patronage but still did not 

know exactly how to manage their affective movie investment. 
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Chapter 4

Successful Riches and Failed Rags: 

The Utopian and Dystopian Outcomes of Screen-Struck Girlhood

 By the end of the second decade of the twentieth century, the popular press had 

crystalized the outcome of girl fans’ quest for stardom—as well as their willing imitation of 

movie actresses—in two very dissimilar, if equally widespread, discourses: an utopian narrative 

of success, confirming that fervent movie-loving enabled ordinary girls to materialize adolescent 

dreams of fame and fortune; and a dystopian tale on the prohibitive costs of failure, alerting 

society at large that the intensity of girls’ screen-struck obsession could easily develop into 

pathological delusions of grandeur, usually culminating in waywardness, heartbreak, and even 

self-destruction. 

 The dual discourse on movie-struck girlhood conveyed the ambivalence filmmakers, 

exhibitors, journalists, and promoters felt regarding the young demographic. As the general 

manager of the Universal Film Company put it in 1918, “the movie-struck girl is at the same 

time the biggest asset and the biggest annoyance of the moving picture business.”1 Joseph 

Brandt’s statement reveals that film producers were keenly aware of the significant profit 

harvested from girl fans’ affective investment in the pictures.2 Publicized tales of utopian film 

stardom thus attempted to stimulate such handsome revenue by selling to screen-struck girls the 

possibility of rags-to-riches transformation via entrance in the pictures.
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 However, if much profit was collected from girl fans’ movie love, so was much chagrin. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the American press repeatedly warned that girls’ gossamer fantasy of 

becoming the next Mary Pickford brought dire consequences to individual families, the city of 

Los Angeles, and the film industry. A paper estimated that, by 1920, over 68,000 girls had run 

away to join the movies, loitered unfed and unemployed in seedy parts of Los Angeles, and 

littered the streets outside movie studios with “the[ir] long breadline of waiting actresses, 

anxious for ‘extra’ work for a few dollars a day.”3 “Biggest annoyances” indeed, aspiring screen 

stars threatened to give the film industry a bad name— that of a reckless Pied Piper, luring 

honest maidens away from their domestic obligations with “the rainbow-like illusion” of public 

visibility and material abundance.4 For that reason, a second narrative shadowed utopian reports 

of transformative success. Tales of dystopian failure thus served to discourage the throngs of 

unqualified single girls from swarming studio lots and managers’ offices, while simultaneously 

portraying the film industry as a responsible entity, alert and responsive to the follies of its 

younger female audiences. 

Movie Cinderellas: Fans Turned Actresses and Screenwriters

 Utopian discourses on girl fans’ accidental celebrity continued the rhetoric of Cinderella 

transformation found in female stars’ fabricated biographies. Those narratives proposed that 

untried girls suddenly metamorphosed into movie sensations, their natural talents 

exponentialized by a director’s consistent patronage or by a competition’s nationwide coverage. 

In 1915, Photoplay touted twenty-year-old Peggy O’Neil, “the famous little ‘Peg o’ My Heart’,” 
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as the epitome of fairytale luck, an inexperienced girl launched into a life of screen glory due to 

being “chosen for the role in a contest participated in by 500 New York girls two years ago. She 

has been playing ‘Peg’ steadily ever since, but will appear in feature photoplays in the near 

future.”5 Indeed, although O’Neil’s movie career somewhat floundered after 1917, the girl still 

achieved endorsement contracts with a New York millinery company, Knox, and Sempre Giovine, 

a Michigan soap company famous for promising miraculous eternal youth to any female 

customer who wished to resemble movie actresses.6 As a matter of fact, in previous years 

Thanhouser stars Marguerite Snow and Florence La Badie had endorsed the Italian-named soaps. 

 Following up on the popular “Beauty and Brains” contest, Photoplay likewise used 

utopian language to praise “the immediate and brilliant triumph” of six of its eleven winners. 

Meteoric ascendance undergirded these sensational narratives of rags-to-riches conversion: 

within hours of arriving to New York City from Kentucky, Helen Arnold found herself employed 

by Frohman Amusement Corporation, landing “an immediate ingenue-lead in one of the finest 

studios and under the tutelage of one of the foremost directors.”7 Like Mildred Davis, Arnold’s 

early imitation of a film ingenue—in the photograph she submitted to Photoplay in 1915—

seemed to have helped the anonymous fan to become an ingénue on the screen. Other contest 

winners experienced a similar whirlwind entrance into motion picture employment, skipping 

through all the usual hurdles. For example, only a few days after her victory, unknown Lucille 

Zintheo had film producers Lewis Selznick and William A. Brady dueling for her services and 

offering her generous contracts and leading engagements; the “rare young talent” finally yielded 
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to Selznick’s “monetary ace.” The article continued listing a sizable number of Photoplay readers 

who were turned into“juvenile successes,” and at the time “appear[ed] to be concluding 

arrangements which will be entirely and mutually satisfactory.”8

 By 1917, Photoplay reinforced the long-lasting effects of being converted from screen-

struck girl into movie actress due to a fan magazine’s Fairy Godmother intervention: in one 

feature, it was announced that “Lucile Zintheo, Peggy Bloom, Lucille Staterthwaite and Helen 

Arnold are now acting for the screen;”9 and in response to a fan inquiry, the answer department 

further noted that “Helen Arnold, our ‘Beauty and Brains’ girl, is now playing in support of Ethel 

Barrymore for Metro. She played in ‘The Witching Hour,’ with C. Aubrey Smith and Jack 
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Sherrill. Write her [...] and she will send you her photograph.”10 Once a starry-eyed fan, now 

Arnold was a movie player with fans of her own. 11 

 Interviewed in 1919, newcomer actress Kathleen O’Connor also vouched for the 

importance of the print press’ intervention when it came to making a girl’s movie dreams come 

true. After winning a competition for “the most popular and prettiest girl of all different 

professions” launched by a Cleveland newspaper, the twenty-three year old “cut loose” of her job 

as a telephone operator and “made a bee-line for Los Angeles.” Once there, she became a leading 

lady with Rolin, and one year later “was offered a contract with Universal, after doing several 

pictures with Tom Mix.”12

 Adding to the ethos of magical transformation underlying the manufacture of female 

picture personalities, a wealth of newspaper articles covered girl fans serendipitously turned into 
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In 1920, Photoplay announced that Claire Lois Butler Lee, another of the eleven winners, had shortened her name to 
“just Lois Lee.” At this time, the young lady “provide[d] piquant support to some of our best known be-stars, 
notably Bill Russelll.” (Photoplay, June 1920, 88). One of such films was Fox’s The Lincoln Highwayman (1919) 
where Lois Lee functioned as “a chic foil for the big star” William Russell (Photoplay, March 1920,113). Although 
presented as positive updates on Lee’s career, the language employed suggests that, four years later, the “Beauty and 
Brains” winner still had not achieved the status of “known star;” instead she continued playing minor supporting 
roles. The following year, the trade paper Motion Picture World reported that Lois Lee had joined the “Torchy 
Comedies,” slapstick shorts distributed by the Educational Film Exchanges and starring Johnny Hines (“Lois Lee 
Joins Torchy Comedies,” December 3, 1921, 541).Lee’s most noticeable role seems to also have been her last—that 
of Countess Helga in Rex Ingram's box-office success Prisoner of Zenda (1922). After that, I could not find any 
more references that suggest that Lee continued to work in the movies.

Lastly, Lina Basquette, a contestant who dropped out of the “Beaty and Brains” race earlier on, did become 
somewhat of starlet. She played child-parts throughout the 1910s and became involved in notorious scandals 
(divorce, custody battles, suicide attempts) throughout the late 1920s and early 1930s. 
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film stars. Features such as “Her ‘Picture Face’ May Make Her a Star” or “Became Actress By 

An Accident” reported on girl fans’s overnight elevation from anonymous nobodies to film idols 

after fortuitously catching the eye of a powerful director or movie producer.13 In 1919, Picture 

Show even published a young female fan’s testimony, narrating how playing a brief bit part in 

Pickford’s Daddy Long Legs completely transformed her. At the end of her one-day engagement, 

the anonymous girl walked away from the studio, when

 an automobile swerved in time to miss me. The face of the soldier passenger lighted up 

 with interest [...]. For him—a stranger—I was a touchstone of truth—a real, live actress 

 in full war-paint, coming out of a real movie studio! It wasn’t grease-paint that disguised 

 me—it was glamor! And for me—he was my Audience, my ‘test,’ my proof that I was it. 

 [...] And that is the True Tale of how an Absolutely Unknown broke in to pictures.14

 This sensationalized account paints a very profitable fantasy. With traces of movie make-

up still lingering on her face, the average girl fan suddenly became legible to unknown 

bystanders as a special kind of individual—“a real, live actress.” In other words, this story 

intimates that movie employment could convert any average girl into a beguiling celebrity, 

simply by haloing her with Hollywood’s most elusive, if most defining, characteristic: “glamor.” 

How far female film acting had come from nineteenth-century accusations of “painted” lewdness 

and narcissism! Now the starstruck girl stepped out of a movie studio proudly covered in “full 
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war-paint” and welcomed a male passerby's’ recognition and admiration.15 However, while 

promoting girls’ dreams of stardom as an attainable fantasy, these fabricated stories excluded 

non-white girl fans. Starring only white and young actresses, press reports on fan-to-star 

transformation implicitly made whiteness, as well as youth, a prerequisite for achieving such 

fabled metamorphosis.

 It is clear that when telling girl fans that they too could become a movie star, magazines 

and papers were attempting to sell more issues. To widen their profit, the press needed to widen 

its demographic. As a result, though most stories on rags-to-riches transformations hinged on 

becoming a screen actor, competitions sponsored by fan magazines often offered girl fans an 

alternative route to celebrity—not as motion picture goddesses, but as acclaimed scenario 

writers. Again and again, the film press portrayed screenwriter Anita Loos and Frances Marion, 

“Pickford’s scenaroist-in-chief,” 16 as fans whose writings suddenly turned them into film 

celebrities. In photographs and interviews Loos and Marion appeared carefree, clad in expensive 

clothes, enjoying romantic affairs, and hobnobbing with the stars; in short, enjoying all the perks 

of a glamorous Hollywood life without the extreme public exposure, the long, odd working 

hours, and the exhausting physical demands. Even Lillian Gish noted that “Frances Marion is as 

well-known as many actresses. She is, I believe, one of the highest paid scenario writers in the 

business.”17 Youthful, attractive, economically independent and professionally accomplished, 
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Loos and Marion thus symbolized a parallel type of film celebrity who did not need to be on 

camera to be part of the industry’s manufactured Olympus. 

 Promoting this discourse, in 1914 Motion Picture Magazine ran a multi-page feature on 

the perks of being a young female screenwriter in Hollywood. Richly illustrated, the article 

featured accomplished scenarists such as Miss Marguerite Bertsch and Miss Doris M. Schroeder 

from Vitagaprah, Miss Bernardine Risse Leist from Biograph, and Essanay actress/writer Miss 

Josephine Rector. The headshots accompanying this piece depict the four single women as 

young-looking and well-groomed, portrayed in the same diaphanous fashion (dreamy stares, lacy 

dresses, peter-pan collars, and pinned curls) as popular girl stars (Fig. 1). Repeatedly, the article 

also described Rector, Leist, and Bertsch as educated girl fans who moved to Los Angeles 

seeking adventure and fortune in the movies, and that ultimately found both in the screenwriting 

business. To emphasize the celebrity status of scenario-writers, the feature concluded with a 

cartoon of a girl (supposedly the female screenwriter) being adored by miniature men18 (Fig. 2).

 Similarly equating successful female screenwriters with movie actresses, in 1915, Picture 

Progress even interrupted a biographic piece on “Queen” Pickford to introduce Loos’s 

inspirational rags-to-riches story: one day, “the scenario [for The New York Hat] was sent to the 

old Biograph studio by a 16-year-old California girl named Anita Loos. Miss Loos grew up to be 

a famous writer. For ‘The New York Hat’ she received the large sum of $15.”19 Two years later, a 

letter by fan Eleanor Chase appeared in Motion Picture Magazine. Titled “My Ambition,” the 

piece begins with a despondent girl bemoaning her inability to the break into the movies: “Of 

course each girls’ ambition is to be a picture star; but mine has, strangely, not been realized so 
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far.” The practical fan swiftly dries her tears though, energetically plotting an effective 

alternative: “I’ve been thinking lately, as I sit alone at night, I’d better plan some other ‘job’ in 

case things are not right.” After thumbing through unsuitable movie positions—”director, 

camera-man, ‘props’,” tellingly all masculinized professions—Eleanor is inspired to take another 

avenue “fit for any [...] queen:” to become a writer and “daily intercourse with [...] the great ones 

and learn their history.”  “Next to being a star,” the fan concludes spiritualized, writing is not 

only the best and safest path for a screen-struck girl, but it is also the career choice most girls 

should aspire to instead of screen acting. The piece ends with an exhortation to an universalized 

female audience: “Now, look at it from all its sides and tell me, [wouldn’t] you too like to 

interview?”20 Another fan letter sent to Motion Picture Magazine by Miss M. Rhea Meyers 

confirmed the validity of these alternative movie careers. In her epistle, the young New Yorker 

voiced her ardent ambition “to become a real live author of Motion Picture plays.”21 

 Writing contests promoted by fan magazines were another press venue employing the 

rhetoric of overnight ascendance. These competitions suggested that, since physical beauty and 

screen experience were not required of scenario writers, a screenwriting career could be quickly 

accessed by a larger number of starstruck girls, especially the millions of young stenographers 

already skilled in typing and composition. Furthermore, writing competitions spared girl fans the 

public humiliations of casting calls and auditions: all readers had to do in order to reach motion 

picture success was to remotely submit a story and dazzle the judges with their creative talent.   

 We see this rhetoric at work in Photoplay’s competition “The Million Dollar Mystery.” 

Launched in 1914, the writing contest challenged movie fans to submit “a prize-winning 
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solution” to the popular Thanhouser serial The Million Dollar Mystery. Although open to all ages 

and genders, the ten-thousand-dollar grand prize was won by a twenty-three-year-old 

stenographer, Ida Damon, who still lived with her “quaint, simple” folk in St. Louis. Depicted as 

a self-identified movie fan who singled out “pictures” as “her one amusement,” Ida’s biography 

epitomized the much-longed-for transition from outsider screen lover to active movie participant.  

Ida’s entrance to filmdom was ultimately signaled by her being publicly dubbed “the Ten-

Thousand-Dollar Girl” (Fig. 3). This sobriquet confirmed the fan’s entrance into an exclusive 

pantheon peopled with monikered adolescent stars, such as Florence Turner, “the Vitagraph 

Girl;” Blanche Sweet, “The Biograph Blonde;” Mary Pickford, “America’s Sweetheart;” Lila 

Lee, “Paramount Cuddles;” and Ruth Roland, “The Kalem Girl.”22 

 In 1917, Photoplay announced that Mabel A. Richards from Chicago, “a girl in her 

twenties [who] goes to work every morning just like thousands of other girls in moderate 

circumstances,” was also about to follow in Loos’s footsteps (Fig. 4). Having won third place 

(and $300) in the Photoplay-Triangle Scenario Contest, the young stenographer discovered that 

“the photoplay open[ed] for her a new [and improved] field of endeavor.”23 Like Ida, Mabel saw 

herself transformed from a “thin, gawky girl” and  “moderate” stenographer into a published 

writer on her way to success, simply by entering Photoplay’s writing competition. In fact, in her 

autobiographical letter, Mabel describes her win as a magical metamorphosis: from “a sickening 

sense of dismay, [symptomatic of] that apparent end of all your resources, physical and mental,” 

to “a new and vibrant energy [that] sweeps through you.”  In line with the narrative of rags-to-

riches transformation publicized by movie magazines, Mabel’s victory was not without hard 
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work, struggle, and determination. Mabel’s inspirational letter traces a life of challenges and 

refusals leading up to her ultimate film success: 

 Day by day, I ground out dictation, and in my spare moments wrote and crammed and 

 planned and studied—always under the handicap of poor health. During that time, I 

 believed my only dissipation was postage stamps to and fro [publishing houses] with 

 special stress on the fro, if you please. Was success never coming to me? [...] But wait! 

 Don’t you hate a quitter? Suddenly I knew I just could’t give up that easily. [...] I learned 

 of this Scenario Contest [...and] all my lost courage surged back. [...] I had to win one the 

 prizes! I must! At breakneck speed, I [...] shook that little old scrawny skeleton of a story 

 of mine by its bony shoulders and laid down the law to it.[...] Then I sent my scenario 

 away on its eventful journey. And now, just for that [win], I think I’ll have to keep on 

 trying.24

 Since such miraculous metamorphoses were achieved through the girl fan’s involvement 

with scenario writing, and not film acting, these pieces implied that screenwriters were, as much 

as directors or actors, part of the multilayered ethos of magical self-enhancement scaffolding 

female stardom. These narratives of stenographers-cum-movie scenarists are also interesting, 

insomuch as they suggest that stenographers’ professional experience transcribing other people’s 

words helped them pen down their own stories and become proficient screenwriters. Ultimately, 

these utopian stories of girl fans’ movie success propose that stardom seemed to continuously 
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rework itself in an elastic attempt to include girl fans from all walks of life into its prosperous 

fold. By the early 1920s, actress Lillian Gish cemented screenwriting as a valiant career 

alternative to the thousands of runaway “girls who think longingly of Hollywood [and] dream of 

seeing themselves on screens and their names emblazoned in electric lights. This is only part of 

the story. Scenario writing, research work, script work [...]—these are but some of the fields in 

which you may be active in the motion picture industry.” 25 

 Titled “Go West, Young Woman!—If You Have the Stuff,” Gish’s article cautiously 

warned girls that few had what it took to make it in Hollywood. Such skeptical optimism 

mirrored a time in American culture when the film industry had grown weary of movie-loving 

girls’ quests for stardom. In fact, although the late 1910s witnessed a more nuanced, and at times 

more forgiving, understanding of girls’ affective investment in an increasingly commodified film 

culture, these transitional years also crystalized fledgeling discourses on young femininity’s 

inherent excessiveness. Widely publicized stories of runaway sprees, criminal activity, urban 

indigence, and hysterical suicides spiked at the end of the 1910s, contributing to the steady 

pathologization of girl fans’ intent stargazing and screen-struck ambition. Positioned as 

companion pieces to the utopian stories of screen fame and fortune, these dystopian biographies 

of failed stardom functioned as moralistic cautionary tales.  

Movie Fiends: Girl Criminals & Girl Suicides

 In her book, Movie Crazy: Fans, Stars, and the Cult of Celebrity, Samantha Barbas 

argues that, by the late 1910s, the film industry grew alarmed with the thousands of aspiring girls 
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trekking to Los Angeles in the hopes of becoming screen stars. By 1920, the significant number 

of unchaperoned young ladies crowding the studio lots and living in precarious tenements began 

drawing negative attention to Hollywood. City officials, film studios, and press agents worried 

about the detrimental publicity these throngs of unsupervised maidens could generate. 

Consequently, they joined forces in redirecting young female patrons’ passionate movie 

investment into more seemly, traditional directions. These efforts ranged from newspapers 

running alarming stories about “white slavers and drug dealers who preyed upon aspiring 

actresses” and starstruck runaways; to fan magazines encouraging girls to “channel their energies 

into less risky [i.e. exhibitionist] pursuits, like screen-writing and costume designing;” and to 

film advertisers inviting girls to “experience the Hollywood dream vicariously, through 

consumption,” from the comfort of their homes. Barbas claims that as a response to girl fans’ 

unwanted pilgrimages to Hollywood, the film industry began addressing young female patrons in 

a decidedly ambiguous fashion: if on one hand, the industry worked to keep girls away from 

Tinsel Town and safely stowed in their hometowns, on the other hand, it actively attempted to 

“reap benefits from the female fans’ interest in stardom” by promoting a special kind of stardom 

that could be only achieved via remote consumption—i.e. by buying magazines about the stars, 

by purchasing their images, and by going to see them in the picture show. 26 

 I argue that the film industry addressed young female audiences with ambivalence 

because it recognized the money-making potential of their affective investment in the movies. 

Yet, at the same time, press agents were aware that such potential was not without its dangers—

for girls’ identification with stars and love for the pictures stemmed from a lively participatory 
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desire, a desire that the film industry knew could not be stimulated without grave social 

consequences.The contradictory utopian and dystopian accounts of girl fandom found in the 

popular press during the late 1910s and early 1920s resulted from this unresolved conundrum. 

 Dystopian tales of girl fandom, however, were more complex than its optimistic 

counterparts: on one hand, they functioned as industry tools to discourage untried girls from 

flocking to Hollywood. On the other hand though, these stories served as mirrors to larger socio-

cultural anxieties, articulating concerns regarding adolescent girls’ increasing presence in public 

life as well as exposing the movie industry’s growing influence as a source of commodified 

desire. Tragic reports of girls’ unruly fandom also sought to augment papers’ revenues by selling 

more copies to both concerned parents and curious moviegoers, likely attracted to any film-

themed news.

 Heavy-handedly, stories of criminality and self-destruction focused on warning against 

allowing unmarried girls to bask in the potentially dangerous pleasures of unsupervised movie 

consumption and unrestrained star-worshipping. One of the first pathologizing discourses to 

emerge in the popular press argued that abundant movie consumption brought about a negative 

kind of transformation: from fan to runaway. No social group nor geographical area were safe 

from such girl-specific affliction. In 1914, the San Francisco Chronicle spoke of Miss Lucille 

Burdick, an eighteen-year-old, upper-class musician whose “movie ambition” lured her away 

from “the shelter of home”27 (Fig. 5). In 1916, seventeen-year-old Rose Schuester, who the New 

York Tribune noted was “pretty and speaks seven languages,” ran away from her affluent home in 

New Jersey. Having “given up hope of ever finding her,” the despondent parents justified the 
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missing girl’s folly with her “one desire, to be a movie favorite.” As usual, this disruptive 

“desire” was made visible through inordinate film consumption: Rose “spent the greater part of 

her time reading moving picture literature and attending picture shows.”28 Left unattended and 

stimulated by renewed purchases, the seventeen year old’s movie fan love festered into diseased 

obsession, ultimately spurring her tragic abandonment of reason and home. Two years later, it 

was Henrietta Bulte’s turn to escape from her comfortable home in the upper East Side and trek 

to Hollywood. Upon capture, the sixteen year old admitted to be “tired of school” and yearn “to 

become a moving picture star.” For months, she had traveled the country under her chosen screen 

pseudonym, the exotic “Vivian Viniani.”29 

 Parents and newspapermen stated that movie fandom exerted an even grimier 

metamorphosis in their adolescent girls: from devoted fans into petty criminals. In March 1916, 

after finding out that her daughter was charged with “forging two checks amounting to $150” so 

she could feast on “lobster salad and champagne [...] and have nice things,” a distraught mother 

told the New York Tribune that cinema had transformed her hard-working, young Amelia in a 

pleasure-seeking criminal. “It’s the movies,’ Mrs. Tischler said. ‘They hadn’t ought to be 

censored, they should be abolished. It’s hard enough to raise girls in this wicked city and keep 

them away from temptations without motion pictures depicting girls stealing and getting free and 

picturing wonderful wine parties and the like.” Paired with another monstrosity of the industrial 

age—the “wicked city”—mass-produced movie pictures were, according to the indignant 
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mother, responsible for turning a “dutiful” daughter and “good girl” like Amelia into a moody, 

self-indulgent, and unlawful “movie fiend.”30 

 A year earlier, a father similarly complained that the movies induced his “good looking, 

trim little miss” to act waywardly. One day, fourteen-year-old Daisy went to the police and 

declared she had been kidnapped by “horrid looking men.” Suspicious of the high-schooler’s 

contrived report, the detectives asked her “‘what ‘movie’ have you seen lately?’,” thus 

suggesting that the pictures had inspired Daisy to concoct the kidnapping story. “Daisy blushed,” 

and readily confessed that she “ ‘wasn’t kidnapped. Papa refused to give me money for the 

‘movies’ and I ran away. [...] I thought sure you would put my picture in the paper.’ ” Under the 

pernicious influence of excessive movie love, the “young lady” not only lied to the authorities as 

a way to achieve public notoriety, but she also behaved like a rabid drug addict: once her father 

denied her material means to consume the next screen fix, the demure fourteen year old 

metamorphosed into a monstrous movie fiend, recklessly lashing out.31 

 Another report accusing the movies of diluting young female fans’ grasp on reality and 

leading them down the path of criminality appeared in The Chicago Daily Tribune. In January 

1920, the newspaper published a piece on seventeen-year-old Bessie Devanis, a Ohio factory 

worker who, “denied stardom, enact[ed] her own movie tale.” Unsatisfied with her menial job 

and forced into a marital arrangement, the adolescent girl “put aside her pennies and her dimes 

and her quarters” for two years, and like most publicized female fans, channeled all her energy 

and resources into robust movie consumption. With her meager $150 savings, the seventeen year 

old bought “a bunch of moving picture magazines;” composed “a whole gallery of photos she 
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had cut out of said magazines;” took up “that brand new shiny name she had been saving for the 

movies [...] ‘Miss Helen Kimball, New York City;’” and travelled towards the Windy City, 

spurred by a “wistful and intense ambition to be a movie star.” In the late 1910s, Chicago was a 

popular destination to screen-struck, Midwestern runways: not only it was the closest metropolis, 

but it also had the reputation of an established movie city, home to the pioneering Essanay and 

Selig Polyscope studios, as well as headquarters of leading fan magazine Photoplay and trade 

paper Motography. Although both movie companies had ceased production by the late 1910s, the 

mystique of Chicago’s film history probably continued to weigh heavily on rural girls’ movie 

imagination.

 Bessie’s tale of delusional self-importance ended wretchedly, with the girl being caught 

by the hotel detective and confessing that her movie-loving had devolved into squalor and 

disillusionment. When her father appeared to return little Bessie to her dull obligations, the girl 

had been throughly bankrupted by her movie-mad dreams: “of all she had taken with her to 

Chicago, there remained only the pictures, the magazines, and 1 penny. Even the beautiful name 

had been used and the ambition had flown.” Tellingly, the article on Bessie’s failure to desert 

home and become a fictitious movie star was titled “Ragbag to Ballroom.”32 A play on 

Cinderella’s rags-to-riches fairytale, this feature clearly presented itself as a deconstructed 

version of that happy-ever-after conversion so commonly featured in movie actresses’ utopian 

star texts. 

 In the same vein, the newspaper featured the story of Annunciata Caesar, a thirteen-year-

old girl who left her humble life in Illinois’ steel mills and, after stealing her father’s savings, ran 
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away to Los Angeles (Fig. 6). According to the article, the girl’s mounting wish to “crowd Mary 

Pickford out of the public eye” drove her to a psychological break. Like Bessie, Annunciata shed 

her working-class identity and Italian ethnicity and “registered at the hotel in Melrose Park [...] 

as ‘Elenore Phillips, motion picture actress,” her imaginary screen persona, whose name exuded 

white privilege. Afterwards, Annunciata proceeded to squander all of her father’s money on 

limousines and shopping sprees in what the deluded girl perceived was her “rightful share of the 

reflection of her [imaginary] fame.” Making no allowances for a working-class girl’s natural 

impulse to escape an impoverished environment and arduous routine, the article identified 

thirteen-year-old Annunciata as a make-believer ran amuck, a “movie mad girl.”33  

 As the 1910s wore off, nonetheless, negative publicity on girls’ movie fan investment did 

not relent. By 1918, girls were not construed as harmless “movie-struck” fans anymore; now 

they had become “movie fiends,” full-fledged social menaces that reenacted cultural fears 

associated with the figure of “the woman adrift,” and moreover with that of “the delinquent girl.”  

In her study on early-twentieth-century reformatories aimed at adolescent girls, historian Ruth 

M. Alexander associates the figure of the “criminal” or “wayward” girl with a transitional 

moment in American culture when the medical community and the popular press grew 

disconcerted by adolescent girls’ “rebellion against Victorian moral conventions.” The alarmist 

discourse surrounding the “girl problem,” Alexander suggests, appeared as a response to the first 

generation of young working and middle-class females who, having become “patrons of a newly 

eroticized entertainment industry and participants in urban youth subcultures, [...] tried to wrest 

themselves from parental controls, the structures of marriage, and the stigma of prostitution.” 
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Threatened by girls’ sexual assentiveness and spending power, journalists, social workers, and 

mental-health professionals worked together to pathologize young female agency, reading any 

deviation from traditional gender roles as an invitation to “moral corruption, family dissolution, 

and community degradation.” 34 As a result, during the 1910s, girls deemed unruly—particularly 

those of immigrant and underprivileged backgrounds—were incarcerated under the care of the 

state as a way to purportedly reverse their “delinquent” behavior before it irreversibly crossed the 

line into madness, sexual debauchery, and self-destruction. 

 Further, these stories of girls’ wayward degeneration, punctuated by criminal acts such as 

forgery, theft, and fraud, indirectly attest to the movie industry’s growing influence as a 

manufacturer of consumption and a producer of desire. In her study on middle-class women 

shoplifting at turn-of-the-century department stores, historian Elaine S. Abelson argues that the 

rise in urban shoplifting acts committed by respectable ladies mirrored America's cultural 

embrace of mass consumption and industrial capitalism. Within this economic framework, 

individual self-worth and social status were measured by the ability to acquire and accumulate 

desirable products—such as expensive clothes, jewelry, home furnishings, and bibelots—on 

display in sprawling dry-goods bazaars. Middle-class women, positioned as the primary keepers 

of the home, became responsible for doing all of the household shopping at these locations. By 

doing so, they grew keenly aware of the plethora of goods at their disposal, but often outside 

their financial reach. Adelson states that well-to-do women stole because they could not help it: 
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“the central focus of the department store was the creation was desire. How well the stores 

succeeded was amply demonstrated in the increasing incidence of shoplifting.”35  

 I suggest that, in the late 1910s, the film industry worked as a similar manufacturer of 

consumerist desire. Fan magazines’ features, ads, and stars’ interviews exerted great power over 

middle and working-class girls’ consumer fantasies, enticing them with promises of instant 

popularity, material riches, and unlimited spending power. When those chimeras took too long to 

materialize or seemed to elude the girls’ grasp, they felt tempted to take matters into their hands 

and, like their shoplifting ancestors, cross the line separating wishful wanting from rational 

buying, and film consumption from delinquent behavior. As adolescent Amelia Tischler told her 

mother after being caught “in the midst of a [lobster] salad-champagne feast” paid by two forged 

checks, “she was tired of life and didn’t care to live any longer unless she could have nice 

things.” Though Tischler linked her criminal behavior with a broader longing for carefree 

pleasure and social mobility, her mother blamed “the motion pictures [for] depicting girls 

stealing and getting free and picturing wonderful wine parties and the like.” Clearly, by 1916, 

there was a belief that the culture of opulence and consumption glamorized onscreen had a 

nefarious effects on susceptible “good girls,” ultimately turning “dutiful,” hard-working 

daughters like Amelia into petty thieves and wayward floozies.36 

 Dystopian tales of girl fans turned criminals might have tried to show that girls’ movie 

obsession could provoke a destructive devolution into savagery, consequently derailing girls’ 

progression into proper womanhood. However, these narratives implicitly articulated crucial 
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changes in girls’ own expectations of female adulthood. By the late 1910s, adolescent girls 

clearly privileged individual pleasure and public celebrity over domestic motherhood and 

wifeliness. Though in utopian stories the film industry cast itself as a fairy-godmother to the 

thousands of daydreaming girls scattered across America, the truth is that, without the inception 

of a star-driven system and its many publicity outlets trumpeting a new ethos of pleasure-

seeking, consumerist celebrity, there would have been no wayward girl fans running amuck in 

the city streets, fueled by the desire to become a wealthy star overnight—no experience nor hard 

work required. In this way, reports on girl “movie fiends” render clear the outmoding of a 

Protestant ethos of discipline and duty dominant in previous centuries, and the consequent 

emergence of a culture of instant gratification and mass-marketed consumption, upheld foremost

—and perhaps not surprisingly—by the first generation of adolescents to come of age in the 

United States.

 By the end of the 1910s, the institutional pathologization of female affect and erotic 

investment permeated most press representations of movie girl fandom. In fact, by 1920, the 

term “movie mad girl” began eclipsing that of the “screen-struck girl.” The idea that conspicuous 

movie fandom could be read as a medical condition was hardly new. Since the early 1910s that 

popular press jocularly deemed immoderate film enthusiasts the ailing victims of an acute 

infection named “filmitis” or picturitis.” In 1916, a journalist dubbed “filmitis,” “the most 

modern of diseases, the last cry in pathology,” a mysterious and far-reaching condition “over 

which physicians and scientists have no control.” Since “the germs of infection lurk[ed] in every 

moving picture theatre, whether the admission fee be five cents or two dollars,” “filmitis” 

seemed indifferent to class or social economics. Not surprisingly, the disease often struck 
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younger audiences, schoolboys and girls like “daredevil David” and “movie-struck Betty.” 

Impressionable, self-involved, pleasure-driven, and spendthrift, youngsters easily fell prey to the 

major symptoms of the contagious affliction: 

 first [...] a  vague sensation in the region of the Ego. The patient murmurs: ‘I could do it 

 just as well.” [...] Second [a] pronounced unrest in the lobe of the brain occupied by 

 self-esteem. [...And] the third and most dangerous symptom [a] sharp pain generally in 

 the palm of the hand directly under the pocket under which the patient carries his 

 purse.37

  

 However, if first the popular press implied that “filmitis” affected both females and males 

in their late teens, by 1918 the discourse on a movie-mad epidemic had become exclusively 

associated with young femininity. For instance, one article on a ladies’ magazine clearly linked 

girlhood to pathological movie love by addressing the “millions of citizens, whose daughters are 

going movie-mad at an alarming rate,” and exhorting families and the film industry to do 

“something to stop the epidemic, [or] there will soon be more would-be moving picture actresses 

than there are patrons of the films.”38 In the same vein,  columnist Betty White wrote two 

identical pieces titled “The Girl Who Goes Movie Mad” and “Why Picture Producers Cry 

‘Don’t’ to the Girl Who Goes ‘Movie Mad.’” Both articles anatomized the elusive affective 

disorder that infected exclusively adolescent girls. White argued that “the call of the movies,” the 

searing ambition “to steal away to the far place where the magic of romance is manufactured, to 
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go to be seen and to conquer” affected only the “foolish young heads” of adolescent girls.39 

Under the title “ A Case of ‘Movie’ Madness,” the journalist presented “little Tilly, just 16, her 

bobbing curls still tumbling unconfined” as a “typical case” of girls’ pathological engagement 

with film culture. The telltale signs of “movie madness” were easily identifiable: wholeheartedly 

believing “to be destined to the screen;” and imitation of preeminent picture stars.40 

 In  dystopian stories of female film consumption, more importantly, morbid fandom often 

became personified by the figure of the adolescent girl fan who succumbed to the self-erasing 

impersonation of motion picture actresses. White gave her readers a clear image of this 

phenomenon, describing a typical display of girl fandom, taking place in a typical picture house:

 imagine yourself for a moment in a little movie theatre, dim and silent but for the tin-pan 

 piano. Mary Pickford was dancing riotously on the screen,  before a crowd of cheering 

 tenement children . [Suddenly...] the absorbed audience [...] hears a girl’s voice in starting 

 exclamation: ‘Tilly what on earth are you doing? What has come over you?’ Through the 

 darkness they craned their heads and saw a girl dancing out in the aisleway, 

 in frenzied and unconscious imitation of the dancer on the screen.41

 The unraveling of Tilly’s unstable mental state—which would eventually culminate in a 

sob story of runaway misery, professional failure, and expulsion from Hollywood—crystalized in 

that seminal moment of mimicry when the girl unconsciously replicated Pickford’s screen dance 
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in front of a movie audience. Seeping into her “unconscious,” self-reflexive movie imitation 

worked like a stealthy virus, corroding the girl’s undefined psyche and prompting her to believe 

that, because “she had the [Pickford] curls, the rosy dimpled cheeks and the round, blue eyes,” 

she could readily get many “Mary Pickford roles.”42 

 Ten years later, Blumer would discover that Pickford’s saccharine picture personality 

actually stimulated girl fans’ grooming abilities and self-confidence. However, in the early 

1920s, the popular press responded to the sudden surge of delinquent girls in urban centers, as 

well as the swelling numbers of runaway girls invading Los Angeles and creating a massive 

influx of unemployed actors and unsupervised, single girls that threatened to disrupt the city’s 

economical and social order. Statistics were indeed alarming: according to a newspaper article, 

the number of “girls who disappear[ed] from their homes” besotted by dreams of movie stardom, 

already exceeded the 68,000 in 1920.43 

 As a matter of fact, since the end of the 1910s that the Southern California movie industry 

struggled with managing an outpour of unqualified and unchaperoned would-be actresses who 

“aspired to become a Mary Pickford.”44 It is understandable then that imitating Pickford or any 

other preeminent film star became regarded as dangerous behavior—the entry point into a 

downward spiral of chronic delusion, runaway behavior, sexual degeneration, delinquency, and/

or unlawful exploitation. In addition, by using the term “mad” to connote the tenor of girls’ 

spectatorial investment, popular columnists fully associated movie girl fandom with pathological 

disorders such as insanity, hysteria, and self-harm. Not surprisingly, such maladies had been 
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formally linked to women’s psychology— particularly the unformed and unstable psyche of the 

adolescent girl— since the early 1800s.45  

 Thus, from the mid 1910s and well into the 1920s, discourses on the failure of movie-

mad girl fandom also intersected with a nationwide scare that significantly brought girlhood’s 

alleged psychological fragility to the fore of public awareness. At the turn of the century, a wave 

of suicides began sweeping America, victimizing school-age girls. Dubbed “Girl Suicide” by the 

popular press, this widespread and long-lasting epidemic affected young females from all social 

classes, although a higher incidence was found amongst urban wage earners and salaried 

immigrants. 

 The “girl suicide” epidemic was already a well-established cultural concern when, in 

1916, former film actress and social activist Anita King remarked that the victims most affected 

by suicidal tendencies were “the young girls who seek work in the pictures.”46 In fact, the 

rhetoric motion picture magazines used to publicize girl fans’ suicides in the late 1910s mirrored 

the language employed by newspapers in their coverage of this early-twentieth-century social 

phenomenon. From this perspective, mapping out the “girl suicide” epidemic will helps us 

understand how the press shaped the dystopian discourse attributed to movie girl fandom. 

 The reported reasons for girls’ self-inflicted death were varied and class-specific: 

overzealous study drove middle-class schoolgirls to the brink of exhaustion, while excessive 

leisure bred melancholia, despair, and depression in privileged society girls. An example of the 

first case can be found when Los Angeles Times reported on “An American Girl’s Suicide” in 
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Berlin. The newspaper immediately suggested that Josephine Neuendorf, “who had been 

studying music in the city, committed suicide [because] her mind is said to have been affected by 

overstudy.”47 Another sensationalistic article noted that college student Margaret Dauerty, the 

daughter of Reverend William H. Dauerty, drowned herself in her father’s home as a result of 

“having been forced to abandon her studies at Vassar because of mental strain due to 

overwork.”48 Six years later, an eighteen-year old Brooklyn stenographer, Lillian May Cook, 

shot a bullet through her heart. Acquaintances described her as “temporarily deranged. She was 

studying very hard. She wrote to me before she disappeared to tell em about the examination she 

was to take the following night at the business school. I am afraid that it was all too much for 

her.”49

 Reports on female students’ suicides echoed Edward H. Clarke’s popular nineteenth-

century theory that schoolgirls’ brains could not sustain the exertion of academic pursuits without 

serious damage to their health.50 Features on upper-class girls’ self-destruction implied that 

American debutantes resembled Flaubert’s Madame Bovary. The over-coddled youths shared the 

fictional heroine’s inability to cope with the common pangs of romantic jilting and social 

shaming. In 1913, Miss Olga Temohovich “the beautiful Russian girl fiancée of Isaac Upham,” 

an heiress “of royal descent” who possessed “an aristocratic face,” shot herself on her wedding 

night supposedly perturbed by her fiancé’s unbecoming divorce.51  Seven years later, The 

Washington Times ran an illustrated write-up on the “Mystery of the Scarred Heiress and Her 
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Tragic End.” The story focused on the unsolved drowning of Miss Jeanne De Kay, the daughter 

of a “multi-millionaire packing king.” Explanations attributed the heiress’ suicide to her self-

consuming vanity and to her self-defeating brokenheartdness: “brooding over the scars of 

smallpox that disfigured her, did she become insane and throw herself into the lake?” Or after 

being abandoned by an American soldier, “she could not bear to remain longer in Europe with 

only idle luxury to distract her mind?[...] Failing to find happiness she had hoped for, fearing to 

confess failure,” the lovelorn heiress seemed to “have destroyed herself .”52  

 Fragility of mind and body also underscored the reports on the tragic suicides of working 

girls. According to nationwide newspapers, young females employed in big cities often 

succumbed to the high costs of urban loneliness, professional exploitation, and economic 

squalor. On the last day of 1913, twenty-one-year-old Stella O’Brien, a “telephone girl” at the 

Chicago Telephone Company, took her life after much “brooding over illness and the loss of her 

position.”53 In 1915, a fourteen-year-old girl from Tennessee “glad[ly] entered into a suicide pact 

with three other girls” because “she had been so tired” of the inhuman working conditions 

experienced in the cotton mills.54 In 1919, twenty-one-year-old Miss Dorothy Selzer, a New York 

clerk, committed suicide after her contract with the Medical Supply Depot was terminated. 

Grief-stricken due to her recent unemployment, the girl left a suicide note explaining that “I can’t 

stand this mental depression any longer, and if I live it will be only be worse for you and for me. 

[...] There is no more joy in life left for me.”55 A year later, the San Francisco Chronicle ran a 
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piece titled “Girl Suicide! Life’s Battle Prove Irksome” that aptly summarized the by-then 

familiar narrative of working girlhood’s failure to make it in the city and consequent self-

destruction:

 Chicago, April 26— Miss Grace Perk, age nineteen, found life too dull in the sleepy 

 little town of Sheldon Ill. so she came to the big city to ‘find herself.’ Today she found 

 rest in the potter’s field. Three months of battling with the high cost of living broke her 

 spirit and health. Poverty, loneliness and what appeared to be hopeless prospects finally 

 wore her down and last night she turned on the gas in her room.

 The article concluded on a dramatic note: “The barren little room, the emaciated 

condition of the body [...], her dingy and patched clothing told the story. She had battled with life 

and had lost.”56 Dreamful and ambitious, yet underprepared for life’s everyday challenges, wage-

earning adolescent girls collapsed under the weight of disappointment and hardship. 

 If “girl suicides” spiked amongst working-class girls, young immigrant females most 

recurrently made national headlines. Geographically displaced, detached from family and 

community, linguistically defranchised, and often overworked by unscrupulous employers and 

abused by salacious suitors, salaried immigrant girls easily fell prey to life-shattering 

hopelessness. The Los Angeles Times reported that “a young, steady and honest Danish girl, aged 

22,” who worked as a servant in Glendale and gave her name as Dalma, one evening went to her 
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room and ingested a fatal dose of laudanum.57 In 1915, The Evening Public Ledger was similarly  

baffled by a German girl’s “suicide act.” After having been taken in by the Society to Protect 

Children from Cruelty, Estelle Linn, a twenty-year-old immigrant, took a poison tablet and 

expired, refusing any medical intervention or providing any explanation for her drastic actions.58 

In 1918, The Garden Island wrote of Yachiya Yotando, a Japanese domestic who committed 

suicide at twenty-one years of age. Reputed for her beauty and English fluency, the girl allegedly 

terminated her life due to an unhappy love affair with an adulterous Japanese man.59

 Lastly, Chicago’s The Day Book published a brief piece on “a young Russian girl [who] 

attempted suicide by poison aboard an incoming Baltimore & Ohio railroad train.” Alexanderia 

Gadmires admitted that she poisoned herself after feeling “sadly disappointed at her failure to 

find the United States as it had been represented to her:” a land of plenty, a refuge for the hard-

working dreamers, and a haven of self-made opportunities.60 Alexanderia’s suicide story 

encapsulates the subtextual message permeating not just these sensationalistic reports on “girl 

suicides,” but moreover the dystopian narratives publicizing movie girl fans’ self-harming 

engagement with film culture: that suicide occurred when fanciful girls exhausted all their 

transformative options. Confronted with the harsh challenges of everyday life, those 

“oversensitive” minds realized that not all rags became riches, nor all nursery-room fairytales 

and schoolyard longings could be actualized in everyday life.
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 Baffled by the incredible rise of the suicide rate among adolescent girls, in 1916 the San 

Francisco Chronicle reached out to G. Stanley Hall. Always an educator, the pioneering 

psychologist explained that, although all “youth is always [...] under the influence of great 

expectations,” girls coming of age in the 1910s were particularly at risk of entertaining suicidal 

plans. According to Hall, America’s modern society had come to burden budding girls with an 

overwhelming number of choices and demands. The struggle to effectively juggle the roles of 

sterling student, beguiling date, successful professional, social butterfly, dutiful daughter, and 

future mother, often drained many growing girls. Excessive emotionality and imitative 

susceptibility paired with “oversensitivity” to parental disapproval, “unrequited love,” and over-

education made girls from all walks of life more likely to take their lives than boys.61 In other 

words, Hall attributed the wave of “girl suicides” to the intrinsic fragility of female psychology.

 In sum, tying young femininity with histrionic instability and ungrounded selfhood 

resulted primarily from turn-of-the-century shifts in female agency and public visibility. By the 

late 1900s, a reasonable number of adolescent girls attended high-schools and university degrees, 

received wages, rode in public transportation, and attended communal entertainment venues such 

as dance halls, amusement parks, and movie theaters—all while delaying homebound wifeliness 

and maternity, and often struggling for equal social and labor rights. Reports on girls’ suicide, 

regardless of its diagnosed cause, always implicitly undermined this positive portrayal of female 

emancipation, autonomy, and equality. In a veiled manner, these articles suggested that excessive 

schooling, urban freedom, and economic independence ultimately contributed to the failure of 
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American girlhood: bogged down by endless choices, budding maidens never blossomed into 

much-needed mothers, and intelligent workers never retreated into useful homemakers. 

 In short, articles reporting on the “girl suicide” epidemic masked conservative agendas 

hellbent on upholding the patriarchal cult of female submission and segregated domesticity. The 

message telegraphed in these grim accounts suggested that, by exposing young girls to an 

enlarged pool of possible identities, America’s progressive culture had increased the possibilities 

of failure. In a smaller scale, that meant the failure of individual girlhoods, of single girls 

irreversibly led astray by unrealistic promises of freedom and adventure, and thus impeded to 

reach proper adult completion (i.e. heterosexual wifehood and respectful motherhood). On a 

larger scale though, “girl suicide” symbolized the failure of the American race whose healthy 

future, eugenicists warned, hinged on maiden girls’ moral excellence, physical purity, and 

reproductive bounty. 

 By the twilight of the decade, journalists began claiming that, like overwork and 

brokenheartdness, failed dreams of film stardom often killed young American girls. The Los 

Angeles Times spoke of a Pittsburgh girl, “pretty” Rose Vaughn, who poisoned herself with 

mercury tables after her demanding mother “scolded [her] for her lack of progress in motion 

pictures.”62 In 1917, journalist Elizabeth Peltret told Photoplay’s readers the tale of an 

anonymous “beautiful young southern girl who had been cared for and protected all her life. She, 

too, had always wanted to go in the movies.” However, when the debutante’s parents objected to 

a career under the dubious Copper Hewitts, the “romantic schoolgirl” ran away from home, 

swearing “only to return when she became a star and had an automobile of her own.” Confronted 
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with the stringent odds of breaking into the movie business, the girl grew increasingly 

impoverished and ashamed of her failure; finally, suicide emerged as the only nobel exit. 

“Romantic to the last,” the would-be starlet expired “requesting that her body be buried at sea.”63 

 The dramatic article was illustrated by a drawing of the young girl sitting on a park bench 

(Fig. 7). Over her head, girlish dreams of film glory materialize in the shape of a luminescent 

thought bubble; inside the bubble shimmers a beautiful apparition—the girl’s screen persona. 

The image remarkably resembles those authored by Dorothy Hughes earlier in the decade, pen-

and-ink drawings depicting girl fans’ wistful dreams of movie consumption and stardom. 

Although both images use similar tropes to visualize young female fandom— a seated girl 

leisurely envisioning an enhanced version of herself that could only be achieved via motion 

picture celebrity— the caption under the 1917 drawing completely darkens the whimsical tenor 

underlining Hughes’s earlier illustrations: “I told them all I was coming here to go into the 

movies... I’d rather kill myself than go home now.”64 A bleak companion to Hughes’s fun-loving 

starstruck girls, Peltret’s movie fan revisited original fantasies of movie success, not to derive 

pleasure from them, but to single them out as the reason for her fatal undoing. 

 In the same dystopian vein, in 1916 The Day Book reported that, “after persistent efforts 

to make good as a motion picture actress had failed, [...] Thelma Stovall, age 19, committed 

suicide.” The “Los Angeles girl’s” individual story of filmdom failure quickly became co-opted 

as a universal cautionary tale aimed at “every other girl [who] aspires to become a Mary 

Pickford, [...] lured by the pictures of fame and wealth, and a life of ease [press agents] paint.”65 
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Attempting to discourage adolescent girl fans from following in Stovall’s footsteps, the 

newspaper took up a counseling voice, sharing dire statistics that evinced that “just one out of 

every fifty girls who get their opportunity in the motion picture game makes really good. The 

other 49 find themselves up against about just the hardest proposition a woman can tackle. If 

you, little girl have the movie craze, pause a moment and ask yourself if odds of 50 to 1 against 

you looks like a game worth while.”66 

 Another take on girl suicide recycled a negative view on imitation, warning that copy of 

an established actress’ behavior could lead to a girl fan’s death. On September 1920, the Ziegfeld 

Follies star and legendary baby vamp of the screen, twenty-five-year-old Olive Thomas, became 

the most popular tale of Hollywood suicide when she succumbed in Paris due to mercury 

poisoning.67 Doctors swiftly ruled out Thomas’s death accidental but, for months to come, 

newspapers presented the fatal incident as the intentional release from a lurid life of excess, 

debauchery, and marital disenchantment—Thomas had recently married Mary Pickford’s 

younger brother, Jack, who was well-known for his offscreen disorderly behavior. 

 True to circulated texts on dystopian movie girl fandom, Thomas’s self-inflicted death 

propelled accounts of the nefarious effects her untimely demise had on her young female 

followers. The “girl suicide” narrative associated with Thomas was slightly different from those 

claiming that excessive movie love turned girls into criminals, or that failed dreams of stardom 

drove female fans to suicide. Instead, imitation took central stage. Newspapers reported that 

Thomas’s sudden passing stimulated a deadly form of imitation amongst her most intent female 
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fans. A handful of girls claiming to be best friends with the fallen actress began making headlines 

in 1920 as they too took poison and tumbled to an early grave. Articles warned that the suicidal 

girls were extreme imitators, spurred by a misguided longing to simultaneously be like the star 

and grow closer to Thomas by sharing her tragic fate. The most notorious of these “girlhood 

chums,” Miss Anna Daly, reportedly became grief-stricken as news of Thomas’s poisoning 

reached her in Chicago (Fig. 8). “Influenced by Death of Film Star,” Daly— a failed film player 

herself— died days later. In her wake, she left a melodramatic note stating that, “I can’t stand it 

any longer, and Olive is dead!”68

 By the mid-1920s, former Follies sensation and film extra, Mary Lygo (née Irene 

Goodall) had been making national headlines with her suicide attempts for over six years. Since 

her nineteenth birthday, Lygo had wrestled with an unfulfilled career in the pictures. In June of 

1927, the girl finally “found death at the bottom of her cup of gaiety and closed her life here 

today in poisoned sleep.” After such a romantic epitaph, however, newspapers quickly added the 

pragmatic rhetoric that made girl fans’ suicide such an universal cautionary tale on female 

fragility: “Failure to ‘make good’ in her dream of fame brought longing for death.”69 The article 

continued narrating Lygo’s movie-mad existence of heartbrokenness and poverty. Such wasted 

youth culminated in the opening of her only piece of luggage—a beaten trunk harboring “the 
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tattered remnants of once beautiful gowns and theatrical costumes,” the tragic spoils of a movie 

girl fan’s failure at a Hollywood life.70

  Not only aspiring stars faced these discouraging odds of “making good” in the pictures. 

As the 1910s gave way to the 1920s, even aspiring screenwriters— the would-be Anita Looses 

and Frances Marions of the movie-mad girl-bunch—seemed to fail and fall. In 1922, the Chicago 

Police began searching for Miss Phoebe Allen, a sixteen-year-old scenario writer believed to 

have killed herself after her scripts were repeatedly refused by studios and magazines. While 

searching her room, the police found “much evidence” that the girl’s failed literary endeavors 

had driven her to suicide: “a number of rejection slips, crumpled and torn, were found in a waste 

basket. In her purse, [...] a number of addresses of employment agencies, [...] and newspaper 

clippings of the suicide of a number of persons.”71 Two years later, Miss Vallie Belasco Martin of 

New York also died by her own hand after having failed both at acting and scenario writing: she 

sat for “long hours on benches in the offices of agents—days that ended brutally with ‘nothing 

today.’ [...And] she wrote for magazines— and her stories came back. She sought interviews with 

editors—and was refused.” Aware that these tales of “bad fortune, rebuffs, and failure” 

represented the dark underside of the publicized stories of Hollywood’s rags-to-riches success, 

the journalist sarcastically pointed to an unsavory irony: the wannabe “screen queen” poisoned 

herself with a product labelled “the Cinderella cleaning fluid.”72 

 In fact, not even gainfully employed film actresses remained immune to thoughts of 

failure and suicide. Seventeen-year-old Edna Hartwick, “the pretty motion-picture actress [...] 
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with a dimple in each cheek and curls down her back” allegedly ended her life after being unable 

to “find anyone among the 500,000 persons in the city to love her” 73 (Fig. 9). “Comely, young 

motion picture actress Nellie Elsing” tried to drown herself in New Year’s Eve after a “dapper 

young man” jilted her.74 Miss Gloria O’Rader, “a 17-year-old film actress” attempted suicide in a 

New York hotel for no reason in particular but ennui and homesickness.75 In 1923, the Sunset 

Productions starlet, Evelyn Nelson, gassed herself to death in her mother’s house. The twenty-

three-year-old comedienne blamed the ruthlessness of the movie business for her lethal 

weariness of life.76 

 Articles such as these often suggested that aspiring stars’ suicides resulted from the 

brevity of a girl’s career in the pictures: according to one source, “the average length of the life 

of a movie star” in the late 1910s was “just about three years.” In addition, those fleeting three 

years often brought nothing but dissipation and degeneration. In general, “three years of hard 

work have sapped [a girl’s] splendid vitality; she had become accustomed to the freedom of 

studio life, and she suffers from lack of restraint. [...] She has no time for reading, for recreation, 

for art, for language study, or for any of the thousand and one intellectual occupations which 

enrich the mind.”77 All she was left with then was a meager salary of seventy five dollars of 

week, and the burden of her fading youth weighing on her until she succumbed to despair and—

unable to live with the fact that she had not made it big in the movies—“Little Miss Movie-

struck girl” killed herself. 
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 However, the heavy publicization of screen “girl suicides” also worked to dispel the once 

reigning illusion that movie stardom guaranteed a long-lasting life of lucrative fortune and 

rewarding fame to all those who joined the exclusive pantheon of heavenly stars. By showing the 

unglamorous side of Hollywood as a terrible downward spiral of continuous refusal, precarious 

unemployment, shattered dreams, and self-induced destruction, newspapers and film magazines 

attempted to warn maiden girls that their youth and innate talents were better spent in 

housekeeping and child-rearing—two important tasks upholding the progress of the American 

civilization—than selfishly pursuing auditions on movie sets. 

 In addition to breaking their spirits and curtailing their adolescence, pipe dreams of 

movie stardom also fostered self-indulgence and malcontentment, stormy emotions that 

ultimately led to the squandering of American girlhood’s best natural assets: modesty, purity, and 

motherhood. Case in point, after enumerating the horrors sixteen year olds underwent in their 

failed quests for movie fame, an article concluded with the following advice: “So, if you have a 

little would-be movie actress in your home, and you [want to] save her untold suffering and 

disappointment in life [...], then make her understand that the best moving picture in which she 

can play a leading role is one entitled ‘Home.’”78 In 1915, Anita Stewart similarly discouraged 

girls’ dreams of professional independence in lieu of dutiful domesticity. In her weekly 

newspaper column, the young actress advised her “career-mad girls” to “take it from me: the 

finest career you can follow is just to be a nice girl, and when the time comes a good wife and 

mother. [...] There is no easy success,” Stewart ominously warned, “It all comes as hard as 

death.”79 
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 Moralistic, conservative, and cautionary as they may have been, I suggest that news 

reports on movie girl fans’ suicides indadvertedly created a public space for female authorship 

and agency. In many ways, this mediated forum resembled the one forged by Photoplay from 

1915 to 1916. Similar to the first-person statements submitted to the “Beauty and Brains” 

contest, suicide notes published by fan magazines and popular newspapers testified to girl fans’ 

personal engagement with film culture. Although written from the other side of screen-struck 

hope, movie-girl fans’ suicide notes also functioned as autobiographical declarations of impatient 

longing, bitting anxiety, and all-consuming ambition for the pictures. Often made visible in 

national dailies, these testimonies brimmed with personal affect, offering a precious insight into 

the darker voice of girl fandom as well as into the first drafts of publicized teen angst. 

 Destitute and threadbare by “persistent,” if fruitless “efforts to make good as a motion 

picture actress,” a nineteen-year-old suicide took ownership of her life when she left clear 

instructions of how to dispose of her body: “Just toss me on the waves. If the day be cloudy and 

the sea rough, so much the better.”80 Another disappointed would-be star evinced her literate 

background and grandiloquent penchant when she quoted Thomas Moore’s poem “Farewell!” in 

her goodbye letter:  “Let Fate do her worst, there are relics of joy/ Bright dreams of the past, 

which she cannot destroy;/ Which come in the night-time of sorrow and care/And bring back the 

features that joy used to wear.”81 

 Disappointment with the movies thus even came to those of privilege. In spite of being 

well-read and educated, the aspiring actress still took her life. Penned in “perfect chirography” 

and printed on “the most expensive paper to be obtained,” Edna Hartwick’s suicide note 
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similarly conveyed that screen celebrity, status, and prosperity did not inure a girl to unbearable 

loneliness and self-destructive impulses: “ ‘ In all this city there is no one to love me. I go up and 

down the street, about my work, everywhere, watching, always watching for someone who is 

going to love me, and I find none.  [...] Although I am but a young girl, comparatively, I feel I 

have given the world a thorough test, and I find not worth dealing the end. So good-by.’ ”82  

 Confessional and instructional, girls’ suicide notes proved once more than young female 

fans were not rendered irrational by their attachment to the movies; instead their motives were 

listed soberly, their last wishes stated matter-of-factually. For instance, after slashing her wrists 

for the first time, nineteen-year-old Mary Lygo showcased her daughterly love and practical 

commonsense in a note sorting out her possessions and consoling her mother:

 Darling Mother, I am so sorry if I bring you sorrow, but [...] I am not happy and therefore 

 seek rest. Some of us are not made as strong as others. We must be pitied instead of 

 censured. [...] Mother, please understand and don't be sorrowful as I shall be happy when 

 I have no more earthly cares. Everything I own is yours with my love. Your own baby, 

 Irene.”83

  Surviving death by self-inflicted poisoning, a twenty-three-year-old film extra used her 

farewell missive not to comfort her mother but to air familial grudges and to give voice to career 

frustrations. In the note she confessed that she had recently moved to Los Angeles to try her hand 

at movie acting,  but “ ‘ever since I have been here mother has been taking me to task for not 
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making headway. I have had bits in certain pictures and I draw a &7.50 check for extra work. 

But, oh, it is so hard and so discouraging and I have so many disappointments. And mother never 

seems to be satisfied. I just resolved to end it all.’”84

 By communicating overwhelming feelings of despondency; quoting a favorite poem; 

requesting a burial at sea; bestowing heirlooms on a bereft parent; or voicing generational 

conflicts with one’s mother, in death these downtrodden movie-struck girls regained control over 

the anonymous lives they led in the murky margins of film stardom. Authors of their own 

obituaries, they finally achieved nationwide celebrity—not by “making good” in the pictures, but 

by succumbing to the pitfalls of all-consuming movie-loving. In this way, suicidal girl fans 

attempted to turn the dystopian discourses on female fandom on their head: girls like the abused 

daughter and the failed aspiring actress mentioned above became critical agents who reclaimed 

failure as the abettor granting them national notoriety and a publicized moment of self-affirming 

agency. 

 These fans’ personal texts might have repeated common narratives of female failure 

promoted by the popular press, narratives that ultimately served the film industry’s agenda to 

discourage unsupervised girls from flooding the streets of Los Angeles and the city’s movie 

studios. However, their suicide notes also granted movie-struck girls a public visibility that the 

film industry had recurrently refused them in life. In fact, girl fans’ published farewells were not 

that different from the l50-word statements aspiring actresses saw printed in Photoplay’s pages. 

Short, confessional, and filled with personal yearnings, both documents testify to movie girl 
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fans’ self-fashioned authorship and agency, reclaimed while inhabiting a biased society that 

constantly deemed movie-loving and ambitious young females either mad or self-destructive. 

 Undeniably the quest for becoming part of a new star system played a fundamental role 

in girls’ movie fandom. However, throughout the 1910s, the images and narratives published in 

regional newspapers and fan magazines suggested that girls’ affective attachment to the movies 

could only lead to two antithetical outcomes: a magical fan-to-star transformation, or the most 

tragic demise. If this derogatory representation of young female spectatorship continued to flesh 

out the already reductive archetype of the screen-struck girl, it also complicated the ambivalent 

relationship the American popular culture in general—and the film industry in particular—

established with young female audiences. On one hand, by the end of the decade, the screen-

struck girl had metastasized into a far more dangerous version of motion picture fandom: that of 

the movie-mad girl. Dailies led in the efforts to propagate the vituperative image of the 

evacuated movie-mad girl, relentlessly broadcasting the dystopian endings met by such unruly 

group of fans. Homelessness, waywardness, depression, and ultimately death became part and 

parcel of the publicized discourse on “girl suicide,” the grim epidemic purportedly ravaging 

adolescent girls whose dreams of movie stardom could not be satisfyingly fulfilled. 

 On the other hand, passionate investment in the pictures also underpinned utopian 

narratives of rags-to-riches success the film press recurrently disseminated in the late 1910s. To 

achieve such miraculous conversion from fan to star, film magazines encouraged girls to 

impersonate established screen actresses; to participate in girls-only “look-a-like” competitions; 

and to submit original stories to fan magazines’ screenwriting contests. Clearly published reports 

of girl fandom carried an ambivalent meaning, simultaneously tied to glorious celebrity 
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(signified by enhanced spending power), and dismal failure (connoted with moral corruption and 

physical death). 

 Such contradictory message resulted from a confluence of different press agendas: 

newspapers profited from publishing sensational stories of suicidal daughters and movie-mad 

girl criminals and selling them to concerned parents, while fan magazines drew profit from 

selling the dream of Hollywood independence to girls seeking professional advancement and 

alternatives to conservative social roles. In addition, fan magazines functioned as an arm of the 

film industry. By 1918, the latter struggled to continue attracting the rewarding patronage of 

young female spectators, while attempting to avoid a wave of underage would-be actresses 

running amuck in the city of Los Angeles. 

 The measures of discouragement employed by the film industry, however, did not 

prioritize saving movie-struck runaways from self-deception and self-destruction. In fact, the 

central goal of these dystopian features was to impede girls’ lived experiences of screen failure 

from becoming naturalized into popular imagination. By pathologizing individual stories of 

failure, by making them spectacular and mythical in their own exuberant unhappy endings, the 

film industry shifted the onus. In other words, “movie-mad” girls— not the industry that directly 

addressed and seduced them in features, ads, and competitions— were presented as the guilty 

party, the proverbial bad apples in a basket full with healthy fruit. Presented as cautionary 

deviations from the norm, the movie-mad girls’ self-destruction attempted to save the film 

industry from being perceived as the insidious disseminator of unwholesome pipe-dreams which 

poisoned America’s girlhood. Striking a similar exaggerative note, girl fans’ individual success 
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stories were built up to resemble fairytales of magical self-improvement that cast the film 

industry in a benevolent and transformative light. 

 Out of such a dance germinated one of the most curious contradictions: if the leading 

discourse on ardent girl fandom mostly ventriloquized turn-of-the-century theories welding 

female identity with superficiality, immaturity, and dependence, it also indadvertedly fostered an 

unique space for girls’ self-expression and visibility. Through their self-generated “double” 

portraits and their handwritten suicide notes, a first generation of girl fans learnt to publicly 

negotiate their coming-of-age with the movies and to openly communicate their frustrations with 

a ruthless profit-driven film industry. From this perspective, studying girls’ struggles to make it 

in the movies in tandem with the press discourse created around their failure or success, allows 

us to better understand individual film reception in the 1910s, as well as to gauge the impact a 

star-driven movie system had on the dreams and ambitions harbored by the first generation of 

adolescent girls.  
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Part II  

Paper Shrines: 

Girl Fans’ Private Movie Archives

“I —oh I can’t write!! So you got a letter from little Mary [Pickford]. How delightful of her. 

My how I would love to get a look at it.”

Floss Schreiber, 15 years old, to Edna G. Vercoe, December 1914.

“Just now I feel as though you were sitting opposite me and smiling your fleet, inscrutable smile, because 

perhaps, you know just what I’m going to write. And, although countless dozens of your pictures[...] laugh at 

me from walls and shelves and tables, still somehow you are smiling at me from that deep chair across the 

room![...] Although it’s pleasant to have you there, smiling queerly and knowing all about this letter, I’m not so 

stupid as not to know that you are really in New Jersey, among your flowers and trees and bulldogs. [...] 

But do smile as wickedly, as aggravatingly as you please, petite. I can stand it—I rather like it! 

Did you ever feel very, very near to someone you love? I feel so now [...]. 

Now, isn’t that queer?”

Nance O’Neil, 18 years old, in letter to Florence Lawrence, October 1914.

“Florence Turner: ‘No, I don’t believe the public is fickle —I know it isn’t. [...] 

How do I know? How does any of us know? By the fan letters, of course.’”

In an interview with the Daily Mirror, July 12, 1924.



Chapter 5

Learning Through Paper:

Gendering Scrapbook-Making and Feminizing Paper-Play

 Scrapbook-making and young femininity became profoundly tied together in the 

American popular press during the 1910s. With the outbreak of World War I, trade and fan 

publications announced that scrapbook-making was the ideal pastime for screen-struck, middle-

class girls. Drawing on the pedagogical rhetoric of nineteenth-century home manuals and 

childrearing literature, early-twentieth-century film publications asked movie-mad girls to 

reconfigure their unruly fandom into productive handiwork by compiling well-organized film 

scrapbooks and by recycling old illustrations into useful home ornaments. 

 Although fan magazines and local dailies brought the marriage of girlhood and paper 

handicrafts to the forefront of early-twentieth-century discourses on appropriate movie fandom, 

such cultural linkage harkened back to nineteenth-century everyday life. Thus to understand 

girls’ manipulation of film ephemera and written performances of fan adoration, we must first 

trace the scripts embedded in the feminized practices of handicrafts and scrapbook-making. 

When referring to “scripts,” I am using Robin Bernstein’s definition as “the set of prompts that a 

thing issues [...]; an evocative primary substance from which [people] build complex, variable 

performances that occupy real time and space.” In other words, manipulatable, everyday objects

—such as a toy, a garment, or a magazine—are embedded with implicit “scripts,” (i.e. 

instructions) that guide users’ actions and emotions. I propose that only by going back to 

nineteenth-century advice literature can we investigate how, a generation later, a fledgling film 
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press used established didactic scripts to domesticate and discipline American girls’ passionate 

movie investment. 

Girls & Scrapbooks: A Brief History

 Scrapbooking was not always gendered; only at the turn of the century it became 

increasingly associated with the home arts and, therefore, with femininity. In fact, rugged author 

Mark Twain is credited with inventing the verb and patenting the first readymade scrapbook 

sometime in the late 1870s. English novelist and intrepid explorer, Rudyard Kipling, allegedly 

initiated the scrapbook drive for wounded soldiers during the First World War. Surviving 

scrapbooks also indicate that, although in much smaller numbers, men—especially professionals, 

soldiers, and college boys—did engage in scrapbook-making during the first decades of the 

twentieth century.  Scrapbooking was one of many practices that developed in the late nineteenth 

century as a means of demonstrating women’s economy, taste, and creativity. In fact, cultural 

theorists have compared the early-twentieth-century scrapbook aesthetics—methodically patched 

together, although often assembled by an inscrutable, subjective logic—to middle-class women’s 

“crazy quilts.” A veritable craze in the 1890s, these handmade artifacts consisted of irregular 

pieces of fabric sown together in unexpected, abstract patterns. Middle-class women and girls 

were the primary assemblers of such creatively recycled objects.

 Scrapbooking, as it became widely popular in the 1910s, directly descended from the 

nineteenth-century feminization of home decoration and memory preservation.  By the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century, the practice of repurposing scraps of household materials—

fabric, clay, wax, thread, or paper—had grown closely linked with women’s expanding roles 

within the domestic sphere. With the widespread development of industrialization, urbanization, 
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and mass commercialism, a new well-to-do middle class—salaried, but sufficiently leisured—

reconfigured the home as a familial sanctuary and the woman as its rightful keeper. Across the 

United States, young wives and daughters proved their ability as competent house keepers by 

successfully maintaining family quarters that were harmonious, functional, and above all, 

beautiful. In 1876, clergyman W. J. Loftie instructed ladies “to make a home what it should be, a 

cheerful, happy habitation [...] we must have it not only clean, for cleanliness is next to godliness 

and wholesome,[...] but also beautiful. Refinement cannot go with sordidness and ugliness [...but 

thrives] on the beauty which comes of order and purity.”1 

 Several factors contributed to this emphasis on house decoration: new labor laws and 

faster means of transportation increased the amount of leisure time spent at home; middle-class 

homes became the site of social rites like romantic courtship and the genteel practice of paying 

calls; and childrearing and young children’s education still took place mainly within the domestic 

space. Lastly, by the turn of the century the American Arts and Crafts Movement began recasting 

the home as a site of sensible and organized display.

 Initially founded in the United Kingdom in the late 1880s, the Arts and Crafts Movement 

spread to the Unites States at the turn of the century and became dominant by the second decade 

of the twentieth century. According to British artist Walter Crane, the Movement aimed to 

distance art production from the homogenization, artificiality, and massification of a “machine-

made” age.2 In order to return the decorative arts to a symbiotic relation with Nature, Arts and 

Crafts’ artisans favored organic materials—wool, clay, wood, metal, paper— and valued 

traditional craftwork, such as embroidery, enamelwork, woodcarving, metalwork, pottery-
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making, and so on. Home decoration was instrumental to the Movement’s agenda, with Crane 

describing it as “almost synonymous with civilization [...]. The domestic interior [...] affords the 

best visible evidence of the standard of living and refinement, and sense of beauty existing 

among a race or people of any age or country. [...] Decoration, indeed, might be regarded as a 

sort of aesthetic compensation for the increased artificiality, complexity, and restraint of civilized 

life.”3 As a result, women played an important role in the dissemination of the Movement, since 

for centuries they had held the keys to the maintenance and beautification of the domestic space. 

 In the United States, the Arts and Craft Movement reacted against “the useless, 

overcharged houses of the average American millionaire.”4  Women were particularly involved 

in the American branch of the Movement, founding local chapters; establishing design institutes 

and craft classes; and forming women’s-only pottery groups in several metropolitan centers. 

Further, jewelry and garden ornaments handmade by artists Marie Zimmermann and Florence 

Koehler were lauded in publications like House Beautiful, Good Housekeeping, and Ladies’ 

Home Journal, women-oriented magazines that emerged at the turn of the century and that 

promoted female craftwork and do-it-yourself interior decoration.5

 All these phenomena transformed the private home into a public stage, so that each 

decorative element on display spoke to a family’s class status, taste, and economic standing. As 

the guardians of the domestic sanctum, it fell upon women to ensure efficient housekeeping ran 

hand-in-hand with beauty. Advice writers exhorted well-to-do “young ladies [...] to paint and 

decorate a door as easily as she paints a view of the Highlands [...]. All the details, not only the 
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carving of the moldings, and the colouring of the panels, but even the arrangement of tile panels 

and the design of a window leading [should] be done at home” by the lady of the house.6 Thus, 

by the late 1800s, American women added another role to their ever-growing list of household 

obligations: in addition to domestic administrators, wives, mothers, and child-rearers, women 

were now also expected to be expert house decorators. It bears notice that, only a generation 

before, “a house-decorator (to the all except the extremely wealthy) ha[d] meant simply a [paid] 

man who hangs paper and knows mechanically how to paint wood.”7 Yet by the dawn of the 

twentieth century, it had become widely understood that women should bypass commerce, 

mechanization, and outside help, and apply their innate manual abilities and resourceful 

housekeeping skills to the ornamentation of the family quarters. In 1913, film actress-turned-

interior designer Elsie De Wolfe explained that the “American home is always the woman’s 

home: [...] it is the personality of the mistress that the home expresses.”8

 In his article “Designing Women: Gender, Sexuality and the Interior Decorator, c. 1890–

1940,” art historian Peter McNeil, argues that “rather than describing it as work, interior 

decoration was frequently characterized as an extension of women’s natures, directly compared 

to the female compulsion to colour-blend complexion and costume.” 9 Despite reiterating 

gender-coded scripts assigning inborn domesticity and frivolity to women, who often perceived 

home decorating as a rewarding and liberating occupation. Tracing the history of women in 
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interior design, Isabelle Anscombe observes that many early-twentieth-century housewives 

embraced the new role with gusto because home decoration allowed them to be active, creative, 

and accomplished at a time when professional realization was barred to most middle-class 

women.10 

 A class-conscious performance of taste and wealth may have invaded middle-class 

domesticity at the turn of the century, but it did not overthrow deep-seated Protestant values of 

frugality, practicality, simplicity, and usefulness. As cultural theorist Harvey Green notes, women 

merged their new quest for home beautification with craft practices that permitted them to adorn 

their abodes while simultaneously showcasing their thrifty housekeeping skills.11 Reliant on 

manual labor, crafts such as embroidery, sewing, quilling, and quilting best expressed a 

housewife’s ability to repurpose household scraps: combine old threads into intricate doilies; 

quill strands of paper into lifelike flowers; transform scraps of fabric into a child’s plaything; and 

patch squares of mismatched textiles together into geometric patterns that hang up in the walls to 

warm and beautify a room. 

 In addition to needlework, quilting, hand-painting, paper collaging, and so on (known 

since the eighteenth century as fancywork), documenting the family’s history fell to women. 

Family photos, birth and marriage certificates, recipes, letters, stories, and many other records 

scribbled on paper were often assembled and passed on from mothers to daughters in a effort to 

stave off the forgetfulness intrinsic to the passage of time. In this way, the welding of femininity 

with handcrafts participated in the active division of gendered spheres promulgated in early-
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twentieth-century America. While men succeeded in an increasingly mechanized public space, 

women’s manual abilities validated their placement (and confinement) within the domestic 

realm. 

 Historians Ellen Gruber Garvey and Beverly Gordon have noted that, at the turn of the 

century, most trade card scrapbooks and paper-doll albums—precursors to the more elaborate, 

mixed-media scrapbooks of the 1910s— were compiled almost exclusively by middle-class 

females.12 The act of exchanging handcrafted scrapbooks and giving them as celebratory gifts 

descended from a long-established tradition. Throughout the nineteenth century, girls collected 

and collaged paper images as a socializing pastime. In her study of late-nineteenth-century paper 

doll scrapbooks, Gordon mentions that adolescent girls often took incomplete scrapbooks to 

friends’ houses and together worked on assembling their “house beautiful” albums. 

 Middle and upper-class women also assembled colorful trade card albums and paper doll 

scrapbooks. Theatre scrapbooks were especially popular at the turn of the century. Large 

volumes were filled with stage bills, trade reviews, clipped headshots, and color die-cuts of 

distinguishable players (often female thespians, such as Ethel Barrymore, Maude Adams, and 

Sarah Bernhardt; or unnamed Ziegfeld Follies dancers). Typically, adult women offered these 

handmade books as presents to younger girls who were in their care as wards, pupils, or 

relatives. Privileging images of romantic beauty and domestic practicality, these homemade 

scrapbooks doubled as tokens of affection and as housekeeping manuals.13
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 By the mid 1910s, movie-loving schoolgirls continued to treat scrapbooking as a 

communal enterprise. A surviving scrapbook shows that, from 1916 to 1917, a group of 

adolescent schoolgirl growing up in the Cohasset, Massachusetts area, passed along a multi-page 

composition book, filling each blank page with individual entries. Each entry sports a clipped 

magazine image that functions as a figurative headshot, and a handwritten questionnaire 

inquiring about each girl’s age, address, favorite color, flower, author, movie, and screen players 

(female and male) (Fig. 1). All girl scrapbookers are between fourteen and eighteen years of age, 

and many of the photos selected are of popular film actors, such as Pear White and Mary 

Pickford, which gestures towards girls’ identification with preferred stars. (In fact, Pickford is 

named “a favorite” more often than any other actress). 

 In addition to teaching girls to share personal predilections with a group of select friends, 

the exchange of scrapbooks amongst girl fans also offered lessons in female sociality. On one 

hand, scrapbook-making sublimated the erotic component of fandom into a useful occupation; on 

the other hand, scrapbooks rerouted any erotic feelings brewing between same-age girls, thus 

functioning as tools for intimate, albeit platonic, friendship. Simply put, the desire to touch a star 

or a friend was channeled into manipulating and exchanging of photographic likenesses of the 

desired object. The tactility of the pasted images and the intimacy of the act of giving, in short, 

stood in for that of physical touch. From this perspective, the act of scrapbook-making, as well as 

the practice of collecting stars’ memorabilia, produced a powerful alchemy: filtered through a 

maker’s subjectivity, scrapbooking transformed mass images into intimate possessions, female 

fans and stars of similar age in members of the same cohort. 
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 In fact, the act of collecting actresses’ headshots directly echoed the habit of swapping 

Kodaks of oneself, a practice popular amongst early-twentieth-century high-school and college 

girls. Throughout the 1910s, cohorts of middle-class girls traded amateur and professional self-

portraits that they treated as tokens of affection and schoolyard mementoes. Surviving 

schoolgirls’ graduation books are filled with them and, in one of her scribbled notes, Medora 

Espy asks her friend Ruth: “How did your pictures come out [?] Don’t forget me when you 

distribute them.”14 Stars mailing autographed photos to their fans thus simulated girls’ everyday 

practice of exchanging signed photos between school friends. 

 The didactic aspect of scrapbook-swapping grew stronger at the dawn of the twentieth 

century when psychologists began advocating that collecting actually beneficed the development 

of younger minds, usefully occupying adolescents’ leisure time and teaching children key 

organizational skills.15 For instance, in 1904, an advice writer noted that the collaborative 

manipulation of print media stimulated a girl to “be her own architect” and to “acquire at an 

early age the discriminating taste of an embryo collector.”16 Collecting not only kept boys and 

girls safely occupied indoors, but moreover it prompted the latter to cultivate traits key to a 

successful performance of middle-lass womanhood: “discriminating taste,” patience, and an 

interest in the domestic arts. In her study of trade card books compiled by middle-class American 

girls in the late 1800s, Garvey claims that “scrapbooks both record this learning process and 

show the compilers at work creating meaning from their arrangement. Compilers [...] learned to 
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express themselves through such play.”17 In sum, through the manipulation and reappropriation 

of mass-marketed paper paraphernalia, growing girls were expected to interiorize formative 

lessons on domestic amusement, proficient housekeeping, and tasteful interior design.

 Thus it is no surprise that the scrips embedded in the practice of scrapbook-making 

shifted according to the assembler’s gender. For instance, ladies’ magazines and amusement 

manuals claimed that adult women’s scrapbooks should focus on the home and serve as 

illustrated manuals in good housekeeping and childrearing, while pubescent girls’ albums— 

filled with images of blushing brides, heterosexual couples, and happy families—should 

functioned as pedagogical “vision boards” that trained middle-class girls to fulfill their future 

duties as mothers and wives. These domestic scripts changed when men compiled scrapbooks. 

According to the popular press, men’s scrapbooks functioned as records of an activity 

(educational, professional, or commercial), not as a creative exercise in fandom, decoration, or 

self-expression. In fact, male-assembled scrapbooks often resembled informative ledgers made 

up of bare-bones news clippings, with much less emphasis placed on images, particularly of 

individual celebrities. Simply put, when practiced by men, the act of scrapbooking was culturally  

scripted as an intellectual exercise, either geared towards self-improvement, knowledge 

production, or data gathering. If practiced by females of all ages though, scrapbook-making 

implicitly worked as a domesticating tool that reinforced women’s housekeeping and 

childrearing functions. 

  As a result of different scripts being assigned to women’s and men’s scrapbooking 

practices, young femininity came to personify recreational paper-play and domestic handicrafts 
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in early-twentieth-century print culture. Case in point, the covers of popular activity manuals, 

such as Lucy R. Latter’s How To Teach Paper-Folding (1899, 1916), often depicted long-haired 

girls in short-hemmed dresses and big bows with budding bosoms, engrossed in cutting and 

folding paper (Fig. 2). Maude Nash’s Children’s Occupations (1920) presented two prepubescent 

girls attending to a doll house with fabrics and paints in tow. The covers of Mary Frances’s 

popular Sewing Books series (1913) always showcased young white girls with needle in hand, 

bent over thimbles, dolls, rags, and threads. Lastly, throughout the first decades of the twentieth 

century, reputed illustrators Elizabeth Shippen Green and Arthur Rackham both represented 

idealized girlhood as engaged in paper-play and fancywork. Many of Green’s magazine 

illustrations portray affluent girls leisurely assembling paper doll scrapbooks (“Paper Dolls-The 

Mind of a Child,” 1906), or quilting brightly colored patches of fabric (“The Thousand Quilt,” 

1900); while Rackham’s drawings show a young lady expertly scissoring copies of queens’ 

costumes for her dollies (The Soot Fairies Book, 1915).

 Building upon illustrated, didactic literature, early-twentieth-century newspapers and 

women’s magazines contributed greatly to the wide-spread association of scrapbook-making and 

young femininity. Again and again, these commercial sources advertised scrapbooking as the 

ideal educational activity mothers should teach their growing children; the most helpful task a 

novice housekeeper should complete; the most reliable friend a bachelor “businesswomen” or 

“childless woman” could find;18 the best testimony a matriarch could leave for future 

generations; and as the United States entered WWI, the most charitable contribution a bachelor 

girl could make to the war effort without crossing any lines of feminine propriety.  
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 Scrapbooks were culturally understood as scriptive objects that expertly trained children 

to be well-behaved, frugal, and tasteful, and indirectly helped inexperienced mothers groom their 

young offspring into productive citizens. Mothers who succeeded in teaching their children how 

to assemble a scrapbook were praised for having responsibly transmitted practical lessons on 

domestic frugality, useful craftsmanship, and orderly manners.  A turn-if-the-century writer 

celebrated “most mothers” who inculcated “a love for the practice of making scrap-books [...] in 

the little ones of a household. [By...] work[ing] up pictures and scraps as soon as they are large 

enough to handle a pair of scissors [...] they accomplish two objects: keeping out of mischief and 

doing something useful.”19 In 1913, the New York Tribune championed a frugal mother’s 

“excellent method of entertaining her little ones at absolutely no expense, [and] the amusements 

and pleasure derived are priceless.” The report noted that, while “‘keep[ing] house’ and ‘store’ by 

way of the scrapbook, her children” were preparing for their adult life.20 Other press clippings 

further prove that scrapbook-making was popularly understood as a scriptive practice.  In 1919, a 

Kentucky newspaper quoted a “wise mother” who advocated that “creative play” with paper 

taught young children “self-control and adaptability. [...] ‘If the mind after this age is let to play 

all day,’” the conscientious mother warned, “ ‘it rapidly grows adverse to ordered application and 

submission to authority.[...] So it is a good plan to [have the child] always have something visible 

to show his father at the end of the day, something made with his own hands.’”21  Lastly, in her 

how-to book, Maude Nash commended mothers who utilized scrapbooking to foster familial 

bonding and moral guidance: “The Sunday afternoon hours which are so often problems to the 
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mother can be filled with wholesome occupation in the making of scrapbooks. The questions and 

discussions which would arise over each picture chosen would be of great educational value.”22 

 In an age concerned with individual optimization and national self-reliance, scrapbook-

making became regarded as more than an “educational” activity—it became a tool to achieve 

early self-discovery and self-betterment. In cutting and collaging, “there [was] an opportunity for 

training the child’s eye in regard to good taste;” by conversing while clipping, “the foundations 

building right and wholesome thoughts and principles in the minds of many men and women” 

were laid down. In sum, through the practice of scrapbooking, children of both genders learnt to 

repurpose “old magazines,” “subscribed publications,” and “wondrous postcards,” while 

interiorizing through paper-play vital lessons on morality, taste, and thriftiness.23 

 As children grew out of infancy and into a sexually charged puberty, however, lessons 

learnt while playing with paper became more explicitly gender-coded. Although Katherine Beebe 

democratically urged that “the scrap-book is absolutely invaluable in the nursery,” the advice 

writer added that, as soon as the child matured into adolescence, gender differences manifested 

in the scrapbook practice: “the growing boy has his book for quaint oddities and scraps, and the 

budding girl preserves all sorts of sentimental poetry—shows her appreciation of an author, by 

copious extracts copied into her scrap-book.”24 In other words, while a teenaged boy’s scrapbook 

showcased his inquisitive, practical mind and helped him record his daily activities, a girl’s 

revealed her inherent emotionality and domesticity since girls’ scrapbooks were often used for 

contemplation, idol-worshipping, and decoration. In addition, her duplicative tendencies —i.e. 
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conveying appreciation though copy— further confirmed a woman’s primal reproductive 

function as well as her introspective nature, by definition private and inward, and thus rightfully 

homebound. 

 A similarly gender-coded lesson permeated the scrapbook-making process of two middle-

class pubescent children discussed in a New York Tribune article. The reporter first described the 

boy’s scrapbook, called “The Teddy Department Store:” “The first page of an ordinary 5 or 10 

cent blank book is covered with typewriters, the next with automobiles, and then biscuit boxes, 

soap, iceboxes, desks, chairs, hats, suits, and [so on]. Teddy puts prices on his goods, and has 

much fun soliciting orders from the family. [...] He is only ten years old, but his mother thinks 

that by the time he is twelve he will be a good salesman.25

 While “Teddy” utilized his scrapbook to hone a professional trade and prepare for an 

adult breadwinning life in the public sphere, his counterpart—a nameless girl—kept a scrapbook 

titled “The House Beautiful.” This girl’s “book is divided into floors and then follows in order 

the reception room, hall, drawing and dining rooms, living rooms, bedrooms, bath and kitchen. 

Italian garden and plain, everyday garden, school rooms and rooms of every kind.”26  A growing 

girl’s scrapbooks thus clearly diverged from a boy’s, since scrapbook-making trained females for 

the essential housekeeping tasks associated with their gender. Precise arrangement of furniture, 

interior decor, indoor entertaining, gardening, and landscaping, in the end, were all beautifying 

tasks fundamentally related and confined to the home—the domestic space the girl should grow 

to cherish as a young daughter and long for as she reached a marrying age. That circumscribed 
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space also requested little activity from the growing girl: as the article informs us, the privileged 

“people” managing the “home beautiful” “are made to sit on chairs [or] lie in bed.”27 

 A collage taken from the young girl’s scrapbook illustrates this belief in femininity’s 

inborn vocation to “keep house” and make her “house beautiful,” seemingly prevalent even when 

a female child played with paper (Fig. 3). The collage depicts a standard middle-class living 

room decorated with plush rugs, drapes, lamps, and paintings. On the far left, a whiskered 

gentleman sits cross-legged in a throne-like chair; next to him sits a well-dressed lady. On the far 

right, , four adolescent girls cluster on top of the furniture, their eyes directly focused on the man 

positioned across from them. Their fresh faces are frozen in surprise, leaning over each other’s 

shoulder in whispering respect and rapture. They pay homage to the gentleman, the only man 

who occupies that ample, fully furnished room. The dynamics of middle-class Victorian 

domesticity—complete with the proverbial hearth, paterfamilias, angel in the house, and a 

bouquet of submissive young daughters—is on display in this collage implying that, when 

playing with paper, girls internalized, or at least performed, conservative gender-coded roles. 

Paper Dolls & The Training of Middle-Class Girlhood 

 The feminization of scrapbooking in the 1910s also resulted from the long-standing 

association of paper dolls with female child development. A Harper Bazaar’s columnist 

remarked that “every girl has a corner in her heart set apart for paper dolls.”28 In fact, while 

newspapers and amusement manuals instructed boys to fold paper in the shape or airplanes, 

cowboys, and wild animals, girls were encouraged to cut out brightly colored paper dolls and 
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“play house.” Throughout the 1910s, many ladies’ and children’s magazines published girl paper 

dolls, including The Ladies Home Journal’s Lettie Lane (1908-1915), Betty Bonnet (1915-1918), 

and Polly Pratt (1919-1921); and Good Housekeeping’s immensely popular Dolly Dingle 

(1913-1922). Since paper-play primarily aimed to teach girls the virtues of future wifeliness, no 

proper doll was complete without a home. Therefore, girls were also instructed to scissor and 

assemble paper doll houses whose models came in almost every home entertainment manual.29

 Prescriptive teachings on how to compose a paper doll’s home further communicated 

implicit didactic guidelines on how a girl should beautify her home. Psychologists, parents, and 

educators assumed that girls naturally established a self-reflexive relationship with their dolls. 

This belief was not completely unfounded since many of the popular paper dolls of the time—

dressed in school uniforms, summer bonnets, and peter-pan-collared pinafores—did resemble 

miniaturized, middle-class schoolgirls. In fact, this was one of the many ways paper dolls were 

scriptive: they instructed the user to identify with the cutout image. Advice writers argued that 

playing with “colored paper dolls” cultivated in girls a practical aptitude for sewing and self-

adornment: “the growing girls of the family might learn a good deal of the practical art of cutting 

out clothes and making up tissue-paper dresses by manufacturing turning garments for the 

cherished dolls.”30 At the turn of the century, psychologist G. Stanley Hall confirmed that by 

playing with dolls of various materials, growing girls learnt as many life-lessons on courtship 

and housekeeping, as on feminine modesty and self-grooming. In a study conducted in 1898, 

Hall concluded that doll-play taught young daughters “to combine colors,” “cultivated taste in 
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dress, teach to sew,” making them “more stylish, more refined [...and with a] love of beauty.” 

Such achievements ultimately enhanced girls’ “fit[ness] for domestic life,” “the care of children,” 

and “womanliness,” thus preparing them for wifeliness and motherhood. 31  

 In the early twentieth century, paper dolls of celebrated stage actresses began cropping up 

in newspapers and women’s magazines. In 1911, the New York Sunday American published a 

doll of Maude Adams, luxuriously accompanied by four outfits including her famous Peter Pan 

costume. paper and porcelain dolls resembling Sarah Bernhardt made appearances in The 

Ladies’ Home Journal and other American dailies as early as 1910 (Fig. 4 ). By 1916, dolls of 

Billie Burke and Marguerite Clark—stage sensations turned screen stars—were distributed 

across the nation in women’s publications such as The Delineator. Mary Pickford paper dolls 

surfaced in the mid 1910s. The fact that most paper dolls represented girls or young actresses 

proves that both the American press and its nationwide readership understood paper-doll play as 

a gendered pastime, primarily aimed at, and practiced by, young females. 

 However, celebrity dolls provided different scripts from those found in Polly Pratt and 

Dolly Dingle paper dolls. While Polly and Dolly supplied girls with several friends, family 

members, and household items, actresses’ dolls offered lavish wardrobes seen on the stage and 

the screen. Captions instructed that paper-players should use these paper to reenact their favorite 

performances and heroines. Thus, if paper dolls like Polly and Dolly encouraged girls to replay 

everyday familial dynamics and thus consolidate rigid gender-coded roles, Mary Pickford and 

Maude Addams dolls invited girl fans to participate in the make-believe world of movie stardom, 

a world defined by luxury, pleasure, and unfixed feminine identities.
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 While paper-play was being celebrated within psychology and childrearing literature as a 

way to instill economy and industriousness in growing girls, fashion magazines and popular 

newspapers used scrapbooking to promote consumerism. Playing upon the same belief that girls 

grew up negotiating their gender identity by manipulating printed images of other females, 

newspapers instructed their girl readership to keep a fashion scrapbook composed of cutout 

illustrations of women dressed in stylish attire. In 1914, a Chicago daily claimed that one of 

these pen-and-ink drawings—depicting “Miss Up-to-the-Styles-and-a-Little-Beyond”— was a 

“must” for any fashionable girl worth her salt. “The wise girl will paste this model in her scrap 

book immediately” urged journalist Betty Brown, a command that indirectly suggested that “the 

wise girl” should aspire for such “swinging” fur outfits.32 According to the many scrapbooks 

assembled by girls throughout the 1910s, young female consumers partially heeded the press’ 

command, pasting hundreds of colorful fashion plates cut from illustrated, women-oriented, 

lifestyle magazines—such as Vogue, Cosmopolitan, The Metropolitan, and so on— on blank 

notebooks. 

 Encouraging girls to play with mass-produced ephemera and to dream of consuming 

flashy ready-to-wear was not divorced from moral indoctrination. Advice writers explained that 

“young women” who were encouraged to “make a collection [...] of pictures, engravings, 

carvings, or something distinctively artistic [...] in their youth, found themselves possessed of 

[an] inestimable advantage:” they were strangers to “ennui” and indolence. “To them, a spare 

hour is not an enemy to be killed. Satan finds no mischief for their idle hands do.”33 
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 Film magazines similarly advertised movie scrapbooking as a frugal housekeeping 

technique. They did so as a way to guarantee that, during a time of resource conservation framed 

by the nationwide war effort, female consumers did not regard illustrated film magazines as 

frivolous, and thus dispensable items. If magazine covers could be repurposed into cheap home 

ornaments, then their utilitarian afterlife justified the publications’ initial cost. For example, 

when in June 1917 Motion Picture Classic grew in length and also in cost, ads promoting the 

expanded “magazine de luxe” promised that “a full-page portrait in many colors of William 

Farnum [...] alone will be worth the price of the magazine.” Insisting on the magazine’s 

economical multivalence, the ads also boasted that “eight pages of portraits will be printed in two 

colors by rotogravure, the newest and highest art known to painters. This will mean each month 

eight pages of portraits worth framing and preserving.”34 As a result of being perceived as a 

recyclable material, in the end, film magazines hoped that fewer young girls and housewives 

would be tempted to cut their losses by skipping on their movie mag. 

 In short, at the dawn of the twentieth century, paper-play and handicrafts continued to be 

part of the accepted discourse on proper femininity and successful domesticity. On one hand, 

advice manuals and psychology literature claimed that growing girls internalized the Protestant 

ethic of hard work, efficiency, utilitarian taste, and wholesome self-grooming through the 

assemblage of scrapbooks and the manipulation of paper dolls. Yet, at the same time, fashion 

magazines and film publications co-opted paper-play practices, in particular scrapbook-making, 

as a means of encouraging mass consumption from its young female patrons.
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 By 1914, a nascent film press drew on this girl-oriented pedagogy and linked 

scrapbooking with the disciplining of middle-class girl fans. Fan and trade publications 

suggested that girl fans’ rowdy movie-love could be productively corrected via a methodical 

employment of traditional handicrafts such as hand-stitching, hand-coloring, paper-cutting, 

letter-writing, and particularly scrapbook-making. A new spin on a conventional record book, the 

early-twentieth-century “movie scrapbook” was specifically promoted as a female-oriented 

occupation that simultaneously functioned as an educational tool and a device for preserving 

memories.  In the following sections, I analyze the rise of the “movie scrapbook” fad in the 

American film press in tandem with movie scrapbooks assembled by from young female 

spectators to demonstrate how pedagogical aspects of paper-play became intertwined with film 

magazines’ commercial goals and to chart the ways girl fans responded to that marriage—not 

only in their published letters, poems, and arts-and-crafts tutorials, but also in their private 

manipulation of film ephemera, i.e. their unpublished movie scrapbooks, diaries, and personal 

correspondence with the stars.

A Method to Their Madness: Movie Fan Magazines, Didactic Handicrafts, and Girl Crafters

 In 1907, sociological studies conducted in American schools showed that “cases of girls 

collecting were much more numerous than those of boys.”35 With the development of film 

advertisement, white, middle-class schoolgirls—furnished with newfound free time and pin 

money—began compiling film ephemera with great verve and perseverance. Surviving movie 

scrapbooks, personal correspondence with screen stars, and letters published in the popular press 
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attest that, throughout the 1910s, American girls avidly collected paper-based film paraphernalia, 

particularly players’ autographed headshots. For instance, in 1912, Miss Margaret Everest from 

Houston, Texas wrote to Florence Lawrence asking if the actress had “a spare photo. If so, will 

you please send it to me, I’m making a collection of favorites and would like much to have one 

photos of your self.”36 In 1910, Miss Rose Sachmmellen from St. Louis prefaced a similar 

request with an explicatory note: “My work, Miss Lawrence, prevented me from securing one of 

the Times photos of you, but am making collection of the series they are now printing of you, and 

I wish to request you to send me your autograph as a great favor, which shall be greatly 

appreciated by me and very highly prized.”37 In response to a fifteen-year-old girl’s fan letter, 

Thanhouser player Lila Chester sent a signed photo and the following message: “Little Lady, So 

glad to have heard from you. Hope your collection will be quite complete shortly.” 38 By 1917, a 

“California girl” wrote to Motion Picture Magazine  “wonder[ing] if some of your many readers 

would not enjoy an account of  a ‘movie and stage star’ collection [...], the most interesting 

collection that has ever been gathered together anywhere.”39  

 By 1915, motion picture magazines recognized girl collectors as a profitable consumer 

market. The film press began then to seek ways to induce movie-loving girls to focus their extra 
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time and money on compiling film ephemera. Magazines addressed girl patrons directly, inviting 

them to assemble encyclopedic movie scrapbooks; to share their “valuable collections of 

‘Moviana’” with readers; to display their handicraft skills through the reappropriations of print 

content; and to receive cash prizes by excelling at the manipulation of film ephemera.40 By 

lending visibility and value to girls’ domestic handicrafts, trade and fan magazines relied on the 

association of scrapbooking with female industry, craftsmanship, and virtue as a way to 

encourage consumerism. At the same time, the then burgeoning Arts and Craft Movement 

brought manual work and self-sufficient craftsmanship to America’s cultural limelight. Though 

mass-produced film magazines and the Movement sponsored competing agendas, they both 

succeeded in boosting the social currency and public visibility of handmade crafts. 

 In this way, movie magazines became scriptive objects, instructing their female fans how 

to best perform their movie love through craft practices and ephemera collections. Starting in 

1915, fan magazines began heralding girl fans’ scrapbooks and “Moviana collections” as 

“successful” and “valuable” testimonies of manual skill and inventive housekeeping.41 This 

praise reveals the displacement of a Protestant celebration of industriousness by an ethic of mass 

consumption. Cultural theorist Warren Susman suggests that the shift from conservative 

economy to self-indulgent consumption is epitomized by “the cult of personality.” According to 

Susman, the twentieth-century concept of “personality” came to replace that of nineteenth-

century “character” as the leading distinguishing feature in the social arena. While “character” 

intrinsically depended on personal sacrifice and accomplishment, “personality” stemmed from 

the quick growth of a superficial media culture that rewarded personal satisfaction and public 
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notoriety. As a result, “character [was] either good or bad, [while] personality [was only] famous 

or infamous.”42 Likewise, film historian Lary May has claimed that an increasing emphasis on 

mass production and material plenty symptomizes a pivotal change in American mores. 

According to May, at the turn of the twentieth century, American culture migrated from a 

Protestant “disdain for the lavish and seemingly decadent,” to a glorification of wealth, mass 

consumption, and public displays of largesse.43  

 By the mid-1910s, MovieLand—in particular its gilded, manufactured stars—personified 

this new secular cult of material accumulation, individual gratification, and nationwide celebrity 

described by Susman and May. Drawing on nineteenth-century practices associated with 

domestic handicrafts and productive femininity, movie magazines attempted to gain twentieth-

century girls’ patronage by suggesting that a traditional, everyday pastime (such as paper-cutting, 

scrapbooking, or quilling) and a manual skill (sewing, collaging, or hand-coloring) could bring 

American girl fans of any class closer to that elusive constellation of modern, fun-loving, and 

prosperous celebrities. The message movie magazines sent to girl crafters was that, by 

privileging the conspicuous consumption of mass-marketed film ephemera they could share the 

same ethos of material abundance embodied by their film idols.

 In fact, intimacy with screen stars became a much sought-after commodity by mid-

decade as the newly implemented star system worked to increase the number of ardent fans who 

coveted (and attempted to establish) a personal relation with America’s most popular picture 
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players.44 According to Motion Picture Magazine, audiences flooded the publication’s Answer 

Man, crushing him under “the burden of questions, ranging from some one’s age to some other 

actress’s salary; from one actor's favorite brand of cigarets to another’s boot size.”45 By 1917, the 

desire to forge an intimate rapport with the stars had grown so exponentially that a journalist 

noted, half playfully, half exasperatedly: “since the Motion Picture Magazine and similar 

publications have begun to draw the public and the player more closely together, the curiosity of 

the former, regarding the latter, has been hard to satisfy. The more they know, the more they want 

to know.”46

 Not surprisingly, film magazines encouraged female patrons to scrapbook as a means of 

selling more magazines. As a way to get readers started in cutting and weaving paper covers, the 

Motion Picture Magazine offered a one-time bulk promotion: buy “50 assorted back numbers for 

$1.50 postpaid; or 50 assorted covers for 50c postpaid. That will stock you with an entire 

summer’s reading matter and hundreds of beautiful pictures.” The fan magazine also attempted 

to eliminate any competition in this new paper-and-crafts market by reminding its female patrons 

that, “the unusual quality of the vellum parchment used for the covers of Motion Picture 

Magazine, [...] make it, as Nina Kilgore found, the only practical material from which these link-

beads can be successfully made.”47 Further, as many of the movie-loving female crafters 

remarked, fans had to purchase more than one magazine in order to achieve satisfying 
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handiworks. According experienced girl crafters, a successful movie scrapbook “called for at 

least six copies of the Classic,” while a comprehensive “Who’s Who” record-album required a 

minimum of “two magazines each month to cut, for we must have both sides of the page.”48

 However, directing girls to become methodical movie scrapbookers served other goals 

than mere commercial profit. Movie magazines were scriptive objects, ripe with a set of prompts 

that instructed girls on how to properly express their fandom. By borrowing firmly established 

associations between instructional paper-play and well-behaved young femininity, the American 

film press sought to discipline girls’ notoriously unruly love for the movies. 

 As I have discussed at length in the previous chapters, throughout the 1910s fan 

magazines characterized girls as intemperate movie consumers. By 1914, it was no secret that 

unmarried girls of all classes contributed to a significant share of the film industry’s profit. In 

fact, girls’ fervent motion picture patronage was often made public by their own hand. Faced 

with such vocally exuberant movie-loving, fan and trade publications began promoting the 

making of movie scrapbooks—as well recycling of film ephemera by other means—as efficient 

techniques that reigned in girls’ excessive love for the pictures. According to the popular press, 

by methodically cutting and compiling film reviews, actor’ profiles, autographed photos, 

production stills, answers to fan questions, and any other mass produced information regarding 

MovieLand, screen-struck girls learnt to discipline their rowdy movie fandom into meticulous 

record-keeping and mindful repurposing. 

 Simply put, confronted with the growing threat of adolescent girls’ unmanageable movie 

investment, America’s commercial press appropriated established discourses feminizing the 
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practice of useful handicrafts and memory-keeping, and publicized these as didactic methods that 

rerouted girls’ movie madness into productive, contained, and pacified housewifery. Although 

open to every picture lover, features publicizing these practices clearly targeted young female 

fans.

 For instance, in 1914, local and national popular newspapers—acting as an arm of the 

film press—started promoting a “brand new fad” aimed specifically at its female patrons. 

Published as part of the “special features of interest to women readers,” “The Movie Scrap 

Book” plug appeared in various newspapers across the country. The colloquial language used in 

these write-ups suggests that they addressed a younger, informal crowd. In the ads, reporters 

interpellated movie fans directly with rather casual, if loaded, questions such as “Don’t you want 

to have lots of fun keeping tab on film favorites?!”49 or “Have you started a Movie Scrap Book? 

Perhaps not—it’s such a brand new fad in movie land that some of the movie fans have not heard 

of it” 50 (Fig. 5). To compile a movie scrapbook, the feature implied, was thus not only the mark 

of a truly dedicated fan, but more importantly, it was the sign of a really up-to-date movie 

insider. 

 The language of consumerism mixes here with that of industriousness: these features 

promised that to dutifully collect images of picture stars was simultaneously a useful pastime and 

an enhancement of girls’ fandom that can only be achieved by purchasing newspapers. This 

rhetoric is thus symptomatic of Protestant utilitarianism being infused with a new secular ethos 

of material abundance: by 1914, collecting and manipulating paper ceased to be promoted as a 

primarily pedagogical activity and became instead conceived as an exercise in consumption. 
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Instead of training children to internalize and perform ascribed gender roles, publicized movie 

scrapbooks clearly sought to produce mass profit. The film press achieved this goal by 

suggesting that any movie-loving girl could gain superior social status via the amassing of large 

quantities of mass-produced film ephemera. Fans could still learn a lot about favorite film 

players when compiling movie scrapbooks; however the lessons embedded in stars’ biographies, 

interviews, and studio photographs were somewhat different from nineteenth-century didactic 

paper-play, which focused primarily on teaching girls the basics of frugal housekeeping, social 

etiquette, heterosexual courtship, and self-beautification. Working within a commercial 

enterprise, fan and trade publications promoted the ethos of materialism, personal gratification, 

and public ostentatiousness that buttressed early-twentieth-century celebrity culture. 

 The film press supplied precise instructions on how to craft these “valuable” handmade 

scrapbooks that echoed nineteenth-century pedagogical manuals, known by their practical 

repurposing of household scraps and their pedagogical value. For instance, in 1915, a Chicago 

newspaper directed: “Get a book—any book will do. Clip the caption ‘My Movie Scrap Book’ 

from The Day Book and past it on the cover of your scrap book, then as the movie-stars pictures 

appear in The Day Book cut them out and paste them in the book.”51  That same year Motion 

Picture Classic primed their readers “to start a scrapbook of Motion Picture players’ portraits.” 

With a one year’s subscription, the magazines’ offered “FREE, fine, attractive, unmounted roto-

gravure portraits of eighty of leading players.” 52 Upon request, the publishing company also 

quoted prices of blank scrapbooks, thus inviting subscribers to receive in the mail a readymade 
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movie scrapbook kit. Scrapbook-making was thus advertised not only as a handy occupation, but 

also as a bargain. 

 Invariably, publications suggested that the secret to succeed at movie scrapbooking was 

to religiously buy every issue released. Every week, newspapers like The Day Book and The 

Tacoma Times published the enlarged headshot of a girl starlet, such as Edna Mayo, Juanita 

Hansen, or Betty Subject. “Every week,” the papers explained, “you will get a new photograph 

and story telling about one the movie stars. [...] Paste [them] on your movie scrap book, which is 

the very latest thing film fans are doing.”53 

 By promoting chronological consumption, scrapbooking directed at movie girl fans 

fostered a collector’s mentality. Fans should make sure they did not miss any of the items 

released weekly or their collections of movie scraps would be rendered incomplete. In fact, 

although elaborate arabesques edged the photographs—simultaneously resembling readymade 

frames and “cut-here” tracings—movie scrapbooks were not advertised as decorative objects. 

Instead they functioned as “a valuable record of doings in movieland”54 or as “a valuable 

collection of ‘Moviana’.”55 For that reason, magazines asserted, scrapbooks’ assemblage should 

be as sequential and thorough as possible. More than a collection of pretty film stills, “an 

interesting book” should include press “stories of [the fan’s] favorite stars and names of plays in 

which you have seen them.”56
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  In short, positioned as a hybrid document—half mass-produced clippings, half personal 

recollection and marginalia—the movie scrapbook ultimately straddled the thin line between a 

manufactured inventory and a handmade journal. Behind such exhortations to build well-stocked 

movie scrapbooks were pressing concerns regarding the ephemerality of spectatorial experience, 

of mass produced media, and ultimately, of human existence. The desire to counteract the 

impermanence of everyday life via individual inventories is a symptom of a decade plunged in 

global conflict—a society dramatically affected by the fast-paced tempo of urbanization and 

industrialization, where change was perennially afoot and innovation constantly obliterated old 

models and tenets. 

 Partially buoyed by a nostalgic longing for simpler times, fan magazines encouraged the 

new generation to replicate their female ancestors’ domestic roles of memory-keepers, paper-

players, and homebound archivists when they encouraged girl fans to become both active authors 

and passive recorders,. Only instead of landmarks of a family’s growth, 1910s girl fans were now 

entrusted to document a crucial moment in cinema’s unfolding development. Since America’s 

popular press imagined cinema as an adolescent enterprise, when girl fans collected printed and 

personal reactions to young stars, they were actually recording a series of concurrent coming-of-

ages: their own, the movie players’, and the film industry’s. However, by stimulating girls to act 

as domestic archivists and do-it-yourself preservationists, the film press also aimed to correct girl 

fandom, channeling girls’ febrile film investment into useful, self-contained practices rather than 

delirious and debilitating fantasies of stardom.  

 Both in public and in private venues, numerous movie-loving girls growing up in the 

1910s responded to this new task with gusto. For instance, in June 1915, Ethel R. Seely wrote to 
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Motion Picture Magazine commending her fourteen-year-old sister, Gladys Seely, for being 

“such an enthusiastic movie fan that after each visit to the Motion Picture theater she writes 

down in her notebook the descriptions of the pictures she has seen. On looking over her book for 

1914 she finds that she has been to the movies no less than one hundred and forty-nine (149) 

times, and has seen eight hundred and five (805) different photoplays altogether.” Reiterating 

traditional mores proposing that girls’ effective budgeting and household-managing should come 

hand in hand with conscientious bookkeeping, adolescent Gladys also kept track of “the money 

she paid for admission,” which in a year “amounted to six dollars and sixty-six cents ($6.66).”57 

 Throughout 1914 and 1915, another upper-middle-class fifteen-year-old girl kept a daily 

journal, carefully registering the expenses she incurred. Movies figure recurrently from Fall 1914 

onwards, the price of each admission (10 cents) neatly annotated in a red grid at the end of her 

notebook. “Chips,” “French Fries,” “chocolates,” “eats,” and “carfares” round up the Oregon 

girl’s frequent picture-going excursions58  (Fig 6). Fifteen-year-old Edna Vercoe from Highland 

Park, Illinois exhibited similar methodical journaling skills, keeping a register of all the films she 

attended in the Fall of 1914. The three-page index appeared at the end of her rather elaborate six-

volume movie scrapbook collection. Each painstakingly handwritten title included the studio and 

the names of the stars in the films she had seen. Ninety-three films are neatly listed. However, 

since many of these were serials divided into several episodes, Vercoe most likely frequented the 

picture house over hundred times within a three-month period.59 What these movie tallies show 
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us is that, by the mid 1910s, girl fans employed techniques of industrious girlhood—including 

budgeting and household management—in the service of film consumption.

 By keeping such well tabulated records of movie attendance costs during a time of global 

conflict, it is likely that girls sought to reconfigure filmgoing from a self-indulgent treat into a 

practical expense that could be easily written off as part of the household economy. One of 

Espy’s remarks exemplifies this attempt to link movie attendance with conscientious house and 

record-keeping. On Monday, January 18, 1915, the then sixteen year old wrote down that one of 

her main New Year’s Resolutions was to make “my diary of 1915 more a budget of my thoughts 

and accomplishments,” than a register of her romantic “cases” and daydreams.60 According to 

the schoolgirl, this rehabilitation was achieved by carefully tallying her cinemagoing costs, as 

well as registering her impressions of individual screen productions. 

 Another way girl fans followed the press’ dictates was by volunteering tutorials on how to 

assemble effective movie scrapbooks or film ephemera collections. In 1917 a self-denominated 

“plain, little, every-day, dream-girl” taught Motion Picture Magazine’s readers how to 

“delightfully and satisfyingly [...] while away many pleasant hours” via the assemblage of a 

“wide-scope” movie scrapbook. The trick, “The Little Dream-Girl” from Pasadena, CA 

instructed, was to cast a wide net and write to every film star one enjoyed asking for their 

“likeness.” As a result of her year-long “endeavor,” she amassed an unparalleled number of 

“snapshots, studio photographs and ‘still’ pictures of all kinds, [...] letters and photographs [...] 

from all parts of the country, east and west, until now the large book which they comprise, 

represents one of the most precious and priceless things I possess.” From the California girl’s 
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perspective what ultimately endowed her “‘Happy Memories’ Book” with such “precious and 

priceless” value was its comprehensiveness and material abundance: a plethora of items and a 

variety of film ephemera, all neatly accumulated between the “large” scrapbook’s sixty-plus 

pages.61

 Also in an instructional vein, an anonymous adolescent girl shared with Motion Picture 

Magazine a frugal way to give gifts to six female friends at the same time. Faced with the first 

anniversary of her all-girl movie fan club, the crafter ingeniously turned to old issues of the fan 

magazine. Manipulating scissors, paper, fabric, and glue, the movie-loving girl converted 

reproductions of actors’ photos and bios into six cheaply-made, yet “beautiful,” movie albums:

 I knew the girls each had a list of favorite players—we squabble over our favorites 

 regularly—so I cut out the ‘Art Gallery of Popular Players’ and saved all my covers for 

 several months. Then I bought six packages of art-paper [...for] twenty-four cents a 

 package of one hundred sheet [...].  I cut out the prettiest pictures and mounted them on 

 pages of paper that harmonized best. [...] Beneath each picture a type-written, brief 

 biography of the player is pasted. The books are then bound together with ribbons [...] 

 and the gifts are ready. They were beautiful books.62

In this letter, instructional guidelines marry with personal anecdote, revealing how closely girl 

fans interiorized publicized lessons on utilitarian paper-play, purposeful recreation, and 

productive fandom. 
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 Further, during the war years, the commercial press advertised scrapbooking a means to 

convert girls’ unruly movie love into nationalistic handiwork. Such pervasive emphasis on useful 

conservation and appropriation of print media did not only channel girl fans’ alarming obsession 

with the pictures into productive activity. It allowed girls to participate in the war relief effort. 

Europe was devastated by the World War, and the US—nearing its entrance into the global 

conflict—re-imagined itself as a two-faced Janus: on one hand, as “the barn of the world,” an 

oasis of natural and economical resources ready to rescue the war-riddled Old World; and on the 

other, as a war-bound country, whose superior plenty ran the risk of running dry if not duly 

protected.63 Recycling paper within the home was one of the many ways young, unmarried, 

American females were asked to participate in this conscious relief effort. Other efforts included 

knitting for Allied orphans, buying Liberty Bonds, selling war stamps, and joining the Red 

Cross.64

 Young females from all walks of life readily took up scrapbooking as a wartime measure. 

In 1918, a Texas newspaper commended “a bevy of attractive young girls” for their “patriotic” 

scrapbook-making: during a “war tea,” the young socialites assembled “scrap books which are to 

be sent to the convalescent soldiers in France.”65 New York’s The Sun reported on a “Scrap Book 

Ball” being thrown by “Brooklyn’s fashionable set. [...] Each girl will bring a scrapbook made by  
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herself for a wounded soldier and a prize will be awarded for the best one. Mrs. Lola de la Mesa 

Greenwood is chairman of the Scrap Book Committee.”66 The next year, “scrapbooks ha[d] 

proved [such a] popular diversion in hospitals,” that a Scrapbook Department of the War Camp 

Community Service was created. An unmarried girl, Miss Ruth Campbell, presided over the 

operation and exhorted other young females to help in the war-effort by compiling all-paper 

scrapbooks for the wounded soldiers. The most suitable materials for “grown men,” Campbell 

instructed, were “pictures of actresses.”67 Children were also expected to recycle magazine 

illustrations into charitable handiwork. A Kentucky newspaper suggested that American 

children’s “picture scrap books” should be sent “to some of the millions of little Allied orphans 

across the sea.”68

 Already relying on “pictures of actresses” and other film ephemera, by 1918, scrapbook-

making became part of the discourse on female stardom. In May, The Washington Herald 

reported that “having knitted all the available yarn into sweaters, wristlets and mufflers for the 

boys in France, the feminine portion of the film colony is now busily engaged on a new enterprise 

and the morning greeting on the studio lot it: ‘Have you a little scrap book in your dressing 

room?’” According to the Hollywood correspondent, the news that “convalescent soldiers 

[needed] something out of the ordinary that they could look at or read for amusement [...had] 

spread around at various studios and now everyone, including stars and extra girls, were 

compiling a ‘Nonsense Scrap Book’ to be sent over to the hospitals. These scrapbooks contain 

snap shots, still pictures of productions, comic cartoons, many of them made by the stars or their 
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friends.”69 Even Mary Pickford, America’s Sweetheart, reportedly kept a scrapbook. A couple of 

New York newspapers noted that “Mary is strong on human nature incidents. She has a scrap-

book full of them and finds them useful as suggestions.”70 

 By publicizing film actresses as patriotic scrapbookers, newspapers not only gilded the 

public persona of girl stars, but they also promoted the act of scrapbooking as a noble and 

charitable occupation, ideal for filling girl fans’ idle time and transform their intemperate movie 

fandom into useful, nationalistic handiwork. Simultaneously, these  features also brought female 

stars closer to their fans because they suggested that, in their domestic pastimes as in their daily 

concerns, stars were just like the regular folk who went to the movies. 

 Newspapers were far from alone in directing young female film audiences towards a 

manual manipulation of movie ephemera. Film magazines were equally scriptive, inviting girls 

to creatively recycle its pages after having read its written content. Cloaked under a didactic 

guise, by the mid 1910s, motion picture magazines began promoting domestic handicrafts and 

paper reappropriation as excellent ways to showcase a girl’s fervent movie fandom, while 

simultaneously revealing imaginative recycling skills. The monthly fan publication Motion 

Picture Magazine led in these efforts. In 1916, the magazine launched an “Addition Puzzle” 

contest. Presented with several superimposed headshots, readers were asked to disentangle the 

faces and guess the identity of thirty-five famous film players. “Eight thousand little puzzle 

adders” reportedly entered the game (which, presumably, required that they buy the magazine), 

and over three thousand “sent in an entire list of correct answers.” Faced with the difficult task of 

selecting only ten winners, the judges focused on “the amount of skill, care, ingenuity, and 
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artistic talent displayed,” and rewarded those fans who, instead of simply writing a list of names, 

employed “the fine handicraft on paper, [...] with brush pen, carving-tools and scissors.” Cutting, 

pasting, and manually overlaying each slice of paper, those ten readers literally reconstructed the 

jumbled photographs into whole, artfully woven, recognizable faces; others transformed the 

scraps of paper in “cut-out panels” and “hand-lettered panel paintings.”71 Miss Cora Johnson 

from Indiana even bound the thirty-five remade images in leather and submitted her visually 

textured collection in the shape of a scrapbook, an effort for which the judges awarded her the 

first prize. Not surprisingly, the other nine paper-crafters who won cash-prizes were also young 

females. 

 Likewise, in 1917, girl crafters Miss Flora Loedlin from Bath, New York and Miss Etta 

Wicks from St. Johnsville, New York both earned first prizes in the “Motion Picture Charades.” 

Flora “for a calendar, on heavy, gray cardboard, bound with red satin, each page carrying [...] the 

pictures of the six players;” and Etta for “an artistic booklet, bound in soft buff, each page 

carrying either the picture or the verse concerning the player.”72 Similarly, the three winners of 

the 1918 “Movie Charade Puzzle” also emerged as unmarried, young “misses” who evinced 

talent in scrapbooking and handcrafting. First-prize winner, Miss Vera Hassert from Montreal, 

“took a tiny photograph book and on neat little strips of white paper printed the question. Then in 

one corner she gave the answer, and in the other she pasted a photograph of the answer, such as 

May Allison’s picture and the Lasky trade-mark.” Chicagoan Miss Jennie C. Colvin “cut a string 

of tiny pennants from various gay-colored ribbons and printed one answer on each individual 

pennant. She then sewed them all on one long strip of pink ribbon.” Finally, Miss E. Louise 
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Espey from Washington D.C. “removed the contents from the Motion Picture Magazine, pasted 

the contents border design on a plain sheet of paper, and then typed her answers in the middle of 

the sheet.”73 

 More than expert manipulators of paper and paste, these girls were celebrated as both 

model consumers and as the “right kind” of ardent movie fan. Although they adored screen 

players and religiously bought film magazines, they did not treat the latter as a superfluous 

consumer good; instead, these dexterous girl crafters repurposed the illustrated publication as a 

purposeful outlet to express their admiration for a player and display their manual skill.

 In its incessant promotion of useful handicrafts to female readers, film magazines played 

upon the Arts and Crafts Movement do-it-yourself ethos which, throughout the 1910s, pervaded 

America’s interior design and ladies’ publications. The message being telegraphed in the movie 

magazines’ craft features was that female movie fans could easily convert their established 

manual skills from domestic handiwork into public displays of film fandom, often with cash 

awards attached. All girl fans had to do to find such rewarding praise and prize was enter the 

magazines’ monthly handicrafts contests and share their paper-play tips in the questions-and-

answers page.

 In line with this commercial goal, Motion Picture Magazine  published letters credited to 

girl crafters offering easy-to-follow, do-it-yourself tutorials. In 1917, a girl fan from Anderson, 

South Carolina wrote an epistle inviting “other girls” to discover thrifty “ways of making this 

‘best of all Motion Picture Magazines’,” and reuse “old copies of the magazine.” In minute 

detail, the girl described the techniques and costs of transforming the publication’s “many, many 
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contents” and “very beautiful covers” into “attractive” mounted picture-frames; “pretty” wall 

decorations; personalized movie scrapbooks; and “Who’s Who—and Why” record “books” 

composed of players’ “interviews and chats.” The latter recycled artifacts, the girl expertly 

added, could easily be turned into gifts any “movie fan girl of first water” would greatly enjoy.74

 In that same issue, the Answer Man raved about a letter sent by Nina Kilgore from Rhode 

Island, a movie fan who had woven a “bead portiere from Motion Picture Magazine covers.” 

Once again, the publication championed the repurposing of the magazine’s back issues into 

practical household items, hailing that practice as “the very latest handicraft fad” that would 

revolutionize fans’ many “idle hours,” and effectively dethrone “knitting and crocheting and 

embroidery” as Americans’ favorite pastimes. This “new fascinating recreation,” however, 

clearly addressed female readers, since manual work such as kitting and embroidering had long 

been identified as feminine occupations. Keen on stimulating female readers to follow in 

Kilgore’s footsteps (or rather handy-fingers), the magazine proceeded with detailed directions on 

how to reproduce the homemade paper curtain: “use front and back covers, cut in stripe (each 

cover will cut ten) in triangle or wedge shape,” and so on. Further, the magazine announced that 

such artisanal beading skill was multivalent, as it could “be utilized in almost an infinite variety 

of decorative forms, such as hat-bands, hat ornaments, and pendants, necklaces, etc.”75 

 Ultimately, these first-person testimonials asserted that when placed in the hands of 

inventive female movie lovers, illustrations and other mass-produced film ephemera could be 

transformed into valuable and long-lasting crafts . In addition, the letters were presented as real-

life examples of what correct film fandom looked like. Domestic, useful, and controlled, 
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successful film handicrafts appeared as the bright companion to the dark stories of misery and 

waywardness resulting from runaway fans’ intemperate expressions of movie love.  

 In their efforts to reach a large number of girl crafters, however, Motion Picture 

Magazine and Photoplay went farther than most fan publications. First, more than offering easy-

to-follow instructions on scrapbook-making, these magazines supplied a visual taxonomy of 

what “proper” movie collages should look like. Second, they employed handcrafted aesthetics 

when publishing images of girl stars, a choice that further linked the practice of scrapbooking 

with young femininity in the public eye. This type of visual composition mimicked scrapbooking 

techniques most commonly found in girls’ memory books, namely the overlaying of different 

types of print media; the inception of handwritten marginalia atop mass-marketed images; and 

the placement of amateur Kodaks and oval self-portraits at the center of a blank page. 

 Scrapbook aesthetics began their movie appearance in Motion Picture Magazine, (then 

Motion Picture Story Magazine). As early as 1911, the images of famous screen players were 

presented as potential home decorations and scrapbookable materials. Full-page headshots 

appeared adorned with baroque trims that resembled household picture-frames, paper cameos, or 

ornamental die-cutouts (Fig. 7). Those trims became incredibly elaborate and painterly when 

framing a girl star’s photograph: drawings of fairies and princess enclosed their magnified faces, 

oval filigree imitated the aesthetics of a film close-up (Fig. 8). Photos of the actresses also 

appeared against a background of faux wallpaper, resembling the compositional style found in 

late-nineteenth-century paper doll houses assembled by middle-class girls (Figs. 9 & 10). In 

those paper houses, often pasted onto notebooks, wallpaper scraps functioned as colorful 

backdrops where female figures were then overlaid. In this way, these mass-produced 
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compositions and frames are scriptive, prompting female readers to re-appropriate the pages of 

the magazine as useful house decorations.

 By mid-decade, the scrapbook aesthetics became part and parcel of the magazine’s 

image-only feature “Gallery of PhotoPlayers.” Between 1913 and 1914, scissored and framed 

photos of Eleanor Blevins (August 1913), Muriel Ostriche (May 1914), and Maude Fealy (July 

1914) among many others, appeared atop flowery wallpaper within the pages of the magazine 

(Fig. 11). In July 1914, a page dedicated to Mabel Normand was composed of two cutout images 

next to each other as if pasted together on the page. A collage dedicated to Frankie Mann (May 

1914) depicted a roughly scissored production still overlapping a polished studio shot. Somewhat 

humorous photomontages emerged in 1916: in April, a collage portrayed Blanche Sweet 

longingly embracing a miniature cutout image of herself. The caption read: “Blanche Sweet is 

not such an admirer of herself as this picture indicates”76 (Fig. 12).  Later that year, Motion 

Picture Magazine represented Mabel Norman’s reliance on Mack Sennett by overlaying a 

diminutive image of the director on the shoulder of his leading actress. The caption once again 

clarified the meaning of the scrapbook-like collage: “Mack Sennett looks with pride at one of his 

most radiant stars.”77 

 By May 1917, the “Gallery of PhotoPlayers” — by then one of  movie scrapbookers’ 

favorite image source—changed significantly.78 Instead of privileging formal headshots, the 

section began showcasing a higher number of faux-scrapbook collages. These resembled 

veritable paper shrines dedicated to individual players. As if ripped from a handcrafted album, 
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each page presented several film stills against a background of decorative fabric, lace, or 

wallpaper; oval headshots overlapped scissored, full-body photographs; and photomontages 

paired action shots with traditional studio portraits. Text also began making an appearance: brief 

biographical notes underlined or integrated the complex composites, and the star’s name was 

typeset within the collection of collaged rotogravures. With these aesthetic changes— 

particularly the overlap of mixed media and the predilection for oval headshots—the “Gallery of 

PhotoPlayers” came to more closely resemble the memory and graduation books assembled by 

typical, middle-class schoolgirls (Figs. 13 & 14).

  By reproducing the aesthetic of scrapbooking within their mass-produced pages, fan 

magazines provided a script that guided readers toward productive movie fandom. The cutouts 

and frames surrounding stars’ headshots suggested that they were ready to be clipped, mounted, 

and placed in the domestic quarters, either as easy-to-assemble wall decorations or handy 

scrapbook materials. Similar to instructional features on paper recycling which aimed to align 

movie fandom with domestic activities like home decorating, this new scrapbook-like “gallery of 

players” also served didactic purposes: 1) to create a visual language of star adoration and paper 

assemblage that directly spoke to girl fans’ handicraft pastimes; and 2) to simultaneously 

circumscribe girls’ movie-loving to an industrially regulated and commercially driven practice. 

 On one hand, these manufactured collages exemplified what a proper movie scrapbook 

should look like: neat (no rough edges, blotted smudges, glue streaks, or ill-trimmed images); 

visually harmonious (no clashing patterns, competing color schemes, or overfull pages); 

thematically cogent (usually one star per page, but if two, they must be related—i.e. a screen duo 

or a pair of acting sisters); and summarily informative (the chosen images should chronicle the 
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player’s memorable parts and evince his/her acting range). On the other hand, by privileging 

young ingénues such as May Allison, Anita Stewart, the Gish sisters, Vivian Martin, and the 

Talmadge sisters, these industrial collages promoted a visual taxonomy of girl stardom. For 

example, shots of waifish actresses garlanded in flowers and dressed in gauzy costumes 

generally appeared at the center of the page, a compositional choice that exalted and elevated 

female innocence and adolescent youth. Similarly idolizing a pre-industrial representations of 

virginal girlhood, most production stills featured actresses whose hair flowed in long curls and 

who modestly averted their eyes. 

 Although these visual motifs—diaphanous fabrics, fallen hair, budding flowers—had by 

the mid 1910s become part of a popular representation of white, pure, and privileged girlhood, 

the language being forged by these faux collages did not speak to a universal audience. In fact, 

evoking the intimate, feminized practice of scrapbooking, these industrial montages explicitly 

addressed white, middle-class girls. The revamped “Gallery of PhotoPlayers” and its many 

imitators operated as manuals on what girl stardom should look like— adolescent, white, 

delicate, modest, and innocent—and how girl fandom should be manifested—as useful and 

methodical record-keeping; as a female-centered testimony of temperate adoration; and as an 

emulative exercise in proper femininity made tangible by the handcrafted (and closely regulated) 

organization of film paraphernalia. 

 Film fan magazines employed scrapbook aesthetics familiar to girl crafters as a way to 

communicate with young female readers. The girls-only competition issued by Photoplay, 

“Beauty and Brains” (1915-1916), further illustrates this marketing tactic. In January 1916, the 

publication began publishing the self-submitted photographs of over “four thousands” screen-
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struck entrants. Instead of displaying composites made of famous stars’ faces, the magazine wall-

papered two entire pages with black-and-white photos of wistful-looking girl fans.79  The photos 

are so small and the pages so overlapped that all that remains is a crowded cacophony of severed 

faces similar to those found in girls’ graduation scrapbooks (Fig. 15).  By imitating the handicraft 

methods familiar to many school-age girl fans and expressly employed in their memory books, 

Photoplay clearly aimed to address the girl crafters amongst its young female readership. 

 The following month, the magazine continued to interlock handmade scrapbook 

aesthetics and movie fandom with American girlhood. The photos of many would-be stars—girls  

between the ages of sixteen and nineteen years who identified themselves as working and 

middle-class—appeared overlaid onto a map of the United States of America.80 In an attempt to 

illustrate the diversity of submissions, each girl’s photograph sat atop a sketch of her home-state 

(Fig. 16). The resulting effect is a densely populated topo of girls’ longing for stardom. In its 

excess and disarray, as well as in its crude juxtaposition of amateurish self-portraiture with mass-

produced media (the pen-and-ink map, the printed captions), this manufactured collage simulated 

a personal scrapbook in the process of being assembled. 

 By inciting homemakers to integrate images of movie players in their domestic practices

—from home decoration to scrapbooking—fan magazines sought to make picture personalities 

more than a household names; they wished to transform Pickford, Chaplin, or Clark into literal 

household presences: their detachable photos hanging from the walls next to family pictures, 

their scissored headshots illustrating handwritten confessions. In this way, fan magazines worked 
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to domesticate girls’ desire for the stars. Rather than encouraging fantasies of erotic touches, 

these magazines incited creative manual work and handcraft productivity.

 In fact, as movie consumption moved into the private sphere—penetrating the intimacy 

of fans’ homes, routines, dreams, and affects—the film industry expected revenues to increase. 

As Walter Benjamin observes in “Little History of Photography,” the advent of mechanical 

reproduction sparked in “the masses” “a passionate inclination [...] to bring things closer.” 

Looking back at Atget’s turn-of-the-century photographs of Paris, Benjamin remarks that “every 

day the need to possess the object in close-up in the form of a picture, or rather a copy, becomes 

more imperative.”81 Already in love with a flickering image, early-twentieth-century film 

audiences excelled in such “imperative need.” Spurred by the impulse to bring stars “closer,” 

movie fans began regarding mass-produced reproductions of favorite players as tangible tokens 

of proximity—portable, tactual, and accessible likenesses that could be easily caressed, idolized, 

mobilized, and repurposed anywhere, by almost any fan with some dimes to spend. 

 Film journalists often encouraged this form of fandom, telling readers how they too 

carried around autographed photos of beloved players or mounted stars’ framed images of the 

stars in their homes. In 1915, Clarke Irvine recounts how he met Little Billy Jacobs. Struck by 

the child actor’s charisma, the reporter “asked him to autograph [his headshot], and sure enough, 

he scrawled a manly little signature across the face of the print, and carefully wrapped it. And I 

had it framed and can see it right now; it’s a good picture too.”82 The following year, Rose 

Tapley, a film actress and the Motion Picture Magazine’s official “Answer Lady,” instructed her 
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younger patrons to follow her example and, after exhausting Picture’s and Classic’s “reading 

matter [...], cut off the cover of a couple of them and have them framed. [...] I have them in my 

den because of their beauty, ” Tapley observed “big sister-like.”83 According to these insider 

testimonies, signed photographs functioned as legible badges of fan affiliation, as well as 

tangible markers of a passing moment of personal contact, of undivided attention between star 

and fan. 

 From this perspective, film magazines’ promotion of handcrafts were clearly scriptive. 

When showering movie lovers with photographic reproductions of beloved stars—often 

personalized with typeset autographs—and instructing them to express their love for the stars by 

repurposing those mass-reproduced images, movie publications ultimately aimed to capitalize on 

fans’ desire for proximity with movie players: a desire to “take the star home.” To do so, the film 

industry promoted intimacy with the stars as a “scarce, restricted commodity” that could only be 

achieved through intense and varied consumption of mass-produced movie ephemera.84  

Simultaneously, when encouraging the inception of the star’s image in the fan’s home,  movie 

magazines also directed fandom away from sexuality and towards domesticity. Souvenir 

postcards, pocket-size cutouts, mounted photographs, and many other ornamental, paper-based 

keepsakes directly spoke to female patrons, evoking their primary roles as home decorators and 

memory-keepers. In addition, as a consequence of its commodification and rarefaction, such 

elusive intimacy with the actors grew immensely valued and constantly sought after by 
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numerous movie lovers. Despite their mass production, the ephemerality of the media (both 

cinema and magazines) ultimately produced scarcity, as well as the resultant valorization of 

physical tokens that could make the experiences of filmgoing and star-worshipping tangible and 

permanent.

 Fans’ introduction of stars’ images into the private sphere of everyday life was amply 

displayed throughout the 1910s. In trade magazines, fans submitted photographs of their movie 

societies showing clubroom walls covered by framed pictures of famous players85 (Fig. 17). In 

local press statements, presidents of all-girls movie clubs conveyed “the need of a large 

autographed photograph of pretty little stars to be exhibited at all the meetings.”86 In letters 

written to female thespians, girls confessed to keeping actresses’ photos on their writing desks 

and bedroom walls. In personal correspondence exchanged between girl fans, one high-schooler 

even offered to photograph the elaborate collages decorating her room, so a female friend could 

gush over her movie picture collection. In the latter case, the framed reproduction of a male star 

became a locus for adolescent desire and female bonding. In a 1914 letter, “Floss” Schreiber 

teased her fifteen-year-old friend Edna Vercoe for hurting her finger while nailing a picture of 

Crane Wilbur (a Pathé actor both girls adored) to her bedroom wall. With surprising informality 

that suggests an imaginary familiarity with the movie star, Floss urged Edna to “please write + 

tell him about your pounding finger. If you don’t, I will.”87

 Film magazines’ attempts to expand their presence in female consumers’ households and 

leisure practices were not unwarranted; they actually built upon an established fan desire to 
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integrate public celebrities into their personal space and intimate life. If audiences—especially 

the emotionally susceptible adolescent girls—could be made to think of stars as personal 

confidantes and come to revere their printed images as a viable conduit for much longed-for 

propinquity, then more magazines would be bought for handcrafting paper collages, wall decors, 

and bead curtains; more collectable materials sporting an actor’s trademark image would be 

successfully commercialized; and more movie tickets could be sold relying only on the drawing 

power of a singular, yet widely beloved, screen player. 

 The commercialization of paper dolls made in the likeness of famous screen actors is a 

prime example of the film industry’s attempts to exploit fans’—particularly adolescent girls’— 

longing to “take a star home.” Movie stars’ paper dolls also attest to a change in cultural ethos 

where pedagogical goals gave way to commercial pursuits. Largely distributed in women’s 

magazines, film publications, and daily newspapers throughout the late 1910s and early 1920s, 

players’ paper dolls promised that, through paper-play, fans could finally concretize their 

fantasies of becoming intimate with a movie idol.88 The tongue-in-cheek ads for these print 

giveaways usually anthropomorphized the two-dimensional dolls, as well as domesticated the 

interplay between fan and paper alter. “Mary Pickford is coming to your house,” a Boston 

newspaper ad announced,

 So are Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, and Anita Stewart. [...] They’ll stay just as 

 long as you wish and they won’t be a bit of bother. [...] Really, the only thing you’ll need 
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 is: A PAIR OF SCISSORS! Yes, a pair of scissors—for the Mary Pickford and Anita 

 Stewart and Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin that are coming to your house are in 

 the form of paper dolls—really ‘cardboard’ paper dolls—IN COLORS!89 

 The press imagined that the audience purchasing these colorful paper dolls would be 

female and adolescent: young enough to remember the pleasures of paper-play, but old enough to 

“say you are over your days of cutting out paper dolls,” which most likely meant girls in their 

teens. This is made clear when newspapers addressed their ideal consumers as girls on the cusp 

of womanhood who might have thought they had grown out of the doll-cutting Sundays of their 

childhoods, but when confronted with “the SPECIAL INSERT paper dolls that come with THE 

BOSTON SUNDAY HERALD during the next few weeks, [their] fingers w[ould] just itch for a 

pair of scissors.”90 

 The fact that the majority of paper dolls issued resembled popular girl stars—namely, 

Mary Pickford, Anita Stewart, Mary Miles Minter, Marguerite Clark, Lila Lee, May Allison, and 

Norma Talmadge— and that ads presented their abundant paper wardrobes as a selling point, 

further proves that these ephemeral materials primarily targeted young female fans (Figs. 18 & 

19). Concurrently, these paper-dolls also worked to de-eroticize a girl’s desire to touch her 

favorite actresses, since the dressing and undressing of the star was couched in the fan’s longing 

to play with (and try on) the actress’ luxurious wardrobe .91 As previously discussed, in the 1910s 

movie fashion and fashion consumption underwrote both the ethos of girl stardom and girl 
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fandom. In fact, through fashion advice columns, female fans forged an intimate rapport with 

adored, if inaccessible, movie actresses, and such mediated communication ultimately allowed 

the former to feel closer to the latter. 

 The commercialization of stars’ paper dolls clearly reinforced a long-standing tradition of 

feminized mass consumption, make-believe, and paper-play. The sumptuous and bright-colored 

paper trousseaus accompanying most movie dolls supposedly trained female fans to enact their 

most extravagant “dress-up” fantasies (“you can dress them up to suit yourself and have a 

wonderful time”). Simultaneously, actresses’ paper effigies prompted girl audiences to exercise 

yet another domestic task associated with feminized, didactic paper-play: that of “playing 

house.” Like a good hostesses, the female fan was encouraged to “have Mary Pickford for tea;” 

like a competent home decorator, the doll-player was urged to think of the home as a 

manipulable arena, ready to accommodate “any movie you choose to stage.”92 

 Although times had changed and paper play served the commercial interests of magazine 

publishers, the disciplinary scripts associated with these activities remained surprisingly 

consistent with those propagated in nineteenth-century literature. Rather than encouraging girls 

to enact secret dreams of stardom, magazines guided girls towards using fandom as a means of 

become better homemakers. In fact, girl fans were expected to utilize this movie-themed paper-

play as a useful trial-run, training them to better perform the traditional roles of adult homemaker 

and mistress of the household.

 Though similar in disciplinary tenor, however, movie magazines employed paper dolls to 

reach goals quite different from those proposed by advice literature. If nineteenth century 
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manuals aimed to shape growing girls into proficient housekeepers and home decorators, by the 

second decade of the twentieth century, a developing film press used mass-reproduced images of 

stars and the feminized tradition of scrapbook-making to train middle-class girls to become more 

invested movie consumers. As that decade drew to an end, the film industry further attempted to 

strengthen its thrall over movie-loving girl fans. Beyond selling them a “it-could-happen-to-

you,” rags-to-riches fantasy of movie stardom, press agents and magazine editors aimed to 

penetrate girls’ most confessional practices and take hold, not just of their leisure time, but of 

their intimate life. To accomplish this goal, the film press encouraged female fans to manifest 

their exuberant movie fandom in an apparently orderly fashion: by filtering their mad love for 

photoplayers through traditional, feminine pastimes, namely handicrafts, scrapbooking, 

journaling, and epistolary exchanges. The promotion of homebound, ladylike hobbies as a means 

of retrofitting girl fandom took three approaches: newspapers instructed female movie-goers how 

to scrapbook film ephemera in the comfort of their homes; women’s magazines and local dailies 

disseminated actors’ paper dolls; Motion Picture Magazine launched monthly arts-and-crafts 

competitions; and several questions-and-answers columns incited girls to privately correspond 

with the stars. 

 A shift in the cultural ethos may ultimately explain this transition from nineteenth-century 

Protestant discipline and self-policing into twentieth-century mass consumerism and personal 

gratification. However, as with any revolution in morals, changes were often subtle and seldom 

all-encompassing: for instance, the scripts inscribed in specifically girl-oriented pastimes, such 

as paper dolls and handcrafts, were still intrinsically conservative, not inviting female fans to 

indulge in sybaritic dreams of Hollywood stardom or to rehearse extravagant erotic fantasies. 
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Instead, girl fans were asked to employ paper dolls, scrapbooks, and other manual arts to reroute 

their ardent spectatorial desires into traditional models of proper, productive femininity, such as 

housekeeping and home decorating. Reminiscent of nineteenth-century mores, these models 

further expurgated early-twentieth century girl fandom of any sensual desire, professional 

ambition, or interest in participating in America’s public life. 

  Through a focus on girls’ personal scrapbooks and unpublished correspondence, the 

following chapter investigates the other side of this commercial dialogue by examining the 

output of adolescent girl fans. Did fandom offer girls a means of expressing their personal 

thoughts and desires at a time when motion picture magazines so intently worked to shape their 

private movie-worshipping practices? Did the press‘ instructional scripts had immediate effect on 

gir fans‘ behavior,  to the extent that girls channeled their unruly fandom into the assemblage of 

neatly handcrafted paper collages? Or did girl fans disobey the scripts embedded in these 

magazines? Five scrapbooks, two diaries, and numerous fan letters produced by movie-loving 

girls during the 1910s comprise a private archive that demonstrates that an institutionalized film 

structure did not succeed in erasing excessive ardency and homoerotic desire from girl fandom; 

instead mass-produced repression enhanced such inherent components of early-twentieth-century 

screen-struck girlhood.
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Chapter 6

 Layers Upon Layers:

Movie Scrapbooks and The Visual Language of Girl Fandom

In 1914, an Illinois high-school girl, “Floss” Schneider, wrote to her absentee classmate: 

 Do you know Edna that I’ve been so lonesome for you + your Movy books + precious 

 other things that I didn’t do anything 4th period for a week but sit + think about you 

 [...]? Yes Connie told me about the program encluding [sic] Mary Pickford + I 

 intended to go but I was so absorbed in My ‘Movy Album’ I’m creating that I forgot 

 about it until nearly eight + so Mother said “well Floss that means stick awhile longer on 

 your precious book acause its to [sic] late for showtime now.” Flossie pretty nearly cried 

 herself to sleep.1

 This excerpt of personal correspondence captures the many ways adolescent American 

girls etched a burgeoning film culture into their daily lives. In the privacy of their homes and in 

the complicit company of their peers, numerous middle-class girls acted as dedicated film 

patrons, assiduous fan-letter writers, and methodical movie scrapbookers. Through these 

everyday practices, girls crafted a prototypical language of movie fandom that encouraged direct 

contact with the stars and active manipulation of their mass-produced images. However, through 

scrapbooking of film ephemera and pen-palling with the stars, girls often subverted prescriptive 

guidelines disseminated by nineteenth-century pedagogical manuals and early-twentieth-century 
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film publications. Instead of disciplining them, scrapbooking and letter-writing actually 

encouraged movie-loving girls’ to articulate their innermost, individual persuasions. 

 Conceived as a personal and creative project, movie scrapbooks became a self-expressive 

outlet for girls, a trusted place where tastes, aspirations, and less traditional desires were made 

pictorially tangible and intelligible. Unlike any other type of mixed-media album, “movie books” 

were composed exclusively of film ephemera: film reviews, newspaper clippings, stars’ images, 

autographed photographs, exhibitors’ bulletins, personal fan mail, and any other piece of movie 

paraphernalia that might have caught the compiler’s eye. Not surprisingly, middle-class 

schoolgirls in their teens assembled eighty per cent of the authored scrapbooks I was able to 

locate. The remaining scrapbooks produced in America during the 1910s are either unsigned or 

have been compiled by women in their late twenties. Only one movie scrapbook I could find was 

crafted by an identified male individual: Richard Hoffman, a thirteen-year-old schoolboy from 

State Island who amassed a remarkable collection of film ephemera between 1913 and 1916.

  As discussed in Chapter 5, by the early 1910s, the practice of scrapbook-making had 

grown popularly associated with young femininity, more specifically well-to-do, educated girls 

in their teens and early twenties. In their studies of early-twentieth-century girls’ memory albums 

and yearbooks, historians Kelly Schrum and Jane Greer further argue that scrapbooks offer an 

invaluable glimpse into middle-class girls’ everyday experiences and into their individual tastes, 

intimate fantasies, and spectatorial desires.2 According to these scholars, girls coming of age in 

the 1910s and 1920s navigated their adolescent process by collecting and then reassembling 
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mass media, particularly film ephemera. Economically affordable and geographically accessible, 

motion picture houses and movie fan magazines offered a cheap, communal, and creative 

pastime to many middle-class and working girls growing up in America’s urban and rural 

regions. Researching movie scrapbooks produced by Deanna Durbin’s young female fans, 

Georganna Scheiner likewise remarks that handmade volumes of “Durbiniana” ephemera 

allowed British and American girls growing up in the post WWII to make meaning (and sense) 

of their coming-of-age process. “The pleasure, histories, and personal memories associated with 

scrapbooks are a tangible artifact of identity formation,” Scheiner argues, “and the pride of 

creating a collection was an alternative arena of achievement. Instead of concentration on their 

man-pleasing and -catching skills, girls could take pride not only in their unique creative 

endeavors but in displaying their expertise.”3

 Building upon the work of these feminist theorists, I treat movie scrapbooks as “tangible 

artifact[s] of identity formation:” peepholes into girls’ private fan practices, roadmaps to the 

formation of an originary girl peer culture. I argue that, the way girls arranged film ephemera—

such as movie ads, illustrated postcards, actors’ autographs and photos—created a seminal visual 

language of screen fandom. Though traces of such language can be found in individual notes, 

marginalia, and collages, it was formulated collectively through the exchange of incomplete 

scrapbooks and scissored clippings, or the offering of surplus ephemera and image duplicates 

amongst girl friends. Such exchanges often took place within a local, all-girls movie club. 

Organized and often attended only by school-age girls, small-scale movie collectives were 

pervasive in North America during the 1910s. Little is known of them but what girls reported in 
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published and private fan correspondence. Yet these were important sites of communal paper-

play and film ephemera reapropriation, precursive as well as companion practices to surviving 

scrapbooks. 

 During the 1910s, girls’ domestic fan practices took two principal forms: scrapbooking 

and letter writing, followed closely by journaling. Not unusually the first two were intertwined 

since, as Floss’s note exemplifies, girl scrapbookers often wrote to favorite performers asking for 

autographed photos to include in their “movy albums.” I suggest that girls’ handmade “movy 

albums” reveal an established ethos of screen adoration, communally delineated (by the press, 

the film industry, and a close-knit collective of girl friends) but individually performed by one 

sole self-identified scrapbooker. 

 Outlined at the same time that the film press began addressing young female patrons, this 

girl fan ethos importantly conversed with discourses disseminated by trade and fan publications, 

particularly the glorification of nubile and innocent-looking film actresses; the valorization of 

mass consumption in the definition of movie fandom; and the inception of hand-painted color in 

lantern slides, actors’ portraits, film posters, and fan magazines’ covers. Resultantly, girls’ movie 

scrapbooks show us that, within the purview of their everyday lives and in the company of 

movie-loving peers, girl fans favored girl stars; openly expressed desire for, and identification 

with, young female players; privileged consumptive and aesthetic excess; and replicated the 

handcrafted style publicized in mass-marketed film paraphernalia. 

 In short, I propose that to understand girls’ individual expression of fandom one must 

begin by surveying girl fans’ collective movie-loving practices. After a succinct study of girls-
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only movie clubs, I move to a focused analysis of single-authored artifacts: first movie 

scrapbooks and diaries, and then unpublished fan correspondence. 

 My analysis on movie scrapbooks if focused on those assembled by six girls coming of 

age between the years of 1913 and 1922. Their names are Edna Garland Beverly Vercoe, Thelma 

Laird Lauer Majors, Margaret Harroun, Mary Florence Stott, Theresa Reinhart, and Constance 

Margaret Topping, six movie fans growing up in various regions of the United States: 

respectively, a suburb of Midwest's busiest metropolis (Highland Park near Chicago, Illinois); a 

bustling city in the Pacific Northwest (Seattle); a mid-sized Midwestern city (St. Joseph, 

Missouri); a seaport in New England (Portsmouth, New Hampshire); a growing Midwest hub 

(Oklahoma City); and a college town in Northern California (Berkeley). Additionally, I also 

explore Medora Espy’s private diaries, penned between 1914 and 1916, the years when the 

Pacific County native attended the Portland Academy in Oregon, and frequented the many movie 

theaters scattered throughout the Northwestern city. 

 It is important to note that, regardless of their geographic diversity, the majority of these 

movie-loving girls stemmed from upper or middle class families, completed high-school 

educations within normative time, and for the most part pursued university degrees. For instance, 

Reinhart graduated from the University of Oklahoma in 1920 as the first American girl to be 

awarded a degree in engineering; in 1921, Vercoe received certification from a Chicago teachers 

college; also in 1921, Topping earned a bachelors degree in Letters and Sciences from the 

University of California, Berkeley; and Espy planned to attend the same university once she 

completed her private high-school education, a goal cut short by her untimely death at seventeen. 
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 I propose that school experience informed how these middle-class girls’ manifested their 

investment in the pictures. In her study on turn-of-the-century American girlhood, historian Jane 

Hunter remarks that “school experiment changed [girls] sense of who they were. ‘New’ girls of 

the late-century high school, carrying fresh memories of their right to full membership in their 

generation, could not go home to become ‘family possessions’ or parlor ornaments.”4 University 

and high-school attendance showed girls other life options than getting married and starting a 

family—options that took into consideration girls’ individual proclivities, dreams and desires. I 

suggest that those same subjective dreams and desires are etched in the six girls’ handcrafted 

movie scrapbooks; are articulated in their private letters to female stars; and influenced the 

images and players the girl fans chose to worship.

 Lastly, my analysis of girls’ movie scrapbooks is framed by three key parameters:

1) Recurrent modes of private adoration, i.e. the aesthetics of scrapbooks’ visual arrangements. I 

look at the ways girls manipulated film ephemera and survey if girl fans followed the 

guidelines recommended in fan magazines or if their personal collages took shapes completely  

divergent from those published in the film press.

2) Definitional patterns in favoritism, i.e. the contents of movie scrapbooks. I interpret personal 

moviegoing records and number of items dedicated to singulars star as indications of a fan’s 

favorite performers, film genres, and screen types. Did girls showcase more images of male or 

female players? Younger or older? Ingénues, vamps, or both? What may these preferences 

signify? 
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3) Markers of self-referential involvement i.e. the scrapbooker as a communicative author. I read 

girls’ scrapbooks as roads of individual affect and self-expression. In this vein, I decode 

marginalia, drawings, and personal correspondence included in the movie scrapbooks, and 

question to which degree these handwritten inserts reveal aspects of a girl fan’s adolescent 

subjectivity and erotic investment. What may be inferred from girls’ widespread interest in 

non-traditional images of popular female stars—including Mary Pickford, Billie Burke, and 

Pearl White—cross-dressed as masculine dandies, street urchins, and horseback riders?

 In short,  I set out to investigate how adolescent girl fans communicated their budding 

subjectivies through a handmade and heartfelt appropriation of mass-produced film ephemera 

and film stars. In this chapter, I read girls’ movie scrapbooks as mixed-media artifacts fraught 

with personal investment and autobiographic history.

 Girls’ Movie Collectives: Expressing Girl Peer Bonding Through Film Fandom

 Three main characteristics define the ethos of movie fandom as it was practiced by white, 

middle-class girls in the 1910s: 1) the selection and deification of one film star, who the fan 

pledges to faithfully follow and worship above all other stars; 2) the creation of parasynthetic or 

truncated neologisms, often appropriated as self-describing sobriquets— i.e. “grafter”5 for an 

avid collector of actors’ autographs, “Wilburite” or “Bushmanite” for a rabid follower of actors 

Crane Wilbur and Francis X. Bushman. As a consequence of both 1) &  2), 3) the valorization of 
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quantitative amassment, i.e. rendering visible—to the fan community as to the girl herself— 

one’s admiration for a screen idol through plentiful purchasing and gathering of print materials 

related to selected stars’ career. Simply put, the larger a fan’s ephemera collection, the higher she 

was valued by her community of screen-struck sisters. 

 By studying small communities of screen-devoted girls, as well as the fan artifacts crafted 

by individual members, I propose that we gain a better understanding of the everyday workings 

of American movie girl fandom. Edna Garland Beverly Vercoe, the Illinois girl addressed in the 

letter above, is the perfect case-study: during her high-school years (1914-1917), she not only 

integrated a local collective of movie-loving adolescents, but also individually assembled six 

movie scrapbooks. Born on January 1st, 1899 to an upper-middle-class family, Vercoe spent all 

her life in Highland Park, an affluent suburb of Chicago. According to census records, she 

resided with her English-born parents, Arthur and Edith, and four siblings: John (b. circa 1890s), 

Vivian (b.1894), Winifred (b. 1896), and kid sister Constance Muriel (b. ca 1901). During her 

teen years, Vercoe attended the co-ed Elm Place School in Highland Park, and here established 

strong bonds with other young screen lovers. By 1914, Vercoe had formed a lively movie 

community with a cadre of high-school girls nicknamed “Dody,”6 “Floss,” and “Connie.”7 

Within the confinements of the film clique, Edna followed the implicit rule of organized movie 

fandom demanding the adoption of a unique moniker, and went by “Nenna.” Players were also 

given pet-names, secret monikers collaboratively crafted by the community of female movie 
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lovers. In a letter, Floss praises Edna for coming up with the sobriquet “Everlasting Sickly Grin” 

to describe Crane Wilbur, while in more than one occasion both girls gleefully refer to Pauline’s 

villain Koerner—played by Paul W. Panzer—as “Watermelon.”8 

 Correspondence exchanged between the four friends suggests an equalitarian division of 

labor and rank, with each girl seeking to scavenge as much movie ephemera as possible. For 

instance, Vercoe’s personal records confirm that, throughout 1914 and at least until 1917, the 

schoolgirl assiduously subscribed to the exhibitor’s herald Motography; the Universal studios’ 

circular The Universal Weekly; the local newspaper Chicago Tribune, as well regularly bought 

fan publications Photoplay, Motion Picture Magazine, and Film Fun. Connie Vercoe and her 

friend Edward purchased photographs of stars from mail-order catalogues (25c each or $2.00 per 

dozen, according to Edna’s The Film Portrait Co. brochure). These young movie collectors 

further enlarged their pool of scrapbookable images by canvassing through regional newspapers. 

 For instance, when thirteen-year-old Dody vacationed in Waukegan, Illinois throughout 

August 1914, Edward—a close friend of Connie and likely an aspirant student at Northwestern 

University—wrote from Highland Park informing his movie-loving friend that “three pictures of 

Hugo [Francis Ford’s character in Lucille Love] and 3 of Grace Cunard came today” in the mail. 

He added that photos of Australian-born actor Marc McDermott were being purchased that same 

night. His short epistle concluded with a mission-oriented wish: “Hope you are having a good 
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time and are finding packs of papers.”9 Edward’s postcard makes succinctly clear that, even 

when enjoying a summer vacation, devoted movie fans were expected to continue collecting film 

ephemera. For them a trip out of town signified more than a recreational change of scenery— it 

meant new hunting grounds for retrieving one-of-a-kind scrapbook materials. 

 If material amassment played a crucial role in the dynamics of this adolescent movie 

collective, competition did not. Perhaps because most members heralded from the privileged 

milieu of upper-middle-class largesse, Vercoe and her friends did not keep tally of paper 

possessions, but eagerly shared them with one another. Cooperation and teamwork, in fact, 

seems to have undergirded most movie girls’ fan practices. Daily, Floss hunted for exhibitors’ 

posters and bulletins at her local theater, acting in Connie’s and Edna’s behalf. In a letter to the 

latter, Floss expresses her regret at failing to retrieve the said treasures: “Listen, you know when 

I go by the theatre in the morning, Mr Peace has never got the bulletins out (Silly thing he is) and 

I can never give them to Conny [sic] + you. I’m awfuly [sic] sorry ‘cause I’d love to save you the 

trip down in the evening.” In return, Vercoe gifted Floss her surplus stock of stills from The 

Perils of Pauline, a Pathé serial both girls adored. Being told that Vercoe planned leaving photos 

of Pauline’s cast in her Christmas stocking, Floss reacted with lavish excitement: “Those 

comming [sic] Crane, Pearl + co. pictures [...] those ‘Precious Jewels’ [...]. It really seems so 

good. I— oh I can’t write!! Oh dear! I bet those pictures of Crane [and] Pearl etc are just 

wonderful. I must see them girlie or I’ll lose 10 lbs in a minute.”10 
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  Actors’ letters offer supplemental evidence that a “gathering and sharing” mentality 

undergirded Vercoe’s movie-loving adolescent collective. In December 1914, Pauline’s star, Paul 

Panzer, handwrote a photo-postcard with the dedication: “to my little friends and admirers on 

Highland Park, Ill.”11 That same month, Vitagraph comedian Hughie Mack replied to Vercoe’s 

request for autographed images with the following remark: “Enclosed please find three 

autographs. I also send three photos, one for you, and two more for your sister and friends [...] so 

they would not get jealous.”12 The letter suggests that not only Vercoe functioned as a mediator 

between the male stars and her friends, but that she also foraged fan materials in their behalf. 

Many other communications reveal that Vercoe employed her extensive expertise in the arts of 

ephemera-gathering and fan-writing on behalf of her school friends and kid sister: in 1915, 

Universal player Edna Maison wrote saying, “Tell your sister to send her name + I shall mail her 

photo.”53 The year before, the queen of Westerns, Anna Little, replied to Vercoe: “I will surely 

send you a picture + one for your sister as soon as the photographer has my new ones finished.”54

  Fan groups thus create a value system specific to the community to whom they belong—

an affective value that might not necessarily translate into financial worth within the mainstream 

culture, as observed by Fiske, Jenkins, Hebdige, and other media scholars.13 This means that 

mass reproductions of Pearl White’s image may have held great value for followers of the serial 

queen, but economically, the print cutouts could have cost less than a dime, and if retailed, likely 

would have amounted to little less than a quarter. The same conversion took place in girls’ film 

collectives. In the close-knit community of Vercoe’s movie-loving friends, screen players’ 
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scissored reproductions held high currency. Floss makes this clear when—utilizing a monetary 

rate typical of the upper-middle-class, capitalistic framework that surrounded her—she refers to 

Pauline’s images as “precious jewels.” 

 If we momentarily step away from Vercoe’s affluent clique and look at other girls-only 

film collectives scattered across the country, we find that congenial collaboration underlined the 

first manifestations of organized movie girl fandom in North America. In a letter to Florence 

Lawrence, two girls from Elizabeth City, North Carolina asked the actress for self-portraits. Yet 

these artifacts were not wanted for private consumption but for communal amusement: “We will 

be so proud to show [your photos] to our friends,” wrote Virginia Kramer and Helen Harold in 

1911. “All the girls here are crazy about you.”14 The following year, a Canadian girl-only 

collective named “The Rah Rah Girls” told Motion Picture Magazine (then Story Magazine) that, 

“The only difficulty [we find] is that when we frame our favorites it often happens that there is 

another favorite on the other side.” This scarcity of print resources, however, never became a 

serious hurdle because of collaborative teamwork between the girls: since “there are a lot of us,” 

participating in the movie collective, a girl observed, “we each get a magazine, we can divide up 

and it is all right.”15  

 In her Portland diaries, Medora Espy similarly describes moviegoing as an exercise on 

fun-loving camaraderie which, in her experience, brought homesick boarding schoolgirls 

together. For instance, on January 19, 1915 Espy remarks that “I skipped study hall, wrote 

mother, then went [to] The Globe with Eliz[abeth] Bruiere. It is only a nickelodeon, 

consequently very poor [but] I paid for Elizabeth although she asked me to go with her.” A letter 
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from her friend Kinks, dated November 27, 1914, further attests that the schoolgirls imagined 

themselves as part of a close-knit community, and that moviegoing undergirded that sense of 

unity:  “Had a good time and before we came home to the Hotel we went to The Star—It had a 

picture about a girls’ seminary. It made me think of all of us—Gee! How I miss both of you!” In 

addition, a note exchanged in class shows that moviegoing was also used as a class-skipping 

device: “Dearest Ruth,  Are you going to do anything after school? Let’s go see the pictures at 

The Sunset. Ah, that’s so you don’t take gym [...]. Wait for Marge + I.” Lastly, Espy’s journal 

entry for March 23, 1915 further demonstrates that her movie-loving girl collective not only 

attended film screening in groups, but also theatre-hopped together: “Emily Rupert, Jeanne, 

Elizabeth Rich and I went to a movie, ‘Wild Flower.’ [...] Then Elizabeth and I went to ‘The 

Governor’s Lady’ at The Peoples.”16

  In short, girls-only movie collectives experienced film fandom as an exercise on female 

socialization and solidarity. Good-natured complicity and voluntary sharing underlined the ethos 

of girls-only movie clubs, as evinced by the anecdote on how readily the Rah Rah club members 

banded together to ensure the proper beautification of their meeting site, or how Espy willingly 

paid for her friend Elizabeth so she could frequent a nickelodeon.

 At the same time Espy journaled about schoolgirls bonding over picture-going, other 

movie girl collectives contacted film magazines describing their elaborate fan practices, many of 

which were reminiscent of nineteenth-century handcrafts and home recreations. For example, in 

1915, a New York girl told Photoplay that she “organized a club” in her hometown of Ithaca, so 

she and her movie-loving friends could have a venue to come together, “act out photoplays,” and 
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be “one of the directors.”17  The ‘Rah ‘Rah Girls disclosed to detach actors’ headshots from 

Motion Picture Story Magazine’s “Picture Gallery,” framing them, and putting them up as wall 

decorations. “Our club room is simply covered with different players,” the club secretary 

beamed. “We put them them up in sets, all Vitagraphs together, etc. We have them all framed, 

because it looks so much better.”18  Likewise, in 1917, girl-members of South Carolina’s “The 

Motion Picture Club” confessed to subscribe to “the Magazine and Classic” and to transform 

their “very beautiful covers” into “attractive” mounted photographs that added “a vivid note of 

beauty in a hall that is all ivory-white woodwork and cream-colored walls” surrounding their 

clubroom. Other decorative crafts practiced by the girls included “painting the [clubroom’s] 

walls a pretty blue and the woodwork white [...], hunt[ing] up old copies of the ‘Magazine,’ cut 

out pretty profiles of players and had blue-prints made of them.” Having revamped the 

abandoned “attic room” into a stylish meeting space, the six girls then wove “a fish-net” and 

“hung [it] in one corner” of the wall. Pinned full with “the pretty cut-outs that were discovered 

and the covers,” the large, malleable net functioned both as a makeshift altar and a rotating 

shopwindow: according to the club’s bylaws, “at the end of each month, [the girl members] met 

and decided” what stars should be put up on display for another thirty-day period.19

 Read in tandem, these letters demonstrate that, when girls came together to collectively 

worship movie stars, they prioritized plentiful amassing of film ephemera matched by frugal 

paper recycling and creative handicrafts. These practices, on their turn, were marked by thematic 

organization, domestic ornamentation, and good taste. 
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 That girl movie collectives used film ephemera in these ways suggests that, by the 1910s, 

young female fans had internalized the prescriptive guidelines on house decoration and paper 

repurposing disseminated by the popular press since the mid nineteenth century. With the advent 

of motion pictures, girls applied those women-oriented, home-economics lessons to their 

performance of movie fandom. Case in point, the other fan practices enacted by the ‘Rah ‘Rah 

Girls included hosting indoor celebrations and writing sentimental poetry, practices also lifted 

from nineteenth-century guidebooks which prescribed household management and epistolarity as 

paramount occupations of middle-class girlhood.  “The Motion Picture Club” took great pride in 

the house decorating skills displayed in their “own rooms at home,” while Vercoe and her movie-

loving chums wallpapered their bedrooms with photos of favorite stars. In December 1914, 

Vercoe even reported hammering her “thumb just because [she] was trying to find a place of 

honor for [Crane Wilbur’s photo] in [her] room.”20 That Summer, her sister Connie put up 

reproductions of serial duo Grace Cunard and Francis Ford “over her bed,” even though her 

friend Edward assessed that “their [sic] not so good of Grace or pippins [i.e. flattering] of Hugo

[ a.k.a Ford].”21 

   In 1917, an anonymous girl fan wrote to Motion Picture Magazine similarly proposing 

that girl unity and pleasure could be achieved through the close-knit collection and circulation of 

film ephemera, and specifically through scrapbook-making. In her letter, the girl claimed that 

assembling movie scrapbooks brought her movie-club girl-friends closer together: “I put twenty-
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five pictures into each book, [but] left the rest to be filled by the girls themselves. For we are 

always discovering new pictures of our favorites, and we like to keep adding to them.” 22

Communally compiled and collectively circulated, a successful movie scrapbook encouraged 

peer interactivity and open-ended creativity amongst the group of movie-loving girls. A 

surviving scrapbook assembled by a group of adolescent girls growing up in Massachusetts 

during 1917 similarly suggests that the act of scrapbook-making fostered complicity and 

intimacy between movie-loving schoolgirls. Each girl occupied two pages of the group 

scrapbook and shared personal details, such as age, favorite film player, best girl friend, or 

current romantic “crush” with her girl-only collective.

 Ultimately, in a way, girls’ movie clubs and their resulting fan practices functioned as an 

alternative economy. These female-only communities were deeply influenced by the domestic 

handicraft circles first formed by middle-class women during the nineteenth century, an ethos 

carried on into the twentieth century by girls-only Arts and Crafts classes and local church 

sowing groups. Only rather than weaving strands of old yarn or squares of discarded fabric, 

movie girl fans growing up in the 1910s collected and reused mass-marketed film scraps as 

means to express their creativity and developing sense of self.

“Movy Albums” and “Motion Picture Pictorials:” Scrapbooks as a Privileged Site for Girls’ 

Self-Expression, Consumption, and Community

 In their manipulation of movie ephemera, girls’ handcrafted collages outlined a 

prototypical language of girl movie fandom. In their scrapbooks we find 1) a valorization of 
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aesthetic excess signified by accumulative print sources, crowded pages, and numerous multi-

items montages; 2) the selection of one or two stars as worshipped idols who either themed the 

scrapbook in its entirety or made very recurrent appearances throughout its collaged pages; and 

consequently, 3) a tacit self-identification as a devoted “fan of,” being the most recurrent objects 

of admiration ringleted girl stars and athletic serial heroes. Underlining these three main aspects 

of girls’ movie scrapbooks, we find a valorization of manual work and homemade production 

framed by a self-regulated alternative economy of communal scavenge and exchange.

 Vercoe’s six volumes of collected film ephemera offers a clear example of how this 

prototypical fan language came to be articulated in girls’ movie scrapbooks. According to 

Vercoe’s penciled-in dates, the Illinois fan compiled her “Motion Picture Pictorial” scrapbooks 

between the Summer of 1914 and the Winter of 1915—the girl’s fifteenth and sixteenth 

birthdays. However, her loose clippings’ folders suggest that Vercoe continued amassing movie 

scraps at least until the Summer of 1917, a time when the eighteenth year old ceased all paper-

based film fandom, including corresponding with the stars and seeking autographed photographs 

for her younger sister.23 One of the possible reasons behind such sudden interruption is her 

graduation from high school, resulting in the dissolution of the network of movie-loving school 

peers who had encouraged and participated in Vercoe’s constant film forays. 

 Another possible explanation for Vercoe’s cessation of movie fan activity is that, once the 

girl left Elm Place School and entered the Pestalozzi-Froebel Teachers College, she found a new 

outlet for her love of handicrafts. Located in downtown Chicago only seven miles from the 
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Vercoe homestead, Switzerland-based Pestalozzi-Froebel College was famous for their creative, 

hands-on approach to kindergarten teaching. Surviving teachers’ guidebooks show that 

“organized hand work”—including paper collaging, bead-stringing, woodcarving, pottery 

making, as well as handling of educational toys—played a vital role in the school’s curriculum.24 

Pursuing the four-year training program, Vercoe graduated in 1921, likely in the field of 

kindergarden or elementary school education. Her interest in early childhood probably resulted 

from the Elm Place School building elementary facilities on campus and beginning kindergarten 

and primary-level education around 1915, the time Vercoe attended high school on campus. 

From this perspective, Vercoe’s interruption of movie scrapbooking at the same time she enrolled 

in a teachers’ program sponsoring an arts-and-crafts approach to learning suggests that the girl’s 

movie fandom did not simply evaporate. Rather, as the high-schooler grew out of adolescence 

and into adulthood, she found a rewarding way to transform her leisure practice into a paid 

métier. One can speculate that such productive conversion was abetted by instructional press 

features which, throughout the 1910s, taught girl fans how to harness their unruly fandom into 

practical occupations such as scrapbooking, frame-making, and paper-weaving.

 Though records of her adult life suggest that Vercoe became a reserved, frugal woman, 

her movie scrapbooks reveal that, in her teens, the girl’s love for the pictures was foremost 

expressed via an extravagant and accumulative consumption of film ephemera. This is make 

clear not only through the numerous items crowding each page, but more importantly because 

often Vercoe bought the same fan publication twice: clipped images found their way into 
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Vercoe’s scrapbooks, while untouched magazine features remained safe in the girls’ loose 

clippings’ folders. In this way, abundance and excess mark Vercoe’s movie scrapbook collection. 

Although various shrines are dedicated to singular favorites—namely Mary Pickford, Ella Hall, 

Pearl White, and Crane Wilbur—rarely did Vercoe restrain her fandom to one single image, or a 

photo per page as it was instructed in popular sources. Collages devoted to serial queen Mary 

Fuller, for example, amass as many as thirteen cutouts, postcards, and photographs in two 

pages.25 One honoring Viola Dana accrues over fifteen scissored images and is accompanied by a 

biographical text probably removed from trade journal Motion Picture World.26 A three-page 

shrine to Hazel Dawn counts thirteen photos, most publicity shots and headshots depicting the 

young star in beautiful embroidered dresses.27 Those mapping sixteen-year-old Ella Hall’s career 

count over sixteen film stills and headshots scissored from Photoplay and Motion Picture 

Magazine. A dozen more did not even make it to the page, but remained cut in Vercoe’s loose 

clippings folder, an overflowing stock of surplus print sources. Such an emphasis on print images 

over written text suggests that Vercoe cared less about making a practical film encyclopedia—as 

recommended by the popular press—and delighted more in crafting creative, visually intricate 

film collages.

 Though dissident of didactic guidelines that prescribed simplicity to scrapbooks, Vercoe’s 

collages are still reminiscent of late-nineteenth-century paper doll houses, whose voluminous 

detail Gordon related to “a kind of horror vacui,” that is a distaste for empty space. 28 What at a 
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first glance may be interpreted as an aversion to blank pages or a proclivity for material 

abundance, however, may also be symptomatic of the adolescent girl’s Protestant upbringing, 

marked by an innate distaste for wastefulness. In fact, Vercoe was born in England to a Protestant 

middle-class family, and her paternal grandfather was a Wesleyan minister. Edna’s parents took 

the evangelical tenor of their church seriously, deciding to serve as a missionaries in South Africa 

during the early 1890s. Although her father had risen to economic and social preeminence by the 

time Edna was in high school, her childhood was likely shaped by the Protestant ethos of duty, 

conservation, utility, and efficiency. Pages chockfull of clipped images may thus be the sign of a 

frugal, not a flamboyant, scrapbook-maker. 

 Vercoe’s aesthetics of excess—i.e. her “horror vacui”—can be best found in her collages 

of Crane Wilbur, Pauline’s heartthrob and Vercoe’s not-so-secret movie crush. Extending for 

several pages, the lavish paper shrines combines a multitude of sources and visual elements.29 On 

the center of a page, Vercoe usually glues an oval headshot of Wilbur, scissored to resemble the 

distinguishing iris of a movie close-up. Above the image, a banner with the actor’s name, clearly 

cut from a magazine and then re-assembled to mimic an identifying intertitle. In addition, film 

stills from newspapers, quotes from interviews, and answers to fan questions featured in movie 

magazines are peppered through the seven-page long collage. Such exuberant collage is 

multimodal, simultaneously serving as a film compendium, a creative handcrafts project, and a 

personal devotional shrine.

 Vercoe was hardly alone in her love for crammed pages, multi-item collages, and copious 

images. Another “movy album” that embraced visual excess was Mary Florence Stott’s “Movie 
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Book.” The sixty-two-page document began being assembled in September 1917, at a time when 

the sixteen-year-old girl attended her second year of high school at Portsmouth High School. 

Florence was born on Valentine's Day, 1901 in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, the daughter of 

William Stott, a grocer, and Florence N. Mitchell, a forty-year-old widow. Named after her 

mother, Florence was the only offspring of the aging couple, although her mother had a child 

from a previous marriage, Ida Isabelle Woods (b.1886). Born into a middle-aged family and with 

a half-sister fifteen years her senior, Florence grew up with all the boons of an only child, 

spending vacations away with her parents, going on shopping trips, and frequently attending the 

pictures. 

 Stott’s movie scrapbook reflects her ambivalent economic experience: she was the 

offspring of working-class parents, yet enjoyed privileges typical of middle-class children. Thus, 

assembled on a simple composition book, Stott’s multi-page movie scrapbook simultaneously 

endorses a ethos of abundance and frugality—abundance of images and performers, but frugality  

of sources and space. Each page is filled with five or six clipped headshots representing all types 

of picture personalities. Thematic coherence is seemingly inexistent: in one page ingénues 

Marguerite Clark and Marjorie Daw, vamp Theda Bara, and serial queen Lillian Walker are all 

grouped together; in the next page comedian Charlie Chaplin, action heroine Kathlyn Williams, 

and chic leading lady Anita Stewart are pasted side by side (Fig. 1). Although the majority of 

these images has been carefully cut and annotated, no coherent reason seems to dictate the 

arrangement of these scraps on the page other than a marked preference for economy of space. 

Also several images were retrieved from single issues of Motion Picture Magazine and The 
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Picture-Play Magazine—including the cover—further evincing a preoccupation with 

maximizing limited print resources.

 In addition to offering insight into fans’ unique scrapbooking practices, personal movie 

archives also shed light on girls’ spectatorial preferences. In other words, by surveying girls’ 

collages we discover which kind of movies and players they preferred, which, on its turn, lends 

insight into the kind of people these girls were during their teens. A testimony to their thorough 

commitment to the pictures, movie-loving fans were quite eclectic fans, following both male and 

female stars, weathered villains and fresh-faced youths. Stott’s “Movie Book,” for example, is a 

testimony of such wide-reaching movie tastes. Her collages honor a variety of film players: from 

tragediennes Lillian Gish and Fannie Ward to ingénues Mary Anderson and Ann Murdock; from 

exotic vamp Olga Petrova to stage diva Billie Burke; from screen heartthrob Crane Wilbur to 

slapstick comedian Roscoe Arbuckle (Fig.2). Refusing to systematically grant a full-page shrine 

to an individual star, Stott’s collages ultimately communicate a girl’s democratic fandom— her 

crowded pages show a fan who avoided assigning superior clout to ringleted ingénues over 

femme fatales, serial queens over stage divas, or slapstick comedians over romantic heartthrobs. 

 Though versatile audience members, most girls did elect favorites—being stars, films, or 

genres. One of the particular ways girl fans displayed their spectatorial preferences was by 

recurrently patroning certain players’ movies and afterwards making succinct notations of their 

viewing experiences in private diaries and scrapbooks. In these unpublished reviews, girls often 

call the leading actor by name, rate the quality of his/her performance, emphasize movie 

highlights, and link the act of moviegoing to their social practices and everyday routines. We find 

clear examples of these first-person reviews in Medora Espy’s unpublished diaries. Born January  
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3, 1899 in Oysterville, Washington, Medora was the oldest of seven children fathered by a 

wealthy state senator. Between 1914 and 1916, Espy scribbled copious journal entries as she was 

sent away from her Pacific County hometown to attend the prestigious Portland Academy in 

Oregon. Moviegoing became then integral part of the active social life the fifteen year old 

established with a community of equally adolescent and displaced boarding-school girls. On 

September 14, 1914, Espy wrote on her journal that “in the afternoon, Mary K. Elizabeth and I 

went downtown; did dome shopping and then went to the ‘Virginian’ at The Peoples with Dustin 

Farnum as Steve. The scenery was the best part.”  The following month, she penned: “After gym, 

Helen Mayo, Mary Woodward and I went to see ‘The Patchwork Girl of Oz’ at The Peoples and 

it was very good. I bust my purse but would do it again.”30 Later in the year, Espy confesses 

again to skipping gym class for a trip to the movies, while keenly observing a fabricated change 

in Bara’s picture personality: “I didn’t go to gym  [so..] Marge, Betty, Lois, Mary and I went to 

see Theda Bara in ‘The Galley Slave.’ She doesn’t play the part of the vampire in this.”31 

 These entries show that moviegoing intersected with the girl’s peer relations, school 

attendance, and day-to-day finances. At times, handwritten movie reviews also reflected the 

girl’s personal mores. In August 1915, Espy and her family “went to a movie after dinner,” while 

visiting maternal relatives in Northern California. Espy communicates her reproach and discreet 

taste level when she promptly observes that the anonymous picture was “a tropical beach affair, 

[one of those] highly sensational cheap films.”32  Months earlier, the schoolgirl scribbled that she 
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“Went to The Majestic with Marge + Ruth to see the something ‘Sonata’ by Tolstoi. It was rather 

immoral.”33 The film, most likely Fox’s Kreutzer Sonata starring Theda Bara and Nance O’Neil, 

not only adapted Tolstoi’s scandalous novella to the screen, but it also capitalized on Bara’s 

recently established femme fatale status by broaching the explosive topics of sexual desire, 

adultery, contraception, spousal abuse and murder. For Espy, a sheltered, churchgoing Christian 

girl who at sixteen was “looking forward for a home and honorable, useful children;” who, above 

all, feared  to “become worldly,”34 Fox’s five reeler must have seemed so indecent, that— much 

like the “cheap tropical beach affair” reviewed in August— it did not even deserve to have its 

title properly registered for posteriority.

 In her journal, authored from 1914 to 1919, the years bracketing the fan’s thirteenth and 

eighteenth birthdays, Constance Margaret Topping offers similar critical insights on pictures 

seen, as well as integrates records of movie attendance with peer socialization and personal 

reflection. Born in Berkeley, CA on June 19, 1901 to a well-to-do family, Topping’s extensive 

diaries are a rare repository of a California girl’s everyday life.35 Writing daily since August 

1913, it is evident that once she entered adolescence, Topping enjoyed chronicling her romantic 

crushes, her school activities, and her social outings. Cinemagoing was the backdrop to all of 

these adolescent experiences, including Topping’s three-year-long infatuation with Philip Wood, 

a high-school senior turned minor film player in New York City.

 Motion pictures played a central part in Topping’s recreational time. She often attended 

showings at the Alcazar Theatre in San Francisco, the Macdonough Theatre in Oakland, and the 
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Strand Theatre in Berkeley, accompanied by either her mother or by her school friends Helen, 

Marie, and Chic. Topping’s’s journal proves that moviegoing played a central role in the girl’s 

social and familial life. In December 28, 1914, for instance, the then fifteen year old registered: 

“Mother + I went to see ‘Salome Jane’ at the new movie theatre ‘The Strand’ at Ashby + College. 

Saw Hank there. It wasn’t very good.”36  In August 27, 1915, she remarks that “Went to the 

movies with Helen + Marie. H. was telling me about a boy (her uncles’ boss’ son) who 

practically proposed after knowing her for 3 hours. She’s to wait 3 years for him—Easy 

money!.”37 The following year, she “went to see Blanche Sweet in ‘The Thousand Dollar 

Husband.’ In the most dramatic parts Margaret found the inspiration for a laugh. Such is youth.” 

Lastly by December 1917, an sixteen-year-old Constance wrote that “Mother and I went to the 

city [San Francisco] shopping and to see Jack Pickford in ‘Tom Sawyer’— swell!”38 Mentions to 

Blanche Sweet and Jack Pickford ultimately attest to Topping’s in-depth knowledge of film 

stars’ picture personalities, as well as to the fan’s wide breadth of spectatorial interests: 

melodramas with a female lead (The Thousand Dollar Husband); Gold Rush-era Westerns 

(Salome Jane); and book adaptations showcasing a young male hero (Tom Sawyer). 

 Though eclectic in their movie tastes, girl fans ultimately favored Mary Pickford and 

Marguerite Clark, pint-sized actresses known for playing young ingénues and innocent fairytale 

princesses on the silver screen. In the following section, I survey several paper shrines dedicated 

to the two ringleted thespians, seeking to offer explanations to why so many educated girls 
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growing up in the 1910s still gravitated towards conservative representations of female coming-

of-age.

The Favorites, Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark: Coming-of-Age Narratives, Self-

Identification, and “The Good Woman” Model

 In the mid-to-late 1910s, Clark and Pickford reigned as box-office favorites. On the 

screen, they impersonated virginal, kind-hearted maidens who find happiness in the arms of a 

heterosexual beau. The last reel of their films often visualizes the heroine’s growth from 

adolescent daughter to blushing bride and adult wife. Though their star texts addressed Clark’s 

and Pickford’s savvy business know-how and progressive professionalism, their onscreen 

characterizations tended to articulate old-fashioned mores ascribing dutiful wifeliness and 

domestic motherhood to all respectable growing females. The biographies of the girls analyzed 

here reveal that most of these fans grew up to be independent and gainfully employed adults, 

often unmarried and childless, and thus the opposite of the heroines played by Clark and 

Pickford. Yet, in their teen years, the girl fans adored the tiny actresses better than any other 

player. I argue that this pervasive favoritism tells us something about the scripts presented to 

girls coming of age in the 1910s, while shedding light on each girls’ individual experience of 

adolescence. Simply put, I propose that worshiping Clark’s and Pickford’s saccharine picture 

personalities gave girls an accepted outlet to explore personal aspirations and romantic fantasies, 

as well as to cope with familial grief and discontent. At the same time, by observing the 

discontinuities between these stars’ performance of femininity and their everyday lives, girls 

found a way to articulate their frustrations and differences, and resultantly identify the 
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characteristics that made them unique. Ultimately, I suggest that preferring Clark’s fairy 

princesses and Pickford’s spirited country girls to athletic serial queens did not mean that most of 

girl fans actually yearned to fulfill a traditional model of womanhood. Instead, the disparity 

between their adolescent idols and their adult lives suggests that the first generation of girl fans 

lived in a transitional era when nineteenth-century notions of becoming “a good woman” were 

being constantly reshaped by legal amendments policing girls’ age of consent, wage-earning 

opportunities, and mandatory education, as well as by women’s professional advancement in the 

public sphere. 

  We see girls’ admiration for Clark and Pickford manifest in both diary entries and 

scrapbook collages. As I discussed before, film favoritism is usually made clear by sheer volume

—being that of detail written, of productions attended, or of images collected. In her scrapbook, 

Iowa native Theresa Reinhart conveys her preference for Clark and Pickford not only by 

patroning their movies, but by collecting the film programs associated with each showing. Born 

on October 4, 1898, fifteen year old Reinhart began tracking her moviegoing experiences in the 

Spring of 1914, a task she carried on until her seventeenth birthday. She was part of an 

influential family, her father and older brother being responsible for planning and building many 

of Oklahoma City’s downtown schools and churches. After moving with her family from Iowa in 

1912, Reinhart’s teenage years were spent on her parents’ three-story mansion on 1100 NW 13th 

Street and attending St Joseph’s Catholic School. The girl was a devout Catholic, playing piano 

at church on Sundays and holidays. It is important to note that the Reinhart family escaped 

Germany due to religious persecution, so Catholicism played a key role in Theresa’s upbringing, 
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and likely influenced her preference for wholesome, morally conservative pictures such as those 

starring Clark and Pickford. 

 The girl attended most film showings at the Empress Theatre on 111-113 W. Main, and 

judging by the amount of ephemera dedicated to Clark’s and Pickford’s movies, Reinhart loved 

romantic dramas and fairytales. Reinhart did not favor photos of production stills as so many 

other scrapbookers, but instead she eagerly collected film programs given away by local 

exhibitors and newspaper clippings published in The Oklahoman. Her scrapbook includes 

brochures with plot synopses; illustrated, two-page ads; and coming-attractions newspaper 

clippings for fourteen movies (Figs. 3 & 4). Seven of these are Pickford’s and Clark’s films: 

Pickford’s The Good Little Devil (March 29, 1914); Such a Little Queen (November 1914); 

Behind the Scenes (December 1914) Fanchon Le Cricket (June 13, 1915); and Clark’s 

Wildflower (November 26, 1914); and The Crucible (April 1915). Although no paraphernalia is 

attached, Reinhart also makes a handwritten notation of having seen “Mary Pickford in 

‘Rags’ [at] Empress [on] Sept. 4, 1915.” More importantly, Reinhart renders visible the inception 

of movies in her peer relations by placing mass-produced film ephemera next to one-of-a-kind 

Kodaks of her friends (Fig. 5).

 If Reinhart conveyed her film favorites by collecting exhibitors’ booklets, Espy did so via 

journal entries. On February 3, 1915 the Portland girl pens in her journal that, “I cleaned my 

room and in the afternoon I went to see Marguerite Clark in ‘The Goose Girl’ [.] She was 

splendid. I think she is much prettier than Mary Pickford.” A month later, she again pledges her 

allegiance to Clark: “I went to a movie, ‘Wild Flower’ [sic]. It was very good. Marguerite Clark 
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was adorable.”39  Espy’s comparative rhetoric responded to pervasive press features announcing 

that Clark was Pickford’s greatest box-office competitor and direct contender for the title of 

“America’s Sweetheart.” Such fabricated rivalry made sense since, throughout the late 1910s, 

both actresses sported the same ringleted hairstyle, girlish demeanor, and diminutive stature, as 

well as starred in similar saccharine book adaptations and fantasy productions. 

 Partisan as she may have been, Espy still frequently patroned Pickford’s movies, and in 

May 1915 even went to back-to-back screenings of The Eagle's Mate, each day with a different 

female friend: Betty on Tuesday and Marge on Wednesday. Moreover, the last movie the 

seventeen year old watched before abruptly dying of influenza on January 18, 1916 was likely 

Mary Pickford’s The Foundling, released on January 2nd. In the last letter to her mother dated 

January 16, Espy writes: “on Wednesday, Miss Klocker called up and insisted that I go to a 

movie with Betty and Dorothy—we saw Mary Pickford and it was good.”40  

 Another example of adolescent girls’ preference for Pickford and Clark can be found in  

Topping’s journals. In many of her daily entries, it is made clear that Pickford occupied a special 

place in the adolescent fan’s movie attendance records. Of twenty five films watched between 

September 1914 and June 1919, the Californian girl highlights six as being explicitly tagged as a 

“Mary Pickford film:”41 The Dawn of a Tomorrow (July 6, 1915); Rags (Oct 9, 1915); Poor Little 

Peppina (March 25, 1916); The Eternal Grind (June 9, 1916); Hula of Holland (Sept 22, 1916); 

and Rebecca of the Stonybrook Farm (Feb 2, 1918). Topping grounded her desire to watch all of 

these films in Pickford’s presence, specifically noting that she was going out—not to attend any 
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anonymous production—but “to see Mary Pickford at the Strand” or “to see Mary Pickford with 

mama.”42 

 Such named reference is of importance because Topping usually did not identify movies 

through players, but through titles. For instance, in August 3, 1915, she “went to see ‘The 

Clansman,’ a moving picture at the Macdonough with Mrs. Chowen and Chic.” Two weeks later, 

On August 19, she “went to see the ‘Arab’ at The Strand. It was great.” By February 19, 1916, 

Topping “went to the movies—‘Aloha Oe’—with mother;” and in the following weekend, 

“Mother + I went to see ‘The Old Homestead’ at the Strand. Great!” No mention is made of the 

stars of these productions, nor their well-known directors, namely D.W. Griffith (The Clansman), 

Cecil B. DeMille (The Arab), or James Kirkwood (The Old Homestead). However, when 

referring to a movie starring Pickford or Clark—Topping’s favorite players— the high school 

girl observed that she “went to see Mary Pickford in ‘’The Eternal Grind’ in the afternoon + in 

the morning,”43 or “Went to the city [...] and saw Marguerite Clark in ‘Bab’s Burglar.’”44  In 

these entries, the diarist’s tone is emphatically familiar and clearly different from that applied to 

movies devoid of a beloved lead. The presence of the star thus accounted for the fan’s interest in 

the film. Lastly, Topping’s and Espy’s urgency to watch these pictures—not only regularly, but as 

soon as they were released—further confirms the girl fans’ affective investment in the two 

female picture personalities.

 In spite of being enamored with the rendition of athletic womanhood performed by serial 

queens Pearl White, Anna Little, and Cleo Madison, Vercoe similarly favored Mary Pickford, as 
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well as a cadre of other girl stars who resembled Pickford’s “curls and laughter” persona. Case in 

point, Vercoe devoted the majority of her elaborate shrines to young ingénues such as Ella Hall, 

Beverly Bayne, Viola Dana, and Eleanor Woodruff. By 1915, Vercoe’s preference for Pickford 

became increasingly overt. Not only did the Chicago fan dedicate a large number of intricate 

collages to the diminutive thespian (in volume five, Vercoe crammed as many as twenty-two 

images of Pickford in two pages), but she also elected Pickford the “most Beautiful Young Lady” 

of Filmdom when entering “The Great Cast Contest” launched by Motion Picture Magazine in 

1915. A facsimile of Vercoe’s entry ballot can be found on the back of her fourth movie 

scrapbook, manually transcribed in blue ink.

 Margaret Harroun of St. Joseph, Missouri also preferred Mary Pickford, dedicating her 

most prolific collage to the tiny actress. Born on October 1st, 1901 in Buchanan county, Harroun 

assembled her “Picture Book” from Fall 1915 throughout 1916, the time spanning her fourteenth 

birthday.45 The girl began scrapbooking only a couple of months after the sudden death of her 

fifteen-year-old brother, William. During that year, the middle child lived on 1202 North 8th 

Street— a two-story house in a middle-class neighborhood—with her parents, William Henry 

and Eva; an older brother, Daniel; a younger brother; and a younger sister, Catherine. Composed 

in the midst of loss and grief, Harroun’s movie scrapbook likely functioned as escapism into the 

screen world of glamor and fantasy. The girl does threw herself into collecting film ephemera 

with intense, if short-lived, tenacity. In their entirety, Harroun’s hundred-page portfolio of movie 

paraphernalia captures a fan’s arduous scavenging labor, actively corresponding with several 

different players, soliciting their autographed photos, and clipping their reproduced images. 
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 No bricolaged shrine is more detailed than the one dedicated to Pickford. Not only 

because it excels in the lavish amount of clipped images, but because seldom did the Missouri 

girl create her own photomontages. Instead she preferred to scissor and paste pre-made collages 

published in popular press. The Theatre, Photoplay, Cosmopolitan, and Motion Picture 

Magazine are some of the sources suppling Harroun with mechanically assembled composites. 

This is a somewhat unusual choice among the movie scrapbooks that I have researched, as it is 

the almost absolute lack of handwritten inserts. Only once does Harroun caption a collage—

Marguerite Clark’s fourteen-image extravaganza— and she does so in a brief, businesslike 

fashion, labeling two film stills “Scenes from ‘The Seven Sisters,’” a reference to the five-reeler 

produced by Paramount Pictures in 1915.

 Much like Vercoe, Harroun’s love for Pickford is made visible through an abundance of 

print sources. Although usually a minimalist, Harroun’s shrine to Mary Pickford—the longest in 

her hundred-plus-page scrapbook—occupies eight pages and utilizes twenty six images 

scrounged from a variety of sources, including headshots from unidentified newspapers; a cutout 

detail from Photoplay’s September 1914 cover; many illustrations from Edna Wright’s piece 

“Week-End with Mary Pickford” published by Photoplay in March 1915; and two mass-

produced 8x10 photographs— one autographed by Pickford herself, and another a reproduction 

of superior quality printed in thick paper and embossed with the Famous Players Film Co. logo 

(Figs. 6-10). This extensive Pickford collage further juxtaposes images of all shapes and sizes: a 

colorful lithography with black-and-white headshots from Rags (1915); star-shaped and oval 

close-ups with full-body fashion plates; and a production still from David Belasco’s 1913 stage 

play The Good Little Devil.  Harroun’s love for Pickford is conveyed first through the fan’s all-
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encompassing interest in the star’s work, being that on stage or in the screen; playing a lovelorn 

country girl in The Good Little Devil or an uncouth tomboy in Rags; and second, by her 

fascination for Pickford’s on and off screen persona—next to dozens of film stills, Harroun 

pasted “behind-the-scenes” images of an everyday Pickford walking the streets of New York 

with her sister Lottie or sitting in her personal boudoir replying to fan letters

 Clearly indicative of Harroun’s commitment to the Canadian-born actress, such detailed 

collage also suggests that, living in a grief-stricken household at the time, fourteen-year-old 

Harroun may have turned to Pickford as a way to find refuge from a grief-stricken family life.  

From this perspective, Harroun’s elaborate paper shrines convey a girl fan’s longing for the light-

heartedness, resilience, and rewarding happiness performed by many of Pickford’s screen 

heroines. Case in point, most of the Pickford images Harroun collected depicted adolescent 

protagonists that always achieved happy endings: Juliet in The Good Little Devil regains sight 

and is reunited with her childhood beau; while in Rags, Alice leaves a life of abuse and servitude 

behind her, becomes a proper lady, and marries a wealthy suitor.

 The same can be said about Harroun’s dedication to Marguerite Clark, the other major 

player in fairytale dramas: her characters also represented the rags-to-riches ethos linchpinning 

most fantasy films of the decade. Like Espy, Harroun divided her favoritism between Pickford 

and Clark. Although her collage of Pickford remains the most complex in the “Picture Book” 

scrapbook, Harroun dedicated over five pages to Clark’s autographed photographs, some with 

personal inscriptions on the back, which suggests that Clark was the thespian Harroun most 

desired to be in close contact (Fig. 11). In addition to Clark and Pickford, other ingénue actresses 

predominantly appear in Harroun’s scrapbook, including Griffith’s leading ladies Lillian Gish, 
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Blanche Sweet, and Mae Marsh; as well as Vitagraph’s Anita Stewart, a petite and ringleted 

schoolgirl known for her portrayals of virtuous girlhood. Ultimately Harroun’s preference for 

these girl stars suggests that the fan turned to the pictures in search for uplighting, if 

conservative, representations of heterosexual female coming-of-age. 

 This holds true for the majority of girl fans assembling movie scrapbooks in the 1910s. In 

fact, young actresses modeled after Pickford’s “glad girl” persona generally make the most 

appearances in girls’ movie scrapbooks. One fan, for instance, showed her favoritism for two of 

the most famous young female stars, the Gish sisters, by composing three scrapbooks entirely 

dedicated to Lillian and her sister Dorothy. Thelma Majors—born in 1902 in Seattle, Washington

—assembled her “Gish scrapbooks” throughout the late 1910s and early 1920s (Fig. 12). The 

exclusive focus on the Gishes is an act of absolute devotion to the two dominant types of 

girlhood popular in 1910s screens: the impish youth impersonated by comedic Dorothy and the 

virginal sufferer embodied by tear-eyed Lillian. Each mass-marketed print image—from 

illustrated magazine covers to high-quality photo reproductions and promotional stills—are 

pasted on the center of one page. Many refer to Orphans of the Storm (1921), D.W. Griffith’s 

two-plus-hour adaptation of a melodramatic French play released when Majors had just turned 

nineteen. In the movie, the Gishes impersonate two orphaned sisters who must face the dangers 

of pre-French Revolution Paris. Attempting to restore her adopted sister’s sight, Henriette 

(played by Lillian) is abducted by a lewd aristocrat, while blind Louise (Dorothy) is left to 

helplessly wander through the seedy city streets, begging and being mistreated. In the end 

though, Henriette escapes her captor, encounters love, and once reunited with her lost sister, 

finds a doctor who makes Louise see again. Their characterizations—from long, frilly dresses, 
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loose, ringleted hair, and childish innocence— epitomized the famous stock type of the screen 

ingénue. 

  In spite of its apparent lack of formal continuity and organizational cohesion, Stott’s 

scrapbook also privileges female stars who sported the “ingénue look:” fallen curls; cupid 

mouths; gauzy dresses; antebellum bustles; and an idyllic pastoral simplicity represented by 

kitchen aprons, garlanded tresses, and bare feet. Bessie Love, Mary Miles Minter, Marguerite 

Clark, Dorothy Gish, Anita Stewart, and, above all, Mary Pickford make the most appearances in 

the sixteen year old’s “Movie Book.”

 That movie-loving girls followed Pickford’s work and collected her print image is hardly 

a surprise since since, by April 1915, the American press heralded “Mary Pickford, The Most 

Popular Girl in the World.”46 Half a dozen years later, a newspaper would even wage that “the 

average high school girl would rather step into Mary Pickford’s shoes than be ‘first lady of the 

land.’” 47 In 1920, seventeen-year-old Avery Wingate of St. Louis, Missouri told Motion Picture 

Magazine that she had loved Mary Pickford “ever since I can remember. It’s hard to even 

imagine a fan existence without her.”48 

 It is possible that Pickford’s widespread presence in girls’ movie scrapbooks results not 

only from fan admiration, but from the overabundant availability of Pickford ephemera. 

However, in spite of how pervasively Pickford’s image might have populated 1910s print culture, 

girls still actively sought out the actress’ signed photographs, her illustrated interviews, her 

magazine covers, and her films, which suggests a deliberate vested interest on the fans’ part.
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 An avid book lover, Topping likely favored Pickford because the actress made a career 

starring in film adaptations of well-known coming-of-age narratives—namely Rebecca of the 

Stonybrook Farm, Poor Little Rich Girl, Pollyanna, and Tess of the Storm Country—texts 

Topping listed under her tab of “Books Read.” Actually, the large majority of films Topping 

attended throughout the 1910s were based on novels and plays that Berkeley girl had previously 

read. A similar case can be made for Espy. Although less of a voracious reader, the lists of 

“Books Read” scribbled at the end of her journals mirror the movie productions she eventually 

patroned, including the coming-of age narratives The Eagles’ Mate (1914) by Anna Alice 

Chapin, which came out as a Pickford vehicle in 1914; Molly Make Believe (1910), Eleanor 

Hallowell Abbott’ s book which Famous Players turned into a Marguerite Clark film in 1916; and 

John Fox, Jr’s Heart of the Hills (1913) and The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (1908) novels 

adapted to the screen in 1916 and 1919 respectively. 

 That literature so deeply impacted the spectatorial preferences of middle-class girls goes 

to show that the film industry was right in thinking that adapting popular books to the screen 

would rise its cultural cache and attract a more sophisticate audience. In addition, the correlation 

between the books girls read and the movies girls watched also suggests that middle-class girls 

were refined patrons, who enjoyed the dual pleasures offered by a book-turned-into-a-film: that 

of imagining a story on the page, followed by seeing it animated on the screen. Even Vercoe, 

who did not usually favor movies adapted from literary works, collected novelizations of famous 

serial films that were published weekly in local newspapers. At times, Vercoe went as far as 

manually transcribing favorite movie installments, such as the last chapter of the serialized 
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drama Lucille Love, The Girl of Mystery (1914) starring Grace Cunard.49 This fan behavior 

suggests that, like Topping and Harroun, Vercoe found pleasure in reliving the moviegoing 

experience via the reading of film novelizations.

 Class is an important component of movie-loving girls’ interest in literature and reading. 

All of the girls analyzed here heralded from middle to upper class families, all attended high-

school, and many went on to receive university degrees. Reading was thus part and parcel of 

their upbringing and adolescent education. Girls like Topping—single children of affluent 

parents—possessed the financial means, not only to assemble a personal library, but also to 

frequent numerous theatrical productions, vaudeville shows, college plays, and musical 

performances since her earlier years. During her adolescence, the Berkeley fan grew more 

interested in the film medium as a new motion picture house—the Strand Theatre—opened by 

her house in 1914. Although moving pictures became an intrinsic part of Topping’s adolescent 

experience, punctuating her weekend amusements and social routine, the girl remained more 

affectively attached to her formative encounters with the stage. In November 2, 1915, Topping 

remarked that “It was San Francisco Day at the [World] Fair. [...] Didn’t go to the Fair though. 

Mommit + I went to see Geraldine Ferrar in Carmen—only a movie!” The disparaging tone of 

the comment “only a movie” alludes to Topping’s preference for seeing the theatrical star 

perform Bizet’s Carmen live on the stage where she could hear Ferrar’s voice instead of on a 

mediated silent screen.50 As a result of her higher regard for the footlights, Topping privileged 

movie actresses who had first been recognized as theatrical stars, such as Beatriz Michelena, 
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Geraldine Ferrar, Pauline Fredericks, and little Miss Clark. Pickford joined the ranks of stage 

excellence in 1913, after starring in David Belasco’s Broadway hit The Good Little Devil.

 Although revered by many, the youth and sweetness intrinsic to Pickford’s and Clark’s 

screen personae spoke the most poignantly to girls undergoing the turmoils of adolescence. After 

all, for Clark’s and Pickford’s heroines girlhood was a time of transformative self-improvement 

and joyful coupling, a tantamount life-stage when life opened up and released girls from 

awkward childlikeness into self-assured womanhood. Yet, in most girl fans’ everyday experience, 

adolescence was hardly that linear and rosy. In Topping’s case, such developmental phase was 

marked by a struggle with her religion, Christian Scientology; the pressures of academic success; 

the lack of romantic suitors; and a three-year-long unrequited crush on Philip Wood, an older 

schoolmate. For Espy, her adolescent years were marked by a continuous struggle between 

academic duty and recreational pleasure, homesickness and a longing for peer acceptance, 

amplified by her acute social awareness. Although of well-off parentage, Espy had grown up in 

the small fishing town of Oysterville, a rural territory located in the unincorporated province of 

Pacific County and isolated in the very northern tip of Washington state. As a result, when in the 

company of cosmopolitan female classmates, Espy often felt self-conscious of her 

unsophisticated upbringing, as well as uncomfortable with the girls’ urbane treatment of the 

opposite sex. A girl of self-admitted “rigid principles,” Espy considered such flirtatious behaviors 

unapologetically “immoral,” a standpoint that made her withdrawn, and at times unpopular. In 

fact, Espy’s traditional views on heterosexual courtship were clearly delineated in a diary entry 

for July 1915: “I firmly believed that a boy should come more than half way and then the girl 
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should meet him with an interesting, lively conversation [...]. But no roughhousing or 

sentimental bosh!”51

 Screen ingénues like Clark and Pickford offered an idyllically uncomplicated and 

conservative version of female coming-of-age, often hinging on the heroine’s moral 

wholesomeness, modesty, and virginity, which invariably aroused romantic desirability and led 

to joyful heterosexual matrimony. In Wildflower, for instance, Clark plays the uncivilized girl of 

nature whose pristine innocence and childlike beauty seduces, as well as transforms, a jaded 

materialistic suitor. In The Goose Girl and Still Waters, the tiny star rehearses a fairytale portrait 

of daughterly love, social exile, and sexual awakening, resolved by heterosexual romance and 

class ascension. In The Foundling, The Eagles’ Mate, Fanchon The Cricket among others, 

Pickford’s good-natured innocence, propriety, and abnegation similarly charmed all those around 

her, healed familial feuds, saved lives, and usually culminated with the heroine’s happy coupling. 

Pickford’s picture personality was considered so ubiquitously charming and positive that, during 

the Great War years, an American magazine even suggested that, “Had every one else in the 

world as many friend and as few enemies as Mary Pickford, there would be no war in Europe 

now.”52 

 From this perspective then, Clark’s and Pickford’s stock characters embodied what Espy 

described as her “ideal” and her “ambition”— to be “a good woman.” According to one her 

treasured clippings— a 1914 newspaper article titled “On The Death of a Good Woman” by the 

Presbyterian minister Dr. Frank Crane—such paradigm of female virtue was,
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 brave, cheerful, gay and debonair as the last warrior on the battlefield. [...] She 

 suffered keenly. When she was smitten she was in exquisite pain. But the pain to her was 

 a call to arms. She rallied. [...] Her love was even violent, but beautiful because it was 

 loyal. Her purity was not circumstantial; it was instinctive. [...] Her heart was very great 

 and wide. Whoever lodged there never was cast out. She was almost stubborn and 

 over-brave in her loyalties.53

 Such idealized description fits to a T most roles interpreted by Pickford and Clark 

throughout their 1910s careers, roles that Espy eagerly consumed when attending matinées and 

evening screenings at Portland’s The Star; The Majestic; The People’s in Alder Street; the 500-

seat Sunset Theatre at Washington Street and Broadway; and The National in West Park. 

 Though Topping also favored the “good woman” type sketched by Dr. Crane, the 

California girl gravitated towards the archetype’s aspects of resilient suffering and maidenly 

bravery; light-hearted romance took a back seat in Topping’s spectatorial preferences. The girl’s 

attraction for abused heroines best manifests in her particular fascination with the roles Lillian 

Gish and Mae Marsh played in Griffith’s groundbreaking epic, The Birth of a Nation, or The 

Clansman (1915)— respectively those of Elsie Stoneman and Flora Cameron. In fact, of the 

sparse film ephemera Topping collaged in her memory books, Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh are 

the only performers who have their headshots cut, pasted, and manually labelled. Their lovely 

sepia faces are collaged next to a program and a cutout for The Birth of a Nation, whose showing 

Topping attended on August 3, 1915 (Fig. 13). Such rare attention to detail signifies Topping’s 
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superior interest in the type of girlhood being portrayed by these two Griffith’s stars: physically 

frail and of a delicate beauty, demure but sexually desired—attributes that the tall, brawny, 

outspoken, and bachelor valedictorian may have secretly admired.54 

 Topping’s focused investment in Marsh’s and Gish’s characters, however, signals a more 

complex viewer response than a general appreciation for the young actresses’ trademark blonde 

locks and cupid mouths. Within Griffith’s narrative, Elsie and Flora experience great abuse at the 

hands of men, a victimization that ultimately endows their personification of female courage, 

pathos, and purity. For over nine reels, Gish’s character endures recurrent maltreatment, being 

first separated from her family and true love; then captured, gagged, and bound; held against her 

will by a vile older man who nearly forces her to enter an undesired union, until she scrambles 

for help, is reunited with her lost beau, and finally finds appropriate marital completion in his 

arms. A similar virginal heroine, Marsh’s Flora represents the darker, thwarted side of female 

coming of age. Fearing that she will be violated by a lewd soldier of color, Flora choses death 

over sexual defilement; jumping off a cliff, she expires pure in her brother’s arms. 

 Topping’s fascination with these antonymic, if complimentary, depictions of female 

coming-of-age is related to the fan’s religious affiliation with Scientology, as well as her belief in 

eugenics, a topic very pervasive in Griffith’s tale of racial conflict and white supremacy. 

Topping’s movie records confirm this theory, since they show that, in addition to The Birth of the 

Nation, the girl patroned a significant number of movies dealing with racial miscegenation, 

hereditary, multicultural romance, and the clash between Western and nonWestern civilizations, 
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including Cabiria (1914), The Tigress (1914), The Arab (1915), Aloha Oe (1915), Intolerance 

(1916), Madame Butterfly (1916), Ramona (1916), and The Red Lantern (1919). Thus, it is fair 

to assume that Topping felt particularly drawn to Gish’s and Marsh’s screen characterizations in 

The Birth of a Nation because they spoke to the fan’s own personal conception of ideal, civilized 

girlhood: white, willowy, baby-faced, and fair-haired, but also moral, modest, God-fearing, and 

resilient. 

 Topping’s fascination for the martyred young virgin is not the only religious motif present 

in girls’ fan materials. In girls’ movie scrapbooks we see how personal expressions of fan 

adoration often borrowed from modes of religious worship or from Christian iconography. The 

ways girl fans arranged mass-produced film ephemera as votive candles or prayer cards suggests 

that, in these handmade artifacts, religion and print-capitalism overlapped. For example, 

denouncing the liturgical nature of her Protestant upbringing, Vercoe pasted oval miniatures of 

Wilbur’s head around a larger reproduction of the player’s face. Placed in a circle, these small, 

hand-cut paper scraps resemble votive candles haloing the idol’s main effigy. Many of Majors’s 

collages of the Gish sisters also evoke staples of her Catholic faith, especially those associated 

with funereal traditions, such as illustrated prayer cards and headstone photographs. Particularly 

striking is a sepia photograph of Dorothy Gish, taken by Kenneth Alexander in the early 1920s 

(Fig. 14). The actress wears a black and white peter-pan-collared dress with two ribbons tied in 

the shape of a cross over her chest. The color scheme, the simple cut, and the starchy quality of 

her attire evokes a nun’s habit. Enhancing the monastic setting, Gish lies against a bare, stone 

wall, her face tilted sideways and upwards, directed towards an invisible, bright light that bathes 

her longing stare and shadows the right side of her body. Gish’s upturned eyes, her illuminated 
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oval face, and her chin-length soft curls are simultaneously cherubic and reminiscent of the 

Virgin Mary depicted in popular Catholic representations of the Annunciation. Majors further 

amplified the religious subtext of the image by cutting the originally square photo into a four-

inch oval shape and pasting it alone in the center of a large black cardboard page. In its isolation, 

the oval image becomes solemn, tributary, and memorializing, like headshots typically found 

embedded in Catholic headstones, or prayer cards distributed after a wake. Another close-up 

photograph excerpted from the poster for Battling Jane (1918)—likewise portraying Dorothy’s 

face in rapturous awe—has also been scissored and collaged in the same fashion (Fig.15). 

Further, numerous collages dedicated to Dorothy’s sister, Lillian, show the actress with hands 

held together in prayer, swathed in a Virgin Mary-like cloak, or wearing a nun’s habit. One full-

body image of Lillian in a long, flowing, white dress is even decoupaged in the shape of a cross 

(Figs. 16 & 17). These examples prove that, when assembling movie scrapbooks dedicated to 

beloved female film idols, girls employed familiar iconography of religious worship to convey 

their secular admiration and devout worship.

 

Creatively Divergent, Compliantly Creative: Girl Fans’ Rework Publicized Guidelines on 

Scrapbook-Making

 Because scrapbooks are objects intrinsically made up of affect and adoration it may come 

as a surprise that, when assembling their movie scrapbooks, girl fans often obeyed the published 

guidelines dictating the function and form of handcrafted albums. According to nineteenth-

century home manuals and early-twentieth-century film publications, scrapbooks should be neat 

and useful repositories of knowledge. Although many of girls’ “movy albums” privileged movie 
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data, compiling impressive amounts of biographic information on favorite stars and reviews of 

popular movies, these albums are more than mere film encyclopedias. In their exuberant 

marginalia and imaginative juxtaposition of mixed-media ephemera, girls diverged from typical 

representations of scrapbook-making and exercised their creative agency and unique critical 

voice. Handcrafted scrapbooks are thus liminal objects where we can see girls’ experimenting 

with their budding eroticism, pleasure, authorship, and aesthetics, while simultaneously 

following traditional modes of scrapbooking—modes that, as I discuss in Chapter 5, were 

intrinsically linked with conservative performances of female identity. 

 Further, I propose that movie scrapbooks function are testimonies of girl fans’ longing for 

establishing an intimate, physical relationship with their favorite players. Tactile and filled with 

handwritten correspondence and autographs, movie scrapbooks are thus affective vessels, 

mediating the fan’s imagined, but much desired, propinquity with the stars.

 By sedulously incorporating biographic text into their image-heavy movie scrapbooks, 

girl fans followed the directrices on scrapbook-making disseminated by popular sources. As 

noted in Chapter 5, newspapers like Chicago’s The Day Book explicitly advised fans to craft 

useful “Movie Scrap Books” that were not only “great fun,” but that moreover should “be a very 

valuable record of doings in movieland.” The wide range of players, film genres, and ephemera 

types gathered in girls’ movie scrapbooks suggests that these objects were intended to be seen as 

comprehensive and informative repositories of film knowledge. 

 In this vein, the exuberant collages fashioned by movie-loving girls had a practical intent: 

they functioned as auxiliary tools in the creation of such “valuable records.”55 Vercoe, for 
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example, penned players’s home studio and its address next to each complex image-based 

collage, thus creating an illustrated movie directory. Likewise, many of the pages-long shrines to 

single players functioned as a movie résumé made up of clipped film stills. For instance, 

Vercoe’s 1914 shrine to veteran Mary Fuller is comprised of thirteen photos that capture the 

actress’ impressive acting breadth, as well as track her multiple picture characterizations: from 

Viking queen to Japanese geisha; from short-haired society lady to long-ringleted ingénue; and 

from little country girl to an armored Joan of Arc figure. In another collage from 1915, Vercoe 

consciously selected fourteen production stills representing Ella Hall’s major productions to the 

date . Images include An Awkward Cinderella, The Hedge Between, Mavis of The Glen, 

Symphony of Souls, The Boob’s Legacy, His Uncle’s Will, The Mistress of Deadwood Basin, The 

Master Key, and The Secret Service, all successful movies directed by Robert Z. Leonard and 

produced by Rex-Universal throughout 1914 and 1915.56 Vercoe did not label the clippings, but 

Ella’s attire makes it evident which film each image refers to: the maid outfit was used in An 

Awkward Cinderella; the ragged clothes of a woods girl appeared in Mavis of the Glen; an 

overgrown hair-bow symbolized coming-of-age in The Hedge Between; and in The Master Key, 

the sixteen year old wore the gingham two-piece suit typical of a blue-collar heiress and 

physically active serial heroine (Fig. 18). Harroun’s four-page collage of Marguerite Clark 

follows a similar logic (Figs. 19 & 20). Utilizing clippings from Photoplay’s and Motion Picture 

Magazine’s issues from 1915, the fourteen-image shrine tracks Clark’s movie career from her 

debut as uncivilized maiden in Wildflower (1914), to flower-covered reformatory girl in The 
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Crucible (1914), abducted princess in a checkered dress in The Goose Girl (1915), and to her 

most recent role to that date as a Hungarian novice in The Seven Sisters (1915). 

 Likewise, Majors’s three-scrapbooks devoted to the Gish sisters followed published 

guidelines on scrapbook-making. The Seattle fan’s collection of magazine covers, autographed 

photographs, and clipped newspaper images resemble a roadmap to the sisters’ silent movie 

careers. The volume on Dorothy Gish focuses mostly on her work from the late 1910s to the 

early 1920s, particularly Griffith’s Orphans of the Storm (1921). Majors did not label her 

scissored ephemera, nor did she assemble it chronologically, but a comparison with promotional 

materials circulated at the time allowed me to discern which movies are being represented. On 

one page, a headshot going back to William Christy Cabanne’s The Sisters (1914) has been 

carefully decoupaged and placed on the center of the black cardboard. In another page, a single 

oval cutout advertises Paramount’s Battling Jane (1918). A cover of Motion Picture Magazine 

for July 1923 has been artistically singed out, leaving only the color lithograph of Dorothy’s 

face, dolled up in Spanish-influenced attire for her upcoming role of La Clavel in the historical 

drama The Bright Shawl (1923). Other single-image shrines include a rotogravure marketing 

Dorothy’s comedic success Remodeling Her Husband (1920); a still photo likely from Elmer 

Clifton’s Peppy Polly (1919) or The Hope Chest (1918); and a promotional image for Griffith’s 

WWI melodrama Hearts of the World (1918), where Dorothy played the unnamed Little 

Disturber.    

 Majors’s selection of images suggests that the girl followed press recommendations on 

treating scrapbooks as useful depositories of movie data. The Seattle fan privileged aesthetic 

neatness and thematic cohesion. Most collages only have one image for page, carefully 
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positioned at the center of the black cardboard page. All print images pasted in Majors’s 

scrapbooks are also impeccably cut, clean without any rough edges, showing great dexterity and 

concentration on the girl crafter’s part. Though at times Majors purposefully frayed larger 

pictures, this manual manipulation replicated the lacy filigree found framing the faces of female 

stars in fan publications. Additionally, in her juxtapositions, Majors seems particularly concerned 

with visual symmetry and thematic cogency, which suggests that fan interiorized the scrapbook-

making guidelines circulated in didactic publications throughout the 1910s.

 At the same time, Majors’s collages reveal that the fan imitated aesthetics disseminated in 

movie magazines. More than once, the Seattle girl emulated the aesthetics found in leading fan 

magazines by handling the ovalness of the image and the irregularity of its borders as a “cut-

here” suggestion. Carefully decoupaged and overlaid onto the black cardboard pages, the small 

oval headshots resemble paper cameos, handcrafted talismans, or clipped yearbook Kodaks. As 

often emphasized by instructional manuals, the heart of a well organized scrapbook rested on a 

sense of symmetry, linearity, and coherence. Her desire to replicate the visual aesthetics featured 

in Motion Picture Magazine’s “Gallery of Photoplayers” is rendered more expressly when she 

cuts a baroque trim from another image and glues it around Lillian's headshot, so this looks 

mechanically framed (Figs. 21 & 22). Majors’s handmade composition resembles an image of 

her sisters published years before in the fan magazine. The two-tone difference between Lillian’s 

sepia picture and the pale grey of the wreath surrounding her countenance are the only clues 

giving away Majors’s almost invisible craftsmanship. 

 In line with what was advertised in home manuals and popular press, most individual 

movie scrapbooks acted as an accessible repository of relevant motion picture information. 
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Though seldom, certain girl fans did go beyond these traditional functions, primarily employing 

movie scrapbooks as an archive of ephemeral, and moreover fragmented, print sources. In this 

way, some girl fans acted as “cultural archivists.”57A specific case is that of Vercoe, who took her 

passion for movie serials beyond the conventional image-gathering practices. Throughout 1914 

and 1915, Vercoe not only assiduously patroned The Perils of Pauline, The Master Key, The Trey 

O’ Hearts, The Million Dollar Mystery, and Lucille Love but, furthermore, she diligently 

procured and pieced together the tie-in novelizations of her favorite serialized melodramas, 

published in weekly installments by a local newspaper. Writing personally to the Chicago 

Tribune asking for back issues, Vercoe allocated several pages of her “Motion Picture Pictorial” 

to clippings of Pauline’s and The Trey O’ Hearts’ chaptered novelizations. Film stills appear next 

to the scissored text, illustrating pivotal moments in the narrative. At times, scraps of text are 

penned by hand instead of cut and pasted from the newspaper. Lastly, when the newspaper failed 

to print captions, Vercoe handwrote her own, thus making sure that text and image were always 

coherently tied together.58 

 Such careful research and assemblage of ephemeral print sources reveals the girl fan’s 

preoccupation with creating an unified version of otherwise fragmented narratives. As a result, 

Vercoe’s scrapbooks are now an exceptional print archive, one of the few places where one can 

find an unabridged version of these episodic motion pictures, many whose film prints have been 

either partially or completely lost (such as Pauline). Without personal archives such as Vercoe’s, 
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our knowledge of these movie objects would remain gravely incomplete, sequestered by the 

irreversible disappearance of material prints. 

 Due to their juxtaposition of print content, mass-produced images, handwritten 

correspondence, and personal marginalia girls’ “movy albums” also came to function as one-of-

a-kind tools, used to achieve a mediated proximity with adored movie stars. The impulse to 

amass extensive print information about a beloved player reveals girl fans’ desire to grow closer 

to a favorite star—to become, in a sense, his or her vicarious biographer. 

 We find numerous examples of such affective record-keeping in Vercoe’s “Motion Picture 

Pictorial.” For instance, in January 1915, weaving a five-page long tapestry of little slivers of 

paper, Vercoe created a painstaking encyclopedia of all things Crane Wilbur. The cacophony of 

print clippings—the majority scissored from fan magazines’ question-and-answer columns—

read: “Crane  Wilbur is still with Pathé;” “Crane Wilbur did not leave Pathé;” “Crane Wilbur did 

not play for Edison;” “Crane Wilbur overdoes big scenes;” “Kitty C.: You think Crane Wilbur the 

best of them all in spite of his mannerisms? And you love his pompadour and dense growth of 

eyebrows? How nice!;” “Crane Wilbur is too much of a ‘grandstander;’ ” “Crane Wilbur lives 

across the river from the studio;” “Crane Wilbur had the lead in ‘The Secret Formula’ (Pathé);” 

“Crane Wilbur was chatted in November 1912;” “Crane Wilbur will be taking a three-weeks’ 

vacation;” “Crane Wilbur will have his diary stolen pretty soon;” and “Crane Wilbur has his 

thoughts upon one and only one, and that is she.”59 Glued side by side and interspersed among 

scissored press images, these scraps of print content create a quilt of biographic information 

regarding the Pathé actor. 
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 Though less detailed, collages devoted to favorites Pearl White, Mary Pickford, Viola 

Dana, Cleo Madison, and Mary Fuller cobble together similar amounts of biographic data 

excerpted from trade and fan publications. By Fall 1914, Vercoe even went as far as directly 

contacting the Pathé Frères Motion Pictures Company to inquire about the professional 

whereabouts of Wilbur and White. The businesslike reply to this query was then promptly 

included in her comprehensive movie scrapbook. 

 Motivated by a quest for exhaustive movie knowledge, Vercoe’s collages use printed text 

to form tangible tapestries of fan affect. The mélange of ephemeral materials compiled in these 

six volumes proves as much: pasting autographed cards, stars’ handwriting samples, business 

replies, and commercial postcards next to hand-drawn marginalia, doodles, and letters written by 

her school friends, Vercoe aimed to trace—not only the careers and biographies of adored actors

—but also the impact these had in the everyday lives of their adolescent fans. Perhaps one of the 

more evocative example of the fan’s longing to link moviegoing with one’s own life is the 

cryptic inscription Vercoe jolted down to mark the end of her favorite serial, The Perils of 

Pauline. Infused with the same amount of secrecy and pathos bestowed on a confessional love 

note, Vercoe wrote in her last scrapbook: “Ended December 29, 1914. M. ‘Pauline,’ li. l. in the h. 

of h. f— Edna G. Vercoe.”60 The enigmatic message—which I suggest reads “My ‘Pauline,’ live 

long in the heart of hearts forever”—coveys the great affective impact the serial had in the girl 

fan’s life, and shows that movie scrapbooks functioned as a safe space where unresolved fan 

passion came to be acknowledged and freely articulated.  
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 An enthusiastic “grafter,” Harroun also crafted an unique film collection composed 

essentially of stars’ autographed photographs; these are archived in her “Motion Picture Book,” a 

black and green cloth school binder issued by the National Simplex Note-Book Company. Like 

Vercoe’s “Motion Picture Pictorial,” Harroun’s scrapbook is hardly limited to one type of film 

ephemera; instead, this hundred-page-plus film compendium incorporates print postcards, signed 

headshots, magazine covers, promotional stills, opened envelopes, and handwritten letters glued 

side by side handcrafted collages honoring her favorite female players. 

 From this perspective, movie scrapbooks suggest that, for girl fans, the ambivalent 

unreachability of movie stars spurred their ardent fandom, as well as their plentiful ephemera 

collections. In fact, girls’ “movy albums” reflect a key ambivalence of 1910s film fandom: the 

movie lover’s ongoing yearning for reaching out and “touching” one’s beloved star, while 

concurrently accepting that such contact could only exist through mediated forms, such as 

writing to the stars, watching their movies, amassing their biographic information, and collecting 

their print images. In this way, movie scrapbooks are infused with eroticism, functioning as 

material surrogates to a desired, but never actualized, physical touch.

 As a matter of fact, Vercoe’s scrapbook, much like Harroun’s, is filled with concrete 

attempts to get closer to a beloved player via direct letter-writing or indirect reapropriation of a 

star’s published materials. According to extant replies stored in their respective movie 

scrapbooks, Vercoe and Harroun actively pursued their favorite stars by writing to them and 

asking for autographs and photographs. Vercoe even kept a list of preferred players in the back of 

one of her scrapbooks, the star’s name underlined once if a photograph had been acquired, twice 

if one-on-one written contact had been successfully established. In the same location, sixteen-
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year-old Stott kept a studios’ directory glued to the back of her 1917 “Movies Book,” underlining 

the addresses of her favorites. Unfortunately, no proof remains of Stott ever making contact with 

any of these stars. 

 As a “grafter,” Harroun favored signed headshots over any other affective memorabilia. 

She connected with a star by asking for, and then archiving, their autographed image. Her 

pristine collection includes over twenty-two autographed photos, all of female stars but one of 

Francis X. Bushman. Many of these are of Marguerite Clark’s, the girl fan’s favorite thespian, 

and at least one includes a note of “thanks” handwritten in the back of a 9x12 autographed 

headshot. The remaining collection attests to Harroun’s preference for screen ingénues: Mae 

Marsh, Lillian Gish, Mary Pickford, and Anita Stewart make the most appearances, flanked by 

stage divas Pauline Fredericks and Billie Burke. 

 Vercoe’s collection is not less impressive, but much less exclusively focused on 

autographed pictures or girl stars. Instead, the Illinois fan hunted and gathered for 

correspondence, longer missives expressing contact and continuous dialogue with as many 

screen performers as possible. Director and actor Romaine Fielding seems to have kept an 

ongoing correspondence with Vercoe, even asking for a self-portrait of the fifteen-year-old fan in 

1914: “Glad to know you liked [my] pictures and it was a pleasure for me to send them, if it is 

not asking too much of you would like to have a kodak or any little picture of you which you 

could send me.”61 Such quid-pro-quo request suggests familiarity at the very least, if not a 

certain dose of fond intimacy. 
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 Another star who wrote back was seventeen-year-old Ella Hall. Kept in her sixth 

scrapbook, Ella’s reply to Vercoe was mailed from “Hollywood Station” on “February 11th, 

1915.”  Although brief, this message opens a world of possible interpretation on what a girl fan, 

given the chance, would ask a girl star of her own age—literally her peer. Handwritten on a 

standard photo postcard, Ella’s message reads: “Dear Edna, You wanted to know a few questions 

& I am here to ans. I am 17 yrs. Born on St Patrick’s Day—March 17— and am too busy to think 

of any thing else but my home, work & correspondence. Sincerely Ella Hall.”62  This reply 

implies Vercoe inquired about details of the actress’ personal life, such as her exact age and 

birthdate, information fan and trade magazines often deliberately misrepresented. Further, Ella’s 

evasive comment on how “she is too busy to think about anything else but my home, work, and 

correspondence,” intimates that Vercoe asked about the girl star’s romantic status. Such 

information would be guarded beyond the familial, professional, and ludic realms, the exact three 

areas Ella defensively mentions as having kept her “too busy to think about anything else.” 

  Vercoe’s desire to communicate with her adored girl star—to penetrate her intimacy by 

means of direct written contact, free from the mediating influence of the screen—reveals the 

early movie fan’s craving for proximity and reciprocity, empathetic responses film industry had 

encouraged since the creation of the star system. As suggested by Jackie Stacey’s historiography 

of 1950s Hollywood actresses, fan letters to the stars are always exercises on unrequited self-

love, self-reflexive confessions on “an unattainable visual image of desirability” that “a 

patriarchal culture” of stardom has long imposed to women, moreover to girls in “their teenage 

years, in which change and transformation [are] central to [fans’] desires and aspirations.”63 
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 In sum, in their frequent letters to film stars, as in their insistent requests for personal 

biographic information and autographed self-portraits, Vercoe and Harroun embody the movie 

fan’s defining desire to reach out and, in some significative way, “touch” the incorporeal film 

star. Behind the schoolgirls’ lost missives—for only their illustrious responses survive tucked in 

their movie scrapbooks—lurks a chief tenet of universal fan worshipping: the urgency for 

producing a symbiotic rapport with the remote star, even if it is her/his remoteness that made 

them alluring in the first place. That innate urgency is manifested in the need to confirm a star’s 

physical existence by having a tangible proof of where her hand met the page; the pleasure of 

imagining that singular calligraphy drawing one’s home address on the envelope (and these girl 

fans did keep all the ripped envelopes stars addressed to their parents’ homes in Highland Park 

and St. Joseph), thus transforming that standard piece of stationary into intimate and 

personalized memorabilia. In short, the inclusion of stars’ handwritten materials in girls’ fan 

scrapbooks ultimately attests to that primal fan desire to be part of a star’s life, even if only as a 

temporary, distant pen-pal. 

 A last example demonstrates further how a girl fan may have tried to grow closer to a 

screen idol, this time via the reapropriation of their print materials. In 1914, Vercoe took pains to 

transcribe by hand both plot descriptions and press interviews relating to Crane Wilbur. Next to 

an interview she inserted the actor’s studio address on the margins of the page. Such labor of 

love suggests that, by transcribing these personal details into her scrapbook— really, in her own 

penmanship—Vercoe wished to grow somewhat closer to her object of desire, somehow bridge 

the ineluctable distance separating the fan from the star. In fact, most of the selected clippings 

offered information on the actor’s personal life, revealing his age, his birthday, and his marital 
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status. Twice she pasted the following reply excerpted from a published fan letter: “I hope Crane 

Wilbur lives with his father or mother or somebody, too. It must be awful to live alone.”  In 

capital letters, Vercoe also inked the following addendum—“NOTES PUT IN THE PAPER. E.H. 

= Ethel Hicks[.] Put in the paper by Dody, Aug. 16, 1914.”64 The caption refers to two of 

Vercoe’s school friends and is penned adjacent to the newspaper clipping of “E.H.” asking about 

Clara Kimball Young’s and Harold Lockwood’s address. 

 Both examples clearly express Vercoe’s desire to insert herself in the film stars’ private 

life—first, by achieving indirect knowledge of their personal affairs (clipping a published answer 

on whether Wilbur lives alone); and second, by being part of a local network of girl fans (Dody 

and Ethel) who actively scavenged for stars’ personal information (such as Young’s and 

Lockwood’s home addresses). In sum, by juxtaposing personal annotation with actors’ print 

information, girl fans treated movie scrapbooks as handmade rolodexes of Hollywood 

knowledge, while still as tangible archives of personal interaction with the stars.

 Girls’ movie scrapbooks are also sites of multi-media intersection where mechanically 

reproduced materials and manual inserts commingled freely. Acting as what cultural theorist 

Dick Hebdige called “subcultural bricoleurs,” movie-loving girls appropriated mass-produced 

print artifacts and used them to convey their subjective fandom.65 The principal method girls 

employed to personalize an industrial image was surrounding it with marginalia—handwritten 

cartoons, anecdotes, comments, or quotes. Hand-drawing and hand-painting further enhanced the 

mixed-media nature of movie scrapbooks, while simultaneously enriching their meaning as 
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testaments of female self-expression, creativity, and individuality. For instance, sporadically, 

Stott drew geometric shapes around the paper images, as if make-shifting a baroque frame. 

Likewise, Vercoe also penciled in small hand-drawn inserts around and on actors’ print images, 

but her creative flair took the shape of humorous cartoons and quotes. For instance, Crane 

Wilbur’s collages occasionally incorporated the drawing of a hand-colored black and red little 

ladybug. Other times, a stamped image of an impish cupid figure appears next to Wilbur’s image. 

Vercoe hand-painted the cupid’s tiny, flesh-colored body, make-shifting bright-colored wings and 

horns. The stamped cherub further resembled the mascot of “Wilbur’s Chocolate Buds” and the 

actor’s namesake. In 1914, the Philadelphia candy company illustrated their products with a 

cupid stirring a cup of hot cocoa. Likely a reference to the leading man’s surname (as well as to 

her being “sweet” on the Pathé player), Vercoe adorned many Wilbur’s collages with tags from 

boxes of the said “Chocolate Buds.”66 

 In another shrine to actor Paul Panzer, Vercoe juxtaposed three clipped film stills, a 

manufactured caricature, and a handmade drawing. The ink cartoon showed the actor awkwardly 

riding a motorcycle; surrounding his body, Vercoe scribbled a comic-book-like captions that 

reads “SPEED.” She further pens captions identifying the motorcyclist as “Paul W. Panzer,” and 

the image as belonging to “Ep.17 of ‘Perils of Pauline’” (Fig. 23). This installment was marked 

by a high-speed chase that, according to one of Vercoe’s newspaper clippings, had the “dauntless 

villain” following Harry and Pauline “on a motorcycle.” 67

 Another detail evinces the girl fan’s desire to appropriate the serial’s narrative, to infuse it 

with her own daily life and individual knowledge. Next to her humorous drawing, Vercoe 
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transcribed a quote from Shakespeare's Othello: “Not poppy nor mandragora/ Nor all the drowsy 

syrups of the world,/ Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep/ Which thou owed’st 

yesterday.”68 The four lines are spoken by the handmaid Emilia as she plans to poison Othello 

against his wife Desdemona. The handwritten quote most likely alluded to Kroener’s ongoing 

plots to separate Pauline from her beloved Harry Marvin, as well as to his devious attempts to 

steal the heiress’ fortune. By penning this unrelated quote next to publicity stills of the Pathé 

serial, Vercoe inserted her own perspective— likely via her mandatory high school readings of 

Shakespeare—into Pauline’s narrative. In other words, Vercoe makes sense of Pauline’s 

triangular narrative (Kroener vs Pauline and Harry) by filtering it through her own knowledge of 

Othello’s character dynamics. In this way, insidious Kroener is equated with duplicitous Emilia 

who, like the serial villain, sought to quietly poison the hero with misunderstandings; Harry is 

equated with a hapless Othello; and Pauline with the “damsel-in-distress” character of  lady 

Desdemona.  

Hand-Colored and Mass-Produced: Girls’ Dialogue with Movie Magazines’ Appropriation of 

Craft Aesthetics

 In a small way, Vercoe’s appropriation of Othello shows that, in their intimate paper-play, 

movie-loving girl scrapbookers did not retrieve into self-indulgent solipsism, but instead used 

handicrafts to dialogue with major cultural shifts taking place around them. For instance, the use 

of hand-applied color in girls’ scrapbooked montages converses with advancements in film 

advertisement and color manufacture happening in the mid 1910s.  I propose that girl fans were 
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directly influenced by the widespread introduction of hand-painted coloring in lantern slides, 

magazines’ covers, and actors’ commercial postcards. As these new coloring techniques became 

widely advertised in newspapers, film magazines, promotional booklets, theaters lobbies, and 

motion pictures themselves, girls began to incorporate their manual aesthetics when 

reappropriating stars’ print images.

 Hand-tinted postcards of film players are one of the most recurrent items found in early-

twentieth-century girls’ scrapbooks. That first generation of adolescent fans witnessed the rise of 

the “postcard craze” in the United States. Although postcards were mass-produced and privately 

issued since the 1898 Private Mail Act Card, historian Daniel Gifford argues that the Golden Age 

of American postcards peaked between 1905 and 1915.69 The First World War, the perfecting of 

mechanical technologies of image reproduction, and the increasing mobility between rural and 

urban areas, stimulated the use of postcards not only across state lines, but also across nations. 

Throughout the 1900s, postcards were often used as commercial cartes-de-visite, event 

souvenirs, and tourist mementos. However, as the decade wore off, postcards became more 

steadily co-opted as promotional venues. By the early 1910s, colorful reproductions of stage and 

screen stars—most recurrently females—decorated hundreds of  “real photo” and “hand tinted” 

postcards offered by magazines, mail order catalogues, and film exhibitors. According to a 

ladies’ magazine, these promotional materials furnished female filmgoers with “something rather 

finer than you can buy in the store:” a tangible record of movie attendance, a “permeant 

memento of the fleeting cinematic experience.”70
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 Vercoe’s scrapbooks show that girl spectators embraced this press suggestion, integrating 

stars’ postcards in their collections of movie ephemera. Throughout Vercoe’s six scrapbooks, 

standard pocket-size photo-cards depicting Eleanor Woodruff, Pearl White, or Cleo Madison 

make numerous appearances. Not only collecting commercially published postcards, some girl 

scrapbookers even handmade their own. Harroun acquired a black and white publicity headshot 

of girl star Anita Stewart, and pasted it between a folded sheet of black cardboard. The finished 

look is that of a double-sided postcard that resembles those industrially manufactured. Although 

the interior of the postcard is unwritten, Stewart’s facsimiled signature seems to personally 

address Harroun, promising to be indeed “sincerely yours” (Fig. 24). Another example crafted by 

the same girl fan also involves an image of Stewart, but this time references the high-end “real 

photo” postcards showcasing glossy, gelatin silver prints and embossed trims. Stewart’s full-

bodied still from Vitagraph’s serial The Goddess (1914) is mounted on top of white paper, and 

then overlaid again on a larger 8x11 black cardboard, creating a multilayered effect that 

resembles a commercially framed image. 

 When not handcrafting their own postcards and frames, girl scrapbookers hand-painted 

black and white paper reproductions of selected girl stars. Using household supplies, Harroun 

colored a headshot clipped from Motion Picture Magazine. Beverly Bayne’s parted lips are 

bloodied by red ink, her face dabbled with pinkish crayon, her eyelids glistening with a faded 

green layer (Fig. 25). Interestingly, Harroun’s transformation of nineteen-year-old Bayne from 

one-toned ingénue into multi-chromatic vamp seems reminiscent of late-nineteenth-century 

descriptions of the “painted woman,” a derogative soubriquet given to stage actresses whose 

profession required constant appliance of rouge, lipstick, and foundation. The term carried 
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negative connotations that associated female theatrical performers with exhibitionism, 

immorality, and sexual promiscuity. 

 However, fans’ coloring of girl stars’ images seems less judgmental. Once more, this 

practice appears closely linked to the scrapbookers’ longing for animating their beloved idols, to 

infuse some life and warmth into the only effigy they possessed of the elusive movie stars: their 

two-dimensional paper surrogates. Majors, for instance, extensively colored-in reproductions of 

Dorothy and Lillian Gish, injecting their sepia gowns, curls, lips, eyes, and complexions with 

lively tints. In one gelatin silver photograph, Majors painted Lillian's demure dress in a vibrant 

baby blue, the chalk crayon she used leaving behind the dusty tactility of the fan’s stroke. 

Lillian’s fallen curls were also goldened, her lips slightly pinked, the eyes blued, rendering the 

actress into a doll-like image of angelic femininity. Next to the hand-painted image, Majors 

added an untouched black and white rendition of the same photo. The juxtaposition created a 

conscious, and smartly effective, “before and after” effect. 

 Another time, Majors used wax crayons to color Dorothy’s ruffled gown in pale pink and 

bright yellow. Her hair and eyes are of a rich, inky auburn; her lips have also been dyed with a 

ruby red ink. In another image, Dorothy’s pouty lips and dimpled cheeks have been swabbed 

with circular dabs of crimson pencil that resemble stage rouge. Similar to Bayne’s manipulated 

picture, Dorothy’s ingénue photo changes from studied and lifeless to enlivened. In addition, 

there are a handful of production stills from Orphans of the Storm that presents Dorothy and 

Lillian in eighteenth-century garb. Majors once more attributed icy blue to Lillian’s costume and 

warm pink to Dorothy’s. Such color palette echoes the star texts undergirding each sisters’ 

picture personality: Lillian the stern tragedienne, Dorothy the vivacious comedienne (Fig. 26). 
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Furthermore, this color scheme mirrors the one found in the movies’s production booklet, sold by 

twenty-five cents at the time the film was first released (December 1921). In the booklet’s cover, 

Lillian’s gown is painted blue and Dorothy’s pink. Orphans of the Storm was also notorious for 

employing colored filters on several action scenes as a way to magnify the film’s emotional 

impact (Fig. 27). Majors’ coloring choices may thus reflect a recalling of her own viewing 

experience.

 Although replicating color schemes found in promotional materials, Majors, nonetheless, 

inserted her own creative subjectivity into these mass-marketed images. She took pains in 

delineating details in both dresses, so that Lillian exhibits rather thick and clunky black stripes on 

her skirt and bonnet, while Dorothy’s bust is adorned by a rather fiery magenta rose. Both of 

their fallen curls have been filled in with yellow ink, Dorothy’s lips once more tinted bright red 

and Lillian’s barely touched. Majors’ handiwork is usually quite seamless and precise, insomuch 

that at times it is difficult to distinguish which images have been hand-painted and which have 

been mechanically colored. Majors deliberately mixed and matched her craftsmanship with 

manufactured color reproductions which suggests that the scrapbooker intrinsically loved color 

and vividly tinted ephemera. 

 In fact, the aesthetics of nonautomatic coloring that girl fans so deliberately embraced in 

their movie scrapbooks grew quite popular in American print culture of the 1910s. Rotary 

printing offered the latest technology in cutting-edge color reproduction. Publishers employing 

the rotary electric press drew profit from producing high-quality color reproductions of young 

stage and film actress. Mary Miles Minter, Mary Pickford, and Ella Hall are some of the many 
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girl stars who had their commercial photographs hand-painted in pale hues: pinks emphasizing 

their youthful complexion, and yellows brightening their sunned-in ringlets. 

 Early-twentieth-century postcards mass-marketed the hand-painted look, but since the 

late 1890s that motion pictures utilized similar coloring techniques in their stock prints. The most 

popular was that of individual frame coloring (applying multiple colors within each film image) 

and of color tinting (applying a single color wash to an entire film sequence). By 1913, these 

same coloring techniques began to be employed in coming attraction slides. Lantern slides were 

made of glass and handcrafted one by one. To manufacture them, black and white images were 

photographically developed on glass panes after which color dyes were individually hand-

brushed onto the photo emulsion. 

 Girl fans’ hand-painted images of female stars resemble coming attraction slides in both 

technique and appearance. For instance, surviving lantern slides for Vitagragh’s On Her Wedding 

Night (1915), American’s The Mate of Sally Ann (1917), Paramount’s Anne of the Green Gables 

(1919), and Griffith’s Orphans of the Storm (1921) make this linkage clear. In Anne and Sally 

Ann, Minter’s hair resembles a copper cloud that has been manually smeared, her dyed curls 

barely staying within the contour lines. The two actresses in Vitagraph’s potboiler have their 

faces excessively flushed with pink rouge, while the roses in their hat and the shawl are coated in 

unnatural crimson. Similarly, in Griffith’s commercial slide, the Gishes interlocked faces appear 

smeared with swatches of red paint, their voluminous twin dresses irregularly dyed with a 

strangely degraded pink hue (Figs. 27 & 28). In their amateurish quality, these images resemble 

Majors’s wax and chalk crayon-work, or Harroun’s manual inking of Bayne’s lips. 
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 A heightened interest in color did not only permeate film production. By 1915, fan 

magazines also experimented with fledgling coloring techniques on their illustrations, covers, 

and production stills. More than any other movie publication, Philadelphia’s The Photo-Play 

Journal employed the handcrafted look found in girl fans’ scrapbooks, and the hand-painted 

aesthetics popularized by commercial lantern slides. After being launched in April 1916, The 

Journal placed a colorful lithograph of a young female star on its monthly cover. The artisanal 

quality of being manually “colored in” marked each lithograph: December 1916 had twenty-two-

year-old Jackie Sanders wrapped in white fur, her lips, hair, and cheeks tinted with peachy tones 

that seemed penciled in; August’s cover shared the same handmade coloring aesthetics, depicting 

June Caprice’s beach bonnet, lips, and top aglow with splashed orange ink. June’s cover, 

however, referred handicrafts even more overtly: Anita Stewart’s face framed by a cameo-like 

gold trim; her lips tinted auburn, her fallen curls brown, and her cheeks and hands matted with an 

added-on, lifelike flesh color. Replicating the overlaying practice found in girls’ scrapbooks, 

Stewart’s oval portrait is pasted on top of a wallpaper background patterned with equidistant, 

tiny pink roses (Fig. 29). 

 The trend of quoting scrapbook aesthetics continued in the following numbers. In 

February 1917, a colored-in, cutout image of Mary Pickford is scissored and pasted inside a red, 

heart-shaped die-cut. That faux collage is then overlaid onto a childlike drawing of blue skies, 

spidery brown twigs, crudely traced clouds, and red-breasted birds (Fig. 30). Lastly, for its 

November’s cover, The Journal colored in a photograph of Lillian Walker, dressing the serial 

actress in a hand-painted red equestrian ensemble. Surrounding her publicity image is a 
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seemingly hand-drawn wreath, composed of yellow and orange leaves, and purple grapevines 

(Fig. 31). 

 Similar to February's mixed-media collage of Pickford, this juxtapositions of a 

manufactured photograph, a seemingly hand-painted wash, and a hand-drawn frame suggest that 

the fan magazine recognized, and even endorsed, the mashing of handicrafts with mass-marketed 

ephemera as it was privately produced by female movie scrapbookers. The Journal’s usage of 

scrapbook aesthetics further confirms that the manual reapropriation of stars’ industrial 

reproductions was not understood exclusively as a leisure practice, nor was it mastered only by 

homebound girls. Instead, scrapbook and handcraft aesthetics were insistently employed by 

commercial magazines of the time, which not only reveals a dynamic conversation established 

between the popular press and everyday girl fans, but moreover shows that the latter were 

considered a significant consumer demographic which movie publications actively sought to 

reach out and please by directly referring to their favorite pastimes.

 Wonderfully detailed, in sum, movie scrapbooks clearly convey more than girl fans’ 

aesthetic choices and spectatorial preferences. In their pages lives a treasure trove of first-hand 

testimonies of female agency and adolescent creativity. In the hands of everyday girls, 

handcrafted movie scrapbooks became a transformative venue where mass-marketed paper 

scraps became privately reapropriated as instruments of self-expression. In fact, idiosyncrasies 

found in Harroun’s, Vercoe’s, Majors’s, and Stott’s movie scrapbooks evidence that girl fans 

internalized guidelines circulated in advice manuals and popular press, but that their individual 

creativity and affective fandom rarely remained contained by such homogenizing instructions. 

The unique differences found in each movie scrapbook confirm that girl fans reapropriated paper 
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collage and domestic handcrafts as a creative outlet, a means of self-expression that projected 

each girl’s distinct personality. 

 Ultimately, girl fans’ movie scrapbooks are handcrafted repositories of individual motion 

picture engagement. The juxtaposition of print content and mass-produced images with 

handwritten marginalia endows these mixed-media documents with multimodal functions: 1) 

they store biographic information on favorite players; 2) through the chronological arrangement 

of clipped publicity images, they document the career and acting range of elected film 

performers; 3) they safely archive personal correspondence exchanged between stars and fan; 

and 4) they offered girls an uncensored and open-ended venue where they could manifest their 

fandom creatively and freely while still dialoguing with important changes in film production 

and promotion.
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Chapter 7

“I Can’t Help It:” 

Girls’ Autobiographic Writings and The Lexicon of Female Fan Desire

 Reminiscing about a girlhood friendship forged in the 1910s, a Ohio woman wrote to her 

confidante sometime in the 1930s: 

 Blessed, 

 Each day and night I find such comfort in the thought of you—[...] to know [...] that by 

 some beautiful miracle we belong to each other. [...] You spelled everything that was in 

 the fairy book but you were true.  [...] I can remember worshipping you and thinking you 

 quite the most wonderful and adorable person I had ever seen. [...] You came into my life 

 trailing such clouds of glory from such a shinning world— no wonder my eyes were 

 dazzled having looked only at the fire department and the city jail. [...] My heart was so 

 hungry for you then darling—and it still is—and ever will be.1

 Drenched in longing and adoration, this handwritten letter exemplifies the type of 

romantic language employed in same-sex friendships established between educated females 

during the first decades of the twentieth century. Such accepted discourse on feminine 

emotionality and peer bonding was built on the denial of any possibility of homosexual 

attachment. Historians have noted that, at the turn of the century, “female same-sex love —or 
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‘romantic friendship,’ as it was long called—was a respected social institution in America.”2 In 

fact, until Freud’s theories on female sexuality became widely disseminated in the late 1920s, a 

confessional vocabulary suffused with romance and sentimentality was understood as the natural 

expression of asexual womanhood, particularly of inchoate, sensitive girlhood. 

  I argue that the romantic language typical of nineteenth-century female epistolarity 

trickled into early-twentieth-century girls’ movie fan mail. This everyday discourse of girl-to-girl 

infatuation, however, took a different shape when positioned within a star-to-spectator rapport. 

Following Stacey’s observation that, “there is an obvious homoeroticism to some of the 

spectator/star relationships [since] the ‘love’ and ‘devotion’ which are expressed repeatedly by 

these respondents do not suggest [...] mere expressions of ‘identification’ devoid of erotic 

pleasure,” I argue that when girl fans communicated with young movie actresses, the 

conventional platonic lexicon of female admiration became infused with homoerotic desire, 

pleasure, and identification.3 

 The fan’s identification with the female star blended with the yearning for a life of 

romance and “fairytale” wonder, purportedly taking place in that “shinning world” of 

MovieLand. In other words, the screen-struck girl’s desire was muddled by concurrently wanting 

to know, wanting to be, and wanting to be with the beloved movie actress. In fact, we see this 

blurring of borders between worshipping a star, living through a star, and desiring a star, 

collapsing in the above-cited letter, a note written by Nell Dorr to her girlhood friend and popular 

film idol, Lillian Gish. In this private epistle, Gish is imagined as a transformative agent, whose 
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“cloud of [movie] glory” magically rescues the country girl from a small-town existence, 

circumscribed by “only the fire department and the city jail.” Such salvation did not act merely 

as a mundane distraction or a passive front-seat to a life of luxury—Gish’s appearance 

functioned as a direct line to endless, exciting possibilities not usually offered to middle-class 

girls living in nonmetropolitan areas.   

 Artist Morton Bartlett once explained his doll-making pastime: “My hobby is sculpting 

[girls] in plaster. Its purpose is that of all proper hobbies—to let out urges that do not find 

expression in other channels.”4 To borrow Bartlett’s words, I propose that through their main fan 

hobbies— letter writing, scrapbooking, and journaling— middle-class girls expressed “urges” 

and ambitions that did not find appropriate venues in everyday life. It is important to keep in 

mind that, although seeds of cultural and social change were sowed during the 1910s, most 

American women still grew up confined by conservative gendered dictates assigning 

domesticity, wifehood, and motherhood to all respectable adolescent girls, regardless of their 

class. Thus, from this perspective, I suggest that the “hunger” burning in Dorr’s “heart”—like the 

hunger in the hearts of many other girls reaching out to screen actresses at this time—was a 

hunger for subversive fantasy, for alternatives to the traditional roles and desires attributed to 

girls coming of age in the 1910s. 

 I also argue that, seeking for a way to communicate their complex feelings for movie 

actresses, the first generation of movie girl fans employed the familiar language of female 

“romantic friendship.” In other words, with the inception of a star system, movie-loving girls 

struggled with “inventing” a language of fandom that accurately expressed their passionate 
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response to equally young, if inaccessible, female stars. Socially accepted, the intimate, 

confessional, and charged rhetoric of girl-to-girl correspondence became the matrix of girls’ fan 

mail directed at favorite screen actresses. 

 Instead of assigning specific sexual orientations to the girls who authored the following 

fan materials, I set out to explore the grey areas and homoerotic tensions present in girl fandom’s 

wide spectrum of affective engagement with the movies. When employing the notion of 

“homoerotism” I follow Stacey’s interpretation of the term, meaning a female identification with 

movie actresses that is not devoid of erotic desire and pleasure. From this perspective, I use the 

term “homoerotism” to convey a female fan investment that went against the heteronormative 

paradigm assigned to white girls coming of the age in the 1910s—a paradigm pervasively 

ascribing heterosexual matrimony, motherhood, and homebound subservience to most adolescent 

females. Thus, when in their everyday life working and middle-class girls confessed romantic 

crushes on film actresses or collected images of cross-dressing female stars, I suggest that they 

articulated a desire for difference that may not have been necessarily sexual, but social, 

professional, and/or aesthetic. 

 In fact, girl fans’ homoerotic attachment to girl stars took multiple shapes—personal 

letters, journal entries, clipped images, published poems—and ranged from vicarious longings to 

wishful identification, from professional admiration to fully articulated same-sex crushes. That 

such profoundly erotic engagement with female players permeated the reception of American 

cinema in the 1910s should hardly be a surprise. After all, as film scholar Patricia White 

insightfully remarks, “female homoerotic desire is in a sense foundational to the star system.” 
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Founded at the dawn of the decade, the star system “appeal[ed] primarily to women” and 

appeared primarily staffed by baby-faced actresses.5

 Young-looking female stars—such as Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark—may have 

drawn the biggest box-office revenues throughout the 1910s, but onscreen their sexuality 

remained often untouched and undiscovered, protected by a performance of everlasting girlhood. 

With their short, childish skirts, long ringlets, dimpled cheeks, and coy smiles, these popular 

actresses continuously impersonated innocent maidens whose sexual awakening coincided with 

the movie’s last reel. Transitional cinema’s erasure of girlhood’s sexuality reflected both a 

romanticization of feminine inexperience and a long-lasting cultural perception that white, 

civilized girls harbored no sexual drive. According to Lary May, the desexualization of women—

particularly of well-off, unmarried, white maidens—harkened back to antebellum America, when 

a refocusing on family life cast middle-class women as delicate and spiritual beings, whose 

natural lack of sexual desire kept in check men’s bestial urges (namely drinking, gambling, and 

copulating).6

  A curious example of this deep-seated belief in growing girls’ lack of sexual desire is 

found in Mae Murray’s 1918 declaration that “the perfect lover is a little girl anywhere from six 

up to sixteen.” Far from a lurid insinuation, the actress explained that, for her, a “perfect lover” 

was not personified by carnal knowledge or virile manhood, but by “a primrose ring of young, 

young girls who send daily letters to their favorite movie actresses.” Murray proceeded to link 

the “old-fashioned” art of epistolarity and its “wax[y] sentimental[ity]” with puerile femininity, 
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dubbing her throngs of underaged female fans “‘Ready Letter-Writers’.”7 In addition to 

perpetuating the nineteenth-century myth of asexual girlhood, this article also tells us that the 

practice of writing to movie players had become throughly feminized and juvenated by the late 

1910s. In fact, according to stars’ testimonies and editors’ reports, movie fan mail was generally 

perceived as a woman’s affair: as a norm, young girl fans penned lovelorn notes to female stars, 

and these young stars received the “love-letters” thankfully and tenderly, as if these were 

offerings from a devout following.

 However, girl fans only cornered the market on expressing screen-struck ardor through 

written language because they were imagined as sexually neuter beings. In the late 1800s, 

German sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing first suggested that children lacked sexual drive, 

and that, in women, sexuality took the shape of a pleasureless procreative instinct.8 In the early 

1900s, Hall would develop Krafft-Ebing’s theory, adding that schoolgirls’ “crushes” or “cases” 

on other females (especially older girls) were only innocuous byproducts of an unformed mind 

which—intrinsically fanciful and amorous—tried its hand at romance before having found a 

proper male companion. Murray’s condescending reaction to girl fans’ love letters shows that, by 

the late 1910s, popular American culture continued to embrace the belief that civilized girls’ 

sexuality was safely dormant until marriage, and naturally rid of any pathological homosexual 

desire. 

 In sum, popular press promoted young girls as movie actresses’ “perfect” correspondents 

not only because of an idealized notion that women, by nature, were “the sole cherishers of fast-
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vanishing arts”—such as letter-writing, scrapbooking, journaling, fancywork, and other 

sentimental manual pastimes—but also because, unlike male fans, girls were seen as 

unthreatening pen-pals. Devoid of any sexual subtext, their lovestruck letters were literally 

romantic duds.9 

 Popular culture’s repeated erasure of girls’ sexuality may have been relentless, but not at 

all pervasive. As a matter of fact, since the turn of the century that a handful of European 

psychologists—such as Jean-Pierre Charcot, Sigmund Freud, and Havelock Ellis—had turned 

their attention to women’s sexuality. As the new century wore on, they became particularly 

interested in taxonomizing the adolescent girl’s sexual awakening, as well as identifying any 

anomalies embodied by so-called “sexual inverts.” As a result, middle-class girls growing up in 

the United States during the late 1910s experienced a cultural crossroads and often felt caught in-

between shifting mores: whilst a handful of scientists began investigating (and pathologizing) the 

possibility of sexual and homoerotic elements in girls’ same-sex relationships, most lay 

audiences still viewed romantic friendships between young females as commonplace and 

unthreatening. 

 Such unease and confusion regarding same-sex desire is captured in the private writings 

of sixteen-year-old Medora Espy. “Middy,” as she was known amongst her peers at Portland 

Academy, led an eventful life in the Oregon capital, boarding in the school dorms and socializing 

with other affluent adolescent girls. A considerable amount of Espy’s entries are dedicated to 

ranking her affects for a coterie of female chums with such jovial sobriquets as Marge, Dote, 

Bunch, and Knicks. Often the romantic language of heterosexual courtship is applied to explain 
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these girl-to-girl attachments. For instance, on July 12, 1914, Espy remarked that “I have half 

worshipped her [Dorothy Strowbridge] all year;” on November 1914,  she noted that “Betty + 

Mary Kane [are] devoted to each other;” and on January 27, 1915, she commented that “Bunch is 

darling and I am crazy about her.” By February 6, Espy announces that “Bunch and I are very 

intimate—I love her to death.”10 

 A month later though, Espy begins to articulate turmoil over her ties to this particular 

schoolgirl, an investment so all-consuming that it demanded several different monikers to 

properly express it: as Middy tells her “dear diary,” “my sweetheart, Betty, Bunch and Rosetta 

are all the same thing.”11 In March 15, she sedately remarks that “Betty is my most precious 

darling,” but that “caring more would have disturbed me too much.” This remark suggests that 

Middy attempted to keep her emotions in check. However, she is immediately overcome by her 

inability to account for the depth and breadth of her same-sex feelings: 

 After dinner I felt so so forlorn while Betty and Knicks acted like nuts and I was oh! so 

 quiet when I went to bed and my sweetest little lover come and kissed me, such a loving 

 kiss.” (March 13, 1915, italics mine). [...] The fact that she [Betty] loves others better 

 than I used to make me jealous but I am no longer as sensitive and selfish. I keep loving 

 Betty more and more. [...]. Sometimes I think I am very emotional still I know I am not 

 on the surface for I can face things quite calmly. I love deeply but it is a quiet intense 

 love, I  don’t think I can explain it. [...] I love so deeply that I feel happy. I love Betty and 
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 Mary K. so much but they don’t understand—they love me but not as I love them. [...] 

 Aren’t  thoughts funny, I don’t believe I will ever get mine sorted, correctly.12 

 I argue that Espy’s perceptual inability to “correctly” “sort” out her same-sex investments 

illustrates the kind of ambiguously oppressive and self-aware discourse undergirding girl-to-girl  

attachments, especially those lived within the semi-permanent confinements of a boarding school 

setting. Her diary entries show that Espy was conscious of the magnitude of her emotions, as 

well as of the possible impropriety of their unruliness (intimated in the statement “caring more 

would have disturbed me too much”). Espy evidently delighted in Betty’s kisses and is hurt 

when, later that month, physical touch is revoked: “This evening I would feel morbid if I wanted 

to because I love Betty a great deal and she does not care for my caresses.”13 Though clouded by 

a sense of anomaly and shame (implicit in the word “morbid”), homoerotic desire clearly 

underlines Espy’s connection to Betty. 

 Such troubling desire, however, is only fully articulated in the girl’s private diary and 

when put in the context of moviegoing. In fact, for Espy, a date to the pictures made publicly 

visible the deep attachment linking the two adolescent girls. In the honeymoon phase of their 

relationship, Espy first observes that “Sweetheart and I went to a movie as we are very, very 

much attached.”14  Weeks later, moviegoing is revisited as the chief site of jealousy and jilted 

discontentment: “Bunch made me awfully mad though I am trying not to show it because she 

went to a theatre with Miss C. instead of going to a movie with me. I have asked her every 
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Saturday but she never wants to go.”15 To Espy, moviegoing is such a vital ritual of her 

relationship with Betty that she feels as much betrayed by the latter’s change of date (Miss C.)  

as of medium (theatre). Thus, simply put, for Espy the act of attending a movie with her 

“sweetheart” was instilled with underlying, erotic connotations, albeit being widely regarded as a 

popular form of peer recreation and heterosexual bonding. 

 It is fair to suggest then that, in the 1910s, some middle-class schoolgirls saw moviegoing 

as a loaded activity, meaningfully coded with same-sex complicity, intimacy, and closeness. In 

addition, the feelings of deep devotion and loyalty the film industry asked of their most ardent 

fans mirrored those experienced by young lovelorn girls such as Espy. Hence I propose that the 

language of romantic adoration lovestruck girls used to express their complex, affective 

attachments to girl friends trickled into the language they employed to convey admiration for 

movie actresses of their same age.

 As a matter of fact, in their letters to other young fans and female stars, as in their 

published poems about young movie actresses, girl spectators’ charged desire for equally young 

actresses is passionately—and at times openly—articulated. Protected still by the same gender 

bias that imagined epistolary exchanges between early-twentieth-century women to be naturally 

sentimental and absolutely asexual, girl fans engaged in amorous declarations, flirty requests, 

and intimate confessions, not unlike those found in Espy’s journal. An extraordinary example of 

such charged investment can be found in the personal letters screen-struck girls wrote to 

Florence Lawrence during the early 1910s. 
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“Dear Flo:” Star Identification and Fan Desire 

 One of the first film performers to achieve nationwide recognition and to be dubbed a 

“movie star,” Florence Lawrence struck a cord with movie-loving American girls, especially 

after March 1910s,  the time when Carl Laemmle—the founder of the Independent Motion 

Picture company (IMP)— falsely announced that the twenty-four-year-old actress had been 

killed in the streets of New York City. The promotional stunt not only marked the birth of a star-

driven film industry, but moreover propelled fans to feel much closer to their screen idols. 

Suddenly, movie players were human, mortal, as prone to fatal accidents, commonplace 

disgraces, and heartfelt emotions as any of their everyday followers. That proximity, built on the 

concerted humanization of picture actors, encouraged spectators to imagine shadow players as 

flesh-and-blood individuals, as well as to perceive their screen characterizations—so familiar and 

so beloved— as reflections of a lived identity. It is that newfound intimacy with the humanized 

movie star that underlines girls’ letters to Lawrence. Punctuated with friendship offers, photo 

requests, and professional inquiries, this personal archive overflows with first-person testimonies 

of homoerotic desire made explicit through the confessional language of courtship (the 

declarations, the promises, the flattery), and the forceful tone of conquest (the imperatives! the 

absolutes! the threats!). 

 The typical love declaration found in these fan notes rehearses an Arthurian code of 

conduct where the deferential knight makes his devotion to an adored lady unmistakably known, 

but decorously and from afar. For instance, Elsie Johnson from Chicago wrote merely to inform 

“Dear Miss Lawrence,” that she is “only a poor worshipping girl,” and vowed to be forever 
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“lovingly yours.”16  A New York City’s “constant admirer” confessed to be “but a girl of 

seventeen (who has fallen in love with sweet Flo).”17 Anna Mae Oldham from Philadelphia 

matter-of-factually stated: “I love you [although] I never saw you. There is something about you 

that I love.”18 Urgently, “a sixteen year old High schooler” from Pittsburgh, confessed that “I 

could hold my appreciation and love for you to myself [...] no longer. [...] Flo, I dearly love you, 

I am sure.”19  Finally, a “devoted admirer” from Dallas, Edith Crutcher, shared with “darling 

Miss Lawrence,” how “glad” she was that “I know your name and address now, for I certainly 

love you. I go to see you every day—in a picture—and every time I see you I love you more and 

more.” Employing the wooing rhetoric of a lover who suddenly discloses romantic intentions, 

Crutcher further plied Lawrence with hyperbolic compliments: “You were the sweetest darling in 

‘A Mothers Love’ also ‘His Second Wife.’ [...]—any one could tell you [a]re the best hearted, 

sweetest little woman by looking at you.” 20 

 Crutcher’s effusive vocabulary already hints at the affective mercuriality that would 

permeate girls’ epistles to the IMP leading lady. As the fans repeatedly put it, they “couldn’t 

help” contacting, following, or loving the Canadian-born actress. After confessing to have fallen 

in love with the star, Holmes pleaded with Lawrence to “forgive my madness, and receive my 

letters kindly, for I just couldn’t help writing you.” Oldham similarly remarked that “I am not a 

girl for flattering anybody, but I can’t help it with you.” On her turn, Crutcher noted that “I just 
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could not help from writing you—for when I love any one, its impossible for me to keep it from 

them.” Inked in pink, perfumed stationary, Rose Sachmmellen’s letter asked Lawrence for her 

“pardon, for I’ve been guilty of the same offense before, Miss Lawrence, when I was bold 

enough to write and tell you how glad I was that the report of your accidental death proved 

untrue. But I couldn’t help it and meant every word and I’m not ashamed of having done so.”21 

 Such succinct expression of powerlessness, abandonment, and rapture—“I can’t help 

it”—articulates an unusual investment in Lawrence, so urgent and all-consuming that it took a 

life of its own. “I can’t help it” further implies that such uncommon same-sex investment 

threatened a heteronormative sense of female propriety, a breach that should bring 

embarrassment and disrepute to the fan according to Sachmmellen’s defiant statement “but I 

couldn’t help it and meant every word and I am not ashamed.”

 Apologies, tentativeness, and self-deprecation often punctuate girls’ letters to Lawrence. 

An adolescent girl from Massachusetts confessed in 1915: “I’ve looked and looked for a line 

from you for abut a month now; but without any avail. [...] I’m inclined to think you are cross 

with me for something I suppose I have said or done something stupid and that you won’t forgive 

me until I apologise, or say I’m sorry. Well then, Flo,—I am very very sorry—whatever it is. 

There—do I get forgiven?”22 In 1913, a sixteen year old pleaded in pink stationary: “I could hold 

my appreciation and love for you to myself [...] no longer. So I hope your industrious self will 

not turn aside this mere note.”23 Two years later, a twenty-year-old Texan showed similar signs 
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of self-effacing obeisance: “Please don’t think this is plain flattery, because it isn’t! I wanted to 

write you a long time ago, but I was afraid you wouldn’t like it.”24 

 Polite deference or coquette demureness may account for this subservient rhetoric. In 

asking the star’s forgiveness, fans may have wished to fall in her good graces by coming across 

as well-mannered, respectful, and deserving correspondents. However, it is also likely that, as 

Lillian Faderman points out, by the 1910s girl fans had grown aware of scientific discourses 

surveying female sexuality and labeling “romantic friendships” between girls unbecoming, 

dangerous, and even unhealthy. Passionate intimacy with other women—even with a renowned 

movie player—could be perceived as brazen and unsavory, or worse, as a gateway to 

“degenerate” sexual courtship. Therefore, in their letters, girls may have employed a certain 

obsequiousness in order to reassure the actress that their female fan investment was ardent but 

innocuous.

 Notwithstanding, girls also frequently portrayed their attachment to Lawrence as unduly 

obtrusive, overriding their good form and better judgement, as well as invading and disrupting 

their daily lives. F.C. Singleton from Dallas claimed to “see your sweet face everyday in the 

pictures and think of you at night.25” Another Texas girl attributed her past unhappiness to 

constantly yearning for Lawrence and having limited resources for satisfying her heart’s desire: 

“When I was in the convent, I was so very miserable for I never could get out, only once a month 

for a day or so—when I would go just as quick as I could to town to find you. I no longer go to 

the convent and I see you every day.”26 
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 Other girls described seeing Lawrence onscreen as an intimate experience, akin to a tryst 

between romantic friends. Eileen A. Smith from Buffalo, NY told the actress that assiduous 

access to her pictures created a deep, emotional tie: “I have seen you so many times in moving 

pictures [...that] I grew to like you very, very much.”27 Kathleen A. Sheridan from Philadelphia 

declared that watching Lawrence in the pictures made her “feel as though I am going to see a 

friend whom I have not met for years.”28 In 1915, Nance (Nan) O’Neill recounted the experience 

of attending one of Lawrence’s “old Lubins” with an adult family friend. As the film concluded, 

“Mr Batch said [...]: ‘god bless that girl!’ He told me that seeing you in a comedy gave him the 

courage to go to his office and tackle his heaps of business. Of course, I love him because he 

loves you.”29 

 Once severed though, such strong emotional attachment left the fan with a sense of 

emptiness and hankering similar to lovesickness. Responding to Lawrence’s temporary absence 

from the screen, fifteen-year-old Dorothy E. Swart from Saratoga Springs, NY confessed that: 

“When you finally disappeared entirely, I didn’t know what to do.”30  Smith remarked that “this 

winter I haven’t seen you at all, not even once, and you don’t know how much I miss you.” 

Twenty-year-old Marie Benson from Houston admitted that “when you left us I was so lonely 

[because] I went to the ‘movies’ and didn’t see your face.”31 Myrtle Bradshaw from Somerville, 

Massachusetts expressed similar despondency and helplessness when Lawrence ceased 

performing: “Two or three years ago I saw you a  great deal [...]. Suddenly you disappeared and I 
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didn’t see you any more and my heart sank down down; I didn’t find your name in the magazines 

and I didn’t know what to do.”32 

 Further replicating the behavior of separated lovers, girls begged Lawrence for a personal 

token of affection, a reproduced image of the actress to ease the sting of her absence and quench 

the fan’s longing. Smith remarked that, “I would love to have your photograph, Miss Flo, if you 

would be so kind as to send one to me, for then if I didn’t see you in moving pictures, I would 

have your picture, all for my self, to look at.” In a childish handwriting, Miss Elsie Shallaby 

from Pittsburgh pleaded: “Dear Flo will you please send me one of your pictures and I will thank 

you a thousand times [since] I will have that to look at if I can’t see you on the screen.”33 On 

Valentine’s Day 1916, Miss Edna G. Hall from Bath, Maine implored even more fervently: 

“Won’t you please, please send me your autographed picture? Also please write me a letter and 

tell me about yourself? [...] Please answer soon.”34 

 Sometimes girl fans brazenly reversed the courtship act of picture swapping. Self-

portraits were used as leverage in an attempt to retrieve messages from the blonde actress. Nan 

O’ Neill dickered that she would “send my photograph if you’ll send one of yours, one in which 

that famous, saucy dimple appears.”35 Eighteen-year-old Laura Baillargeon from New Bedford, 

Massachusetts bantered more demandingly: “I expect a long letter + a little picture of yourself 

Florence. I will send you mine soon. [...] I will write a long letter as soon as you write.”36  In the 

same quid-pro-quo vein, twenty-one-year-old Singleton bargained that “I’ll send you a small 
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picture of my-self if you answer this.”  Still betraying a pressing desire for immediate intimacy, 

the girl fan “enclosed a discription [sic] of my-self,” detailing her physical characteristics: her 

height (5ft 10), weight (154), coloration (“I am a Brunette”), and ethnicity (“I am Irish American 

born”).37 Often girl fans included such physical descriptions so Lawrence could better evaluate 

their chances of making it in the movies. Self-dubbed “Golden Head,” a Pennsylvania girl 

whimsically presented herself as a “sixteen year old High schooler with every feature that is 

necessary to make a perfect blonde.”38  In May 1911, young Rose Horte from Baltimore even 

submitted a small Kodak of herself, inquiring about “the salary a beginner gets” and how to find 

“a position of the [acting] kind.”39 By November, an eighteen year old from Oberlin, Ohio 

confessed “taking the liberty of writing to you for advice” due to her “much interest in picture 

posing.” “Do companies sometimes take a performer who is inexperienced and let them work 

up?,” Jean Wilson Martin inquired businesslike.40

 However, the desire for physical proximity, not the need for professional advice, 

accounted for most of the letters young girl fans devoted to Lawrence. For instance, when it was 

announced that the actress had not died and would make a live appearance in the girl fan’s 

hometown, Rose Sachmmellen from St Louis even risked bodily harm and riotous mobs for a 

glimpse of her “resurrected” beloved. Clearly struggling to articulate the unusually strong 

feelings Lawrence awakened in her, Sachmmellen writes in the wake of their brief, public 

encounter: “I wouldn’t have missed the opportunity of seeing you, for anything at all Miss 
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Lawrence, and I managed to do so on Easter Sunday afternoon in spite of the great crowd, and 

didn’t mind the crush a bit and felt repaid for the trouble and went home perfectly satisfied, and 

felt as though I had gotten something I wanted real badly.”41 

 This description of Lawrence’s sighting employs a rhetoric of rapture typically found in 

religious recountings of encounters with God, angels, and any other heavenly creatures. 

Tellingly, of all the days in the year—and of the eight days Lawrence visited St. Louis—the fan’s 

sighting of the star took place on the mystical “Easter Sunday” (March 27, 1910), a fact that is 

dully noted on Sachmmellen’s letter. Further, the intense gradation of pain, yearning, tribulation, 

and ecstasy (“the crush,” the “want[ing],” “the trouble,”) roused by the sight of Lawrence not 

only mirrors that of a godly vision, but it also implies the arduous crescendo of sexual 

stimulation, culminating in breathless, ultimate satisfaction (“went home perfectly satisfied [...] I 

had gotten something I wanted real badly”), that much like sexual pleasure had but only been 

temporarily sated.

 In short, like cutout images resembled votive candles and prayer cards in girls’ movie 

scrapbooks, references to Easter rapture peppered the fan’s letter. The language of religious 

rapture and devoutness is thus applied here to make sense of the charged same-sex feelings that 

so powerfully overtook the female fan.

 Confessions of secret idolatry, vows of ardent devotion, and showers of exorbitant praise 

compose thus the language of courtship girl fans employed in their private letters to girl stars. 

The driving urge to forge an individualized, intimate relationship with movie actresses 

commingled with a sense of familiarity and entitlement brought about by regularly seeing 
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players act out mundane situations onscreen, and by repeatedly reading about their private lives 

in the press, especially in fan magazines. In fact, as early as 1911, girl pen-pals believed to 

“know” the stars quite well, crediting fan publications for such treasured “inside” knowledge. 

For instance, in March, a New York girl asked “Dear Miss Flo, [...] not to think I am rude for 

calling you that but I have seen you so many times in moving pictures that it seems I realy [sic] 

know you.”42 In December of that same year, an eighteen year old from Portland held fan 

publications accountable for her inchoate girl-crush: “Dear Florence, I feel that I almost know 

you, for I have read so much in the papers, or rather in the ‘Motion Picture Magazine.’ You 

might not believe it but I have just learned to love you, and that is why I am writing.”43 In 

January 1913, a Pennsylvania girl wrote in pink, scented paper: “I read the little article on your 

roses. I think you + I could be kindred spirits, Miss Flo because I love nature [too], flowers 

especially.”44 

  The outpour of fan mail intensified in February 1915 when, after a months-long hiatus, 

Lawrence publicly announced her return to the movies. During this month, girls formulated their 

letters as personal replies to Lawrence’s general address, which indicates that by mid-decade 

girls saw fan magazines as the primordial mediator between star and spectator. Spurred by 

Lawrence’s printed words, Benson commented that “I read in this month’s Motion Picture that 

you were coming back, and that you said ‘write to me’ and I did!”45  Miss Byrde Ayres from 

Ohio likewise remarked that “I have just read your sweet little story of your return to the pictures 
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in the March copy of ‘Motion Picture Magazine’ [...]. In closing when you said ‘won’t you write 

and tell me’ I thought you might like to know how we have watched you and your career since 

we came to know you about 1910.”46 

 The blending of fabricated familiarity with desired propinquity ultimately fostered a 

forceful tone in girls’ correspondence. As we have seen, some bargained with Lawrence, 

promising self-portraits and plenty more letters if the actress replied to a first message. Others 

carefully coaxed “dear Flo” to write back with references to the star’s perceived goodness: “Now 

I trust you wont [sic] get angry with me as I would not hurt your feelings for all the world, but I 

hope you will answer this as soon as possible,”47 one girl commented, while another observed: 

“Miss Lawrence dear, I would never on earth write to you unless I knew you were too sweet to 

scorn this letter.”48 Lastly, some fans directly interpellated the leading lady (“Won’t you please, 

please [...] please write me a letter and tell me about yourself?);49 added postscripts with imposed 

deadlines (“dont [sic] disappoint me for I want to hear from you so much. I will anxiously look 

for a letter in about a week”); and intimated critical urgency that demanded attention and alacrity 

(“Have an awfully important question to ask you!”).50 

 Girl fans clearly wrote to Florence Lawrence for a multitude of reasons. Professional 

curiosity, romantic attachment, and identification with the star are among the most pervasive. All 

of these, however, stemmed from an explicit admiration for what fans perceived as Lawrence’s 

personification of independent womanhood. Athletic, widely admired, and gainfully employed, 
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Lawrence embodied a life of prosperity, pleasure, and public visibility seldom allowed to 

middle-class girls, but often desired by them. Lilla Emily Payne from New York City, for 

instance, reached out to the star in 1916 not to shower Lawrence with “gushy” flattery, but to 

soberly ask for help forwarding her acting career. After extensive schooling, the adolescent girl 

wished to make good in the movies by having Lawrence intercede for her next to some 

experienced directors. Intent on succeeding on her professional merit and not on her sycophantic 

skills, Payne stressed: “Please remember I am not a stage struck young girl but a sensible 

ambitious and very serious young woman with considerable talent to back me.”51  Baillargeon 

also gravitated towards Lawrence because she identified with the star’s professional drive: “I am 

your girl friend, a blonde and I’m eighteen, I also have ambitions like you. Your ambition is to be 

a good actress while mine is singing. I’m studying operative songs + operas.”52 O’Neill likewise 

saw in Lawrence—by 1914 an accomplished movie star and an independent film producer—a 

full-fledged version of her own budding artistic vocations as well as an inspiring muse. In one 

letter, she states: “writing and acting and posing have been my happy moments since I was a 

baby. I like to write (and act too) daintily humorous comedies but anything vulgar and ‘slap 

stick’ disgust me. [...] I shall send you more of my efforts [i.e. screenplays]. They are all for 

you.”53

 In their unpublished letters, other girls yoked the erotic language of starstruck adoration 

with their own coming-of-age process. In these cases, girls addressed Lawrence as a successful 

role-model for alternative womanhood, refreshingly divergent from the strictures of submissive 
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wifehood and humdrum domesticity invariably imposed on middle-class girl fans. In a long 

epistle written in 1911, an eighteen year old from Oregon negotiates her nontraditional 

experience of adolescent femininity through Lawrence’s picture personality. Lucille Pervers’s 

letter to the star reveals the constraints affecting an affluent Northwestern girl who defied 

conventional models of adolescent girlhood. Admitting to be “just out of ‘hogh’ school, and not 

very polished yet,” the motherless girl explained that she has recently been at odds with her 

female relatives: her upper-class aunts did not look kindly on Pervers’s rough-and-tumble 

pastimes—which included “shooting and the like”—and expressed urgent concern over the girl’s 

“very unlady-like” behavior. Suspecting that their niece had not properly exited the tomboyish 

phase of gender-neuter pubescence, and fearing that her favoring of virile occupations might 

signal an inability to conform to heterosexual womanhood, Pervers’s aunts took drastic 

measures: “honey, would you believe it. They have actually persuaded daddy to send me abroad 

to a French school [of manners] for two solid years,” the girl fan complained.  In a heartbeat, she 

assertively added: “As hard as auntie is going to try she will never make a quite sedate young 

lady out of me.”54 

 On one hand, Pervers’s defiant refusal to abide by her aunts’ traditional model of “sedate” 

ladyhood reveals a pivotal socio-political moment when American girls began to uphold the right  

to individually dissent from rigid paradigms of domestic womanhood and passive maidenhood. 

Lawrence was known for her athletic performances in one-reel Westerns, and for portraying self-

reliant heroines in comedic shorts. As Shelley Stamp insightfully commented, in transitional 

cinema, female leads like Lawrence often “manifest[ed] athletic talents and a taste for adventure 
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that belie outmoded notions of demure ‘ladylike’ behavior and stay-at-home femininity.”55 On 

the other hand, though, Pervers’s confession of her preference for a transgressive, tomboyish 

identity is anchored in her ultimate goal to grow close to the star, a goal Pervers discloses when 

she finally asks Lawrence to spend a summer in her home. In short, in this epistle, identification 

with the star indivisibly bleeds into a desire for the star.  

 From this perspective, Pervers’s confessional letter to Lawrence reveals a key coming-of-

age conflict: the fan’s admits that her “very unlady-like” behavior indicates a threatening, even 

unacceptable, female identity, while simultaneously she embraces her unwillingness—or 

inability—to change. Torn, the adolescent fan transfers this anxiety to her object of desire, asking 

the young player to validate such unconventional identity by sharing it with her. Calling 

Lawrence her “little girl friend,” the fan admits to have only reached out to Flo when she 

discovered how much they resembled each other. After having “read in the last issue of the 

[Motion Picture] magazine that you enjoy out-of-doors sports,” Perverse felt compelled to ask 

Lawrence to “spend your summer vacation with me, here in Portland. [...] And honey, together 

we could have all the fun you ever dreamed of.” All at once, Lawrence is cast as confidante, 

conspirator, soulmate, and aspired role model. For the turmoiled fan, in other words, the actress 

represented a multifarious paradigm of accomplished womanhood; if coupled with Lawrence, 

Pervers seems to believe, she too could become a fulfilled and respected nonconventional adult.  

 In addition to positioning her vigorous divergence from “ladylike” femininity as a 

meaningful characteristic that intimately binds her to Lawrence, Pervers’s letter also exhibits 

other subtle signs of erotic courtship. For example, she attempts to seduce Lawrence with a 
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profuse fantasy of same-sex closeness where star and fan share what resembles a romantic idyll, 

one summer of pleasure made only for two. “Of course dear we won’t have to spend all the time 

in the country,” the girl jauntily declares, inundating the star with town-and-gown options, 

complete with lady-in-waiting services: “Any time we wish to go to town the auto can take us 

there in forty-five minutes. And then we have our apartments in town where we could stay. And I 

will try my best to keep you from getting lonesome.” In addition, the girl fan displays a keen 

awareness of her youthful inexperience, as if this—regardless of her wealth—could somehow 

limit her ability to seduce and satisfy the movie actress. In fact, the tomboy preemptively 

discloses: “I had better tell you just how old I am so you won’t plan on any-thing and then be 

disappointed. I am just eighteen.” What could a twenty-four-year-old woman “plan” that would 

require her summer companion to be over eighteen and more “polished” than an educated, well-

off adolescent is left ambiguous, if highly suggestive of occupations requiring worldly 

experience.

 Nan O’Neill is another well-to-do girl fan who reached out to Lawrence while struggling 

with her own impending adulthood. The Massachusetts high-schooler saw the actress as a 

kindred spirit, a lively tomboy who favored “flowers and trees and bulldogs”56 over genteel 

demeanor, subservient domesticity, and urbane socialization. Like Pervers, O’Neill believed she 

defied established paradigms of middle-class girlhood: she preferred her dog (suitably named 

“Lady Raffles” after a serial heroine) and horses to masculine company; enjoyed going “about 

mostly in overalls [because] you can navigate better in overalls than skirts;” and openly 

confessed that “keeping house and I are not congenial.”57 
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 O’Neill’s case is perhaps more particular because the girl wrote repeatedly to Lawrence 

between 1914 and 1916 (while Pervers seems to have written only once). Also, if we believe her 

letters, she came to befriend the star and spend private time with “Flo-Flo” in the Summer of 

1915. The impulse that directed O’Neill to Lawrence, nonetheless, similarly stemmed from an 

awareness of her own unconventional personality, a difference that society may have found 

inadmissible, but that the screen thespian portrayed as positive, welcoming, and successful. In 

press interviews Lawrence openly described herself as an outdoorsy, down-to-earth girl who 

favored the rural quietness of Westwood, New Jersey over the cosmopolitan agitation of 

Hollywood, California. 

 O’Neill believed to be cut from the same cloth. In two occasions, the girl elaborates on 

her own distaste for civilized ladylikeness and her penchant for solitude and nature: 

 When I get out into those woods I forget who I am. It’s funny but something gets into my 

 system and makes me take off my shoes and hair ribbon and run around like a wild 

 Indian. I love to imagine Pan or some other horror is after me and that I’m going to turn 

 into a reed or something. I can’t tell why. [...] I suppose you think I’m ‘gullynest’ [sic? 

 slang for crazy] don’t you. Well, perhaps I am though I don’t think so. I hope you don’t 

 think so, Flo.58

 Describing herself as still “a kid,” the eighteen year old observes that her tomboyish 

proclivities are deemed eccentric by those who surrounded her. For that reason, only with 
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Lawrence she could imagine shedding the “nice” pretenses and be her true, unconventional self. 

In a letter predating her stay with the star, O’Neill declares: “I’m happy—so happy— I want to 

climb a tree every time I think about you and Westwood and the roses. And you can rely on my 

word Flo-Flo—I’m not going to be nice and conventional when I go—because I know you too 

well and if I dared to be—I know you’d laugh and say I was acting wouldn’t you?”59 For a “kid,” 

O’Neill was rather well aware that a performance of polished ladyhood was expected of her for 

many years to come. From this perspective, Lawrence—and that possibly imaginary trip to the 

star’s bucolic retreat—symbolized an idealized alternative to a life-long impersonation of “nice 

and conventional” femininity. In the end, O’Neill implies that she would rather reach maturity 

happily acting on the silver screen than to continue “acting” in the confined stage of middle-class 

domesticity. 

 Such drive to explore options often closed off to well-to-do women mobilized most 

passionate missives girl fans wrote to Florence Lawrence. Movie fandom served then as the 

conduit to express desires which had not found appropriate outlets in girls’ everyday life. Within 

the protected, private venue of female epistolarity, screen-struck girls’ thus conveyed secret 

fantasies and aspirations, consequently creating a language of intimacy, romance, and confession 

that would become the blueprint to future expressions of female fan adoration.  

Queer Identifications: Girls’ Scrapbooks and Images of Cross-Dressed Actresses 

 Personal letters, however, are only one of the many ways girl fans manifested an evident 

erotic investment in, and nonconformist identification with, young female players. During the 
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1910s, girl spectators increasingly identified with movie actresses who performed alternative 

models of female identity. Similar to Pervers, some girl scrapbookers favored an independent, 

unladylike, athletic portrayal of screen girlhood, a proclivity materialized in their collections of 

ephemera depicting young female stars in cross-dressed attire. As I discussed in Chapter 6, girls’ 

movie scrapbooks brought together various film performers, while privileging ringleted ingénues 

like Marguerite Clark and Mary Pickford. The simple presence of images of actresses dressed as 

boys does not automatically signify homosexual investment. However, it does suggest a rather 

homoerotic interest, a fascination with nontraditional depictions of screen girlhood divergent 

from those “curls and sunshine ingénues ” typified by the said actresses.60 

 I argue that the pervasiveness of pictures of actresses in drag—coupled with their central 

placement in the girls’ albums—implies the presence of what Patricia White called “the same-sex 

star crush narrative;” a narrative that, “with its complex negotiation of identification and desire, 

idealization and recognition, is particularly revelatory [of] queer subjects.”61 Simply put, through 

the hunting and gathering of these cross-dressed photographs, girl scrapbookers identified and 

negotiated their nonconventional desires. Such desires could take many shapes: a longing for 

same-sex romance; a craving for a fulfilling life divorced from heterosexual matrimony and 

childbearing; dreams of an adventurous day-to-day marked by physical prowess, remunerative 

employment, and professional excellence; or a distaste for the bustles and ruffles of early-

twentieth-century ladies’ fashion and their implied domesticity. 
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 Photographs of girl stars in male attire recurrently appeared in the scrapbooks of 

adolescent girl fans. Stott dedicated a whole page of her “Movie Book” to a production still of 

Mary Pickford clad in an oversized suit and shirt, her famous curls tucked under a newsy cap, 

her pretty face contorted in a defiant scowl (Fig. 1). Pickford transformed herself into a street-

smart male urchin for a role in Paramount’s Poor Little Peppina (1916), the story of a runaway 

Italian girl who disguises herself as a messenger boy in an attempt to elude an undesired suitor 

and earn a living in America. Pages later, golden haired May Allison is shown in a masculine 

riding-habit, calf-high black boots, and hair-covering cap, a sleek cross between an urbane dandy 

and an equestrian aristocrat (Fig. 2). In all likelihood, this image was excerpted from one of 

Allison’s many successful westerns (1915-1918), in which she played opposite Harold 

Lockwood. 

 In Harroun’s scrapbook, a signed photo of Billie Burke shows the stage and screen star in 

complete male evening attire (Fig. 3).  Dapper and confident, short-haired Burke stands with a 

hand on her waist and a cane behind her back. She is clad in a fitted tuxedo, buttoned vest, 

striped tie, bowler hat, and a white carnation on her lapel. In spite of being pasted sometime in 

1916, the full-body portrait is likely from the 1913 Broadway production of The Amazons, a 

farcical play by Arthur Wing Pinero (1893). The play told the story of three young sisters who 

are raised by their aristocratic father as male heirs, and their resulting romantic mishaps once 

they reach adolescence and fall in love with male suitors. In the 1913 stage adaptation, Burke 

interpreted one of the cross-dressed maidens, Lady Thomasin, also known as “Tommy.” 

Although critically acclaimed, four years later Burke confessed her difficulty in playing the role 

due to her ingrained repugnance for masculine attire. Nonetheless, Harroun collected a second 
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autographed photograph of the stage star, this time from her film debut in Thomas Ince’s comedy  

Peggy (1916). The still depicts Burke in oversized man’s silk pajamas, any contour of her 

shapely body rendered flat and boyish by the ballooning garb (Fig. 4). The costume was popular 

at the time, praised even by Motion Picture Magazine: “Billie Burke must look to her laurels. 

Her costumes are charming—particularly her pajamas.”62 Reinforcing her taste for tomboy 

aesthetics, Harroun also attached a picture of Pickford in bulky overalls, man’s work boots, and 

disheveled undershirt, an outfit the thespian worn when impersonating a pubescent country waif 

in James Kirkwood’s five-reeler Rags (1915) (Fig. 5).

 A follower of action-packed serials, Vercoe’s collection of cross-dressed images is 

plentiful, reflecting both the girl’s penchant for athletic heroines, as well as her attraction for 

nonconventional representations of screen girlhood. In fact, Vercoe’s attachment to serial queens 

reflected the fan’s own personal tastes and ambitions. Throughout the 1910s, fan magazines 

marketed serial actresses as daredevils, strong and independent women with a penchant for 

adventure and fast motor cars. For instance, in a 1917 feature advertising The Exploits of Helen’s 

star, Helen Holmes, Motion Picture Magazine announced that “if motoring is her favorite and 

greatest amusing then working on her car is her hobby. The engine of the racer runs as smoothly 

as a sewing-machine, and its rate of speed is positively vicious. All of which is due to Helen’s 

tinkering.”63 

 By the early 1920s, Vercoe would have her own automobile and drive her preeminent 

father and family friends around Highland Park. Her love for speed and motoring must have been 

quite ardent for her father to allow his young daughter to take the wheel. However, the twenty-
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four year old’s driving career suffered a hit on December 4, 1923, as her auto was “struck by a 

train north of Deerfield.” According to reports, Vercoe was behind the wheel when the crash took 

place. Her father, two male friends (Mr. Greer and Mr. Bletch), and one married lady (Mrs. 

Grundy) were also in the car and suffered “bad cuts” and bruises. As a result of injuries 

sustained, Mr. Greer died two days later, and Vercoe’s father “attended the funeral with bandaged 

head.” The superintendent of Highland Park school district, and a close friend of the Vercoes, 

Jesse Lowe Smith, had to testify in court to legitimize Mr Greer’s death as accidental.64  

 In spite of the tragic accident marring Vercoe’s driving exploits, throughout 1914, the 

fifteen-year old likely collected images of active girl stars in masculine attire as a site of 

projected futurity, of wistful self-identification. Judging by the number of images where she 

appears in man’s clothes, serial queen Pearl White seems to have been Vercoe’s favorite. In 

volume two, serial queen Pearl White appears nearly unrecognizable: her curly hair is completely  

covered by a cap, she wear a man’s suit, and her face is stony and blank, evacuated of any of her 

girlish dimples.65 As if fully realizing the opacity of White’s gender and identity, Vercoe pasted 

the following printed caption —“Miss White as ‘Pauline’”—under the scissored photo. Vercoe 

must have particular enjoyed this image since she drew one of her customary hand-painted red 

ladybugs next to it (Fig. 6).

 Another image shows White in jockey attire, standing up squarely with legs open, knee-

high leather boots, hair hidden under a cap, and her face congealed in a stony expression.66 A 

Photoplay clipping placed next to the still further implied that White often donned male attire in 
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Pauline’s episodes: “this is the costume she wore in ‘That Steeple Chase on Real Race Horses 

With Real Jockies,” read the text by journalist Mabel Condon.67 According to Charles Goddard’s 

original Pauline novelization, one of the cross-dressing episodes took place in the eighteenth 

chapter of the twenty-part serial. Titled “A Hot Young Comet,” this installment describes 

Pauline’s transformation from a long-haired girl into a manly horseback-rider, and her fiancé’s 

(Harry Marvin) reaction to the gender-bending metamorphosis: “Pauline, in full jockey uniform, 

white and blue and yellow, was pirouetting on her gleaming black boots. [...] ‘Polly!’ [...] ‘Have 

you cut off your hair?’ [Harry] added in alarm.‘No; here it is,’ she laughed, snapping off her 

visored cap and revealing her masses of hair.”68  

 Although colors are nonexistent in the sepia clipping, the rest of the description fits to a T 

not only White’s costume, but the fine balance found in productions starring a cross-dressed 

leading lady. Though central to serials’ many stunt-ridden cliff-hangers, the heroine’s cross-

dressing and gender-bending athleticism was always constructed as a momentary veneer. Film 

theorist Chris Straayer has dubbed this plot device “temporary transvestism.”69 This was also 

true of coming-of-age narratives where young female stars, like Clark and Pickford, shed their 

tomboyish garb once their entered adolescence and fell in love with a male beau. Regardless of 

the genre framing a heroine’s cross-dressing act, heterosexual romance usually resolved the 

cross-dressing trope and restored the narrative to conservative gender dynamics. 
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 Like Pauline’s “visored cap” hid “masses” of sensual curls, the transgressive appeal of 

cross-dressing never truly threatened the protagonist's heterosexual completion or the actress’ 

feminine identity. In fact, in her pioneer study of serial queens, Stamp states that “however much 

they promoted a kind of modern femininity clearly tailored to appeal to their cadre of female 

fans, serials’ woman-oriented plots [still] offered alarmist tales in which independence is always 

circumscribed by the shadow of danger, the determinacy of familial ties, and the inevitability of 

marriage.”70 

 This ongoing disavowal of screen women’s progressiveness is made painfully clear in 

several articles that presented film actresses as independent and self-reliant individuals, but who 

were always willing to slip back into conservative feminine roles. In 1918, for example, Motion 

Picture Magazine ran a photo of Louise Huff—then a famous ingénue—with bobbed hair, 

dressed in white pants, tucked in shirt, black vest, and knee-high leather boots (Fig. 7). In her 

masculine outfit, the actress looks confident and defiant, her hands on her hips, her body 

slouched against a voluminous car. The caption tells the story of how, when Huff “discovered 

that she was to have five days’ rest [...] she dressed in the most boyish of riding-togs, climbed 

into her little Paige race-about, and set off for Mount Baldy all alone, her first unescorted trip 

into the wilderness in a motor.” Although “the accompanying picture” could suggest “that Louise 

has about made up her mind that ‘back to nature’ stuff is all right,” the journalist quickly 

dismisses any possibility of the actress embracing such “unfeminine,” self-sufficient conduct 

permanently. The audiences could rest at ease—Huff’s off-the-clock dalliance with masculinity 
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and self-sufficiency was short-lived: “after this, she will continue to be what the public thinks of 

her: a fluffy, frilly, adorable little ingénue!”71

 In conclusion, the lessons girl fans likely internalized through the consumption of movies 

starring cross-dressed actresses were problematically ambiguous and ultimately traditionalist. 

However, by picking these isolated cross-dressed images from a plethora of promotional photos 

depicting girl stars as damsels in distress, heterosexual partners, and conventional feminine 

beauties, girl fans consciously avoided the conservative messages being telegraphed by the 

“temporary transvestitism” narrative. Although at the end of the movie, most cross-dressed 

heroines traded in their masculine attire for a bridal gown, girl scrapbookers still chose to focus 

on those isolated, crystalized moments representing serial queens and girl stars as 

unconventional, unmarried, independent, and resourceful figures.

 Other photos of cross-dressed serial queens showcased in Vercoe’s “Motion Picture 

Pictorial” include Florence LaBadie—the female lead in Thanhouser’s profitable series The 

Million Dollar Mystery (1914)—wearing a masculine equestrian outfit: tall leather boots, loose 

pants, long, cinched overcoat, her bountiful ringlets buried under a cowboy hat;72 Grace Cunard, 

whose stills from episodes of Bison’s short-lived mystery series My Lady Raffles (1914)—

number two, titled The Return of the Twin’s Double —displays the actress costumed in an 

oversized tuxedo, bowler hat, and fake mustache; a still from the eleventh installment has the 

actresses costumed in Mexican male clothes.73 Again Pearl White appears outfitted in man’s 
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clothes—dark overalls, a large rubber cap, and military boots—promoting the new Pathé serial 

Pearl of the Army in 1916.74 

 Additionally, in volume two Vercoe occupied one page with an image of Cleo Madison as 

Judith, the evil twin in Universal’s chaptered adventures The Trey ‘O Hearts (1914).75 The film 

shows a short-haired Judith riding in a train wearing a man’s kaki suit. A caption affirms the 

character’s gender, only to pathologize her innate female identity: “the cunning of a madwoman, 

the face of a  charming child.” 76By volume three, Vercoe amasses five newspaper images where 

Judith’s female identity is unambiguously erased . All of the film stills portray Judith 

masquerading as a male stowaway hiding in a cargo train (Figs. 8 & 9). In the narrative, Judith’s 

temporary cross-dressing challenges heteronormative coupling, since she uses the disguise to 

thwart her twin sister’s romance with the hero, Alan Law (played by George Larkin). 

 As Laura Horak points out, the motif of girls in drag was quite popular in American 

cinema from the 1910s, transversing civil war melodramas, comedic shorts, and frontier 

adventures. In fact, since the late nineteenth century that renowned actresses impersonated male 

characters and performed in male drag in vaudeville acts and legitimate plays.77 By 1917, the 

trope of clothing a female beauty in male attire was so pervasive in American narrative film that 

a Photoplay critic quipped: “Clothe the average actress in a suit of men’s or boys’ garments and 
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one of two things invariably happens. She becomes a giggling, simpering ninny; or she becomes 

a struggling, brazen hussy.”78 

 That same year, equestrianism grew increasingly popular as a pastime for well-off 

American girls, a cultural shift which likely accounts for the large number of published images 

depicting actresses in “mannish” riding garbs.79 Heralded simultaneously as a sophisticated and 

healthy activity, the early-twentieth-century recrudescence of horseback-riding amongst middle-

class girls likely resulted from the rise of physical culture and eugenic theory in American 

culture. Both movements claimed that vigorous physical exercise and fresh air greatly improved 

women’s charms and reproductive qualities. Horse-riding fit the bill, while conjuring images of 

European nobility and blue-blooded leisure. In addition, it was a skill that also came handy when 

filming Westerners, serials, or other action-packed films. For all of these reasons, female movie 

stars took up riding during the WWI years. 

 Throughout 1917 and 1918, Motion Picture Magazine dedicated several features to young 

actresses’ equestrian attires. These “ridding-habits” were notoriously masculine in fit and cut. 

Usually constituted of tailored pants, double-breasted jackets, caps, ties, and knee-high, leather 

boots, they covered the shapely figure and voluptuous manes of well-known movie actresses. As 

a result, the discourse on girls dressed in masculine riding habits was ambiguous, concurrently 

praising the high-brow exclusivity of a sport composed of “blue-blooded, blue-ribbon winners,” 

while attempting to undercut any unorthodox implications that could arise from seeing a girl star 

cross-dressed as a boy.80  
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 Faderman has importantly observed that early-twentieth-century sexologists considered 

women who dressed and behaved in a “manly” fashion as legible examples of pathologized 

same-sex desire. As a result, “lesbianism and masculinity became so closely tied in [American] 

public imagination that it was believed that only a masculine woman could be the genuine 

article.”81 To keep such pejorative associations at bay, film magazines repeatedly underplayed the 

erotic appeal of a young actress costumed in man’s clothes. A girl like Ann Murdock, for 

instance, may have looked “adorably mannish” in a “ultra-mannish hat of silk beaver,” 

“masculine plaited-bosom shirt,” “and black silk tie,” but she ultimately remained legible as “the 

most adorably helpless-looking bit of femininity you could find.”82 

 Another example can be found in August 1917, when the “heroine of the West,” Marin 

Sais, was introduced as “exceedingly chic in her riding-habit.” However “dashing” Sais may 

have looked in her equestrian tuxedo, the actress’ girlish femininity was immediately reasserted 

in the following line: “but the hair underneath the brim of her hat, breaking forth into riotous 

curls, promises a bewitching vision of a debutante.”83 The same rhetoric is found in a piece 

praising Kathleen Clifford’s “boyishly slim figure in the dark, well-tailored habit with the 

checked cap and boots.” Recently employed in the movies, Clifford had once been considered 

“the best masculine impersonator on the American stage.” Although commending Clifford for 

resembling a “handsome, boyish young English [...] son of the nobility” in her masculine habit, 

the journalist quickly asserts that “as a girl, she’s pretty and sweet, [...] a heart-smasher!” Betty 

Compson too may appear smartly dressed in a “shepherd's check riding habit,” but as she is 
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photographed in such masculine attire, it is announced that she is reading a screenplay where she 

is “clad in a gorgeous Paris dancing frock”84 (Figs. 10 & 11).   

  Portrayed as fashion extravagances, riding outfits further exuded privilege and wealth, 

their materials expensive and their tailoring elegant. Yet the risk of associating masculine clothes 

with latent lesbianism undermined the possibility of riding-habits truly satisfying the young  

actresses who wore them. As Seena Owen disclosed, in spite of her “stunning outfit” being made 

of “French gray broadcloth, with collar, cuffs, belt and straps of black patent leather,” in the end 

“I dont like this half so much as the habit I wore in ‘Madam Bo-Peep.’ [...] I like parts like that, 

and I am particularly fond of the sort of clothes I wore in that play.” The “sort of clothes” Owens 

refers to were simple prairie dresses, matched by fallen, feminine, long hair.85 

 Horak argues that “in transition-era cinema, cross-dressing was not necessarily a political 

statement or expression of deviant identity,” but instead an entertaining ploy that simultaneously 

stimulated audience’s detection skills, while creating humorous situations typical of  “a standard 

sex farce.”86 Although according to press reviews, the ability to play cross-dressed parts attested 

to a movie actress’ versatility, the publicization of girl stars dressed in masculine attire was not as 

entirely “innocent” as Horak suggests. In fact, as seen above, the press discourse on girl stars in 

“mannish” riding-habits or “boyish riding-togs”87 was intrinsically ambivalent: journalists 

praised the actresses’ feminine characteristics—physical fitness, sophisticated privilege, and 

expensive fashion taste, while immediately undercutting— and therefore recognizing—that 
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masculine attire could be possibly read as symptomatic of “degenerate” same-sex desire, 

“mannish” personality, or transgressive identity. 

 Yet it is exactly this ambivalence, so symbolic of a decade in transition, that likely spoke 

to girl fans who sought out alternatives to traditional representations of young femininity. The 

discursive and aesthetic ambiguity underlining these mass-marketed images made them fraught 

with interpretative richness. In their fetching tuxedos and top hats, baby-faced stars like Seena 

Owens and Mary Miles Minter could be read against the grain of their usual portrayals of 

submissive girlhood (namely the lovelorn ingénue, the dutiful daughter, or the damsel in 

distress). Clothed in symbols of masculinity that implicitly lent her power, an actress in long 

pants and pin-striped jacket could be read as a self-reliant businesswomen; with her long ringlets 

trapped under a cap and a whip on her hand, she could also signify sexual play, dominance, and 

agency. Due to the numerous images of equestrian-clad actresses found in girls’ scrapbook 

collections, it is fair to assume that, in the 1910s, American adolescent girls were attracted to 

ambiguous representations of screen femininity—representations that challenged, as well as 

potentially troubled, well-worn models of proper, middle-class, heterosexual girlhood. 

 Chaptered serials, defined by daredevil stunts and reliant on the physical abilities of their 

leading women, churned out the most scenarios requiring industrious young ladies to assume 

male personas. Thus, in addition to Pearl White, adolescent Marguerite Courtot cross-dressed in 

Kalem’s The Ventures of Marguerite (1915); Helen Holmes did the same in Kalem’s longest-

lived serial The Hazards of Helen (1914); and Billie Burke appeared as a stable boy in KESE’s 

twenty-episode series Gloria’s Romance (1916). Not always limited to blood-and-thunder serials, 

throughout the second half of the 1910s cross-dressed heroines also starred in slapstick 
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comedies, love dramas, and literary adaptations. A brief list of young rising stars who performed 

in drag at this time includes Edith Storey in Vitagraph’s comedic farce A Florida Enchantment 

(1914); Gloria Swanson in Keystone’s The Danger Girl (1916); Violet Mersereau as Jack 

Channing in Universal’s The Boy Girl (1917); Marie Prevost in Mack Sennett’s His Hidden 

Purpose (1918); Corinne Griffith in Vitagraph’s The Adventure Shop (1919); and Olive Thomas 

in Triangle’s Toton (1919).88  Such cross-gendered transformations were invariably momentary 

though, functioning as a legible transition from tomboy girlhood into adult womanliness and 

wifeliness. Case in point, in all the above-mentioned movies the maiden girl’s “temporary 

transvestitism” dissolved at the end of the last reel, eventually “resolved” by conventional 

heterosexual coupling.

 In spite of its normative resolution, at least for a brief period of time each of these film 

heroines refused to embody submissive femininity and sidestepped the social strictures limiting 

middle-class girlhood. Disguised in male clothes, they experienced what would be barred to 

them if they appeared legible as females within the narrative: they lived outlandish adventures; 

visited foreign lands; indulged in risque activities such as public smoking, drinking, gambling, 

and flirting with men and women; walked the streets at night unchaperoned and uncensored; and 

still managed to save the day from crooked family members, organized mobsters, and mystical 

criminals. Ads and reviews usually informed audiences of the actress’ female identity, therefore 

girls’ pleasure in seeing cross-dressed actresses most likely did not hinge on the surprise 

provoked by a gender-reveal twist at the end of the film narrative. Instead, I argue that girls’ 
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spectatorial pleasure arose from glimpsing a make-believe metamorphosis which allowed them 

to momentarily experience an alternative reality. The same can be said about girls’ collections of 

images of actresses in male drag: girls neatly labelled each of these images, which suggests that 

pleasure was derived from seeing traditionally girlish stars like Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, 

and Ella Hall donning tomboyish clothes. The possibility of adolescent transformation, as well as 

the elasticity of gender performance, was thus at the core of girl fans’ interest in movie 

actresses’ cross-dressing.

 From this perspective then, images of cross-dressed actresses ultimately spoke to less 

conformist girl spectators who hankered for alternatives to the conventional models imposed to 

white girls coming of age within a middle-to-upper class milieu. These models can be broadly 

defined by heterosexual romance, wifeliness, childbearing and rearing, docile domesticity, and in 

rare cases, low-income employment with little chances of advancement.

  Cherry-picking through each film genre, Vercoe gathered an enviable archive of cross-

dressed portrayals of screen girlhood: volume one holds a headshot of young Ethel Barrymore 

impersonating a male painter;89 volume five sports a photo of Norma Talmadge masquerading as 

a bellboy;90 and her loose clippings file counts one picture of Mary Miles Minter in masculine 

riding-habit for James Kirkwood’s The Innocence of Lizette (1916); three images of Marie Doro 

impersonating Oliver Twist in Lasky’s five-reel production (1916); and a carefully scissored 

image of Marguerite Clark dressed in a three-piece evening suit and bow-tie, standing up open-

legged with hands in her pockets and with black hair slicked short behind her ears (Fig.12). This 

is an important cutout: gamine and predatory, Clark is unrecognizable from her typical “cute-as-
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a-button” princess types. The cropped scrap is also part of a large publicity still from Joseph 

Kaufman’s 1917 screen version of Pinero’s play The Amazons . At the time of the film’s release, 

critics raved about Clark’s performance as Lord Tommy, emphasizing that in a role that “should 

visualize the absurdity of trying to smother femininity with masculine attire,” the diminutive 

actress embodied masculinity effortlessly and believably: “in the knickers and sweaters and 

tuxedoes of Lord Tommy, Marguerite Clark is as supremely unconscious of her clothes as a 

Hottentot is of his absence of clothes.”91 

 Vercoe separated Clark from the rest of the image, but in the complete publicity still 

Clark’s body language is dominant and debonair, her gaze aggressively directed towards another 

actress in male drag (Eleanor Lawson), while behind her a third female player (Helen Greene)—

also clad in a man’s suit—lounges in a chair smoking and intently stares at Clark over her 

shoulder (Fig. 13).  As a whole, this publicity shot is simultaneously rodent with same-sex 

desire, but also completely undercuts it: in spite of the actresses’ cross-dressed attires and intense 

gazes, the latter never meet. Further, when placed within the film narrative, these three females 

were depicted as sisters, which immediately eradicated any sexual rapport between them. In 

short, The Amazons’ still toyed with the possibility of visualizing same-sex desire, while making 

it indelibly impossible due to its unresponsiveness and non-actualization. 

 Vercoe’s scissoring changes this script though. Excerpted from the group photo, Clark’s 

cross-dressed image regains a homoerotic potential otherwise annulled by the heteronormative 

film narrative (at the end of the movie, the cross-dressing sisters have all fallen in love with men 

and conformed to feminine fashion). As an independent cutout figure, the addressee of Clark’s 
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sensuous glare is left unknown; released from sisterly unresponsiveness, such indeterminacy 

grows full of erotic possibilities. 

 In sum, Vercoe’s repository of cross-dressed images signals an intense fascination with 

young female stars costumed in male clothing—especially with those actresses whose drag 

performance deviated from their well-established, feminine picture personalities. For instance, 

Ethel Barrymore’s headshot stands out as a curious and charged addition, one that the usually 

methodical girl fan probably collected out of mesmeric attraction . First, it is one of few images 

of a stage player making its way to Vercoe’s movie scrapbook. More significantly, it is an image 

that predates Barrymore’s dalliances with the silver screen; it is, in fact, a publicity still from 

Barrymore’s 1903 play, Carrots, where the then twenty three year old played a lovelorn male 

painter. Second, the image is scuffed and untrimmed, pulled from an unknown publication and 

simply glued to the page unlike most of Vercoe’s cleanly mounted and complexly composed 

shrines. In addition, the page containing the image is tore from the scrapbook, as if Vercoe ripped 

it away in a moment of anger or uncertainty. This physical separation enhances the image’s 

otherness. Lastly, the image is erroneously labelled “Margaret Barrymore,” which suggests the 

picture was not gathered because it represented a familiar and beloved performer.92 It is fair to 

suggest that Vercoe was lured by the androgynous face framed by a short, unkept bob; the 

illusion of pale flesh being subtly revealed under an unbuttoned man’s undershirt; and the two 

piercing eyes staring straight at the camera, haunting in their troubling intensity and ambiguity 

(Fig. 14). 
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 In conclusion, the abundance of images depicting female stars in male drag found in 

girls’ movie scrapbooks indicate that some adolescent fans found pleasure and identification in 

nontraditional representations of screen girlhood. In many cases, girls’ film favorites actually 

reflected their aspirations to sidestep the traditional roles attributed to middle-class women. For 

example, Topping loved Westerns starring a spirited heroine, and dramas where Mary Pickford 

played a resourceful imp. In the end, although boy crushes occupied much of Topping’s 

adolescent diaries, she never married. Instead of childrearing and housekeeping, she dedicated 

her free time to traveling and writing poetry. She supported herself by becoming an English 

teacher at Berkeley High (her alma mater of sorts), and by 1951, was promoted to Chairman of 

the English Department, including Public Speaking, which granted her nearly $1000 of monthly 

income. In 1953, the California Writer’s Club Roster lists fifty-two year-old “Miss Constance M. 

Topping, [of] Berkeley” as a poetess, and throughout the 1970s and 1980s, she published poems 

in anthologies and in the Christian Science Sentinel. Driven, outspoken, and self-reliant in her 

movie-loving teen years, marriage must have seemed somewhat of an impossible settlement later 

in life. In fact, as early as 1925, Topping’s travel scrapbooks show her jauntily touring Europe, 

unchaperoned, smiling, and on her own.

 Vercoe is a similar case. Her marked preference for adventurous serial queens and cross-

dressed heroines mirrored the fan’s own decision to follow a non-normative life. In 

correspondence with film director Romaine Fielding, the fifteen year old already expressed 

desires to avoid the traditional path of wifeliness and motherhood; instead she planned to become 

a nurse and participate in the First World War relief effort.93 Although it is not clear if that 
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ambition ever materialized, Vercoe still did not follow a conventional life trajectory. After being 

certified as a kindergarden teacher in 1921, she lived as a spinster with her older unmarried 

sisters, Winifred and Vivian, in their childhood house on 860 Sheridan Road, until her death in 

1984. Both her sisters and parents preceded her, thus leaving Edna in charge of the old family 

homestead for the last years of her life. She was a member of the American Rose Society, owned 

a car, and saw three nieces come of age. In the end, Vercoe never married, bore children, or 

relied on a husband to pay her bills, which suggests that she fulfilled the fantasies of bachelor 

independence and nonconformist female identity forged in her adolescent years.

Charged Confessions: Girls’ Homoerotic Fan Poems

 If in fan letters and scrapbooks movie-loving girls expressed their nontraditional desires 

privately, in writings published by fan magazines they did so publicly. However, when 

expressing homoerotic desire publicly, girls often filtered their point of view through a common 

literary device: the masculinized first person. In other words, when they declared their erotic 

yearnings for a female star in published poems, some girl fans appropriated the voice of a male 

suitor. By ventriloquizing a man’s desire for his female muse, the girls consequently retrofitted 

their same-sex infatuation into heteronormative courtship. For example, in a 1917 poem, Emma 

Stewart Card transformed herself in a gray-haired professional man with an “office boy” named 

Jimmie, “Miss La Rue, the typist,” and a prying, homebound “Friend Wife.” Enjoying the free 

hours after the end of the business day but before the return home, this imaginary male 

interlocutor is stirred by his fondness for “the little queens/ That flit in airy, fairy was across the 

movie screens,” and for Lillian Gish in particular. “In snowy ruffles, crinoline, hoop-skirt and 
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pantalet,/ Miss Lillian Gish is all the rage—one great big hit, and yet/ This winsome belle of 

‘Sixty-one,’ appealing and demure,/ Stirs old romantic feelings that I thought were dead for 

sure,” the  middle-aged man muses, lifted from “the wear and tear, the grind of life, and [the 

stress of] all those unpaid bills” by the erotic power Gish holds over him.94 

 Although burning with eroticism, Stewart imagines herself as an older man, already past 

his sexual prime. Thus Gish may awake dormant desires, but these are only faded embers, 

defanged and therefore innocuous. By taking the voice of a desexualized man, Stewart ultimately 

attempts to distance herself from her own sexual investment in a female star. First, she filters her 

attraction for Gish through a heterosexual voice; and second she annuls any active sexual 

impetus by aging the nostalgic male narrator.  However, if the girl fan’s subterfuge suggests a 

certain caution and restrain in publicly confessing to same-sex stirrings, her impersonation of a 

male fan still implies that, regardless of her reservations, Stewart wanted to make these desires 

known to the fan community at large.  

 With less subterfuge, several girl fans wrote to fan publications disclosing their aspiration 

to be a female star's male beau. In the poem “Reel Romance,” a female fan casts herself as a 

lucky “chap” who treats the actress on the screen as “his” steady date: “But I’m in luck and 

would not change/ My sweetheart of romance/ For all the girls that ever led/ A hapless chap a 

dance/ She’s never not at home to me./Tho every night I go,/ And all I have to spend on her/ Is a 

ticket to the show.”95  In 1914, Mae Martin of Omaha, Nebraska dedicated a romantic poem to 

her “ideal picture girl,” Ruth Stonehouse: “Charming Ruth, of Essanay films, [...] you’re my 

picture queen. [...] Were I a man, O lady fair,/ I’d send you lots of roses,/ And when I met you (I 
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sure would),/ I’d bore you with proposes.”96  That same year, Constance Only from Memphis, 

Tennessee told Mae Tinee of the Chicago Daily Tribune how much she adored “the darling Mary 

Pickford” and how “much pleased” she would be “to see Jack W. Corrigan of the Feature Film 

company play opposite her. The two together would be divine. I simply adore them both.” As a 

somewhat awkward afterthought, the girl fan added: “If I were a man she would be my ideal girl, 

but I am a girl, so Mr. Corrigan is my exact ideal man.”97 The disavowal of same-sex desire is 

exacted at the same time young Constance recognizes the impropriety—and implicit 

impossibility—of the said longing. 

 Three years earlier, Miss Mabel Hilton from Hartford, Connecticut deflected her 

homoerotic interest in Florence Lawrence through a similar conditional usurping of an imaginary  

male identity: “I love the pictures where you play opposite Arthur Johnson and I’ll bet if I were a 

man you wouldn’t be Miss Lawrence very long.”98 In 1915, Edna Vercoe negotiated her 

passionate feelings for serial queen Pearl White by proxy, vis-a-vis a flirty heterosexual poem 

that was published in a fan magazine. Incorporated in a collage dedicated to the star, the poem 

“To Pearl White Pauline of the Perils” was attributed to one Earl Simonson, and grappled with a 

male fan’s candid attraction for the Pathé star: “Lady, I’m not long upon flirtation,/ Lack the 

looks of certain chaps I know,/ Yet I sit in abject admiration/ When I meet you at the movie 

show.”99
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 Much less subtle were the contributions of girl fans like Mabel W. Burleson from Temple, 

Texas who straightforwardly addressed their erotic feelings for certain movie actresses. In 1916, 

Burleson playfully informed Motion Picture Magazine’s readers that she fantasized to lock lips 

with the older Gish: “There is an appealing young Gish,/ With a quirk to her mouth, and I wish/ I 

might have the delight/ Of being the knight/ She kisses—it must be delish!” 100 Although a 

gender switch remains implicit (the fan casts herself as a possible “knight”), Burleson’s pleasure 

in physically caressing the blonde actress is still freely acknowledged. Reaching out to the same 

magazine, Miss Margaret Cronin from Chicago, Illinois openly and gleefully articulated the 

telltale symptoms of her homoerotic infatuation with a Swedish-born thespian: 

 I’m just crazy about the ‘movies’ and a special little girl,
 That every time I see her my heart is in a whirl;
 Her name is Anna Nilsson, and she is a Kalem Queen.
 I like her in ‘most every play, but in some she is a dream
 She is so very pretty and her big, round eyes they gleam—
 And I’ll always love her dearly, my pretty Picture Queen.101 

 In 1917, Edna J. Scheehy from Tacoma, Washington romanced “Miss Mae Marsh” with 

three quartets dripping with unfulfilled want and maudlin lovesickness:

 A film sweetheart of mine—I have her picture here with me—
 To cheer me up when I feel blue and keep me company;
 A fair and lovely vision, who my loneliness beguiles
 And I settle back contented when I see her merry smiles.

 As I turn the pages of my Motion Picture Magazine
 And gaze upon the faces of the stars that I have seen
 Still at one I smile the longest, whose expression is divine,
 And hope she’s smiling back at me—this picture girl of mine.
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 I’ll not be satisfied till in her company I’ve been
 And as she’s won my fancy, so hers I’ll try to win.
 And if by luck we chance to meet, my dreaming I’ll resign
 To meet the living presence of this picture girl of mine.102

 Two years earlier, Dorothy M. Hills adopted Petrarch’s style and borrowed Shakespeare's 

words to lavishly express the lovelorn and heartfelt devotion to World Film player Gerda 

Holmes: 

 Shall I compare her to a crimson rose—
 A sweet June-rose, deep-hearted and full-blown?
 In what Olympian garden was she grown?
 What heav’nly dew gave her that tint which grows?
 What bulbul sang to her at daylight’s close?
 Yet rose or star or woman, she alone
 Bears me into a dream-world all her own.
 [...] A mistress of each role she has to play,
 She ‘graves its lesson deep on every heart.103 
 

 The intimacy of lovers’ discourse mingles with the lexicon of erotic courtship as the girl 

fan equates her admiration for a female performer with the depth of feeling Renaissance poets 

devoted to their untouchable muses. Further, loaded word-choices such as “sweet June-rose,” 

“deep-hearted and full-blown,” and “mistress,” conjure sexual imagery and confirm erotic 

interest.

 Exuding a similar poetic flair, if tempered by a somber, self-revealing melancholia, 

Minna Irving’s verses conjured the familiar, frustrating pangs experienced by the movie fan 

enamored with the untouchable screen heroine: 
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 I cannot sit at eventide
 Beside the girl I love
 Or spoon with her while softly shines
 The silver moon above.
 I cannot take her for a spin,
 Altho I own a car,
 Or out to supper, or to hear
 The latest opera star.
 I see her almost every night,
 Yet cannot press her lips,
 Or tell her that her sparkling eyes 
 The brightest arcs eclipse.
 I cannot ask her to be  mine, 
 For lo! the little queen
 Is a celebrated heroine
 Upon the movie screen. 104

 Yet, more than channeling film patrons’ growing desire (and frustration) to personally 

engage with the movie stars, this poem articulates the experience of a girl fan who drew on the 

legible and well-tolerated rhetoric of female screen-struckness to publicly announce her dreams 

of same-sex romance. Under the innocuous guise of gushy fan writing, the girl spectator 

managed to share her non-heteronormative physical desires with the world, making these widely 

public through the open-forum venues that were film fan magazines. 

 Lastly, a poem submitted by seasoned writer and Detroit movie lover Florence Gertrude 

Ruthven captures the conflicting, erotic response beautiful, inaccessible film actresses produced 

in some of their female fans:

Only a face on the screen,
A woman’s face I have seen;
But it haunts me still,
Against my will
Stormy, and then serene.

Long do I gaze in her eyes
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Where Love’s swift lighting lies—
Do they change their hue,
Now dusk, now blue,
Loveliest eyes I’ve seen?

Should we be fated to meet
Some day, on the crowded street,
Would they hold my gaze
Amid the maze,
Orbs of my photo-queen?

Lips that to me will not speak
Oh, eyes that in vain I seek! [...]”105

 By repeating familiar tropes of frustration with the medium’s incorporeality, 

inaccessibility, and silence, Ruthven ultimately articulates a fan’s inner struggle with same-sex 

attraction. “Stormy and then serene,” such attraction is presented as a “haunting,” a capricious, 

liminal feeling constantly thwarted by the impossibility of actual everyday contact between 

female spectator and female star, but also fueled by the actress’ recurrent screen appearances;  

rejected due to the pejorative connotations of lesbian desire, yet innately lingering, even if 

“against [Ruthven’s] will.”

 To conclude, during the 1910s, girl fans continued to employ traditional, nineteenth-

century handicrafts to express their investment in picture players: compiling commercial 

ephemera, scrapbooking, hand-coloring, poetry and letter writing, are some of the methods girl 

fans used to manifest their creative agency, as well as to convey affective identification with 

female movie stars. The romantic language of familiarity, sentimentality, and privacy associated 

with nineteenth-century female epistolary became thus the blueprint of girls’ fan language. This 

appropriation is particularly visible when girls communicated with equally young screen 
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actresses. Simply put, attempting to negotiate a new sense of proximity with pervasive but aloof 

motion picture stars, the first generation of girl fans drew on the only form of intimate expression 

they were familiar with: the language of same-sex “romantic friendships.” For this reason, the 

affect in girls fan letters can be at times disconcertingly ambiguous and multilayered—because, 

in these notes, girls used the same ardent vocabulary to cast actresses in various roles: from 

everyday confidante to inspirational model, from professional consultant to forbidden object of 

desire.

 Not surprisingly then, in girls’ fan letters, published poems, private journals and 

scrapbooked collages, we find traces of unconformity and discontent with the conventional roles 

attributed to middle-class, adolescent girlhood. A desire for escaping the bounds of 

heterosexuality, domesticity, and genteel femininity are communicated in unpublished epistles to 

movie stars like Florence Lawrence, where girls vied for an opportunity to share the actress’ 

prosperous and unfettered lifestyle; in poems featured in film magazines, where girl fans took up 

a masculine subjective voice as means to express unconventional same-sex attraction; and in 

collections of images depicting cross-dressed actresses. Clad in tomboy clothes and androgynous 

riding-habits, girlish movie stars like Pickford, White, and Clark embodied a version of young 

femininity that was simultaneously “mannish” but desirable, independent but socially admired, 

strong but joyous. Interest in masculine screen girlhood, therefore, not always translated into 

same-sex desire, but usually suggested fond identification with nonstandard representations of 

female identity. 

 These fan-made artifacts, in sum, reveal the wide spectrum of affective investments 

permeating girls’ reception of transitional American film. Clearly, many girl spectators 
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manipulated mass film ephemera in an attempt to make sense of their budding identities and 

impending adulthoods. Utilizing traditional paper-play techniques and the established language 

of girl-to-girl epistolarity, some girls even attempted to find in young movie actresses viable 

alternatives to the conservative roles and desires ascribed to middle-class girls coming of age in 

the US during the second decade of the twentieth century.

 In conclusion, during the 1910s, American girls collected mass-marketed scraps of paper 

and reapropriated them as instruments through which they negotiated their adolescent identity 

and affective movie fandom. By assembling movie scrapbooks, scissoring paper dolls, and 

collecting photographs of movie stars, girl fans attempted to grow closer to their chosen idols. 

Solicited by the popular press, some of these handcrafted artifacts made it to the pages of leading 

film publications. As a result, movie-loving girl crafters earned small cash prizes and widespread 

accolades for their dextrous handiwork at reworking used paper sources. Implicit in these public 

displays, however, lurked an aggrandizing of domestic handicrafts and homebound femininity, 

historically associated with the practice of scrapbooking, doll-play, and paper manipulation. Such 

sudden revaluing and press revival of feminized paper-play emerged as a concerted effort to turn 

around women’s increasing distancing from the traditional roles of homebound wife, mother, and 

housekeeper. At the same time, film magazines also advertised paper-based handcrafts as a 

productive method to control girl fans’ excessive movie-loving and to correct their unruly ardor 

into domestic skill. 

 Regardless of what domesticating goals they set out to accomplish, movie scrapbooks 

ultimately function as a roadmap to girls’ individual film reception, revealing not only their 

favorite players and pictures, but also their unique personalities, aspirations, social circles, and 
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daily routines. In spite of occasionally following the gendered guidelines on scrapbook-making 

disseminated by advice manuals and the popular press, girl crafters left their own mark in the 

arrangement of their “movy albums.” They privileged exuberant collages over simple, utilitarian 

ones, and introduced affective artifacts—such as stamped cupids or clipped love poems—that 

materialized their erotic investment in selected film performers. 

 In the end, personal correspondence and handcrafted movie scrapbooks allowed girls to 

articulate the most fervent and unconventional aspects of their movie fandom. Whether a 

homoerotic attachment to a particular actress, a romantic longing for a screen hero, a hankering 

dream for stardom, or a nonconformist identification with a tomboyish serial queen, girls 

articulated their fan investment through a manual manipulation of paper. At the same time they 

negotiated their charged response to a new constellation of film stars, girl fans also crafted a 

language of female fan adoration, directly drawn from the confessional rhetoric of  nineteenth-

century “romantic friendships,” same-sex relationships defined by women’s close proximity and 

sentimental epistolarity. In this way, movie-loving girls’ unpublished fan materials proves that, 

by the second decade of the twentieth century, young female spectators actively sought out 

alternatives to the conservative models of female identity inflexibly upheld only one generation 

before.

 The diversity and self-awareness found in these private materials further challenge the 

one-dimensional portrait publicized by the popular press, which often represented girl fans as 

homogenous, undiscerning, and unruly film consumers. Female movie fans growing up in 

America during the 1910s did devote a great deal of time, energy, money, and affect to their 

consumption of picture players and photoplays. However, their spectatorial engagement was far 
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from undifferentiated and irrational. The multilayered collages of movie scrapbooks, the 

manually mounted photographs, and the passionately handwritten letters and poems to female 

stars are testaments to each girl’s distinct fandom. Combined, these artifacts offer unexpurgated 

evidence that, more than disciplined record-keepers and homebound paper-players, the first 

generation of American girls to come of age with the movies exacted a very complex subcultural 

appropriation. As a result of their savvy mixed-media bricolage, they should be celebrated as 

creative consumers, productive recyclers, and among the best informed critics who followed the 

pictures during the 1910s. 
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Epilogue

“The Younger Generation Speaks:” 

Hollywood & Girl Fandom in the 1920s

 “The ‘fan’ letters accurately reflect the trend of public opinion. [...] If the ‘fan’ mail of a star registers 

 disapproval of a certain type of story, the star usually sees fit to change his or her policy.” 106

Photoplay, April 1927

“I admit that I am of ‘the younger generation,’ [....] but the narrow-mindedness of some of the older people of today 

is amazing. [...] You see, I am an ardent ‘movie fan’ and defend it as a panther defends its young!” 107

Florence H. Fitch, a fan, in a letter to Photoplay, March 1927

 Seeds of socio-cultural change taking root in the 1910s, blossomed in the following 

decade. American girls growing up in the second decade of the twentieth century were caught in 

between: suddenly, they found themselves as objects of legal and medical debates, while 

struggling to become meaningful cultural agents. However, by the mid-1920s, a swelling number 

of middle-class adolescent girls had crossed the threshold between nineteenth-century 

conservative pragmatism and early-twentieth-century material mass consumption, gleefully 

embracing a new ethos of self-gratification, sexual liberation, and creative expression. Like the 

generation before them, American girls coming of age in the 1920s continued to love the movies; 

yet, by then, the star-driven film industry they adored had consolidated its corporate image and 
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profit-driven, business model, a steady veer towards institutionalization that significantly 

affected the way Hollywood addressed girl fans and conceived of movie fandom. 

 For instance, though still conceived as roadmaps to girls’ affective investment in the 

pictures, by the early 1920s, movie scrapbooks ceased to be advertised as positive objects. 

Rather than useful repositories of film ephemera, pedagogical projects, or charitable wartime 

donations, movie scrapbooks became a keystone in the typology of movie-mad girlhood. 

According to journalists, screen-struck runaways now relied on carefully compiled scrapbooks 

when plotting their Hollywood-bound journeys. A San Francisco Chronicle correspondent gives 

the example of Tilly and Annie, two small-town fugitives who “knew just where to go, because 

for months [they] had pounced impatiently on the little country newspaper, cutting and secreting 

every reference they could ferret out to movieland, its stars and producers.”108  In short, fueled 

by alarmist stories of wayward daughters and self-destructive aspiring actresses, the press now 

warned that movie scrapbooks were dangerous sources of film knowledge, pernicious tools 

abetting movie-struck girls in their fame-seeking follies. Thus, wrapped up in the cultural panic 

surrounding movie-mad girlhood, the practice of movie scrapbooking fell out of favor at the 

dawn of the new decade. 

 However, as the 1920s wore on, girl fandom and film-themed handcrafts returned to 

central debates on movie fandom. In fact, by 1924, readymade film scrapbooks and instructional 

features on how to assemble your own movie album permeated the American marketplace. Film 

magazines, in particular, rehabilitated movie scrapbooking as a fun and financially rewarding 

activity, running contests that merited creative paper-crafters with individual cash prizes that 
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ranged from $25 to $1,500. The popularity of movie scrapbooking kept rising throughout the late 

1920s. In 1927, Photoplay named scrapbook-making one of “the current vogues of the year,” and 

praised its fans’ “thousands of [movie] albums, all of them neat, all of them correct.”109 

Companies such as the Motion Picture Directors Association and the Universal Press Chicago 

issued blank books designed to become movie-themed scrapbooks. Titles such as “My 

Scrapbook of Movie Stars” and “On the Screen: Motion Picture Memories” clearly directed the 

consumer to the notebooks’ main purpose. The fact that these books were manufactured and 

commercialized specifically for movie scrapbooking shows that, by the late 1920s, the 

handcrafted pastime had become a staple practice of American film fandom.

 The salient number of surviving scrapbooks assembled by girl fans from 1923 to 1929 

further evinces that scrapbooking became primarily a girl-fan activity. Helen Nagel, for example, 

compiled two film “volumes” by 1923. Audrey Chamberlin began her copious, multi-volume 

movie scrapbook collection in the early 1920s when she was an adolescent, likely living in New 

York City. In 1924, thirteen-year-old Elanor Nuenthal from Lake View, Chicago, crafted  her 

“Movie Stars” scrapbook. That same year, and until the end of the decade, Yvonne Blue (later 

Skinner) jolted impressions of seen photoplays, wrote letters to movie-loving girl friends, and 

collected images of favorite stars in bound books while attending the high-school of the 

University of Chicago. Lastly, from 1927 to 1929, Dorothy Blum, an adolescent girl growing up 

in Los Angeles, assembled eighteen film scrapbooks as a way to record her moviegoing 

excursions, her film impressions, and her evolving roster of screen favorites. 110
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 Dorothy Blum’s sprawling collection lends insight into the ways handcrafts and girl film 

fandom changed with the development of a new decade. Spanning from January 1927 to 

December 1929, Blum’s scrapbooks track her coming of age through the types of players 

favored, pictures watched, and movie theaters visited. Unlike the scrapbooks assembled by girls 

in the 1910s, Blum does not recycle old composition notebooks, but are compiled on readymade 

books, such as the “On the Screen: Motion Picture Memories,” printed by Universal Press 

Chicago and decorated by W. T. Hay. Blum’s collection also suggests that not only the movie 

scrapbooks’ format, but also their main function, had changed from the 1910s to the 1920s. 

These modifications, I propose, reflect the growing institutionalization of the American film 

industry, as well as key alterations on how movie fandom, youth, and girlhood in particular, were 

culturally imagined.

 In her seminal book The Damned and the Beautiful: American Youth in the 1920s, 

historian Paula S. Fass argues that the Roaring Twenties birthed a well-defined youth culture, 

epitomized by short-haired, liberated girls; dapper college boys; illicit speakeasies; speedy cars; 

jazz music; frenetic dance styles like the Charleston, and a loosening of sexual mores regulating 

the relations between genders. In the press, this new generation of fun-loving, fast-paced 

adolescents came to be known as “the flaming youth,” or more mildly, as “the younger 

generation.”111 The figure of the “devil-may-care” flapper came to personify this new cohort of 

free-spirited youngsters. In 1920, Motion Picture Magazine offered an arresting portrayal of the 

typical movie-loving flapper: 
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 she’s always just forgotten to smooth the rebellious locks and she’s sure all her hairpins 

 are loose! [...She] goes to the dances at the Hollywood Hotel—where all filmland 

 convenes—and gets a mad ‘crush’ on some good-looking male newcomer. Which lasts 

 perhaps half an hour, during which time [she] cuts all the dance dates she may have 

 previously made in order that her terpsichorean desires may be fully satisfied with this 

 latest flame—whom she usually promptly forgets as soon as another Prince Charming 

 wonders by.112

 Fass comments that many factors contributed to the moral and cultural gap dividing the 

“older” from the “younger generation,” but that such glaring divide was invariably linchpined by 

overall improvements in Americans’ living conditions. While Europe sank under the domestic 

destruction provoked by the Great War, the unscathed United States flourished into a world 

power. As a result, by the mid 1920s, average American salaries had been raised and weekly 

work hours diminished; unemployment dropped while co-ed university and high-school 

enrollment soared; and birthrates increased while life-expectancy expanded. Further, the tone for 

the dawning decade was set by two new two laws, both issued in 1920: the Nineteenth 

Amendment, which awarded women the right to vote; and the Eighteen Amendment, which 

made alcohol production, distribution, and consumption illegal in the United States. Marked by a 

concurrent celebration of progressive liberties and a perpetuation of conservative regulations, the 

1920s emerged as an ambivalent cultural moment: a protean time-period that celebrated a 
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commercially viable youth culture and enlarged women’s agency in the public life, but that 

simultaneously continued to seek for effective methods to control girls’ public displays of affect.

 An advice column published by Photoplay renders visible this cultural ambiguity 

surrounding adolescent girlhood and girl fandom. Replying to a movie-loving girl’s concerns 

about being too “crazy about clothes,” boys, and her “personal appearance,” a journalist 

confirmed that American girl fans coming of age in the late 1920s lived in a particularly 

auspicious, if transitional, historical period. Quality of life had greatly increased in merely ten 

years but, resultantly, so had the gap between generations. Adults, particularly parents, simply 

were not equipped to understand adolescent girls’ sudden entitlement to “look [their] prettiest,” 

without fearing that “vanity is a sin.” “Many people of the older generation, like your mother, 

Lois, are afraid to admit their interest in their own personalities,” the columnist explained,

 Life in this country, twenty years ago, was so much harder than it is today, money was so 

 much more scarce, that vanity had to be minimized and self-denial made popular. [...] 

 Women simply turned their minds around and became vain about their defects. [...] We 

 are more honest now and realize the actual value of charm. [...] So go for vanity, Lois. 

 [... Pursue] more and better vanity in you, [for] there is simply no estimating the 

 pleasantness, the courtesy and happiness vanity brings into life.113

 This cultural exultation of female vanity, pleasure, and joyfulness—where only a 

generation before modesty, demureness, and restraint were favored—profoundly shaped 

adolescent girls’ engagement with the pictures. White, middle-class girls coming of age in the 
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mid-1920s found that many of the cultural and legal transformations taking place directly 

affected their everyday lives. Rather than being constantly disciplined and surveyed, middle-

class girls were now allowed to vote, flirt, dance, attend co-ed schools, and go out on dates with 

boys unchaperoned. Whereas 1910s girls—still reared in the shadow of Victorian propriety—had 

at times hesitated to embrace a new ethos of self-gratification and material pleasure, 1920s girls 

found their surrounding culture spurring them to seize the day and live with verve and 

abandonment. The contrast with the 1910s generation was so flagrant that, in the early 1920s, a 

male observer reflected that American girls’ “manners have grown a bit free-and-easy, and every 

vestige of certain old restraints is gone.”114  

 If conservative thinkers suspected girls’ free manners, progressive journalists, literary 

authors, and psychologists actually encouraged adolescent girls to openly express their passions 

and desires in the public sphere. For instance, throughout the 1920s, F. Scott Fitzgerald built a 

career writing about bobbed-haired debutantes whose reckless pursuits of pleasure illustrated a 

recent lionization of wealth, youth, sexuality, and instant gratification. Cartoons such as Ethel 

Hays’s “Fanny Says”—a series popular in the mid-to-late 1920s film press—rendered visible 

girlhood’ revealing wardrobe, their flirtatious interactions with the opposite sex, and their love 

for material goods. Lastly, even G. Stanley Hall trumpeted the birth of the “Flapper Americana 

Novissima.” Scrutinizing the adolescent “specimen” with benevolent curiosity, Hall described 

the flapper as a school girl “approaching sweet sixteen,” whose confident walk and “chic and up-

to-date” attire caught the psychologist’s eye as he strolled down city streets. The flapper, Hall 

claimed, encapsulated the current American zeitgeist: a commemoration of fun, consumption, 
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instantaneity, and immaturity. Pleasure-driven, uninhibited, and high-spirited, the “Flapper 

Novissima” “was out to see the world and, incidentally, to be seen of it;” “her nerves are 

uniquely toned to jazz, with its shocks, discords, blariness, siren effects, animal and all noises;” 

“her heart goes out to the rings, bracelets, bangles, beads, wrist watches, pendants, earrings [...] 

candies, ices, sodas” found in boardwalks, school campuses, and department stores; and she 

enjoyed the company of boys as much as a “good dance.” Hall concludes his observations in a 

high note, mentioning that “never since civilization began has the girl in her early teens seemed 

so self-sufficient and sure of herself, or made such a break with the rigid traditions of propriety 

and convention which have hedged her in. [...] The new liberties she takes with life are [so] 

contagious,” that the psychologist wondered “if the flapper may, after all, be the bud of a new 

and better womanhood.”115    

 The discourse on movie scrapbooking and girl fandom suffered visible alterations from 

the 1910s to the mid 1920s, and Blum’s collection evinces that cultural shift. Movie-loving girls 

now used movie scrapbooks to convey a distinct sense of entitlement to spectatorial pleasure and 

critical authority, key characteristics of a new adolescent generation growing up in North 

America during the 1920s. 

 In 1920, the newspapers may have reported that movie-mad country girls used the 

handmade object as a vicarious gateway to Movieland, but seven years later, it is clear that urban 

adolescents like Blum utilized the movie scrapbook as a self-empowering and self-pleasing 

multi-purpose tool: as an illustrated travelog, a personal repository of film reviews, and a literary 

record of adolescence filtered through moviegoing. For instance, earlier entries capture the 
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thirteen-year-old girl’s preference for “adorable” ingenues such as Lisa Moran; “cute stories with 

beautiful clothes” like The American Beauty starring Billie Dove or “darling” Tinkletoes with 

Colleen Moore.116 At this point in time, most of Blum’s movie outings are chaperoned by family 

members or house staff, and take place at local theaters such as the Vista in Los Feliz, and the 

Orpheum and the Tower in downtown Los Angeles. In later entries though, Blum has grown up 

into a strong-minded adolescent: she liberally expresses her admiration for sophisticated 

actresses Joan Crawford and Dolores Costello (“Joan Crawford [is] the most attractive person I 

have ever laid eyes on” and “Dolores Costello is marv. I am crazy about her. She is my favorite 

actress. I think she is gorgeous”);117 shrewdly criticizes Clara Bow for being “too ‘flappery,’ ” 

and Mae Murray for “looking younger, and younger—any younger and the Children’s Societies 

will begin investigations!”118 Blum also explores “really spooky and breath taking [sic]” movies 

like The Unknown and The Cat and the Canary; 119 replaces “mamma and papa” with young 

suitors Danny and Franklin and girl friends Augusta and Rosebud; and visits movie theaters 

across the country—the plush boardwalk theatre The Stanley in Atlantic City; the Roxy (a 5,920-

seat picture palace off Times Square), the Folic (the New Amsterdam’s “roof theatre”), and the 

Picadilly (later known as Warner’s Theatre) in New York City; and in Chicago, she goes to the 

Tivoli in Uptown, the Roosevelt on State Street, the Harper in Hyde Park, and the Alcyon in 

Highland Park.
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 Further, in the 1920s, movie scrapbooks became a site for displaying critical insight. In 

Blum conveys her extensive film knowledge through dozens of scribbled movie reviews and 

page-length collages. In an entry from January 1927, for instance, Blum notes that Dolores 

Costello’s film The Third Degree “was very good even though it had German camera angels.”120 

This comments showcases Blum’s sharp understanding of nationally-specific film editing 

aesthetics. A year later, the Los Angelino girl enthusiastically deems the WWI-themed 

production 7th Heaven (1927) “the greatest picture produced,” an accolade merited due to the 

film’s well-chosen leads and well-crafted, romantic scrip: “acting superb—beautiful love scenes. 

[...] Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor sure make a marv. team. [...] One of the best pictures I have 

ever seen!”121 Lastly, Blum displays knowledge of of film actors’ star personas when she 

remarks, after watching Esther Ralston play a dual role in the comedy The Spotlight (1927), that 

“Esther Ralston in a black wig [is] just as attractive if not more so” than with her usual blonde 

mane.122

 Movie scrapbooks assembled in the 1920s, such as Blum’s, clearly show that white, well-

to-do girls responded with gusto to the cultural call for uncensored enjoyment, unrestricted mass 

consumption, and uncompromising self-expression. Much like their predecessors, girls growing 

up in the 1920s used the movies—and by extension fan magazines—to articulate their budding 

affects and self-images. However, Blum’s scrapbooks reveals a key alteration in the way girls’ 

self-engendered their identities as movie fans. In the mid 1920s, the thirst for stardom takes a 

backseat to film knowledge—so much so that, in their scrapbooks, most girl fans behave less like 
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aspiring actresses or screen-struck worshipers, and much more like a well-versed and critical 

movie connoisseur. 

 Blum’s scrapbooks capture another crucial shift in the way the film industry addressed 

young female audiences in particular—and conceived of movie fandom in general— during the 

mid-to-late 1920s. Adolescent girls had been central to American film fandom since the early 

1910s, thus it stands to reason that when the movie industry underwent major institutional 

transformations, many of these changes would be geared towards simultaneously seducing and 

controlling young female patrons. Throughout the 1920s, the American film industry continued 

institutionalizing its modes of production and promotion, an enterprise that had been underway 

since the industry moved to Southern California in the late 1900s. This move towards 

corporatism took several shapes: the film industry crystalized its business model of relying on 

individual stars to generate box-office revenues; studios consolidated their in-house style and 

specialized on specific film genres; and as competition between studios grew more aggressive, 

production companies became more reliant on press agents and fan magazines to sell the image 

of their stock players.  

 Once picture personalities became full-fledged commodities, fans became vital to the 

success of a profit-driven film industry. In an attempt to secure fan investment and commodify 

fan labor, the film industry implemented two main measures: first, studios claimed to use fan 

mail and craftwork to measure a star’s box-office appeal; second, movie fan magazines created 

annual craft competitions that simultaneously centralized and institutionalized fans’ handcrafts. 

For instance, regarding the first point, by 1927 Photoplay declared that “a steady increase in 

‘fan’ letters means a nice new contract for a star. A slight decrease is instantly noted by the 
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producers.” By repacking fan mail as “the barometer of motion picture popularity,” the film 

industry sought to neutralize the pathological associations that made fan investment something to 

be feared in the 1910s; rather than rabid followers, in the late 1920s fans were depicted as a 

productive part of the well-oiled machine that was the moviemaking business.123 Simply put, 

from the industry’s perspective once integrated into the film institution, passionate fan 

attachment would become simultaneously manageable and rehabilitated—manageable, because 

it granted fans the power to make or break a star, a semblance of agency that intended to satiate 

fans’ longing for participating in Movieland; and rehabilitated, because it positioned fans as 

positive contributors instead of self-destructive aspirants and ungovernable consumers. Blum’s 

scrapbooks, with its eloquent film reviews, suggest that some girl fans happily took on the new 

role of empowered fan-critic. 

  Secondly, the institutionalization of fan craft labor was achieved by channeling scattered 

craftwork fans sent to movie magazines or kept in fans’ homes (such as uncirculated scrapbooks 

and handmade house furnishings) into centralized, industry-sponsored contests. The most 

popular and well-remunerated of these competitions was Photoplay’s Cut Puzzle Contest. First 

launched in 1923 and running until 1933, the Cut Puzzle Contest invited movie fans from all 

over the world to manipulate fragmented headshots of famous players into elaborate collaged 

objects. For four months (June to September), the magazine published scrambled headshots 

accompanied by a printed alphabet. Movie-loving crafters had to cut and reorganize the slivered 

pieces of paper into a recognizable face, name the star, and create lists of popular players with 

the offered paper alphabet. Cash prizes of over $5,000 were attributed to the fifty fans who 
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produced extensive lists of names and delivered the reassembled faces in original, handcrafted 

vessels. Each year over 35,000 submissions reportedly reached Photoplay’s headquarters. 

Published photographs attest to the bounty of fans’ craft production: large-sized warehouses are 

shown filled roof to ceiling with hundreds of hand-stitched dolls, puppets, scrapbooks, parasols, 

bridal veils, shawls, fans, and small furniture pieces—such as jewelry boxes, chests of treasures, 

lamp shades, and miniature movie theaters—all incorporating the clipped images and collaged 

names of dozens of celebrated screen actors (Fig. 1).

 Photoplay’s craft contest reveals that fans’ manual work became industrially valorized 

and publicly displayed starting in the mid 1920s. While in the 1910s, fans’ craft labor had been 

solicited sporadically and its fruits had never been published in movie magazines, by 1924, fan 

craft production was not only requested by the film press, but rewarded with cash prizes and 

publication in a best-selling movie magazine. From 1924 to 1932, enlarged photographs of the 

winning handcrafts were showcased in full regalia, with detailed captions and headshots of the 

victorious crafters’ appearing next to their movie-themed creations. Movie scrapbooks garnered 

several top prizes, particularly in the first edition of the craft competition (Fig.2).

 Praise was foremost paid to the variety of craft techniques, the richness of materials, and 

the degree of manual skill and creativity demonstrated in each successful handmade artifact. For 

instance, in 1924, Mrs. S. M. Farrell won first prize with “an elaborate fan made of orange and 

black georgette. Narrow black lace ornaments it, combine with a small wreath of flowers, which 

are placed at the base. The picture of the stars are inserted under a layer of orange georgette 

Words are quite inadequate to describe the amount of work and care lavished upon it.”124 A third 
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prize went to Miss Madeline Doupe, who “relied upon pen and ink for fine bits of caricaturing. 

The humorous little sketches completing the body of each star are characteristic of a picture 

wherein each played. Miss Doupe shown as unusually retentive memory.”125 In 1925, the fifth 

prize was attributed to Mrs A. H. Schurmer’s “beautiful lamp shade fashioned of pleated rose 

georgette, chiffon, old gold lace, flowers in pastel shades, and crystal beads of white and 

rose.”126 The following year, twenty-four year-old Miss Ruth Walker merited the first prize with 

a mixed-media chest that brought together fabric, paper, glue, and wood: “this beautiful chest 

held four trays of eight dolls each, the stars of the contest in the costumes of their most 

successful roles”127  (Figs. 3 & 4).

 Like in the previous decade, unmarried female crafters were recurrently awarded top 

prizes. In the late 1920s, single girls and married women still dominated the list of victors, but as 

the decade progressed  more male fans began entering craft works and winning cash prizes. The 

majority of male submissions, however, tended to show expertise on carpentry and electric 

engineering, while female fans continued to rely on needlework, doll-making, and paper-play.

 The film industry’s sudden embrace of fans’ craftwork stemmed from a continued plan to 

increase magazine sales, as well as to capitalize on the free labor and free publicity supplied by 

its most devoted followers. Competitions such as Photoplay’s Cut Puzzle implicitly encouraged 

fans to produce movie-themed artifacts—such as home decorations, toys, and fashion items —

that the industry could then co-opt as free publicity. In fact, these contests asked fans to “get your 
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scissors out” and celebrate Movieland’s biggest and brightest stars.128 The publication of fans’ 

movie-themed handcrafts also aimed to encourage other fans to want, and likely assemble, their 

own treasure chests, scrapbooks, dolls, or fans, decorated with press images of famous screen 

actors. In fact, the detail put in the descriptions of the winning artifacts suggests that film 

magazines still thought of handcrafts made by fans as inherently pedagogic, and thus presented 

these objects as easy-to-follow tutorials accessible to a wide movie-loving readership.

 In addition, the winning handcrafts were often disseminated as promotional items. For 

example, although Photoplay promised to give all the proceedings to children’s charities located 

in New York City, the movie-themed fan crafts were first exhibited in the magazine’s pages, 

itemized and displayed like goods on a department store’s catalogue. In this way, fans’ artifacts 

become repackaged as commodified film ephemera, and were used as free publicity of selected 

movie stars. In short, by generating desire, these competitions ultimately attempted to generate 

consumption: of the film magazines where the actors’ photos were featured; of illustrated movie 

postcards and commercial lithographs; and of any other outlet that sold mass-produced 

reproductions of film favorites—the raw material of the published handcrafts. 

 Lastly, it is important to note that, though the magazine distributed cash prizes to its top-

fifty crafters, that means that less than 2% of the entrants were actually paid for their manual 

work. The money that the remaining 34,950 participants put into their supplies and shipping fare

—as well as the time invested in creating these intricate handmade pieces—were never 

remunerated; yet the magazine used the participation, skill, and craftwork of these fans as 
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promotional devices, cost-free tools that helped reaffirm the film industry’s worldwide popularity  

and cultural significance.

 In the end, the creation of industry-sponsored competitions soliciting for fan craftwork 

resulted from the increasing institutionalization of the movie business. By the mid 1920s, this 

process of consolidation and corporatism spread to fandom, as the film industry worked to 

regulate and capitalize on fans’ free labor. Although craft contests gave positive visibility to 

fans’ creative expression, that legitimization of fans’ domestic handcrafts came as a consequence 

of the film industry’s larger economic goals. Simply put, by exalting audiences’ craft labor, the 

film industry attempted to create the illusion that movie fandom could remain a personalized, 

intimate, and individual endeavor, even while the enterprise that motorized such affective 

investment adopted a corporative, impersonal, and profit-driven business model.

 In the 1930s, craft work lost importance within the discourse on film fandom. By 1931, 

the submissions to Photoplay’s Cut Puzzle had dropped to almost half. The prizes had also 

shrunken in value. Two years later, images of fans’ handiwork were not even making it to the 

page anymore. Married women and male fans participated more assiduously throughout the 

1930s, but adolescent girls stopped sending contributions. The Wall Street crash of 1929, and its 

resulting economic depression, likely affected fans’ financial ability to invest in movie-themed 

crafts; yet, that the competition folded as girl fans ceased to show interest in craft work also 

importantly suggests that girls played a vital part in keeping handicrafts associated with 

profitable film fandom. 

  In fact, the institutionalization of fan affect profoundly impacted how the film industry 

related to its young female audiences. Though Hollywood recognized adolescent girls as a 
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meaningful demographic since the early 1910s, ten years later, the industry remained unsure of 

how best to manage girls’ affective investment in the pictures. By 1922, the film industry still 

struggled to effectively redirect girls’ persistent longing for a Hollywood career. In spite of 

ongoing efforts to delegitimize and discipline young female fandom, hoards of untried, 

unchaperoned girls continued to flood the studio lots in search for contracts, auditions, and bit 

parts. As the decade unfolded, news of screen-struck girls being lost, exploited, and defiled while 

seeking success in Los Angeles piled up to the point that dreaming of stardom became perceived 

as a dangerous female fantasy. The city of Hollywood, by extension, emerged as a shadowy locus 

of temptation, while the film industry appeared as a reckless seducer, luring good girls away 

from their homes and into the pitfalls of urban tawdriness and exploitation. 

 To exert control over the “movie-mad girl problem,” the film industry not only changed 

its own image, but it also altered the way it addressed and depicted young female fans. Foremost, 

the film industry distanced itself from the narrative of magical all-inclusivity and welcoming 

openness popular in the 1910s; instead of a fairytale kingdom available to all, the film industry 

promoted itself as a business-minded, multi-tiered, commercial enterprise, accessible only to 

those who went through the proper institutional channels. Those specifically-girl-oriented 

channels took two main forms. One of them was implemented by movie fan publications such as 

Photoplay. The best-selling magazine created advice columns that redirected girl fans’ labor and 

affect to traditionally domestic roles. Second, various arms of the film industry implemented 

civic and labor associations, namely the Hollywood Studio Club (1925), studios acting schools, 

and the Central Casting Bureau (1926). As film historian Heidi Kenaga observes, these industry-

sponsored associations were instrumental in corporatizing female labor during the 1920s. 
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Respectively, they offered shelter and moral guidance to unemployed and unsupervised aspiring 

actresses; scouted and professionalized new young talent; and outsourced inexperienced female 

workers for “extra parts,” which resultantly kept the studios “well served by the steady flow of 

unskilled [low-cost] workers who potentially could be trained to meet the specific requirements 

of a marketable product.”129 In other words, by the 1920s. Hollywood defanged the “movie-mad 

girls” of the previous generation by re-imagined them as white-collar cogs, homogenized and 

assimilated by a commercial film factory.

 Both measures primarily targeted young and single girl fans. For instance, the column 

“Girls’ Problems”—which became a regular Photoplay fixture in March 1926—sought to 

encourage girls’ correspondence to the magazine, while simultaneously diverging their attention 

from achieving movie careers or wooing a favorite actor. Every month, Carolyn Van Wyck 

offered “friendly advice” to adolescent girls who struggled to bridge the cultural gap between the 

“older generation” and the new “flaming youth.”130 Though published in a movie fan magazine, 

the letters discussed seldom addressed film fandom; instead, Van Wyck counseled movie-loving 

girls on what to wear, when to get married, and how to be a good friend or negotiate an 

overbearing mother. By focusing only on matters traditionally associated with conventional 

femininity—such as heterosexual courtship, marriage, daughterhood, and physical appearance—

this column aimed to dissociate girl fandom from its “movie-mad” image. At the same time 

though, “Girls’ Problems” rerouted girls’ fan mail away from the typical quests for stardom and 
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crushes on players, and back into conservative feminine roles: that of daughter, fiancee, bride, 

and mother-to-be. In this way, movie magazines’ girl-oriented columns picked up where 

instructional scrapbook-making features—and other scriptive practices disseminated in the 1910s

—had left off: they encouraged the new generation of adolescent flappers to adopt traditional 

models of girlhood that did not threaten the film industry’s commercial goals.

 In another attempt to reroute girls’ affective investemnt in the movies, the film industry 

re-imagined screen performing as a disciplined profession and an institutional occupation, rather 

than the pursuit of fun and the fulfilling of an innate calling publicized in the 1910s. In an article 

published in 1926, for example, it is specified that the few girls who still find rewarding film 

contracts have not serendipitously wandered into the movies, but have been hard at work for 

years, enrolled in studios’ acting academies such as the Paramount’s School. The article further 

notes that all these girls are in their teens and, previous to attending “the big Astoria 

schoolhouse,” had been employed as school teachers, fashion models, and store clerks.131 By 

stressing the would-be actresses’ working backgrounds, the feature salients that movie acting was 

foremost a job—defined by schedules, demands, and obligations—and thus only suitable for 

girls with ingrained work ethics. In this way, fan magazines not only tried to discourage 

untrained girls from swarming the Californian studios, but they also aimed to reinforce the 

industry’s longstanding goal of professionalization, and consequently legitimization, of film 

acting. By the early 1920s, such goal grew progressively threatened by the many lurid reports 

detailing screen-struck girls’ tragic experiences in Hollywood.
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  In sum, during the 1920s, the film industry put in place an organized structure that 

regulated girls’ fan affect and participation. This institutionalization of fandom came as an 

attempt to rectify the fabricated narrative of “anyone can become a star” that so deeply mobilized 

screen-struck girl fandom in the 1910s. Craft competitions and movie scrapbooks issued by the 

film press now emphasized girls’ roles as movie critics and connoisseurs instead of acting 

aspirants or screen inamoratas. Likewise, the implementation of girl-oriented associations, 

columns, and acting schools tried to keep young female audiences engaged with the film 

industry, while limiting the amount of agency they could exert within such corporate venues. As 

a result, girls growing up in the 1920s reworked the ways they interacted with a progressively 

institutionalized Hollywood, but did not cease expressing their affective fandom in a creative 

manner. Blum’s scrapbooks, as those of her peers, are one of the powerful shapes girl fans’ 

voices took throughout the Golden Era of Hollywood. In fact, for the next three decades, young 

female spectators continued pasting stars’ images in blank notebooks; scribbling film reviews in 

their diaries; crafting effusive fan letters; authoring original screenplays; and penning many other 

autobiographical narratives that so poignantly conveyed their passionate engagement with a 

commercial film culture. Materially ephemeral, if affectively durable, these “gasps of violent 

ink” render visible American girls’ influential contribution to establishing a profitable national 

film industry, as as to carving a significant space for fan participation.
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Chapter 1

Fig. 1 Motion Picture Magazine, June 1915

Fig. 2 Motion Picture Magazine, September 1914
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Fig. 3  Motion Picture Magazine, August 1916
Fig. 5  Ladies’ World, November 1917

Fig. 4  Motion Picture Magazine, July 1915
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Chapter 2

Fig. 1 Motion Picture Magazine, February 1915

Fig. 2 The New York Tribune, March 4, 1917
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Fig. 3 Motion Picture Magazine, September 1914,

Fig. 4 Motion Picture Magazine, April 1916
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Fig. 5 Motion Picture Magazine, November 1917

Fig. 6 Photoplay, July 1916
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Fig. 7 Photoplay, December 1915
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Chapter 3

Fig. 1 Motion Picture Magazine, November 1916

Fig. 2 Motion Picture Magazine, February 1915 Fig. 3 Motion Picture Magazine, September 1914
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Fig. 4 Photoplay, August 1917 Fig. 5 The New York Tribune, March 4 1917

Fig. 6 Motion Picture Magazine, June 1915
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Figs. 7 & 8  Photoplay, December 1915

Fig. 9 Harper's Monthly Magazine, December 1913 
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Chapter 4

Fig. 1 Motion Picture Magazine, May 1914 Fig. 3 Photoplay, April 1915

Fig. 4 Photoplay, January 1918

Fig. 2 Motion Picture Magazine, May 1914
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Fig. 5 San Francisco Chronicle, November 5, 1914

Fig. 6 The Chicago Daily Tribune, 
September 9, 1920

Fig. 7 Photoplay, July 1917
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Fig. 8 New York Tribune, September 22, 1920

Fig. 9 Los Angeles Times, July 10, 1916
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Chapter 5

Fig.1 Girls’ Collective Scrapbook, Norfolk County, MA, 

Fig. 2 Lucy R. Latter,
 How To Teach Paper-Folding, 1916

Fig. 3 New York Tribune, October 12, 1913
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Fig 4. New York Sunday American, 1911
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Fig 5. The Day Book, May 7, 1915

Fig 6. Medora Espy Diaries, Washington State Historical 
Society, 1914
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Fig 7. Motion Picture Story Magazine, 
August 1911

Fig 8. Motion Picture Story Magazine, 
August 1913

Fig 9. Motion Picture Magazine,
 June 1917

Fig 10. American Girl’s “Paper Doll House” 
Scrapbook, c. 1835 
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Fig 11. Motion Picture Magazine,
July 1914 Fig 12. Motion Picture Magazine,

 April 1916

Fig 13. Motion Picture Magazine,
July 1917

Fig 14. High Schoolgirl’s Graduate Scrapbook
Little Rock, MO, 1915
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Fig 15. “Beauty and Brains Contest,” 
Photoplay, January 1916

Fig 16. “Beauty and Brains Contest,” 
Photoplay, February 1916

Fig 17. Motography, June 1916
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Chapter 6

Fig. 1 Mary Florence Stott’s Scrapbook, 1917

Fig. 2 Mary Florence Stott’s Scrapbook, 1917
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Figs 3-5 Theresa Reinhardt’s Scrapbook, 1914
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Figs. 6-10 “Mary Pickford Shrine”
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1915-1916
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Fig. 11 “Marguerite Clark’s Autographed Headshot” 
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1916

Fig. 12 Thelma Majors’s “Gish Scrapbooks,” 1919-1922
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Fig. 13 “Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh”
Constance Topping’s Scrapbook, 1915

Figs. 14-15 “Dorothy Gish”
Thelma Majors’s Scrapbook, c.1921

Figs. 16-17 “Lillian Gish”
Thelma Majors’s Scrapbook, 

c.1922
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Fig. 18 “Ella Hall”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1915

Figs. 19 & 20 “Marguerite Clark Collage”
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1916

No image due to copyright
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Fig. 21 “Lillian Gish Collage”
Thelma Majors’s Scrapbook, c.1919

Fig. 22 “Dorothy Gish”
Motion Picture Magazine, May 1917

Fig. 23 “SPEED: Paul Panzer Shrine”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1914

No image due to copyright
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Chapter 7

Fig. 1 “Mary Pickford as Peppina,”
 Mary Florence Stott’s Scrapbook, 1917

Fig. 2 “May Allison”
 Mary Florence Stott’s Scrapbook, 1917

Fig. 3 “Billie Burke in The Amazons”
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1916
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Fig. 4 “Billie Burke in Peggy”
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1916

Fig. 5 “Mary Pickford in Rags”
Margaret Harroun’s Scrapbook, 1916

Fig. 7 Motion Picture Magazine, January 1918

Fig. 6 “Miss White, as Pauline”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1914
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Figs. 8 & 9 “Judith in The Trey o’ Hearts”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1914

Figs. 10 & 11 “Ann Murdock & Kathleen Clifford”
Motion Picture Magazine, January 1918
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Fig. 12 “Marguerite Clark in The Amazons”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1917

Fig. 13 The full promotional still from the film
The Amazons (1917)

Fig. 14 “Margaret [Ethel] Barrymore”
Edna Vercoe’s Scrapbook, 1914

No image due to copyright
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Fig. 1 “Total submissions to the ‘Cut Puzzle Contest,’ 1926 edition”
Photoplay, January 1927

Fig. 2 “The 1926 Winners” 
Photoplay, January 1927

Fig. 3 “Miss Ruth Walker’s Treasure Chest” 
Photoplay, January 1927

Fig. 2 “Winning Scrapbooks, First Edition” 
Photoplay, January 1924
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